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PREFACE 

Little is known at present to historians of mathe¬ 
matics regarding the acnievements of the early Hindu 
mathematicians and our indebtedness to them. Though 
it IS now generally admitted that the decimal place- 
value system of numeral notation, was invented and 
first used by the Hindus, it is not yet fully realized 
to what extent we are indebted to them for our 
elementary mathematics. This is due to the lack of a 
reliable and authentic history of Hindu mathematics. 
Our object in writing the present book has been to 
make up for this deficiency ijy giving a comprehensive 
account of the growth and development of the 
science of mathematics in India from the earliest 
known times down to the seventeenth century of the 
Christian era. 

The subject is treated by topics. Under each topic 
are collected together and set forth in chronological 
order translations of relevant Sanskrit texts as found 
in the Hindu works. The texts have been elucidated, 
wherever necessary, by adding explanatory notes and 
comments, and also by illustrative examples culled from 
original sources. We have tried to avoid repetition 
as far as has been consistent with our aim. However, 
on several occasions it has been considered desirable 
to repeat the same rule in the words of different authors 
in order to emphasize the continuity or rather the gradual evolution of mathematical thought and termino- 

in India. Comparative study of this kind has 
helped us to throw light on certain obscure Sanskrit 
passages and technical terms whose full significance 
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had not been understood before. In translating the 
texts we have tried to be as literal and faithful as 
possible without sacrificing the spirit of the original. 
Sometimes it has not been possible to find exact 
parallels to Sanskrit words and technical terms in 
English. In all such cases we have tried to maintain 
the spirit of the original in the English version. 

The above plan of the book has been adopted in 
pursuance of our intention to place before those who 
have no access to the Sanskrit sources all evidence, 
unfavourable as well as favourable, so that they can 
judge for themselves the claims of Hindu mathematics, 
without depending solely on our statements. In order 
to facilitate comparison with the development of 
mathematics in other countries the various topics have 
been arranged generally in accordance with the se¬ 
quence in Professor D. E. Smith’s History of Mathematics, 
Vol. II. This has sometimes necessitated divergence 
from the arrangement of topics as found in the Hindu 
works on mathematics. 

In search of material for the book we had to 
examine the literature of the Hindus, non-mathematical 
as well as mathematical, whether in Sanskrit or in 
Prakrit (Pali and Ardha Magadhi). Very few of the 
Hindu treatises on mathematics have been printed so 
far, and even these are not generally known. The 
manuscript works that exist in the various Sanskrit 
libraries in India and Europe are still less known. We 
have not spared labour in collecting as many of these 
as we could. Sanskrit mathematical works mentioned 
in the bibliography given at the end of this volume 
have been specially consulted by us. We are thankful 
to the authorities of the libraries at Madras, Bangalore, 
Trivandrum, Trippunithura and Benares, and those of 
the India Office (London) and the Asiatic Society of 
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Bengal (Calcutta) for supplying us transcripts of the 
manuscripts required or sending us manuscripts for 
consultation. We are indebted also to Dr. R. P. 
Paranjpye, Vice-Chancellor of the Lucknow University, 
for help in securing for our use several manuscripts 
or their transcripts from the state libraries in India 
and the India Office, London. 

It would not have been possible to carry our study 
as far as has been done without the spade work of 
previous writers. Foremost among these must be men¬ 
tioned the late Pandit Sudhakar Dvivedi of Benares, 
whose editions of the Ltldvati, Brdhmasphuta-siddhdnta, 
Trisatikd, Mahdsiddhdnta, Siddbdnta-tattva-viveka, etc., 
have been of immense help. Colebrooke’s translations of 
the arithmetic and algebra of Brahmagupta and Bhas- 
kara 11. Kern’s edition of the Aryabhatiya and Ranga- 
carya’s edition (with English translation) of the Ganita- 
sdra-sad/graha of Mahavira have also been of much use. 
The recent work of G. R. Kaye, however, has been 
found to be extremely uinfellaBIe. His translation of 
the Ganitapdda of the Aryabhatiya and his edition of the 
Bakhshali Manuscript are full of mistakes and are 
misleading. 

It has been decided to publish the book in three 
parts. The first part deals with the history of the 
numeral notation and of arithmetic. The second is 
devoted to algebra, a science in which the ancient Hindus 
made remarkable progress. The third part contains 
the history of geometry, trigonometry, calculus and 
various other topics such as magic squares, theory of 
series and permutations and combinations. Each part is 
complete in itself, so that one interested in any particular 
branch of mathematics need not consult all of them. 

Part I which is now being published contains two 
chapters. Chapter I gives an account of the various 
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devices employed by the Hindus for denoting numbers. 
The gradual evolution of the decimal place-value system 
of notation has been traced and all evidence relating 
to its use in India collected together for the first time. 
This evidence shows that the system was in use in 
India during the earliest centuries of the Christian era, 
if not earlier. We hope that the facts set forth in this 
chapter will finally set at rest the controversy about 
its place of origin. Considerations of space have pre¬ 
vented us from giving details regarding‘the introduc¬ 
tion of the Hindu numerals into Arabia, Northern 
Africa and Europe. A brief account has, however, been 
included. 

Chapter II deals with arithmetic in general. We 
have become so familiar with our methods of per¬ 
forming the fundamental arithmetical operations of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and the 
extraction of roots that we seldom pause to think 
how and when these methods were invented. The 
problem, however, has deep interest for the teacher 
and historian of mathematics. And an account of the 
evolution of these methods in the land of their birth 
should be welcome. We have given details and illus¬ 
trations of different methods of performing these opera¬ 
tions on a pdtt, (“board”), as followed in India from 
the fifth century onwards. It has been shown that our 
present methods are simple variations of those of the 
ancient Hindus. The rule of three, the rules of sup¬ 
position and false position, and rules relating to cal¬ 
culations involving interest, exchange of commodities, 
fineness of gold, etc., are all due to the Hindus. In 
fact, practically the whole of elementary arithmetic can 
be traced back to them. Thus the importance of 
chapter II cannot be over-emphasised. 

The scheme of transliteration of Sanskrit words 
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and proper names has been indicated in the beginning. 
Arabic words and proper names that occur in the book 
have been taken down as found in various secondary 
sources consulted. 

Acknowledgment has been made in footnotes to 
the texts of various sources from which we have derived 
assistance. Of the books which have been found 
specially helpful, we would mention Biihler’s Indian 
Palseography and Ojha’s Pracina Lipi Mala (in Hindi). 
We are indebted to Mr. Ojha for permitting us to 
reproduce from his book the tables of Brahmi and 
Kharosthi numerals. We have pleasure in expressing 
our obligation to Mr. T. N. Singh for his help in the 
revision of proof-sheets. He has caused the removal 
of many obscurities and has made many valuable 
suggestions of which we have availed ourselves. Our 
thanks are also due to Mr. R. D. Misra for preparing 
the index to this volume. 

In conclusion we express our thanks to the Law 
Journal Press for their unfailing courtesy and for ex¬ 
pediting- the work of printing. 

LUCKNOW Bibhutibhusan Datta 

Septembery 1935 Avadhesh Narayan Singh 
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Chapter I 

NUMERAL NOTATION 

A GLIMPSE OF ANCIENT INDIA 

The student of ancient Indian History is struck 
by the marvellous attainments of the Hindus, both 
in the Arts and the Sciences, at a very early period. 
The discoveries at Mohenjo-daro reveal that as early as 
3,000 B.C. the inhabitants of the land of the Sindhu— 
the Hindus—built brick houses, planned cities, used 
metals such as gold, silver, copper and bronze, and lived 
a highly organised life. In fact, they were far in advance 
of any other people of that period. The earliest works 
available, the \^edas {c. 3,000 B.C. or probably much 
earlier), although consisting mainly of hymns of praise 
and poems of worship, show a high state of civilisation. 
The Brdhmana literature (c. 2,000 B.C.) which follows 
the Vedas, is partly ritualistic and partly philosophical. 
In these works are to be found well-developed systems 
of metaphysical, social and religious philosophy, as well 
as the germs of most of the sciences and arts which have 
helped to make up the modern civilisation. It is here 
that we find the beginnings of the science of mathematics 
(arithmetic, geometry, algebra, etc.) and astronomy. 
This Brdhmana period was followed by more than two 
thousand years of continuous progress and brilliant 

•achievements. Although during this period there were 
several foreign invasions as well as internal wars and 
many great kingdoms rose and fell, yet the continuity of 
intellectual progress was maintained. The constitution 
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of Hindu society was mainly responsible for this. 
The foreign invaders, instead of being a hindrance, 
contributed to progress and the strengthening of Hindu 
society by bringing in new blood. They settled in the 
land, adopted the religion and customs of the conquered 
and were completely absorbed into Hindu society. 
There were a class of people—the Brahmanas—who 
took the vow of poverty, and devoted themselves, from 
one generation to another, to the cultivation of the 
sciences and arts, religion and philosophy. The 
Brahmanas, thanks to their selflessness and intellectual 
attainments, were highly respected by the kings and the 
people alike. They were the law-givers and advisers 
of the kings. In fact, this body of selfless thinkers 
and learned men were the real rulers of the land. 

I'he great E,pic, the Kamayana, was composed by 
Valmiki, the father of Sanskrit poetry, about i,ooo B.C., 
Panini, the grammarian, perfected Sanskrit grammar 
about 700 B.C. and Susruta wrote on the sciences of 
medicine and surgery about 600 B.C.' A century later, 
Alahavira and Buddha taught their unique systems of 
religious and moral philosophy, and the doctrine of 
Nirvana. With the spread of these religions evolved 
the Jaina and Buddhist literatures. Some of the earlier 
Purdnas and Dharma-sdstras were written about this 
time. The period 400 B.C. to 400 A.D., however, seems 
to have been a period of great activity and progress. 
During this period flourished the great Jaina meta¬ 
physician U mas vati, Patahjali, the grammarian and philo¬ 
sopher, Kautilya, the celebrated politician, Nagarjuna, 
the chemist, Caraka, the physician, and the immortal 
poets Asvaghosa, Bhasa and Kalidasa. ‘The great • 

‘ There is considerable divergence of opinion regarding the 
dates of the pre-historic works and personalities mentioned in this 
section. We have given those dates that appear most plausible. , 
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astronomical Siddbdntas^ the Snrya^ the Vifdf)hdjii^ the 
\ '^asistha^ the Pardsara and others were written during 
this period and the decimal place-value notation was 
perfected.v^"4—* 

'2- JilNDUS AND MATHEMATICS 

Appreciation of Mathematics. It is said that 
in ancient India no science did ever attain an independent 
existence and was cultivated for its own sake. What¬ 
ever of any science is found in Vedic India is supposed 
to have originated and grown as the liandmaid of one 
or the other of the six “members of the Veda,” and 
consecjuently with the primary object of helping the 
Vedic rituals. It is also supposed, sometimes, that 
any further culture of the science was somewhat dis¬ 
couraged by the Vedic Hindus in suspicion that it might 
prove a hindrance to their great quest of the knowledge 
of the Supreme by diverting the mind to other external 
channels. That is not, indeed, a correct view f)n the 
whole. It is perhaps true that in the earlier Vedic Age, 
sciences grew as help to religion. But it is generally 
found that the interest of people in a particular 
branch of knowledge, in all climes and times, has al¬ 
ways been aroused and guided by specilic reasons. 
Religion being the prime avocation of the earlier Hindus, 
it is not unnatural that the culture of other branches 
of knowledge grew as help to it and was kept subsi¬ 
diary. But there is enough evidence to show that 
in course of time all the sciences outgrew their original 
purposes and were cultivated for their own sake, A 
new orientation had indeed set in in the latter part of 
the Vedic Age. *4:;——- 

There is a story in the Chdndo^ya UpaniscuP wliose 

^ Chdndogja Upanisady vii. i, 2, 4. 
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value in support (jf our view cannot be over-estimated. 
It is said that once upon a time Narada approached 
the sage Sanatkumara and begged of him the Bra/jwa- 
vidya or the supreme knowledge. Sanatkumara asked 
Narada to state what sciences and arts he had already 
studied so that he (Sanatkumara) might judge what 
still remained to be learnt by him. Thereupon Narada 
enumerated the various sciences and arts studied by him. 
This list included astronomy ijiaksatra-vidya) and arith¬ 
metic {rdsi-vidyu). Thus the culture of the science of 
mathematics or of any other branch of secular know¬ 
ledge, was not considered to be a hindrance to spiritual 
knowledge. In fact, Apard-ridyd (“secular knowledge”) 
was then considered to be a helpful adjunct to Pard-vidyd 
(“spiritual knowledge”).’ 

—j^/Importance to the culture of Ganita (mathematics) 
is liHi given by the Jainas. Their religious literature 
is generally classified into four branches, called anuyoga 
(“exposition of principles”). One of them is gu-vtanu- 
yoga (“the exposition of the principles of mathematics”). 
The knowledge of Samkhydna (literally, “the science of 
numbers,” meaning arithmetic and astronomy) is stated 
to be one of the principal accomplishments of the Jaina 
priest.'^ In Buddhist literature too, arithmetic {ganand, 
samkhydna) is regarded as the first and the noblest of 
the arts.^ All these will give a fair idea of the importance 
and value set upon the culture of ganita in ancient 
India. 

The following appreciation of mathematics, al¬ 
though belonging to a much later date, will be found 
to be interesting, especially, as it comes from the pen 

’ Mundakjapanisad, i. i, 5-5. 
Bhagavati-stitra, Sutra 90; Uttarddhjayana-sdtra, xxv. 7, 8, }8. 

’ Vinaya Pitaka, ed. Oldenberg, Vol. IV, p. 7; Majjhima 
Nikdya, Vol. I, p. 83; Cullaniddesa, p. 199. 
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of Mahavira (850 A.D.), one of the best mathematicians 
of his time: 

‘‘In all transactions which relate to WT)rldly, Vedic 
or other similar religious affairs calculation is of use* 
In the science of love, in the science of wealth, in music 
and in drama, in the art of cooking, in medicine, in 
architecture, in prosody, in poetics and poetry, in logic 
and grammar and such other things, and in relation to 
all that constitutes the peculiar value of the arts, the 
science of calculation {ganiia) is held in high esteem. 
In relation to the movements of the sun and other 
heavenly bodies, in connection with eclipses and 
conjunctions of planets, and in connection with the 
fripraha (direction, position and time) and the course 
of the moon—indeed in all these it is utilised. The 

number, the diameter and the perimeter of islands, 
oceans and mountains; the extensive dimensions of the 
rows of habitations and halls belonging to the inhabi¬ 

tants of the wTjrld, of the interspace between the worlds, 
of the world of light, of the world of the gods and of 

the dwellers in hell, and other miscellaneous measure¬ 
ments of all sorts—all these are made out by the help 
of ganita. The configuration of li\dng beings therein, 

the length of their lives, their eight attributes, and other 
similar things; their progress and other such things, 

their staying together, etc.—all these are dependent 
upon ganita (for their due comprehension). \\ hat is 

the good of saying much? Whatever there is in all the 

three worlds, which are possessed (-)f mo\ ing and non- 
moving beings, cannot exist as apa^rt from giniitu 

(measurement and calculation). '4^' 

“ With the help ot the accomplished holy sages, 
who are worthy to be worshipped by the lords of the 
world, and of their disciples and disciples’ disciples, 
who constitute the well-known series of preceptors, 
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1 glean from the great ocean of the knowledge of 
numbers a little of its essence, in the manner in which 
gems are picked from the sea, gold is from the stonv 
rock and pearl from the oyster shell; and give out 
according to the power of my intelligence, the Sara-sdm- 
graha^ a small work on gnfiiiit^ which is (however) not 
small in value/'^ 

-T^;ri^Mathematics in Hindu Education. The 
elementary stage in Hindu education lasted from the 
age of five till the age of twelve. This period slightly 
differed in the case of sons of kings and noblemen. 
The main subjects of study were lipi or lekha (alphabets, 
reading and writing), rnpa (drawing and geometry) and 
ganana (arithmetic). It is said in the Artbasdstra of 
Kautilya (400 B.C.) that liaving undergone the ceremony 
of tonsure, the student shall learn the alphabets {lipi) and 
arithmetic {scubkhyd/ui)d^ We find in the Hathigumpha 
Inscription^ that king Kharavela (165 B.C.) of Kalihga 
spent nine years (from the age of sixteen to the age of 
25) in learning lekbd^ rupa and gamma. Prince Gautama 
began his education when he was eight years of age 
“firstly (with) writing and then arithmetic as the most 
important of the 72 sciences and arts.”** Mention of 
lekbd,, rilpa 'unA gamnd h also found in the Jaina canonical 
w/)rks.® 

^ GSSy i. 9-19. 
^ ArthaJdstra^ ed. by R, Shamasastri, i. 5, 2; Eng. trans., 

p. 10. 
^ Hathigumpha and three other inscriptions^ ed. by Bhagavanlal 

Indraji, p. 22. 
^ Antagada-dasdo and Anuttan'avdiya-dasdo^ Eng. trans. by L, D. 

Barnett, 1907, p. 30; cf. Kalpasutra oi Bhadrabahu, Sutra 211. 
^ E.g., Samavdydnga-suiray Sutra 72. 
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Jr Ganita literally means “the science of calculation” 
and is the Hindu name for mathematics. The term is a 
very ancient one and occurs copiously in Vedic literature. 
The I'edMga Jyotisa (c. 1,200 B.C.) gives it the highest 
place of honour among the sciences which form the 
Keddnga\ “As the crests on the heads of peacocks, as 
the gems on the hoods of snakes, so is ganita at ; 
the top of the sciences known as the \ 'eddfiga.”'^ In I 
ancient Buddhist literature we find mention of three 
classes of ganita-. (i) mudrd (“finger arithmetic”), (2) 
ganand (“mental arithmetic”) and (5) sariikbyana 
(“higher arithmetic in general”). One of the earliest 
enumerations of these three classes occurs in the Digha 
Nikdya,^ and it is also found in the Vinaya Vitaka^ 
Divydvaddna* and Milindapanho:' The word samkbydna 
has been used for ganita in several old works." At this 
remote period ganita included astronomy, but geometry 
(kjetra-ganita) belonged to a different group of sciences 
known as Kalpasutra. 

It is believed that some time before the beginning 
of the Christian era, there was a renaissance of Hindu 
Ganita.' The effect of this revival on the scope of 

^ “Yatha ^ikha mayuranarh naganarh manayo yatha 
Tadvadvedarigasastranarii ganitam murdhani sthitam.’' 

1, p, 51. Vedatiga Jyotisa^ 4. 

' IV, p. 7. 
^ Dhydvaddna^ ed. by E, B. Cowell and R. A. Neil, Cambridge, 

1886, pp. 3, 26 and 88. 
Milindapanhoy Eng, trans. by Rhys Davids, Oxford, 1890, 

p. 91. 
E.g., Kalpasutra of Bhadrabahu, ed. by H. Jacobi, Leipzig, 

1897; Bhagavati-.'^utra, Bombay, 1918, p. iiz,* ArthasdstrUy i. 5. 2. 
‘ Bibhutibhusan Datta, “The scope and development of 

Hindu Ganita,” Indian Historical Q^mrferlyy V, 1929, pp. 479-512. 
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ga0a was great. Astronomy (jyotisa) became a separate 
subject and geometry {ksetra-ganita) came to be included 
within its scope. The subjects treated in the Hindu 
Ganita of the early renaissance period consisted of the 
following:* Parikarma (“fundamental operations”), 
Vyavahdra (“determinations”), Puijju (“rope,” meaning 
geometry), Kdsi (“rule of three”), Kaldsavarna (“opera¬ 
tions with fractions”), Ydvat tdvat (“as many as,” 
meaning simple equations), Varga (“Square,” meaning 
quadratic equations), Ghana (“Cube”, meaning cubic 
equations), Varga-varga (biquadratic equations) and 
V'ikalpa (“permutations and combinations”). 

Thus ganita came to mean mathematics in general, 
while ‘finger arithmetic’ as well as ‘mental arithmetic’ 
w6re excluded from the scope of its meaning For the 
calculations involved in ganita, the use of some writing 
material was essential. The calculations were performed 
on a board {pdti) with a piece of chalk or on sand {dhuU') 
spread on the ground or on the pdti. Thus the terms 
pdti-ganita (“science of calculation on the board”) or 
ibdli-karma (“dust-work”), came to be used for higher 
mathematics. Later on the section of ganita deling 
with algebra was given the name Bija-ganita. The first 
to effect this separation was Brahmagupta (628), but he 
did not use the term Bija-ganita. The chapter dealing 
with algebra in his Brdhma-spbuta-siddhdnta is called 
Kuttaka. Sridharacarya (750) regarded Pdti-ganita and 
Bija-ganita as separate and wrote separate treatises on 
each. This distinction between Pdtiganita and Bijaganita 

has been preserved by later writers.^/ 

"fV Having given a brief survey of the position and 
scope of mathematics in y\ncient India, we turn to the 

’ “Parikammarh vavahkro rajju rlsi kalksavanne ya 1 
Javant&vati vaggo ghano tataha vaggavaggo vikappo ta u” 

SthdndngasHtra, Sfitra 747. 
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purpose in hand—that of giving a connected account 
of the development and growth of the different branches 
of mathematics. The numeration system of the Hindus 
will engage our attention first. \ , 

NUMERAL TERMINOLOGY 

-J?’' Scale of Notation. We can definitely say that 
from the very earliest known times, ten has formed 
the basis of numeration in India.' In fact, there is 
absolutely no trace of the extensive use of any other 
base of numeration in the whole of Sanskrit literature. 
It is also characteristic of India that there should be 
found at a very early date long series of number names 
for very high numerals. While the Greeks had no 
terminology for denominations above the myriad (lo**), 
and the Romans above the mille (lo^), the ancient Hindus 
dealt freely with no less than eighteen denominations. 
In modern times also, the numeral language of no 
other nation is as scientific and perfect as that of the 
Hindus. 

In the Yajurveda Samhitd {Vdjasaneyiy the following 
list of numeral denominations is given: lika (i), dasa 
(lo), sata (loo), sahasra (looo), ayuta (10,000), niyuta 
(100,000), prayuta (1,000,000), arhuda (10,000,000), 
nyarbuda (100,000,000), samudra (1,000,000,000), 
madhya (10,000,000,000), anta (100,000,000,000), 
pardrdha (1,000,000,000,000). The same list occurs at 
-two places in the Taittiriya Samhitdd' The Maitrdyani* 

' Various instances are to be found in the Kgveda; noted 
by Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, Vol. I, p. 543. 

“ Yajurveda Samhitd, xvii. 2. 

"iv. 40. II. 4; and vii. 2. 20. i. 

*ii. 8. 14; the list has ayuta, prayuta, then again ayuta, then 
nyarbuda, samudra, madhya, anta, pardrdha. 
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and Kdfhaka^ Samhitds contain the same list with slight 
alterations. The Pancavimsa Prdhmana has the Yajur- 
veda list upto nyarhuda inclusive, and then follow 
fukharva^ vddava^ aksiti^ etc. The Sdnkhydyana Srauta 
Sutra continues the series after nyarhuda with nikhan^a, 
samudra^ salt la ^ antya^ ananta (= lo billions). Each of 
these denominations is lo times the preceding, so that 
they were aptly called dasagunottara samjm- (‘‘decuple 
terms’’). 

Coming to later times, i.e., aroout the 5 th century 
B.C., iPiftiiSP^uccessful attempts^ade to continue the, 
series of number names based on the centesimal scale. 
Wo q«o(h'atfffiiSk’fTTriir/ a ^.weljr^known 
Buddhist worlTof the first century B.C^,*;)!, fits'dialogue 
between Arjuna, the mathematician, and Prince Gautama 
(Bodhisattva): 

“The mathematician Arjuna asked the Bodhisattva, 
‘O young man, do you know the counting which goes 
beyond the koti on the centesimal scale? 

Bodhisattva: I know. 

Arjuna: How does the counting proceed beyond 
the koti on the centesimal scale? 

Bodhisattva: Hundred kotis are called ayuta^ 
hundred ayutas niyuta, hundred niyutas kankara, hundred 
kankaras vivara, hundred vivaras ksobhya, hundred kso- 
bhyas vivdha, hundred vivdhas utsanga^ hundred utsangas 

y^g/.w^^undred bahulas ndgabala, hundred ndgabalas titi- 

^ xvii. 10; the list is che same with the exception that niyuta 
and prayuta change places. In xxxix, 6, after nyarhuda a new 
term rddara intervenes. 

“ Cf. Bhaskara II, L, p. z. 
^ Satotiara ganand or Satottdra samjhd (names on the cen¬ 

tesimal scale). 
^ l^lifavistara, ed. by Rajcndra Lai Mitra, Calcutta, 1877, 
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lambha, hundred titilambhas vjavasthana-prajnapti, hundred 
vyavasthana-prajmptis hetuhila, hundred hetuhilas karahu, 
hundred karahu^ hetvindriya, hundred hetvindriyas samdpta- 
lambha, hundred samdpta-Jambhas ganandgati, hundred 
gartci?idgatis niravadya, hundred niravadyas mudrd-bala, hun¬ 
dred midrd-balas sarva-bala, hundred san>a-balas visamjnd- 
gati, hundred visamjnd-gatis sarvajm, hundred sarvajnds 
vihhutangamd, hundred vibhutangamds tallaksana.^” 

^ Another interesting series of number names 
increasing by multiples of lo millions is found in 
Kaccayana’s Pali Grammar.^ “For example: dasa 
(lo) multiplied by dasa (lo) becomes sata (loo), 
sata (loo) multiplied by ten becomes sahassa (i,ooo), 
sahassa multiplied by ten becomes dasa sahassa (10,000), 
dasa sahassa multiplied by ten becomes sata sahassa^ 
(100,000), sata sahassa multiplied by ten becomes dasa 
sata sahassa (1,000,000), dasa sata sahassa multiplied by 
ten becomes koti (10,000,000). Hundred-hundred- 
thousand kotis give pakoti.* In this manner the further 
terms are formed. Wbafr-arc-their names? . 
Ijijundred hundred-thousands is koti, hundred-hundred- 

’Thus tallaksana—\o^'^. 
This and the following show that the Hindus anticipated 

Archimedes by several centuries in the matter of evolving a series 
of number names which “are sufficient to exceed not only the 
number of a sand-heap as large as the whole earth, but one as 
large as the universe.” 

Cf. "De harenae numerd" in the 1544 edition of the Opera of 
Archimedes; quoted by Smith and Karpinski, Hindu Arabic 
Numerals^ Boston, 1911, p. 16. 

“Grammaire Palie de Kaccayana,” ]ourn, Asiatique^ Sixieme 
Serie, XVII, 1871, p. 411. The explanations to sutras 51 and 
52 are quoted here. 

Also called Jakkha (laksd), 
^ Also called koti-koti^ i.e., (lOjOOOjOco)'*^—lo*'’. The follow¬ 

ing numbers are in the denomination koii-kop. Compare the 
Anuyogadvdra-sdlra^ Sutra 142. 
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/th(iusand kotis is pakoti, hundred-hundred-thousand 
pakotis is kotippakoli, hundred-hundred-thousand koti- 
ppiikotis is ruthutd, hundred-hundred-thousand nahutas is 
nimuihuhi, hundred-hundred-thousand ninnahutas is ak- 
khohhiiii-, similarly wc have biudu, abhuda, nirabbuda, 
iil.kihci, cibaba, atuta, sotiinidbika, uppala, kumuda, pundarika 
padun/a, kalhdna, mabdkatham, asanklyeya”'^ 

In the .Anuyogudvdra-sutra'^ {c. loo B.C.), a Jaina 
canonical work written before the commencement of 
the Christian era, the total number of human beings 
in the world is given thus: “a number which when 
expressed in terms of the denominations, kop-koti, etc., 
occupies twenty-nine places {stbdna), or it is beyond the 
24th place and within the 52nd place, or it is a number 
obtained by multiplying sixth square (of two) by (its) 
fifth square, {i.e., 2®*), or it is a number which can be 
divided (by two) ninety-six times.” Another big number 
that occurs in the Jaina works is the number representing 
the period of time known as Sirsciprabtdikd. According 
to the commentator Hema Candra (b. 1089)®, this 
number is so large as to occupy 194 notational places 
{atika-stbanebi). It is also stated to be (8,400,000)*®. 

Notational Places. Later on, when the idea of 
place-value was developed, the denominations (number 
names) were used to denote the places which unity would 
occupy in order to represent them (denominations) in 
writing a number on the decimal scale. For instance, 
according to Aryabhata 1 (499) the denominations are 
the names of ‘places’. He says: “Eka (unit) dasa 
(ten), sata (hundred), sahasra (thousand), ayuta (ten 
thousand), niyuta (hundred thousand), prayuta (million), 

' Thus asankhyeya is (io)”'’=?(io,ooo,ooo)*". 

* Sutra 142. 

® The figures within brackets after the names of authors or 
works denote dates after Christ. 
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koti (ten million), arbuda (hundred million), and vrnda 
(thousand million) are respectively from place to place 
each ten times the preceding.”' The first use of the 
word ‘place’ for the denomination is met with in the 
Jaina work quoted above. 

In most of the mathematical works, the denomina¬ 
tions are called “names of places,” and eighteen of 
these are generally enumerated. Sridhara (750) gives 
the following names:'' eka^ dasa, sat a, sahasra, ayuta, 
laksa, prayuta, koti, arbuda, abja, kharva, nikharva, mahd- 
saroja, sanku, saritd-pati, antya, madhya, pardrdha, and adds 
that the decuple names proceed even beyond this. 
Mahavira (850) gives twenty-four notational places:" 
eka, dasa, sat a, sahasra, dasa-sahasra, laksa, dasa-laksa, 
koti, dasa-koti, sata-koti, arbuda, nyarbuda, kharva, 
mahdkharva, padma, mahd-padma, ksoni, mahd-ksoni, 
sankha, mahd-iankha, ksiti, mahd-ksiti, ksobha, mahd- 
ksobha. 

Bhaskara II’s (1150) list agrees with that of Sridhara 
except for mahdsaroja and saritdpati which are replaced 
by their synonyms mahdpadma and jaladhi respectively! 
He remarks that the names of places have been assigned 
for practical use by ancient writers.* 

Narayana (1556) gives a similar list in which abja, 
mahdsaroja and saritdpati are replaced by their synonyms 
saroja, mahdbja and pdrdvdra respectively. 

Numerals in Spoken Language. The Sanskrit 
names for the numbers from one to nine are: eka, dvi, 
tri, catur, panca sat, sapta, asta, nava. These with the 

' A, ii. 2. 
^ Tris, R. 2-3; the term used is daJagundh samjndh, i.e., “decuple 

names.” 
" GSS, i. 63-68; “The first place is what is known as eka\ the 

second is data” etc. 
* L, p. 2. 
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numerical denominations already mentioned suffice to 
express any required number. In an additive system 
it is immaterial how the elements of different denomina¬ 
tions, of which a number is composed, are spoken. 
Thus one-ten or ten-one would mean the same. But 
it has become the usual custom from times immemorial 
to adhere to a definite mode of arrangement, instead 
of speaking in a haphazard manner. 

\_/ln the Sanskrit language the arrangement is that 
when a number expression is composed of the first two 
denominations only, the smaller element is spoken 
first, but when it is composed also of higher denomina¬ 
tions, the bigger elements precede the smaller ones, 
the order of the first two denominations remaining as 
before. Thus, if a number expression contains the 
first four denominations, the normal mode of expression 
would be to say the thousands first, then hundreds, 
then units and then tens. It will be observed that 
there is a sudden change of order in the process of 
formation of the number expression when we go beyond 
hundred. The change of order, however, is common 
to most of the important languages of the world.' 
Nothing definite appears to be known as to the cause 
of this sudden change. 

The numbers 19, 29, 59, 49, etc., offer us instances 
of the use of the subtractive principle in the spoken 
language. In Vedic times we find the use" of the 
terms ekdnna-vimsati (one-less-twenty) and ekdnna- 

catvdrirhsat (one-less-forty) for nineteen and thirty-nine 
respectively. In later times (Sutra period) the ekdma was 
changed to ekona, and occasionally even the prefix eka 

^ Only in very few languages is the order continuously 
descending. In English the smaller elements are spoken first 
in the case of numbers upto twenty only. 

’^Taittinya Samhitd^ vii. 2. ii. 
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was deleted and we have {ina-vimiati, ma-trimJat, etc.— 
forms which are used upto the present day. The al¬ 
ternative expressions nava-dasa (nine-ten), nava-vmsati 
(nine-twenty), etc., were also sometimes used.'u^ 

Practically the whole of Sanskrit literature is in 
verse, so that for the sake of metrical convenience, 
various devices were resorted to in the formation of 
number expressions, the most common being the 
use of the additive^' method. The following are a 
few examples of common occurrence taken from 
mathematical works : 

Subtractive'. (0 the number 159 is expressed as 
40-|-100— i;'* 

(2) 297 is expressed as 500—3.^ 

Multiplicative'. 0) the number eighteen is expressed 
as 2 X 9;'' 

(^) twenty-seven is expressed as 
3X9 and 12 as 2x6;® 

(5) 28,483 is expressed as 83+400-f 
(4000 X 7). 

' 19 — nava-dasa {VdjasaneyTSamhitd, xiv. 23; Taittiriya Samhitd, 
xiv. 23, 30). 

29 == nava-virhsati {Vdjasaneji Samhitd^ xiv. 31). 
99 nava-navati {Kgveda^ i. 84. 1.3). 

23339 ~ safdni trisahasrdni trimsa ca nava ca^ i.e., “three 
hundreds and three thousands and thirty and nine.” {Rgveda, 
iii. 9. 9; also x. 52. 6.) 

GSSy i. 4: cattvarimsascaikona Jatddhika (“forty increased by 
one-less-hundred”). 

L, p. 4, Hx. i: Tnkinasja sata-frajasja (“three less three 
hundred”). 

ii. 3: dvi~navaka, 
Tm, Ex. 45: tri-navaka (“three nines”), ^w-/^/(“two sixes”). 

^ GSS^ i. 28: trja^UimUrdni catuisatdni catussahasraghna 
nagdnvifdni (“eighty-three combined with four hundred and 
four thousand multiplied by seven”). ’ 
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The expression of the number 12345654521 in the 
form “beginning with i upto 6 and then diminishing in 
order” is rather interesting.* 

What are known as alphabetic and word numerals 
were generally employed for the expression of large 
numbers. A detailed account of these numerals will 
be given later on. 

5. THE DEVELOPMENT OF NUMERICAL 

SYMBOLISM 

Writing in Ancient India. It is generally held 
that numerical symbols were invented after writing had 
been in use for some time, and that in the early stages 
the numbers were written out in full in words. This 
seems to be true for the bigger units, but the signs for 
the smaller units are as old as writing itself. 

Until quite recently historians were divided as to 
the date when writing was in use in India. There were 
some who stated that writing was known even in the 
Vedic age, but the majority following Weber, Taylor, 
Buhler and others were of opinion that writing was 
introduced into India from the West about the eighth 
century B.C. These writers built up theories deriving 
the ancient Indian script, as found in the inscriptions 
of A^oka, from the more ancient writing discovered in 
Egypt and Mesopotamia. The Semitic origin was first 
suggested by Sir W. Jones, in the year 1806, and later 
on supported by Kopp (1821), Lespius (1834), and many 
others. The supporters of this theory, however, do 
not completely agree amongst themselves. For, whilst 
W. Deccke and 1. Taylor derive the Indian script from 
a South-Semitic script, Weber and BCihler derive 

’ GSS, i.zy: ekddisadantdni kramem htmni. 
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it from the Phoenician or a North-Semitic script/ 
Blihler rejects the derivation from a South-Semitic 
script, stating that the theory requires too many assump¬ 
tions, and makes too many changes in the letter forms 
to be quite convincing. He, liowever, supports Weber’s 
derivation from a North-Semitic script and has given 
details of the theory." Ojha' has examined Biihler’s 
theory in detail and rejects it stating that it is fanciful 
and that the facts are against it. He states that only 
one out of the twenty-two letters of the Phoenician 
(North-Semitic) script resembles a phonetically similar 
Brahmi letter. He supports his argument in a most 
convincing manner by a table of the two alphabets, 
with phonetically similar letters arranged in a line. He 

^further shows that following Buhler’s method of deri¬ 
vation almost any script could be proved to be the 
parent of another.'^ 

Other scholars, who held that writing was known 
in India as early as the Vedic age, based their conclusion 
upon literary evidence. The Vasistha Dharmasfitra^ 
which originally belonged to a school of the Kgveda 
offers clear evidence of the use of writing in the Vedic 
period, Vasistha (xvi. lo, 14-15) mentions written 
documents as legal evidence, and the first of these sutras 

’ For minor differences in the theories set up by different 
writers and also for several other theories, see Biihler, Palaeography^ 
p. 9; the notes give the references. 

* Biihler, Lc,^ pp. 9f. 
® PJLMy pp. 18-31. 
^ Recently several other eminent historians have expressed their 

disagreement with Biihler's derivation. See Bhandarkar, ‘‘Origin 
of the Indian Alphabet/’ Sir Asutosh Mukerji Jubilee Volu^eSy 
Vol. Ill, 1922, p. 493; H. C. Ray, “The Indian Alphabet,” 
III, 1924, p. also Mohen/o-daro and the Jntlus Valley Civillsa fibny 
1931, p. 424, where the following remark occurs: “I am con¬ 
vinced that aU attempts to derive the Brahmi alphabet from Semitic 
alphabets were complete failures.” 
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is a quotation from an older work or from traditional 
lore. Another quotation from the Kg;eda itself (x. 62. 
7), which refers to the writing of the number eight is: 
Sahasram me dadato astakarnyah, meaning “gave me a 
thousand cows on whose ears the number eight was 
written.” The above interpretation, although doubted by 
some scholars, seems to be correct, as it is supported by 
Panini.’ Moreover, the practice of making marks on 
the ears of cows to denote their relation to their owners, 
seems to have been prevalent in ancient India. “ 

At another place in the Kgveda (x. 54), we find 
mention of a gambler lamenting his lot and saying that 
“having staked on one,® he lost his faithful wife....” 
Again, in the Atharvaveda (vii. 50, (52), 5) we find 
the mention of the word “written amount”." Panini’s 
grammar {c. 700 B.C.) contains the terms yavandni 
(“Semitic writing”) and the compounds lipikdra and 
libikdra (iii. 2. 21) (writer), which show that writing 
was known in his time. In addition to these passages, 
the Vedic works contain some technical terms, such as 
aksara (a letter of the alphabet), kdnda (chapter), patala, 
grantha (book), etc., which have been quoted as evidence 
of writing. These specific references to written docu¬ 
ments when considered with the advanced state of Vedic 
civilisation, especially the high development of trade 
and complicated monetary transactions, the use of prose 
in the hrdhmanas, the collection, the methodical arrange¬ 
ment, the numeration, the analysis of the Vedic texts 

* Karm varna laksandt (vi. 2. 112) and also (vi. 3. ii j) support 
the interpretation. 

“ Atharvaveda (vi. 141) mentions the method of making 
mitbuna marks on the ears. In (xii. 4. 6) the practice is denounced. 
The Maitrdyani Samhitd has a chapter dealing with this topic. The 
method of making such marks is dealt with in iv. 2. 9. 

® Here ‘one’ refers to the number stamped on the dice. 
* Ajai$am tvd samlikhitamajai^amuta samrudham. 
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and the phonetic and lexicogtaphic researches found in 
the Veddrigas, form sufficient grounds for assigning a 
very early date to the use of writing in India.* Although 
these arguments possess considerable weight, they were 
not generally recognised, as will always happen if an 
argumentum ex impossibili is used. R. Shamasastry (1906) 
has published a derivation based upon ancient Indian 
hieroglyphic pictures which he believes to be preserved 
in the tdntric figures. Hjs learned article has not at¬ 
tracted the attention it deserves. 

Recent discoveries have however, sounded the 
death knell of all theories deriving the Indian script 
from foreign sources. Pottery belonging to the Megali- 
thic (^.1,500 B.C.) and Neolithic (6,000 B.C.—5,000 B.C.) 
ages, preserved in the Madras Museum, has been found 
to be inscribed with writing. And according to 
Bhandarkar* five of these marks are identical with the 
Brahmi characters of the time of A§oka. The excava¬ 
tions at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa have also brought 
to light written documents, seals and inscriptions, 
dating from before 3,000 B.C. Thus it would be now 
absurd to trace the Brahmi to any Semitic alphabet of 
the eighth or ninth century B.C. 

1^-^^atliest Numerals. The numerical figures con¬ 
tained in the seals and inscriptions of Mohenjo-daro, 
have not been completely deciphered as yet. The 
vertical stroke and combinations of vertical strbkes 
arranged side by side, or one group below 
another, have been found. The numbers one to 
thirteen seem to have been written by means of 
vertical strokes, probably, as in the figures given below:* 

’ Cf. Biihlcr, /.<•., p. 3. */.r. 
‘Marshall, /.r., pp. 430-5a. See also “Mohenjo-daro—Indus 

Epigraphy” by G. R. Hunter (JRAS, April, 1931, pp. 470, 478!!.) 
who is more pronounced about the numerical vsilues of some of 
die signs. 
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1 II m i in II Will 

mil •! II 1 III ■III Itlli 

mill .7. ill 
<iir 
• Ml 
ItU 

iiu 
ifii 

lUi> 
itii 
1W» 

It is tu>t yet cjuitc certain whfthcr there were special 
signs for greater numbers sueli as 20, 30, the Inineireds 
and liigher numbers, ddiere are numerous otlier signs 
which are believed to represent sucli numbers, but 
there seems to t:>e no meatis of hnditnt ^>ut the (rue 
values of these signs at present. 

-Between the hnds ol Mohenjo-daro and tl)e inscrip¬ 
tions of vVsoka, wdiicii contaiti numerals, there is a gap 
of 2,700 years/)!* more.] documents contain¬ 
ing numerals and belonging t()j.his intervening period 
have been so far discoThe literary evidente, 
however, points to the use (jf numerical symbols at a 
very early date.^Tnl^ N»fcrence to the writing of the 
number eight in tlie Rvveda and the use of numerical 
denominations as big as 10’^ in the Yajurvvda Sawhitd 
and in several other Vcdic \yorks, quoted before, ofl'er 
sufficient grounds ff)r concluding that, e\'en at that 
remote period, the Hindus must have possessed a well 
developed system of numerical symbols. The con¬ 
clusion is supported by the fact that the Greek and the 
R(,)n^n numerical terminologies did not go beyond 10% 
even afterwriting and a satisfactory numerical symbolism 
had been in use for several centuries. 

writings on the inscriptions of Asoka show 
that in his time the use of numerical symbols in India 
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was quite common.’ The variations in the forms of 
the numerical signs suggest that the symbols had been 
in use for a long time. 

Most of the inscriptions of Asoka and the following 
period are written in script whicli has been called 
BrJ/j/;/r\ whilst some are in a different, script known as 
Kharosthi. The forms of the numerical symbols in 
the two scripts are different. 1 consider them 
separate! V. 

^ ^ KflAROSTHl NUMHRALS 

d1ie Kburosthi lipi is a script 
written from right to left. The maj(.)rity of the Kharo- 
sthi inscripti(.>ns have been ffjund in the ancient province 
of (handhara, tlic modern eastern yVfghanistan and the 
northern Punjab. It was a popular script meant' for 
clerks and men of business, 'fhe period during wliich 
it seems to have been used in India extends from the 
fourth century b.(h to the third century A.D. In the 
Kharosthi inscriptions of yVsoka only four numerals 
have been found. These are the primitive vertical 
marks for one, two, four, and five, thus: 

124 5 

/ // n /f 
More de\'elopcd forms f)f these numerals are found in 
the inscriptions of the Sakas, of the Parthians and 

^ Megasthcncs speaks of mile-stones indicating the distances 
and the halting places on the roads. The distances must have 
been written in numerical figures (Biihler, /.o, p. 6; also Indika 
of Megasfhenes, pp. 125-26). The complicated system of keeping 
accounts mentioned in the Arihasdstra of Kaudlya confirms the 
conclusion. 
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of the Kudinas, of the ist century B.C. and the ist and 
2nd centuries A.D., as well as in other probably later 
documents. The following are some of the numerals 
of this period: 

I 2 3 A 5 t 6 7 8 

/ ft n X 0( IIX IIIX XX 

10 20 40 50 60 0
 

00
 

0
 

? ? 55?? 
100 200 300 122 274 

u iijfi 
VI- 

Forms and their Origin. It cannot be satis¬ 
factorily explained why the number four, which was 
previously represented by four vertical lines came to be 
represented by a cross later on. The representation of 
the numbers five to eight follows the additive principle, 
with four as the base. This method of writing the 
numbers 4 to 8 is not met with in the early records 
of the Semites. We do not know how the number 
nine was written. It is very probable that it was written 

I X X j 4+4+1 (reading from right to left, 

the order being the same as that of the script). 
The number 10 has an entirely new sign. The 

question why it was not written as //XA , or why 

the base X (4) was abandoned cannot be satisfac¬ 

torily answered. 
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It is accepted by all that the Kharosthi is a foreign 
script brought into India from the west. The exact 
period at which it was imported is unknown. It might 
have been introduced at the time of the conquest of the 
Punjab by Darius {c. 500 B.C.) or earlier.^ The numerals 
given above undoubtedly belong to this script as they 
proceed from right to left. 

The old symbols of the inscriptions of A^oka, 
however, seem to have undergone modification in 
India, especially the numbers from 4 to 19. The 
symbols for four and ten seem to have been coined 
in India, in order to introduce simplification and also 
to bring the Kharosthi numeral system in line with 
the Brahmi notation already in extensive use. The 

symbol seems to have been derived by turning the 

Brahmi symbol which represents 4 in the inscrip¬ 

tions of Asoka. The inclined cross to represent 4 is 
found in the Nabatean numerals in use in the earlier cen¬ 
turies of the Christian Era.* The Nabatean numerals 
resemble the Kharosthi also in the use of the scale of 
twenty and in the method of formation of the hundreds. 
It is possible that the Semites might have borrowed the 
Kharosthi symbol for 4, although it is not unlikely, 
as Biihier thinks, that the symbol might have been 
invented independently by both nations. 

* The theory of the foreign origin of the script has to be 
revised in the light of the discoveries at Mohenjo-daro andHarappa, 
especially in view of the fact that the Mohenjo-daro alphabet ran 
from right to left. 

Euting, Nabataische Inschrifien aus Arabietty Berlin, 1885, 
pp. 96-97. 
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T1ic numeral y (lo) closely resembles the letter 

a of the Brdhmi alphabet. The symbol for twenty 

^ appears to be a cursive combination of two tens. 

It resembles one of the early Phoenician forms fjund in 
the papyrus Blacas^ (5 th century B.C.). The mode of 
expressing the numbers 30, 40, etc,, by the help of the 
symbols for 10 and 20, is the same as amongst the early 
Phoenicians and Aramaeans. 

The symb<.)l for 100 resembles the letter fd or h\i 
(T the E^ralimi script, to the right of which stands a 
vertical stn^ke. 

The symbols for 200, 500, etc., are formed bv 
writing the symbols for 2, 3, etc., respectively to the 
right of the symbol f(.)r 100. 'Phis evidently is the use 
of the multiplicative principle, as is found amongst 
the early Plioenicians." 

The formation of other numbers may be illustrated 
by the number 274 which is written with the help of the 
symbols for 2, 100, 20, 10 and 4 arranged as 

in the right to left order. The 2 on the right of too 
multiplies too, whilst the numbers written to the left 
are added, thus giving 274. 

The ancient Kharosthi numerals arc given in 
Table 1. 

^ Biihler, Palaeography, p. 77; Ojha, l.c., p. 128; see Table 
“ See Table ll(r). 
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. BRAllMl NUMERALS 

The Braliiui ins¬ 
criptions arc tountl (listriburcc! all over India, The 
Brahtni script was, thus, the national script of the 
ancient Hindus. It is undouhtcdly an invention of the 
Braltnianas. d'he early grammatical and phonetic re- 
searclws seem 10 have resulted in the perfc'ction of this 
script al";out 1,000 1L(]. or earlier. iTe Brahrni numerals 
are likewise a pureh' Indian invention. Attempts have 
been made b\' sclera! writers of note to c\a:)lve a theory 
ot a foreign origin of the numerals, but wr I'on 

tl’iose attempts were utter lailures.^ 'These 
theories will be dealt w’iih at their proper places. Due 
iiS the ku'k oi onT' documents, we arc not in a position 

do say what exact 1\' weie the original forms of the 
Brahmi svt'nbols. ()ur knowledge of these symbols 
goes back to tfie time of King Astaka (f. 300 B.(A) 
whose vast dominions included the whole of India and 
extended in tlie tiorth upto (Antra! Asia. The forms 
of these symbols are: 

4 6 50 200 

f G.o -vv.fp 
The next important inscription containing numerals 

is found in a cave on the top of the Nanaghat iiill in 
Central India, about seventy-five miles from Poona. 
The cave w as made as a resting place for travellers by 
order of a King named Vedisri, a descendant of King 
Satavahana. 'Ihe inscription contains a list of: gifts 
made on the occasion of the performance of several 
yajms or religif)us sacrifices. It was first deciphered 

^ Cf. Langdon’s opiniejn in Mohenjo-daro and the Indus V^alley 
Civilisation^ erf xxiii. 
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by Pandit Bhagavanlal Indraji who has given the 
interpretation of the numerical symbols.^ These occur 
at about thirty places, and their forms are as below: 

2 4 6 7 9 10 

- r ? ? 

20 80 100 100 300 400 700 

0 0 n If ?n 

1,000 4,000 6,000 10,000 20,000 

T ■R Tv ■RC To 

A number of inscriptions containing numerals and 
dating from the first or the second century A.D. are 
found in a cave in the district of Nasik in the Bombay 
presidency. These contain a fuller list of numerals. 
^e forms* are as follows: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 • 7 8 

• m > 1 

9 10 20 40 70 100 200 500 

f aoc 0 X 2 V / > 

1,000 2,000 5,000 4,000 8,000 70,000 

r f 1* P V 

^‘“On Ancient Nigari Numeration; from an inscription at 
Ndnighit/’ Joum, of the Bombay Branch of the Koyal Asiatic Society^ 
1876, Vol. XII, p. 404. 

* E. Senart, “The inscriptions in the caves at Nasik,” El, Vol. 
VIII, pp. 59-96; “The inscriptions in the cave at Karle,” El, Vol, 
VII, pp. 47-74. 
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Even after the invention of the zero and the place- 
value system, the same numerical symbols from i to 9, 
continued to be employed with the zero to denote 
numbers. Thus the gradual development of these forms 
can be easily traced. This gradual change from the 
old system without place-value to the new system 
with the zero and the place-value is to be met with in 
India alone. All other nations of the world have given 
up their indigenous numerical symbols which they had 
used without place-value and have adopted the zero 
and a new set of symbols, which were never in use itt 
those countries previously. This fact alone is a strong 
proof of the Hindu origin of the zero and the place- 
value system. 

The numbers 1, 2 and 5 of the Brahmi notation 
were denoted by one, two and three horizontal lines 
placed one below the other. These forms clearly dis¬ 
tinguish the Brahmi notatiftn from the Kharosthi and 
the Semitic systems. 

It cannot be said why the strokes were hori¬ 
zontal in Brahmi and vertical in Kharosthi and 
Semitic writings, just as it cannot be said why the 
writing proceeded from left to right in Brahmi and 
from right to left in Kharosthi and Semitic writings. 
It appears to us that the Brahmi and the Kharosthi 
(Semitic) numerals have always existed side by side and 
it cannot be definitely said which of these is the earlier. 
The difference in writing the symbols i to 3, seems to 
be due to the inherent difference between the two 
systems of writing. The principles upon which numeri- 
^ signs are formed in the two systems are quite 
'different. 

Difference from other Notations. In the Brahmi 

’ It has been incorrectly stated by Smith and Karpinski that 
the Nanaghat forms were vertical. See Hindu Arabic Numerals, p. z8. 
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there arc separate signs for each of the numbers i, 4 to 9 
and 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300,. 
1000, 2000, etc., while in the oldest Kharosthi and in 
the earliest Semitic writings, the Hieroglyphic and the 
Phoenician, the only symbols arc those for i, 10, 20 
and 100. 

The Hieratic and the Demotic numerals, however, 
resemble the Brahmi in having nineteen symbols for 
the numbers from i to too, but the principle of forma¬ 
tion of the numbers 200, 300, 400, 2,000, 3,000 and 4,000 
are different, as will appear from Table Jl(i'). d’he 
method of formation of intermediate and higher numbers 
is also different in the two systems. While the Brahmi 
places the bigger numbers to the left, the arrangement 
is the reverse of this in the Kharosthi and Semitic 
writings. Thus the number 274, is written in Brahmi 
with the help of the symbols for 200, 70 and 4 as 
(200) (70) (4), while in the KharostliJ and the Semitic 
numerals it is written as (4) (70) (200).’ • 

Theories about their Origin. Quite a large 
number of theories have been advanced to explain the 
origin of the Brahmi numerals. Points of resemblance 
have been imagined between these numerals and those 
of other nations. Recourse has been taken by writers 
to the turning, twisting, adding on or cutting off of 
parts of the numerals of other nations to fit their pet 
theories. It is needless to say that each of these theories 
had its own supporters who were quite convinced of 
the correctness of their explanations. We give below 
the outlines of some of these theories: 

1. Cunningham“ believed that writing had been 
known in India from the earliest known times, and 

‘ Compare the same number written in Kharosthi, p. 24. 
® Inscriptions of Asoka, Corpus Inscriptionum Iftdkarum, Vol. I, 

p. 52. 
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that the earliest alphabet was pictographic. We suggest¬ 
ed that tlie BnUuni script was derived from the early 
pictographic writing. The theory is evidently capable 
of extension to the numerical signs. 1 alter cpigraphists, 
howcA'cr, discarded the Iiypothcsis as it appeared too 
fanciful t() them, (iunninghanfs bold Inpotliesis re¬ 
garding the antie|ui(y ot writing in India has been 
more than justified by tlie recent discoverv of the use 
ot a cjuasi-pictographic script on certain seals and in 
inscriptions belonging to thic fourth millenium B.(i. 
found amongst tlie excavations at Mnhenjo-daro and 
Marappa. His theorv has been revived bv Langdon who 
is of opinion that the lirahmi alphabet could be derived 
from the pictograplis of Mohenjo-daro.^ Idic theory is 
incomp>]ete as the waitings of Mohcnjo-daio have not 
been completely deciphered as yet, it can be called a 
guess only. As regards the ev<.)lution of the Brahnh 
numerals, it may be stated that it is at present extremely 
diHicult to differentiatc the numerical symbols from the 
Mohenjo-daro script. If the surmise that thic figures, 
given on p, 19, arc numerical symbols be correct, it 
wall not be possible to develop a theory deriving the 
Brahm? numerals from them. 

2. Bayley" asserted that the principles of the 
Brahmi sVvStcm have been derived from the hieroglyphic 
notation of tlic h'.gyptiijins, and that the majority of the 
Indian symlBjls have been borrowed from Phoenician, 
Bactrian, and Akkadean figures or letters. As has been 
alreadv remarked'^ the principles of the Brahmi and 
the hieroglyphic systems are entirely different and 

^ Mohenjo-daro efc.^ Chap. xii. This view is strongly supported 
by Hunter, /.o, p. 490. 

'‘^ Journal of the Koyal Asiatic Soc,^ XV, part I, reprint, 
London, 1882, pp. 12 and 17. The theory was supported by 
Taylor, The Alphahei, London, 1883, Vol. 11, pp. 265-66, 

See pages 27-8. 
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unconnected. The reader will find the hierogl)rphic and 
the Brahmi systems shown together in Tables II (a), (^), 
(f), and convince himself of the incorrectness of Bayley’s 
assertion. Moreover, the assumption that the Hindus 
borrowed from four or five different, partly very ancient 
and partly more modern, sources, is extremely difficult to 
believe. Regarding the resemblance between the Bactrian 
and Akkadean numbers and the Brahmi forms postu¬ 
lated by Bayley, Biihler^ remarks that in four cases (four, 
six, seven and ten) the facts are absolutely against Bayley’s 
hypothesis. Some writers have also criticized Bayley’s 
drawings as being affected by his theory.* Under these 
circumstances his derivation has to be rejected. 

5. Burnell* pointed out the general agreement of 
the principles of the Indian system with those of the 
Demotic notation of the Egyptians. He asserted a 
resemblance between the Demotic signs for i to 9 
and the corresponding Indian symbols, and put forward 
the theory that the Hindus borrowed these signs and 
later on modified them and converted them into 
aksaras (letter forms). 

4. Biihler* has put forward a modification of 
Burnell’s theory. He states, “It seems to me probable 
that the Brahma numerals are derived from the Egyptian 
Hieratic figures, and that the Hindus effected their 
transformation into Aksaras^ because they were already 
accustomed to express numerals by words.” 

The above theories like the one examined before 
are not well founded. Tables II (a), Q>\ (f), show the 
Hieratic and Demotic symbols together with those 
of the Brihmi. An examination of the Tables will reveal 

' Biihler, On tb$ Origfn of tbt Indian 'Bribma Alpbabtt, Strassburg, 
1898, pp. 5», j} foot-note. 

* Cf. Smith and Karpinski, Hindu Arabie Numerah, pp. 30-1. 
• Biihler, /,<•., p. 82. 
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that out of the nineteen symbols to represent the num¬ 
bers from I to 100, only the nine of the Brahmi resem¬ 
bles the corresponding symbol of the Demotic or the 
Hieratic. There is absolutely no resemblance between 
any of the others. To base the derivation on a resem¬ 
blance between the Hieratic 5 and the Brahmi 7, as is 
sought to be done, is absuJrd. Likewise the changing 
and twisting of the Demotic and Hieratic forms to suit 
the theory is unacceptable. 

That there is* some resemblance between these 
systems in the fact that each employs the same number 
of signs, /'.tf., nineteen, for the representation of numbers 
upto hundred, cannot be denied. There is, however, 
a difference in the method of formation of the hundreds 
and the thousands. In the Brahmi the numbers 200 
and 300 or 2,000 and 3,000, are formed by adding one 
mdtrkd and two mdtrkds to the right of the symbol for 
hundred or thousand respectively, thus 

= 100, 200, 8 ^
r
\ 

11 

= 1,000, CJ* 2,000, = 3,000. 

The numbers 400 and 4,000 are formed by connecting 

the symbol for too and 1,000 to the number if (4), 
thus 

= 400 and = 4,000. 

In the Hieratic the corresponding symbols are: 

= 2 

= 3 

= 4, 

—^ = 100, J) 
5 = 1,000, 

200, 

2,000, 
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JS) = 300, 
= 3,000, ~ 400, = 4,000. 

It will be observed that in the Hieratic system the sign 
for one thousand is not used in the formation of the 
other thousands. The similarity in principle, even if it 
were complete, would not force us to conclude that one 
of these nations copied the other. The use of nineteen 
signs aflForded the easiest and •probably the best 
method of denoting numbers. It is not beyond the 
limits of probability that what appeared easy to the 
Egyptians might have also independently occurred to 
the Hindus. 

There are on the other hand some considerations 
which make us suggest that the Egyptians borrowed 
the principles of the Hieratic and the Demotic systems 
from outside, and probably from India—a hypothesis 
which is not a priori impossible as it has been shown 
that the numeration system of the ancient Hindus based 
on nineteen signs might have been perfected about 
1,000 B.C. It is known that the ancient Egyptian system 
employed only four signs, those for 1, 10, 20 and 100. 
Why should there be a sudden change from the old 
system to one containing nineteen signs cannot be 
adequately explained except on the hypothesis of foreign 
influence. Further, the cursive forms for the numbers 
2, 3 and 4 are unsuited to the right to left Hieratic or 
Demotic script. Although these figures are connected 
with the earlier hieroglyphic and Phoenician Egures, 
yet it is possible that the cursive combinations might 
have been formed to obtain the nineteen signs necessary 
for the new system, under the influence of a people with 
a left to right script. It may be, however, asserted that 
the hypothesis of an Indian origin of the Hieratic system 
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is a mere suggestion. The two points noted above, by 
themselves, would not be enough, unless backed by 
other facts, to put forward a theory. It is expected that 
further discoveries will throw light on this point. 

Relation with Letter Forms. It was suggested 
by James Princep,^ as early as 1838, that the numerals 
were formed after the initial letters of the number 
names. But knowing the pronunciation of the number 
names, we find this not to be the case. Other investi¬ 
gators have held that the numeral signs were formed 
after the letters in the order of the ancient alphabet. 
Although we find that letters were used to denote 
numbers as early as the 8th century B.C.,® and that 
many systems of letter-numerals were invented in later 
times® and came into common use, yet we are forced to 
reject this hypothesis as resemblance between the old 
numerical forms and the letters in the alphabetic order 
cannot be shown to exist. 

A peculiar numerical notation, using distinct letters 
or syllables of the alphabet, is found to have been used 
in the pagination of old manuscripts as well as in some 
coins and a few inscriptions. The signs are, however, 
not always the same. Very frequendy they are slightly 
differentiated, probably in order to distinguish the signs 
with numerical values from those with letter values. 
The fact that these symbols are letters is also acknow¬ 
ledged by the name aksarapalli which the Jainas occa¬ 
sionally give to this system, in order to distinguish it 
from the decimal notation, the ankapalli.* 

“Examination of inscriptions from Girnar in Gujerat, and 
Dhauli in Cuttack,” JASB, 1858. 

*The method seems to have been used by Panini. See p. 63. 
® Vide infra, pp. 64ff. 
* Bahler, /.<•., p. 78. The details of the aksarapalli are given 

later on (pp. 7aff). 
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The use of the letter system, the aksarapalliy 
suggests that the old Brahmi numerals also might have 
been fashioned after the letters or the syllables of the 
Brahmi alphabet. 

A detailed examination of the numerals and the 
letter-forms has been made, and the result is tabulated 
below; ^ 

The numerals i, 2 and 3 which were represented 
by horizontal strokes do not resemble any letter. They 
may have been derived from the mdtrha signs. 

4. The earliest form of this numeral in the inscrip¬ 
tions of A^oka resembles the letter ka\ the Nanaghat 
and Nisik cave forms resemble the syllable pka. While 
this seems to have been the case with most of the later 
inscriptions, forms resembling the syllables pna^ Ika^ 
fka, pkr are also to be met with. 

5. In most of the inscriptions it resembles the 
syllable /r, whilst forms resembling /», td, pu, hu, ru^ tr^ 
trd, nd, nay hr^ hra, and ha are also found. 

6. In most of the inscriptions it resembles phray 
and in a few phrdy phdy phdyja and hd. The resemblance 
in this case is, however, not close enough. 

7. In most of the inscriptions it resembles ^a or 
gUy whilst n some it is like ga. 

8. In most cases it resembles the syllable hra or 
hrd. In some inscriptions the form of this numeral 
cannot be said to resemble any letter or syllable. 

9. The oldest forms of this numeral, those in the 
N^aghat, the Kusana and the K§atrapa inscriptions, 
cannot be said to resemble any letter or syllable. 
The later forms, however, resemble the letter u or om. 

* For the varying forms of the numerals see Tables III 
—XIII. 
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lo. The oldest forms of this too do not resemble 
any letter or syllabic, although later forms may be said 
to resemble rya, ha, hr, kha, and thu or tha? 

20. In all cases it resembles the letter tha. 
50. Resembles the letter la in all cases. 
40. Resembles pta or sa in all cases. 
JO. It may be said to resemble the anmdsika. 
60. Resembles pu, pa and pra. 
70. Resembles pu, pta, pra, pna, pnd, or hra. 
80. Resembles the upadhmdniya sign. 
90. Resembles the upadhmdniya sign with a central 

cross. 
100. Resembles the syllable su in most of the ins¬ 

criptions. In some it resembles a. 

Indraji’s Theory. The above details show that, 

1. No phonetical value can be assigned to the 
ancient forms of the numerals 6 and 10, and i, 2 and 3; 

2. There is a great deal of variation in the phone¬ 
tical values of the other units, excepting the cases of 
7 and 9; and 

3. The phonetical values of the tens are deter¬ 
minate excepting that of 70 which offers great variation. 

Thus leaving aside the symbols for i, 2 and 3, we 
find that out of the 16 symbols, no resemblance to letter- 
forms can be satisfactorily shown in the case of two 
{i.e., 6 and 10),^ and that in the case of three others 
{i.e., 7, 9 and 70) there are too many variations in the 
phonetical values, whilst in the case of the remaining 
II symbols, the phonetical values are more or less 
determinate. These facts led Pandit Bhagavanlal Indraji 

^ According to Buhler, l.c., p. 80. 

“ The resemblance to ja, sa, phra, etc. and thU, tha, etc., res¬ 
pectively, stated by Buhler (/. c., p. 80), does not appear to us to 
be close enough. 
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to put forward the hypothesis that the Brahmi numerals 
are derived from the letters or syllables of the Brahmi 
script. The Pandit, however, admitted his inability 
to nnd the key to the system, nor has it been found by 
any other scholar upto this time. The problem, in fact, 
appears to be insoluble, unless further epigraphic 
material is discovered to show the forms of the numeri¬ 
cal symbols anterior to A§oka. The Asokan forms 
as well as those of later inscriptions are in a too well 
developed state, and are too far away from the time 
of invention of those symbols, to give us the desired 
information regarding their origin. 

But of all the theories that have been advanced 
from time to time, that of Pandit Indraji seems to us to 
be the most plausible. The Hindus knew the art of 
writing in the fourth millennium B.C. They used 
numbers as large as lo* about 2,000 B.C., and since then 
their religion and their sciences have necessitated the 
use of large numbers. Buddha in the sixth century 
B.C. is stated to have given number names as large as 
lo®* and this number series was continued still further 
in later times.* All these facts reveal a condition that 
would have been impossible unless arithmetic had at¬ 
tained a considerable degree of progress. It is certain 
that the Hindus must have felt the necessity of some 
method of writing these numbers from the earliest 
known times. It would not be, therefore, against 
historical testimony to conclude that the Hindus invented 
the Brahmi number system. The conclusion is sup¬ 
ported by the use, in writing numbers, of the 
the amndsika and the upaahmdniya signs which are 
found only in the Sanskrit script and in no other script, 
whether ancient or modern. It is further strengthened oy 
Indian tradition, Hindu, Jaina as well as Buddhist, which 

*Cf. pp. lo-ia. 
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ascribes the invention of the Brahmi script and the num¬ 
eral notation to Brahma, the Creator, and thereby claims 
it as a national invention of the remotest antiquity.^ 

Period of Invention. The invention of the system 
may be assigned to the period i,ooo B.C. to 600 B.C. 
As the Asokan numerical figures indicate that the 
system was common all over India,* and that it has had 
a long history, the lower limit 1,000 B.C. is certainly 
not placed too early. On the other hand general con¬ 
siderations, such as the high development of the arts 
and the sciences, the mention of numerical signs and of 
64 different scripts in ancient Buddhist literature,® and 
the use of large numbers at a very early period, all 
point to the date of the invention of the system as 
ijeing nearer to 1,000 B.C., if not earlier. 

Resume. The strength of Pandit Indraji’s hypo¬ 
thesis lies in the fact that out of the nineteen signs, 
eleven definitely resemble the letters or the signs of the 
Brihmi alphabet. The resemblance is too striking to be 
entirely accidental. Moreover, it has been found that the 
numerical forms closely followed the changing forms 
of the letters from century to century. This is especially 
true in the case of the tens and shows that the writers 
of the ancient inscriptions knew the phonetical values 
of these symbols. The divergence from letter forms 
in the case of the signs for the units may be due to the 

* Buhlcr (/.<■., p. I, foot-note,) quotes several authorities. Of 
these the Ndrada Smrti and the Jaina canonical work, the Samavd- 
ydnga-sutra, belong to the fourth century B.C. 

* Megasthenes speaks of mile-stones indicating distances and 
the halting places on the roads. Indika of Megasthenes, pp. iz5-1*6; 
Biihler, l.c. 

® Related in the halitavistara, both in the Sanskrit text and the 
Chinese translation of 308 A.D. The Jaina Samavdydnga-sdtra 
if. 300 B.C.) and Pannavand-sdtra (e. 168 B.C.) each gives a list 
of j8 scripts; see Weber, Indisebe Stndien, 16, z8o, 399. 
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fact that they were the first to be invented and were 
in more common use, so that they acquired special 
cursive forms and did not follow the changes in the 
forms of the corresponding letters. We may now 
summarize the discussion given in this section by saying 
that (i) the Brahmi numerical forms were undoubtedly 
of Indian origin, (2) the form of the tens were derived 
from certain letters or signs of the alphabet, and (5) 
the origin of the forms of the units is doubtful. It is 
probable that they, too, were fashioned after the letters 
of the alphabet, but there appears to be no means of 
justifying this assertion unless the forms of these numerals 
anterior to 4^oka are discovered. 

THE DECIMAL PLACE-VALUE SYSTEM 

Important Features. The third and most im¬ 
portant of the Hindu numeral notations is the 
decimal place-value notation. In this system there 
are only ten symbols, those called anka (hterally 
meaning “mark”) for the numbers one to nine, 
and the zero symlsoi, ordinarily called iHnya (liter¬ 
ally, “empty”). With the application, of the principle 
of place-value these are quite sufficient for the 
writing of all numbers in as simple a way as possible. 
The scale is, of course, decimal. This system is now 
commonly used throughout the civilised world. 
Without the zero and the place-value^ the Hindu 
numerals would have been no better than many others 
of the same kind, and would not have been adopted 
by all the civilised peoples of the world. “The 
importance of the creation of the zero mark,” says 
Frofessor Halsted, “can never be exaggerated. This 
giving to airy nothing, not merely a local habitation 
and a name, a picture, a symbol, but helpful power, is 
the characteristic of the Hindu race whence it sprang. 
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It is like coining the Nirvana into dynamos. No 
single mathematical creation has been more potent for 
the general on-go of intelligence and power.” ‘ 

Forms. A large number of scripts differing from 
each other are in use in different parts of India today. 
The forms of the numerical signs in these scripts are also 
different. Although all the Hindu scripts are derived 
from a common source—^the Brahmi Script—yet the 
differences in the forms of the various modern Indian 
scripts are so great that it would have been difficult to 
establish any relation between them, if their previous 
history had not been known. The above remark applies 
to the numerical signs also, as will appear from a study 
of the numerical signs in the various vernaculars of 
India given in Table XV. The great divergence in the 
forms of the numerical symbols shows that in India, 
people already knew the use of the zero and the place- 
value principle before the different scripts came into 
being, and that the numeral forms were independently 
modified in various parts of India, just as the letters 
of the alphabet were modified. And as the changes 
in the forms in different localities were independent of 
each other, so there has come about a great divergence 
in the modern forms. That this divergence already 
existed in the eleventh century is testified to by Al- 
Biruni who says, “As in different parts* of India, the 
letters have different shapes the numerical signs, too, 
which are called anka, differ.”* 

Nagari Forms. The most important as well 
as the most widely used of the different symbols are 
those belonging to the Nagari script. The present 
forms of these symbols are: 

* G. B. Halsted, 0« tie foundation and technique of Arithmetic, 
Chicago, 1912, p. 20. 

* Alberuni's India, 1, p. 74. 
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?, h '9. ®- 
The gradual development of these figures from the 

^^ahmi numerals is shown in Table XIV. 

Epigraphic Instances. The following is a list of 
inscriptions and grant plates upto the middle of the 
tenth century, which contain numerals written in the 
decimal place-value notation. The numerals in the 
inscriptions and plates after this period, are always 
given in decimal figures. 

I. 595 A.D. Gurjara grant plate from Sankheda, 
(El, n, p. 19). The date Sarhvat 
546 is given in the decimal place- 
value notation. 

*2. 646 A.D. Belhari Inscription, (JA, 1863). 

*3. 674 A.D. Kanheri Inscription, (JA, 1863, 
p. 392). 

4. 8th Century Ragholi plates of Jaivardhana II, 
(El, IX, p. 41). The number 30 is 
written in decimal figures. 

5. 725 A.D. Two Sanskrit Inscriptions in the 
British Museum, (IA, XIII, p. 250). 
The dates Sarhvat 781 (=725 A.D.) 

, and Sarhvat 783 (=725 A.D.) are 
given in decimal figures. 

*6. 736 A.D. Dhiniki copper plate grant, (lA, 
XII, p. 155). The date ViKrama Saih- 
vat 794 is given in decimal figures. 

7. 753 A.D. Qacole plates of Devendravarmana, 
(El, III, p. 133). The number 20 is 
written in decimal figures. 

8. 754 A.D. Rastrakfita grant of Dantidurga, 
' (lA, XI, p. 108). The date Samvat 

675 is given in decimal figures. 
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9- 791 A.D. Inscription of Samanta Devadatta, 
{lA, XIV, p. 3 51). The date Vikra- 
ma Sarhvat 847 is given in decimal 
figures. 

10. 793 A.D. Daulatabad plates of Sarikargana, 
{El, IX, p. 197). The date Saka 
713 is given in decimal figures. 

*11. 813 A.D. Torkhede plates, {El, III, p. 53; also 
lA, XXV, p. 345). The date Saka 
Sarhvat 73 5 is given in decimal 
figures. 

12. 815 A.D. Buchkala inscription of Nagbhata, 
{El, IX, p. 198). The date'Samvat 
872 is given in decimal figures. 

15- 837 A.D. Inscription of Bauka (Rajputana 
Museum, ELM, p. 127; El, XVIII, 
p. 87). The date Vikrama Samvat 
894 is given in decimal figures. 

14. 843 A.D. The inscriptions from Kanheri, No. 
43 b., {IA, VIII, p. 133). The date 
Sarhvat 763 is given in decimal 
figures. 

15- 851 A.D. The inscriptions from Kanheri, No. 
13, {Ibid). The date* Sarhvat 773 
is given in decimal figures. 

16. 853 A.D. Panduke^vara Plates of Lalitasura- 
deva, {lA, XXV, p. 177). The 
date Sarhvat 21 of the King’s reign 
is given in decimal figures. 

17- 860 A.D. Ghatiyala Inscription of Kakkuka 
{El, IX, p. 277). The date Vikra¬ 
ma Sarhvat 918 is given in decimal 
figures. 

* For correction of date sec I A, XX, p. 421. 
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18. 862 A.D. Deogarhjaina Inscription of Bhoja- 
deva, (El, IV, p. 509). The dates 
Vikrama Sarhvat 919 and the corres¬ 
ponding Saka Sarhvat 784 are both 
given in decimal figures. 

19. 870 A.D. Gwalior inscription of the reign of 
Bhojadeva (Archaeological Survey of 
India, Report, 1903-4, plate 72). Al¬ 
though the date is not given, the 
^lokas are numbered from i to 26 
in decimal figures. 

20. 876 A.D. Gwalior inscription of Allah, of the 
reign of Bhojadeva (El, I, p. 159). 
The date Vikrama Sarhvat 953, as 
well as the numbers 270, 187 and 
50 are given in decimal figures. 

21. 877 A.D. The inscriptions from Kanheri, No. 
43a, (lA, XIII, p. 133). The date 
Sarhvat 799 is given in decimal 
figures. 

22. 882 A.D. Pehava inscription (El, I, p. 186). 
The date Sarhvat 276 (Sri Harsa Era) 
is given in decimal figures. 

23. 893 A.D. Grant plate of Balavarmana, (El, 
IX, p. i). The date VaUabhi Sarh¬ 
vat 5 74 is given in decimal figures. 

24. 899 A.D. Grant plate of Avanivarmana, (El, 
IX, p. i). The date Vikrama Sarh¬ 
vat 936 is given in decimal figures. 

25. 905 A.D. The Ahar stone inscription (Journ. 
United provinces Hist. Soc., 1926, pp. 
83 IF) contains several dates written 
in decimal figures. 

26. 91 o A.D. Rastrakfi^ grant of Krishna II (El, 
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I, p. 55). The date is given in 
decimal figures. 

zf. 917 A.D. Sanskrit and old Gmarese inscrip¬ 
tions, No. 170, {IA, XVI, p. 174). 
The date Sarhvat 974 is given in 
decimal figures. The number 300 
also occurs. 

28. 930 A.D. Cambay plates of Govinda IV, (J5J, 
VII, p. 26). The date Saka Samvat 
832 is given in decimal figures. 

29. 933 A.D. Sangli plates of Rastrakuta Govin- 
daraja IV, {IA, XII,’ p. 249). The 
date Sarhvat 833 is given in decimal 
figures. 

30. 931 A.D. Sanskrit and old Canarese inscrip¬ 
tions, No. 133, {IAy XII, p. 237). 
The date Samvat 873 is given in 
decimal figures. 

31. 933 A.D. Inscription of Ya^ovarmana, (£1,1, 
p. 122). The date Samvat loii is 
given in decimal figures. 

32. 968 A.D. Siyadoni stone inscription (£/, I, 
p. 162). The inscription contains a 
large number of numerals expressed 
in decimal figures. 

53. 972 A.D. Rastrakuta grant of Amoghavar?a, 
(lA, XII, p. 263). The date Saka 
894 is given in decimal figures. 

Palaeographic evidences of the early use of the 
decimal place-value system of notation are found in the 
Hindu colonies of the Far East.^ The most important 
ernes among these are the three inscriptions of 

* G. Coedfes, “A propos de Toriginc dcs chiffres arabes,” 
BuiL Sebool of Oriental Studies (London), VI, 1951, pp. J23-*- 
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Srivijaya, two found at Palembang in Sumatra, and 
the third in the island of Banka. These contain the 
dates 605, 606 and 608 of the Saka Era (corresponding 
respectively to A.D. 685, 684 and 686) written in 
numerical figures. Another instance giving the date 605 
Saka is the inscription of Sambor in Cambodia. In an 
inscription at Po Nagar in Champa, occurs the date 
735 Saka (—813 A.D.). 

Their Supposed Unreliability. The above list 
contains more than thirty undoubted epigraphic ins¬ 
tances of the use of the place-value notation in India. 
G.R.Kaye,' who believes in the theory of the non- 
Hindu origin of the place-value notation, states that 
all the early epigraphic evidences of its use in India 
are unreliable. On the. basis of the e.'dstence of a 
few forged grant plates he asserts that in the ele¬ 
venth century “there occurred a specially great oppor¬ 
tunity to regain confiscated endowments and to acquire 
fresh ones” and thereby concludes that all early epi¬ 
graphic evidences must be unreliable. Such reasoning 
is obviously fallacious and needs no refutation. 

Most of the copper plates are legal documents 
recording gifts made by rich persons or kings to Brah- 
manas on religious occasions. The plates contain de¬ 
tails as to the occasion for making the gifts, the names 
of the donor and the donee, the description of the mov¬ 
able and immovable properties transferred by the gift, 
and the date of the gift which is always written out in full 
in words and very often in figures also. The forgeries 
may be of two kinds: (i) In the original documents, 
parts relating to either the names of the donor or the 
donee, or the description of the immovable property 
may have been obliterated by being beaten out and new 

* “Notes on Indian Mathematics,” JASB, (N. S., 1907), 
III, pp. 482-87. 
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names or descriptions substituted. All such forgeries 
are easily detected, because of the uneven surface 
of the part of the plate that is tampered with and 
the difference in the writing. (2) An entirely new 
document may be forged. Such cases, though rare, 
are also easily detected, because there is obvious 
divergence as to the date recorded in the docu¬ 
ment, and that inferred on the basis of the 
forms of the characters used in the writing. Such for¬ 
geries are also marked by an obvious inferiority in 
execution, and inaccuracies in the statement of genea¬ 
logies and other historical facts. 

Epigraphists have so far found little difficulty in 
eliminating the spurious grant plates. It might be 
mentioned that the genuineness of the grant plates 
included in our list has not been questioned by any 
epigraphist.* 

Kaye, in his article quoted above, has given a list 
of eighteen inscriptions and grant plates and eliminates 
all but the last two as forgeries. The arguments he has 
employed and the assertions of facts that he has made 
are ♦in most cases incorrect and misleading, so that his 
conclusions cannot be accepted. As an instance of 
his method, we quote his criticism about the Guriara 
grant plate. No. i in our list. He writes: “Dr. Burner 
quotes this Gurjara inscription of the Chedi year 346 
or A.D. 594 as the earliest epigraphic instance of the 
use of the decimal notation in India, (i) An examination 

’ If any of them is forged, the forgery is so good that it can¬ 
not be detected. The writing in such cases, if any, is so well 
forged as to be indistinguishable from that used in the period to 
which the plate is said to belong. Therefore, the evidence of these 
plates as to the method of writing numbers, cannot be rejected, 
even if they be proved to be spurious at some future date—a con¬ 
tingency which is very unlikely to use. It may also be noted that 
the list contains several stone inscriptions which cannot be spurious. 
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of the plate (Ep. I»d., II., p. zo) suggests the pos¬ 
sibility that the figures were added some time after the 
plate was engraved. The date is engraved in words 
as well as in figures. It is ‘three hundred years exceeded 
by forty-six.’ The symbols are right at the end of the 
inscription from which they are marked off by a double 
bar in ^ most unusual manner, (ii) The figures are 
of the type of the period, but they were also in use much 
later, arid in no other example are such symbols used 
with ^lace-value, (iii) Also there are nine dates 
written in the old notation (Ep. Ind., V), e. g., there is 
another grant of the Gurjara of Bharoch in which the 
date Sarhvat 391 (i.e., A.D. 640) is given in the old 
notation. Again, there is no other Chedi date, at least 
before the eleventh century A.D., given in the modern 
(place-value) notation, (iv) There cannot be the 
remotest doubt as to the unsoundness of this particular 
piece of evidence of the early use of the modern system 
of notation in India.” 

The following remarks will show to the reader that 
Kaye’s criticism and his conclusion are unfounded and 
invalid: 

(/) An examination of the plate, (E7, II, p. 19), 
will convince every one about its genuineness. The 
writing is bold and clear, the numerical figures occur 
at the end, as they ought to be, immediately after the 
words ‘three hundred years exceeded by forty-six.’ 
They are separated from the written words by bars, 
just as they ought to be. There is absolutely nothing 
suspicious about this method of separation, as it is 
common custom in India to do so and occurs frequently. 
That it was the practice to write the date at the end of 
a document is well known.' In fact, the numeral 

' Many of the plates mentioned in our list contain the date 
at the end. 
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figures of the date occasionally mark the end of the 
document. ‘ The double vertical bar, 11, is a sign of inter- 
punctuation. Although punctuation marks have been 
in use in India from the earliest known times, yet their 
use did not become either regular or compulsory till 
very recent times.® Different writers used the various 
marks differently. In inscriptions, the double vertical 
bar has been found at the end of sentences, half verses, 
verses, larger prose sections and documents. In the 
Junar inscriptions it occurs after numerals and once 
after the name of the donor.® In manuscripts, the 
practice of separating numbers by vertical bars is com¬ 
mon. It is found in the Bakhshali Manuscript® and 
in several others. Thus the occurrence of the numerals 
at the end and the inter-punctuation mark of the double 
vertical bar cannot form valid grounds for suspecting 
the document. The suggestion that the figures were 
added some time after the plate was engraved is absurd, 
as there appears to us no reason why one should take the 
trouble to add the figures when the date was already 
written in words. 

(«) Kaye admits that the figures are of the type 
of the period. His remark that they were in us6 much 
later is incorrect. The Tables III-V and XII show that 
the use of three horizontal bars to represent 3 is not 

^ This is so in the ChSrgion plates of Huviska [Arch. Survey 
Keport, 1908-9, plate 56), in the Inscription of Rudradamana (lA, 
VIII, p. 42) and in others. 

® There are some copper plate grants which do not contain 
any punctuation marks; see Buhler, /.<•., p. 90. 

® Buhler, /.<•., p. 89. 

® E.£., I 5 I , 21 r; I 2558 I , jiv; I 550 | , lyv; instances such 
as these: | 1 | 4 | 9 | 16 | , i6v; and | 2 | , | 4 | , etc., jv. arc 

very common. Very often, isolated numbers are not separated. 
The double vertical bar also occurs before and after the words uda, 
sdtram, etc. 
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found after the eighth century. The figure for 4 used 
in our grant plate is not found after the sixth century, 
and the same is true for the figure for 6. The forms 
of the numerical signs alone fix the date of the writing 
to the sixth century and not later. 

(«/) The Chedj Samvat is one of the thirty-four eras, 
whose use has been discovered in inscriptions and grant 
plates. The occurrence of nine dates in the Chedi Sarh- 
vat, written in the old notation after this plate, does not 
prove the unsoundness of this particular piece of evi¬ 
dence, as Kaye would like us to conclude. It simply shows 
that in India too, the new system had to fight for 
supremacy over the older one just as in other countries. 
In Arabia the new system was introduced in the eighth 
centur)% but it did not come into common use until 
five or six hundred years later. In Europe we find 
that it was exceptional for common people to use the 
new system before the sixteenth century—a good 
witness to this fact being the popular almanacs. Calen¬ 
dars of 1557-96 have generally Roman numerals, while 
Koebel’s Calendar of 1578 gives the Hindu numerals 
as subordinate to the Roman. ^ 

We may, therefore, conclude that the Gurjara 
grant plate offers us a genuine instance of the use of the 
new system (with place-value) in India. 

Kaye’s criticisms regarding the genuineness of some 
other plates included in our list (marked with asterisks) 
have been found to be baseless. 

Place of Invention of the New System. It has 
been already stated that the same numeral forms for the 
numbers i to 9, as were in use in India from the earliest 
known times, have been used in the new system of nota¬ 
tion with the place-value. Another noteworthy fact 

^ Smith and Karpihski, l.c., p. 155. 
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regarding the ;new system is the arrangement of the 
anka (digits). It will be observed that the arrangement 
in the old system was that the bigger numbers were 
written to the left of the smaller ones.^ This same 
arrangement continues in the new system with place- 
value, where the digits to the left, due to their place 
or position, have bigger values. The gradual change 
from the old system to the new one using the same 
numerical signs, is to be found in India alone, and this, 
in our opinion, is one of the strongest arguments in 
favour of the Hindu origin of the new system. The 
earliest epigraphic instance of the use of the new system 
is 594 A.D. No other country in the world offers such 
an early instance of its use. Epigraphic evidence alone 
is, therefore, sufficient to assign a Hindu origin to the 
modern system of notation. 

Inventor Unknown. It is not known who the 
inventor of the new system was, and whether it was 
invented by some great scholar, or by a conference of 
sages or by gradual development due to the use of 
some form of the abacus. Likewise, it is not known 
to which place, city, district or seat of learning belongs 
the honour of the invention and its first use. Epigra¬ 
phic evidence cannot help us in this direction. For 
the system was used in inscriptions, a very long time 
after its invention, in fact, when it had become quite 
popular all over Northern India. 

Time of Invention. The grant plates were legal 
documents. They were written by professional writers. 
The existence of such writers is mentioned in the 
southern Buddhist canons and in the Epics.* They have 

* Showing thereby that the place assigned to a numeral de¬ 
pended upon its value. This has been incorrectly thought to 
be a sort of place-value system by some writers. 

*Buhler, lx., p. 5. 

4 
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been called lekhaka, lipikara and later on divira, karam, 
kdyastha, etc. According to Kalhana,* the Kings of 
Kashmir employed a special officer for drafting legal 
documents. He bore the title of pattopddfydja, i.e., the 
teacher (charged with the preparation) of title deeds. 
The existence of manuals such as the l^khapancdHkdy 
the 'Lekhaprakdsa, which give rules for drafting letters, 
land grants, treaties, and various kinds of bonds and 
bills of exchange, show beyond doubt that the writing 
of grant plates was a specialised art and that the 
style of writing those documents must always have been 
centuries behind the times, just as it is even to-day 
with respect to legal and state documents. The time 
of invention of the new system must, therefore, be 
placed several centuries before its first occurrence in a 
grant plate in the sixth century A.D. The exact period 
of invention may be roughly deduced from the history 
of the growth of numerical notations in other countries. 

According to Heath,^ the Greek alphabetic notation 
was invented in the 7th century B.C., but it came into 
general use only in the second century A.D. Thus 
it took about eight hundred years to get popular. In 
Arabia the new notation was introduced in the 8th 
century A.D., but it came into common use about five 
or six hundred years later. The sarnjb was the case in 
Europe. The Arabs got the compl/te decimal arith¬ 
metic, including the method of performing the various 
operations, at a period when intellectual activity in 
Arabia was at its greatest height, but they could not 
make the decimal system common before about five or 
six hundred years had elapsed.® In legal documents 

^ Kdjataraiip^, V, pp. J97f- 
® Heath, History of Greek Mathematics, I, Oxford, 1911, p. 34. 
• The arithmetic written by Al-Kharki in the eleventh century 

does not use the decimal system, showing that at the time there 
were two schools amongst the Arab mathematicians, one favouring 
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and in recording historical dates, the Arabs even now 
use their old alphabetic notation. 

Epigraphic evidences show that the new system 
was quite common in India in the eighth century and 
that the old system ceased to exist in Northern India by 
the middle of the tenth century. This would, therefore, 
place the invention of our system in the period bet¬ 
ween the first century B.C. and the third cenfury A.D. 

The exact date of the invention, however, would be 
nearer to the ist century B.C. or even earlier, because 
for a long time after its invention, the system must 
have been looked upon as a mere curiosity and used 
simply for expressing large numbers. A still longer 
time must have elapsed before the method of perform¬ 
ing the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplica¬ 
tion, division and the extraction of roots, could be 
perfected. It would be only after the perfection 
of the methods of performing the operations that the 
system could be used by mathematicians. And then 
after this it would take about five hundred years, as in 
Arabia, to become popular. There should, therefore, 
be a gap of about eight centuries between the time of 
invention and its coming into popular use, just as was 
the case with the Greek alphabetic notation. There¬ 
fore, on epigraphic evidence alone, the invention of 
the place-value system must be assigned to the begin¬ 
ning of the Christian era, very probably the ist century 
B.C. This conclusion is supported by literary and other 
evidences which will be given hereafter. 

the Hindu numerals, while the other stuck to the old notation. 
See the article on “Hisib” by H. Suter in the En^clopaedta of Islam. 
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9. PERSISTENCE OF THE OLD SYSTEM 

The occurrence of the old system of writing 
numbers, with no place-value, is found generally in 
inscriptions upto the seventh century A.D., after which 
it was gradually given up in favour of the new system 
with place-value. Occasional use of the old system, 
however, is to be met with in Nepal and in some South 
Indian inscriptions upto the beginning of the tenth 
century A.D., but after this period the old system seems 
to - have been forgotten, and completely gone out of 
use. In the seventh century the new system was in 
general use, but the old system seems to have been 
given preference in inscriptions. There are a number 
of grant plates of the eighth century A.D., in which 
the dates, although written in the old notation, are 
incorrectly inscribed, showing thereby that people had 
already forgotten the old system. In a grant plate 
of Siladitya VI,' dated the Gupta year 441 (c. 760^.0.), 
the sign for 40, instead of the sign for 4, has been sub¬ 
joined to the sign for lOo to denote 400, i.e., 4,000 has 
been incorrectly written for 400. There is another 
grant plate, dated the Gahgeya year 185 (c. 755 A.D.), in 
which the figure 185 is wrongly written.* This plate is 
of special interest as it exhibits the use of the old and the 
new systems in 1 he same document.® Another very inter¬ 
esting instance of the use of the old and the new systems 
in one and the same document is the Ahar stone 

* I A, VI, p. 19, (plate). 

* £7, III, p. 153, (plate). In this the sign of 8 is written 
for 80 and that of 50 for 3. The number 20 has been written 
by placing a dot after 2. 

® For other instances showing admixture of both the old and 
the new systems, see Fleet Gupta Inscriptions, Corpus Inscriptionum 
Ittdicarum, III, p, 292; also lA, XIV, p. 331, where (800) (4) 
(9)=849. 
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inscription.’ The document records gifts made on several 
occasions ranging over thirty-seven years, the last entry 
corresponding to 905 A.D. In this inscription the old 
notation is used in the first six lines whilst in the follow¬ 
ing lines it has been discarded and the new place-value 
notation appears. It is evident from the forms- that the 
writer did not know the old system. For instance, 200 is 
written by adding the subscript 2 to the letter su (ico), 
instead of using a mdtrkd sign as in the old system. In 
the same way the sign for lo is incorrect in so far as a 
small zero has been affixed to the usual sign for ten. 
The inscription shows that although the old system had 
gone out of use completely, yet people tried to use it in 
inscriptions, probably for the same reason that makes 
us use the Roman numerals in giving dates, in number¬ 
ing chapters of books, and in marking the hours on the 
face of a clock, even upto the present day. 

WORD NUMERALS 

t>f '^th«_-Systeq>. A system of 
expressing numbers by means of words arranged as in 
the place-value notation was developed and perfected 
in India in the early centuries of the Christian era. 
In this system the numerals are expressed by names 
of things, beings or concepts, which, naturally or in 
accordance with the teaching of the Sdstras, connote 
numbers. Thus the number one may be denoted by 
anything that is markedly unique, e.g., the moon, the 
earth, etc.; the number two may be denoted by any 
pair, e.g., the eyes, the hands, the twins, etc.; and 
similarly others. The zero is denoted by words meaning 
void, sky, complete, etc. 

’ C. D. Chatterjec, “The Ahar stone inscription,” Journ. United 
Provinces Hist. Soc., 1926, pp. 85-119. 
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The system is used in works on astronomy, mathe¬ 
matics and metrics, as well as in the dates of inscrip¬ 
tions and in manuscripts. The ancient Hindu mathema¬ 
ticians and astronomers wrote their works in verse. 
Consequently they strongly felt the need for a convenient 
method of expressing the large numbers that occur so 
often in the astronomical works and in the statement 
of problems in mathematics. The -word numerals were 
invented to fulfil this need and soon became very popular. 
Thev are used even upto the present day, whenever big 
numbers have to be expressed in Sanskrit verse. 

The words denoting the numbers from one to nine 
and zero, with the use of the principle of place-value, 
give us a verv convenient method of expressing numbers 
by word chronograms. To take a concrete case, the 
number 1,230 may be expressed in many ways: 

1. kha-gum-kara-ddi, 

2. kha-loka-karna-candra, 

3. dkasa-kdlci-netra-dhard, etc. 

It will be observed that the same number can be 
expressed in hundreds of ways by word chronograms. 
This property makes the word numerals specially suit¬ 
able for inclusion in metre. To secure still greater 
variety, the numbers beyond ten are also sometimes 
denoted by words. 

.^List of Words. The following is a list of words 
commonly used in this system to denote numbers: 

o is expressed by smya^ kha^ a/nhara^ dkdJa, 
cd)hra, viyat, vyon/a, antetrikya, nabha, jaladharapatha, 
purna, randhra, vismpada^ (manta, etc. 

I is expressed by deli, sasi, indu, vidhu, candra, kald- 
dhara, himagu, sitdmsu, ksapdkara, himdmsu, sitarasmi, 
prdleydmsu, soma, sasdnka, mrgdnka, himakara, 
sudhdmsu, rajamkam, sasadhara, sveta, abja, bhu. 
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bbfmi, ksiti^ dhard, ttrvard, go, vasundhard, prthvt, 
ksmd, dharani, vasudhd, ild, ku, mahi, rupa, pitdmaha, 
ndjaka, tana, etc. 

2 is expressed by jama, yamala, asvin, ndsatja, dasra, 
locana, netra, aksi, drsti, caksu, amhaka, najana 
iksana, paksa, bdhu, kara, karna, kuca, ostha, gulpha, 
jdnu, jaiighd, dvaja, dvanda, jugala, yugma, ayana, 
kutumha, ravicandrau, najap etc. 

3 is expressed by rdma, guna, triguna, lok-a, trijagat, 
bhuvana, kdla, trikdla, trigata, trinetra, haranetra, 
sahodardh, agni, anala, vahni, pdvaka, vaihdnara, 
dahana, tapana, hutdsana, jvalana, sikhin, krsdnu, hotr, 
para, ratna^ (Jaina), etc. 

4 is expressed by veda, druti, samudra, sdgara, abdhi, 
ambhodha, ambhodbi,jaladhi,udadhi,jalanidhi, salildkara, 
vtsanidbi, vdridhi, payodbi, payonidbi, amhudhi, kendra, 
varna, dsrama, yaga, turya, krta, aja, dya, dis, bandhu, 
kostha, gati, kasdya, etc. 

5 is expressed by hdna, sara, sastra, sdyaka, isu, bhuta, 
pdrva, prdna,pavana^ pdndava, artha, visaya, mabdbhuta, 
tatva, bhdva, indriya, ratna, karamya,* vrata, etc. 

6 is expressed by rasa, anga, kdja, rtu, amdsdrdha, dar- 
' dana, rdga, ari, ddstra, tarka, kdraka, lekbya, dravyaP 

khara, kmidravadana, danmukha, etc. 

7 is expressed by naga, aga, bhubhrt, parvata, daila, 
acala, adri, girt, rsi, muni, yati, atri, vdra, svara, 

^ Method of comprehending things from particular stand¬ 
points—dratydrthika and parydydrthikfl- 

“ Used by Mahivira only; others take it for five. 
® See SiSe, i. 27; SiSi, ganitddhydya, x. 2. Used also for 7 

(See the quotations by Bhattotpala in his commentary on Bfbat- 
samhitS, ch. ii). In Al-Birunl’s list it is erroneously put for 9. 

* That which ought to be done; according to the Jainas— 
ahithsd, smrta, asteya, brahmacarya, and aparigraha. 

^ Used by Mahdvira. 
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dhatu, aha, turaga, vdji, haya, cbaadah, dhi, kalatra, 
tatva,^ dpfpa, pannagap hhayap mdtrkd, vyasana, etc. 

8 is expressed by vasu, ahi, ndga, gaja, danti, dvirada, 
diggaja, bastin, ibba, mdtanga, kunjara, dvipa, puskarin, 
sindbura, sarpa, taksa, siddhi, bhuti, anu^ubba, man- 
gala, anika, karmanp durita, tanu^ dikp mada,’’ etc. 

9 is expressed by anka, nanda, nidhi, graba, randbra, 
cbidra,dvdra,go,^ upendra, kesava, tdrksyadbvaf, durgd, 
paddrtbap labdba, labdbi, etc. 

10 , is expressed by dis, dik, disd, dsd, anguli, pankti, 
kakubb, rdvanasira, avatdra, karman, etc. 

11 is expressed by rudra, ihara, mrda, hara, tsa, bhava, 
bharga, sulin, mabddeva, aksaubim, etc. 

12 is expressed by ravi, surya, ina, arka, mdrtanda, 
dyumani, bhdnu, dditya, divdkara, ?ndsa, rdsi, vyaya, 
etc. 

13 is expressed by visvedevdh, viha, kdma, atijagati, 
agbosa, etc. 

14 is expressed by manu, vidyd, indra, iakra, loka^^ etc. 

15 is expressed by titbi, gbasra, dina, aban, paksaP'^ etc. 

16 is expressed by nrpa, bhupa, bhdpati, asti, kald, etc. 

17 is expressed by atyasti, etc. 

^ Used by Mahavira because the Jainas recognise seven tatvas\ 
used for five by others. 

^ Used by Mahivira. 
^ Used by Mahavira. 
^ Used by Maharvira for 8 and by others for 10. 
® Used by Mahavira. 
® This word has been used for 8 as well as for 10. The use 

of diJ or dik for 4 also occurs. 
^ Used by Mahavira only. 
® This has been used for 1 also. 
® Used by Mahdvira only. 

Also used for 3. 
Also used for 2, 
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18 is expressed 

19 is expressed 

20 is expressed 

21 is expressed 

22 is expressed 

23 is expressed 

24 is expressed 

25 is expressed 

27 is expressed 

32 is expressed 

33 is expressed 

48 is expressed 

49 is expressed 

by dhrti^ etc. 

by atidhrti, etc. 

by nakha, krti, etc. 

by utkrti, praktti, svarga, etc. 

by krtiy jdti (?), etc. 

by vikrti. 

by gayatriy jinUy arhaty siddhoy etc. 

by tatvay etc. 

by naksatray uduy bha, etc. 

by dantay rada, etc. 

by devay amara, tridasoy surUy etc. 

by jagatiy etc. 

by tandy etc. 

Word Numerals without Place-value. In the 
Veda we do not find the use of names of things to 
denote numbers, but we do find instances of numbers 
denoting things. For instance, in the 'Kgveda the number 
‘twelve’ has been used to denote a year* and in the 
Atharvaveda the number ‘seven’ has been used to 
denote a group of seven things (the seven seas, etc.).’ 
There are instances, however, of fractions having been 
denoted by word symbols, e.g.y kald — kustha = 
kapha ~ 

The earliest instances of a word being used to 
denote a whole number are found about 2,000 B.C., in 
the Satapatha Brdhmana* and Taittirija Brdhmanak The 

’ Generally used for 5; also for 7 by Mah&vira. 
* “Dem hitim jHgupttr^ddaJasya rtum narona pramimntjete. 

(vii. 103, i). ' ' 
^"Om je trUapta pariyante_” (i. i, i). 
■* The word krta has been used for 4. 

'^catustomena krtena aydndm...(xiii. 5. 2. 1). 
’•"Ytvai catvarah stomdh krtam tat(i. 5. ii. i). 
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Chdndogya Upanisad also contains several instances. In 
the Veddtiga Jjotisa'- (1,200 B.C.) words for numerals 
have been used at several places. The Srauta-sutras of 
Kdtydyana^ and Ldtjdyana^ have the words gdyatri for 
24 and jagatt for 48. 

At this early stage, however, the word symbols 
were nothing more than curiosities; their use to denote 
numbers was rare. Moreover, we find evidences of a 
certain indefiniteness in the numerical significance at¬ 
tached to certain words. For instance, in the same 
work, the Aitareya Erdhmana, the word virdt has been 
used to denote 10 at one place and 30 at another. The 
principle of place-value being unknown, the word 
symbols could not be used to denote large numbers, 
which were usually denoted in terms of the numerical 
denominations or by breaking the number into parts.^ 
The use of the word symbols without place-value is 
found in the Pingala Chandah-sdtra composed before 
200 B.C. The principle of place-value seems to have 
been applied to the word numerals between 200 B.C. 
and 300 A.D. 

Word Numerals with Place-value. The earliest 
instance of the use of the word numerals with place- 
value in its' current form is found in the Agm-Purdmp 

^ riipa —■ I, aya = 4, guna =ytiga =12, bhasamdha — 27. See 
(>'/. 23, AJ. 31), {YJ. 13, AJ. 4), {AJ. 19), {YJ. 25) and {YJ. 20) 
respectively. 

Weber’s edition of Kdydyana Srauta Sutra, p. 1615. 
“ix. 4. 31. 

‘E-g-. 
DaJdyutdndmayutam sahasrdni ca vimsatih 
Kofyah sastUca sat caivd yo’smin rajan-mridhe hatdh 

that is, 10 (10000) + 10000+20 (1000) + 60 (10,000,000) + 
6 (10,000,000)—Mahdbhdrata, Striparva, xxvi. 9. 

•"'Ag»/-Purdua, Bangabasl ed., Calcutta (1314 B.S.), chs. 122- 
25, 151, 140, 141, 328-335. According to Pargitcr, probably the 
greatest Puranic scholar of modern times, “the purdftas cannot 
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a work which belongs to the earliest centuries of the 
Christian era. Bhattotpala in his commentary on the 
Brhat-samhitd has given a quotation from the original 
Pulisa-siddhdnta^ (c. 400) in which the word system is 
used. The number expressed in this quotation is 
kha (o) kha (o) asta (8) muni (7) rdma (3) ahn (2) netra (2) 
asta (8) Sara (5) rdtripdh (i) = 1,582,257,800. There 
are in this work* several other quotations from the 
Pulisa-siddhdnta, which contain word . numerals. Later 
astronomical and mathematical manuals such as the 
Surya-siddbdnta ,{c. 300), the Panca-siddhdntikd^ (505)> 
Mahd-ind luighu-Bhdskariya* (522), the Brdhma-sphuta- 
siddhdnta^ (628), the Trilatikd* (c. 750), and the Ganita- 
sdra-samgraha’’ (850), all make use of the word notation.® 

Word Numerals in Inscriptions. The earliest 
epigraphic instances of the use of the word numerals are 
met with in two Sanskrit inscriptions® found in Cam¬ 
bodia which was a Hindu colony. They are dated 604 

be later than the earliest centuries of the Christian era.” (JRAS, 
1912, pp. 254-55). The Agni-Purdna is admitted by all scholars 
to be the earliest of the Purdnas. 

'Brhat-samhitd, ed. by S. Dvivedi, Benares, p. 165. 
■'Ibid, pages 27, 29, 49, 51, etc. We are, however, not sure 

whether those quotations are from the original work or from a 
later redaction of the same. 

® i. 8; viii. i, etc. 
* See MBh, ch. 7 and L,Bh, ch. i. 
®i. 51-55, etc. 

K. 6, Ex. 6, etc. 
Mi. 7, 9, etc. 
® In the face of the evidence adduced here, G. R. Kaye’s 

assertion, {Indian Mathematics^ Calcutta, 1915, p. 31) that the word 
numerals were introduced into India in the ninth century from 
the east, shows his ignorance of Indian mathematical works, or is 
a deliberate misrepresentation. 

R. C. Mazumdar, Ancient Indian colonies in the far east^— 

Campa, Vol, I, Lahore, 1927; see inscriptions Nos. 32, 39; also 40, 
41, 43 and 44. 
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A.D. and 625 A.D. Their next occurrence is found in 
a Sanskrit inscription of Java, belonging to the 8th 
century.^ 

In India proper, although they were in use amongst 
the astronomers and mathematicians from the 3rd or 
4th century A.D. onwards, it did not become the fashion 
to use them in inscriptions till a much later date. The 
earliest Hindu inscriptions using these numerals are 
dated 815 A.D.® and 842 A.D.* In the following 
century they are used in the plates issued by the Eastern 
Chalukya Amma II, in 945 A.D.* In later times the 
epigraphic instances become more frequent. The nota¬ 
tion is also found in several manuscripts in which dates 
are given in verse.' VvlOW) 

—^ Origin and Early History, It should be 
noted that the arrangement of words, representing the 
numbers zero and one to nine, in a word chronogram 
is contrary to the arrangement that is followed when 
the same number is written with numerical signs. I'his 
fact has misled some scholars to think that the decimal 
notation and the word numerals were evolved at two 
different places. G. R. Kaye has gone so far as to 
suggest that the word numerals were imported into 
India from the east. This suggestion is incorrect for 
the simple reason that in no language other than 
Sanskrit do we find any early use o? the word system. 
Moreover, in no country other than India do we find 
any trace of the use of a word system of numeration 

® lA, XXI, p. 48. 
*Thc Ka(^ab plates, I A, XII, p. 11; declared by Fleet to be 

suspicious (Kanarese Dynasties, Bombay Gazetteer, I, ii, 399, note 7); 
cf. Biihler, /.<•., p. 86, note 4. 

® The Dholpur Inscription, Zeitschrift der Deutschtn Morgenl'attdis- 
ehen Gesellsebaft, XL, p. 42. 

*IA, VII, p. 18. 
' BQhler, /.c., p. 86, note 7. 
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as far back as the fourth century A.D., at which period 
it was in common use amongst the astronomers and 
mathematicians of India. 

During the earlier stages of the development of 
this system, we find that instead of the word symbols, 
the number names were used, being arranged from left 
to right just as the numerical signs. An instance of 
this is found in the Bakhshali Manuscript’ {c. 200), where 
the number 

265329622644706499 4....83218 

is expressed as 

Sadvimsaica (26) iripancdsa (5 3) ekonatrimsa (29) evacha 
Dvdsa [///'] (62) sadvimsa (26) catubcatvdrimsa (44) saptati (70) 
Catuhsasti (64) na\vanavatt\ (99) ... msanantaram 
Trirasiti (83) ekavimia (21) asta (8) ... pakam 

In the same manuscript, however, the contrary 
arrangement is used when the number 34 is expressed 
as catuh (4) pninca (3).® Jinabhadra Gani (375) has used 
word symbols with the left to right arrangement to 
express numbers.’ It seems, therefore, that in the 
beginning opinion was divided as to which method of 
arrangement should be followed in the word system. 

The extensive use of the word numerals by early 
mathematicians such as Puli^a, Varahamihira, Lalla and 
others appears to have set the fashion to write the word 
numerals with a right to left arrangement, which was 
generally followed by later writers. 

’ Folio 5 8, recto. The dots indicate some missing figures. 
The problem apparently required the expression of a big number 
in numerical denominations. We do not find a problem of this 
type in any of the later works. Cf. B. Datta, “The Bakhshali 
Mathematics.” BCMS, XXI, p. 21. 

® Folio 27, recto. 
* Bfhat-kfefra-samdsa, i. 69/1. 
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No explanation as to why the right to left arrange¬ 
ment was preferred in the word system is to be found 
in any of the ancient works. The following explana¬ 
tion suggests itself to us, and we believe thac it is not 
far from the truth: The different words forming a 
number chronogram were to be so selected that the 
resulting word expression would fit in with the metre 
used. To facilitate the selection the number was first 
written down in numerical figures. The selection of the 
proper words would then, naturally, begin with the 
figure in the units place, and proceed to the left just as in 
arithmetical operations. This is in accordance with the 
rule “afikdnam vdmato gatih” i.e., ‘the numerals proceed 
to the left,’ which seems to have been very popular with 
the Indian mathematicians. The right to left arrange¬ 
ment is thus due to the desire of the mathematicians to 
look upon the process of formation of the word chrono¬ 
gram as a sort of arithmetical operation. 

Date of Invention. The use of the word numerals 
in the Agni-Vurdm which was composed in the 4th 
century A.D. or earlier, shows that the word system of 
numerals must have become quite common in India 
at that time, the Purdms being works meant for the 
common folk. That it was a well developed system 
in the fourth century is also shown by its extensive use 
in the Surya-siddhdnta and the PulUa-siddhdnta. Its in¬ 
vention consequently must be placed at least two 
centuries earlier. This would give us the period, 100 
A.D. to 200 A.D., as the time of its invention. This 
conclusion is supported by the epigraphic use of the 
word notation in 605 A.D., in Cambodta, which shows 
that by the end of the 6th century A.D., the knowledge 
of the system had spread over an area roughly of the 
size of Furnpe. ^ 

It must be pointed out here that the decimal place- 
value notation and the word numerals were not invented 
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at the same time. The decimal notation must have been 
in existence and in common use amongst the mathema¬ 
ticians long before the idea of applying the place-value 
principle to a system of word names could have been 
conceived. Thus we find that in the beginning (c. 200), 
the place-value principle, as is to be expected, was used 
with the number names. The word symbols were then 
substituted for the number names for the sake of 
metrical convenience. The right to left procedure was 
finally adopted because of the mathematicians’ desire to 
look upon the formation of the word numeral as a 
sort of mathematical operation. 

The above considerations place the invention of the 
decimal place-value notation at a period, at least two 
or three centuries before the invention of the word 
system. The word notation, therefore, points to the 
I St century B.C. as the time of invention of the place- 
value notation. This conclusion agrees with that 
arrived on epigraphic evidence alone. 

/ff. ALPHABETIC NOTATIONS 

The idea of using the letters of the alphabet to 
denote numbers can be traced back to Panini (c, 700 
B.C.) who has used the vowels of the Sanskrit alphabet 
to denote numbers.^ No definite evidence of the exten¬ 
sive use of an alphabetic notation is, however, found 

^ In Pinini's grammar there are a number of sutras (rules) 
which apply to a certain number of sutras that follow and not 
to all. Such sutras are marked by signs according to Panini. 
Patahjali commenting on sutra i. 5. ii, says that according to 
Katyayana (4th century B.C.)^a letter, (yarm), denoting the number 
of sutras upto which a particular rule is to apply, is written over 
the sutra. Kaiyyata illustrates this remark by saying that the 
letter / is written above Pdnini’s Isutra, v. i. 50 to show that it 
applies only to the next two sutras. Thus according to Pinini 
^ I. / = a* ^ . 
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upto the 5 th centuiy A.D. About this period a number 
of alphabetic notations were invented by different writers 
with the sole purpose of being used in verse to denote 
numbers. The word numerals gave big number 
chronograms, so that sometimes a whole verse or even 
more would be devoted to the word chronogram only. 
This feature of the word system was naturally looked 
upon with disfavour by some of the Indian astronomers 
vho considered brevity and conciseness to be the main 
attributes of a scientific composition. Thus the alpha¬ 
betic notations were invented to replace the word 
system in astronomical treatises. The various alpha¬ 
betic systems^ are simple variations of the decimal 
place-value notation, using letters of the alphabet in the 
place of numerical figures. It must be noted here that 
the Hindu alphabetic systems, unlike those employed 
by the Greeks or the Arabs, were never used by the 
common people, or for the purpose of making calcula¬ 
tions; their knowledge was strictly confined to the 
learned and their use to the expression of numbers in 
vers^ 

v/Alphabetic System of Aryabhata I. Aryabhata 
I (499) invented an alphabetic system of notation, which 
has been used by him in the Dahgitikd^ for enumerating 
the numerical data of his descriptive astronomy. The 

^ Some alphabetic systems used for the p^ination of manus¬ 
cripts do not use the place-value principle. These systems were 
the invention of scribes who probably wanted to be pedantic .and 
to show off their learning. Their use was confined to copyists 
of manuscripts. 

“ The DaJagitikd as the name implies ought to contain ten 
stanzas, but actually there are thirteen. Of these the first is an 
invocation to the Gods, the second is the paribbdsd (“definition”) 
given above and the thirteenth is of the nature of a colophon. 
These three stanzas are, therefore, not counted. Cf. W. E. Clark, 
“Hindu-Arabic Numerals,” Indian Studies in Honour of Charles 
Rocksvell Lanman, (Harvard Univ. Press), 19*9, p. aji. * 
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rule is given in the Dahgitikd thus: 
Vargdksarani varge’varge'vargdksardni hdt nrnau yah 

Khadvinavake svard nava varge’varge navdntyavarge vd 

The following translation gives the meaning of the 
rule as intended by the author: 

“The varga} letters beginning with k (are used only) 
in the varga'^ places, the avarga letters in the avarga^ 
places, (thus) equals nmau {m plus md)\ the nine 
vowels (are used to denote) the two nines of zeros 
of varga and avarga (places). The same (procedure) may 
be (repeated) after the end of the nine varga places.” 

This rule has been discussed by Whish,* Brock- 
khaus,® Kern,* Barth,’^ Rodet,® Kaye," Fleet," Datta,” 
Ganguly," Das," Lahiri" and Clark." 

The translation of kha by “place” (Clark) or by 
“space” (Fleet) is incorrect. We do not find the word 
kha used in the sense of ‘notational place’ anywhere in 
Sanskrit literature. Its meanings are ‘void’, ‘sky’, etc., 
and it has been used for zero, in the mathematical and 

^ Varga here means “classed,” /.f., the classed letters of the 
alphabet. The first twenty-five letters of the alphabet are classed 
in groups of five, the remaining ones arc unclasscd. 

Varga here means odd. 
Avarga here means even, 

* Transactions of the Titerary Society of Madras^ I, 1827, p. 54. 
^ Zeitschrifte fur die kunde des MorgenlandeSy YVy p. 81. 
^JRASy 1865, p. 380, 
^ Oeuvresy III, p. 182. 
^ ]A, 1880, II, p. 440. 
^ JASBy 1907, p. 478; Indian Mathematicsy Calcutta, 1915, p. 30; 

The l^khshdti Manuscripty Calcutta, 1927, p. 81. 
JARSy 1911, p. 109. 

” Sdhiya-Parisad-Patrikdy 1929, p. 22. 
^^ BCMSy 1*926, p. 195. 

III, p. no. 
Histofy of the World (in Bengali), Vol. IV, p. 178. 
Aryahhatiya of Aryabhatay Chicago, 1930, p. 2. 

5 
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astronomical works. We thus replace “the two nines of 
places” in the translation given by Clark by “the two 
nines of zeros.” Clark has given the following reason 
for not translating kha by zero: “That is equivalent 
to saying-that each vowel adds two zeros to the numeri¬ 
cal value of the consonant. This, of course, will work 
from the vowel i on; but the vowel a does not add 
two zeros. It adds no zero or one zero depending on 
whether it is used with varga or avarga letters. It seems 
to me, therefore, more likely that a board divided into 
columns is implied rather than a symbol for zero, as 
Rodet thinks.” The vowels do not add zeros. The 
explanation will not work for any of the vowels; for 
instance, /, according to this interpretation, would add 
two zeros to g but three zeros to y. What really is 
implied by kha is explained by the commentator Surya- 
deva as follows: '’'’khdni sHnyopalaksitdni, sahkhydvinydsas- 
thdndni tesdm dvinavakam, khadvinavakam, tasmin khadvina- 
vake idnyopalaksitdsthdndstddaia (i8) ityarthah’” that is-, 
''kha denotes zero; the places for putting (writing) 
the numbers are two nines {dvinavakam)^ therefore, 
khadvinavake means the eighteen places denoted by 
zeros.” It may be mentioned here that the Hindus 
denote the notational places by zeros. Bhaskara I (jaz), 
commenting on Ganitapdda, 2, which gives the names of 
ten notational places, says: 

"nydsaica sthdndndm 0000000000.” 
i.e., “writing down the places we have 0000000000.” 
Bhaskara I is more explicit in the interpretation of kha 
by zero, for in his comments on the above rule, he 
states: "khadvinavake svard nova varge\ kha means zero 
(Jimyd). In two nines of zeros (kha\ so khadvinavakit\ 
that is, in the eighteen (places) marked by zeros;.”* 

’ Commentary on the Daiagitikd by Bhdskaia I, “khadvinavaht 
svard nava varge khdm Jdtyditi, khdndm dvituwakai/i tasmin khadmntttmka 
astddaSa libtjdkfitefM.” 
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Thus kha must be translated by zero, although the 
kha (zero) here is equivalent to the ‘notational places.’* 
What is implied here is certainly the symbol for the 
zero and not a board divided into columns. 

Clark finds great difficulty in translating navdntya- 
varge vd. The reading hau instead of vd suggested by 
Fleet is not acceptable. The translation given by us 
accords with the several commentaries (by Bhaskara I, 
Suryadeva, Paramesvara and Nilakantha) consulted by 
us. They all agree. 

M Explanation. Arayabhata’s rule gives the method 
or expressing the alphabetic chronogram in the decimal 
place-value notation, and vice versa. The notational 
places are indicated as follows: 

au 0 at e / r tt i a 

avavavavavavavavav 
00000000000000000 o 

where v stands for varga and a for avarga. 

It will be observed that the eighteen places are de¬ 
noted by zeros and they are divided into nine pairs, each 
pair consisting of a varga place and an avarga place, i.e., 
odd place and even place.** The varga letters k to are 
used in varga places, odd places only, and denote 
the numbers i, a,.. 25 in succession. The 

* Nilakantha says : "khadvinavak/e, that is, there are eigh¬ 
teen places, the nine varga places and the nine avarga places 
.” See Aryabhatiya, ed. by K. Sambasiva Sastri, Trivandrum, 
1930, p. 6. 

* The later Indian treatises use the terms visama and sama for 
varga and avarga respectively. Varga is also used for a square 
number or the figure. 

* These are called varM or classified letters, because they are 
classified into groups of five each. 
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avarga letters j to h are used in the avarga places, i.e., 
even places only, and denote the numbers 5, 4,.,10 
successively. The first varga and avarga places 
together constitute the first varga-avarga pair, and so on. 
Nine such varga-avarga pairs are denoted by the nine 
vowels in succession. Thus the first varga-avarga pair, 
i.e., the units and the tens places are denoted by a-, the 
second varga-avarga pair, i.e., the hundreds and thousands 
places by and so on. The vowels thus denote places 
—2eros according to the Indian usage of denoting the 
places—and have by themselves no numerical value. 
When attached to a ‘letter-number’ a vowel simply 
denotes the place that the number occupies in the decimal 
place-value notation. For instance, when the vowel a is 
attached to y, it means that the number 3 which y 

denotes is to be put in the first avarga place, i.e., the 
tens place. Thus ya is equal to 30. On the other 
hand when a is attached to one of the classed letters, 
it refers it to the first varga place, i.e., the units 
place. Thus na is equal to 5 and ma is equal to zj and 
nma^ is equal to 30. Similarly y/ denotes that the number 
3 is to be put in the thousands place whilst gy would 
mean that the number 3 which g represents is to be 
put in the hundreds place (g being a varga letter). Thus 

j//=3,ooo, whilst ^i==3oo. It is possible that 
the zeros already written were rubbed out and the 
corresponding numerical figures as obtained from a 
given letter chronogram were substituted in their places. 
This would automatically give zeros in the vacant places. 
When this is not done and the numbers are written 
below the zeros indicating the places, then zeros have 

’ When two consonants are together joined to a vowel, the 
numbers representing both are referred to the same varga-avarga 
pair. They are added together as in this case, nma — tia-y ma — 
j 4. 25 = 30. 
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to be written in the places that remain vacant.* The 
same procedure can be applied to express numbers 
occupying more than eighteen places, by letting the 
vowels with anusvara denote the next eighteen places, 
or by means of any other suitable device. ^ 

One advantage of this notation is that it gives 
very brief chronograms. This advantage is, however, 
more than counterbalanced by two very serious defects. 
The first of these is that most of the letter chronograms 
formed according to this system are very difficult to 
pronounce. In fact, some of these“ are so complicated 
that they cannot be pronounced at all. The second 
defect is that the system does not allow any great 
variety in the letter chronograms, as other systems do. 

x/^ Katapayadi System. In this system the con¬ 
sonants of the Sanskrit alphabet have been used in the 
place of the numbers 1-9 and zero to express num¬ 
bers. y/l’he conjoint vowels used in the formation of 
number chronograms, have no numerical significance. 
It gives brief chronograms, which are generally pleasant 
sounding words. Skilled writers have been able to 
coin chronograms which have connected meanings. It 
is superior to that of Aryabhata I, and also to the word 
system. Four variants of this system are known to have 
been used in India. It is probably due to this non- 
uniformity of notation that the system did not come 
into general use. 

Some examples from the Aryabhatiya (i. 5): 

^ i 1 o o o 
c^ffyinuJuchlr | 5 ^ j ^ 

* For instance nUifunfkhsf, bhadliknukhr, etc. 

0=4320000 

6==5775536 
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Yirst Variant-. The first variant of the Katapajddi 
system is described in the following verse taken from 
the Sadratnamdld: 

Nandvacasca dmydni samkhyd katapayddayah 
Misre tupdnta hal samkJyd na ca cintyo halasvarah 

n and the vowels denote zeros; (the letters in suc¬ 
cession) beginning with k, /, p, and j, denote the 
digits; in a conjoint consonant only the last one denotes 
a number; and a consonant not joined to a vowel should 
be disregarded.” According to this system, therefore, 

1 is denoted by the letters .4, /, p, y. 
z „ „ „ kh, th, ph, r. 

3 » » » i, 4-, K l- 
4 „ „ „ gK dh, bh, V. 
5 „ , „ n, n, m, .r. 
6 ,5 » t, r. 
7 ,, >> 19 chi i^i •t* 
^ » 11 >> jy di h. 

9 yy yy >> d'^y 
o „ „ „ «, n and vowels 

standing by themselves. 

/The consonants .with vowels are used in the places of 
of the numerical figures just as in the place-value nota¬ 
tion. Of conjoint consonants only the last one has 
numerical significance. A right to left arrangement is 
employed in the formation of chronograms, just as in 
the word system, i.e., the letter denoting the units 
figure is written first, then follows the letter denoting 
the tens figure and so on. The following examples 
taken from inscriptions, grant plates and manuscripts 
will illustrate the system: 

2 441 
(i)*^ rd - gija -vd - ya — 1442, 

•AT, VI, p. 121. 
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446 

/ bha - va - ti 644, 

5131 
iiY 

V 
\ 

da - ktyd ~ lo - ke 

6431 

1315, 

\ (4)’ ta - tvd - lo - ke = 1346, 
1 
\ 231 j 6 5 1 
' <!)• kha - go - ntyd - nm - sa - md - pe = 

The origin of this system can be traced back to the 
fifth century A.D. From a remark® made by Suryadeva 
in his commentary on the Arjahhatija, it appears that 
the system was known to Aryabhata I (499). Its first 
occurrence known to us is found in the Lagbu-Bias- 
kartya of Bhaskara 1 (522).“ 

Second Variant; Aryabhata II (950) has used a 
modification of the above system. In this variant, 
the consonants have the same values as above, but the 
vowels whether standing by themselves or in conjunc¬ 
tion with consonants have no numerical significance. 
Also unlike the first variant, each component of a 
conjoint consonant has numerical value according to its 

' lA, II, p. 360. 
* El, III, p. 229. 
»£7, III, p. 38. 
* The date of the commentary of Sadguru^isya on Sarvdnukra- 

mani is given by this chronogram in the Kaliyuga Era; It corres¬ 
ponds to 1184 A.D. 

® Comments on the paribhasd-sutra of the Dalafftikd. The 
author remarks : 

“Vargdksardndm samkhjd pratipddane, katapajddifvam namyoica 
tunydpi siddham tannirdsdriharh kdt grahanam.” 

That is, “the letters kdt have been used to distinguish it (the 
method of Aryabhata I) from the Katapayddi system of denoting 
numbers by the help of the varga letters, where n and d are 
equal to zero.” 

“£B7>, i. 18. 
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place. The letters are arranged in the left to right 
order just as in writing numerical figures.* The differ¬ 
ence between the two variants may be illustrated by the 
chronogram dha-ja-he-kat-na-he-t-sa-bhdH^ According to 
Aryabhata II it denotes 488108674, whereas according 
to the first variant it would denote 47801884. 

Third Variant: A third variant of this system is 
found in some Pali manuscripts from Burma.* This is 
in all respects the same as the first variant except that 
j=5, ^=6 and /'=7. The modification in the values of 
these letters are due to the fact that the Pali alphabet 
does not contain the Sanskrit / and s. 

Fourth Variant: A fourth variant of the system 
was in use in South India, and is known as the Kerala 
System. This is the same as the first variant with the 
ifference that the left-to-right arrangement of letters, 
just as in writing numerical figures, is employed. 

Aksarapalli. Various peculiarities are found in 
thVTorms as well as the arrangement of the numerical 
symbols used in the pagination of old manuscripts. 
These symbols are known as the aksarapalli, i.e., the letter 
system.* In this system the letters or syllables of the 
script in which the manuscript is written are used to 
denote the numbers. The following list gives the 
phonetic values of the various numerals as found in 
old manuscripts;® 

’ The notation is explained in MSi, i. 2; 

Kapdt katapayapdrvd varnd varnakramddbhavantyahkdb 
Ndau iAnyatk pratham^ibe d chede e triiydrthe. 

^ MSi, i. 10. 

® L. D. Barnet, JKAS, 1907, pp. 117 fF. 

*For forms see Tables. 

® See PLM, pp. io7f. 
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1 = e, sva, rum. 
2 = dvi, sti, na. 
5 = tri, Sri, mah. 

4 = rika, rnka, nka, nka, rnka, ska, rska, 

(pke), li ■ 5.- rphra, pu. 

5 — tfj rtf. rtra, hr, nr, rnr. 
6 = phra, rphra, rphru, ghna, bhra, rpu, vya, 

phla. 
7 = gra, gra, rgra, rgbhra, rgga, bhra. 
8 = hra, rhfa, rhra, dra. 
9 = orh, rum, ru, urii, um, a, rnurh. 

lo = 1, la, nta, da, a, rpta. 
20 = tha, tha, rtha, gha, rgha, pva, va. 
50 = la, la, rla, rla. 
40 = pta, rpta, pta, rpta, pna. 

50 = s, Q, g, £, 0 

60 = cu, vu, ghu, thu, rthu, rthu, thu, ,rgha, rghu. 
70 = cu, cu, thu, rthvi, rghu, rmta. 

80 = OJ,CS>, 0. Q. p" 
9° = 83. ® 

100 = su, su, lu, a. 
200 = su, a, lu, rghu. 
500 = sta, sua, nua, sa, su, sum, su. 
400 = suo, sto, sta. 
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It will be observed that to the same numeral there 
correspond various phonetical values. Very frequently 
the difference is slight and has been intentionally made, 
probably to distinguish the signs with numerical values 
from those with letter values. In some other cases 
there are very considerable variations, which (accord¬ 
ing to Btihler) have been caused by misreadings of older 
signs or dialectic differences in pronunciation. The 
symbols are written on the margin of each leaf. Due to 
lack of space they are generally arranged one below 
the other in the Chinese fashion. This is so in the 
Bower manuscript which belongs to the sixth century 
A.D. In later manuscripts the pages are numbered 
both in the aksarapallt as well as in decimal figures. 
Sometimes these notations are mixed up as in the 
following:* 

la SU SU 

55 = 5 ; 100 = 0; 102 = 0; 
0 2 

su su A 

SU 

151 = la; 150 = G 209 ~ 0 

I 0 rum 

The aksarapallt has been used in Jaina manuscripts 
upto the sixteenth century. After this period, the deci¬ 
mal figures are generally used. In Malabar, a system 
resembling the aksarapallt is in use upto the present 
day.* 

*Cf. PZ.M, p. 108. 
* I = na, 2 = nna, 5 = nya, 4 = $kra, 

5 = jhra, 6 = M(ha), 7 = gra, 8 = pra, 
9 = dre(?), 10 = ma, 20 = tha, 

30 == la, 40 = pta, 50 = ba, 60 = tra, 
70 = ru (tru), 80 = ca, 90 = na, 100 — na. 

(Cf. JRAS, 1896, p. 790) 
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Other Letter Systems. (A) A system of nota¬ 
tion in which are employed the sixteen vowels and 
thirty-four consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet is 
found in certain manuscripts from Southern India 
(Malabar and Andhra), Ceylon, Burma and Siam. The 
thirty-four consonants in order with the vowel a denote 
the numbers from one to thirty-four, then the same 
consonants with the vowel a denote the numbers thirty- 
five to sixty-eight and so on.* 

(B) ■ Another notation in which the sixteen vowels 
with the consonant A denote the numbers one to sixteen 
and with they denote the numbers seventeen to 
thirty-two, and so on, is found in certain Pali manus¬ 
cripts from Ceylon.* 

(C) In a Pali manuscript in the Vienna Imperial 
Library a similar notation is found with twelve vowels 
and thirty-four consonants. In this the twelve vowels* 
with A denote the numbers from one to twelve, with 
A/> they denote the numbers from thirteen to twenty- 
four, and so on. 

These letter systems do not appear to have been 
in use in Northern India, at least after the third century 
A.D. They are probably the invention of scribes who 
copied manuscripts. 

THE ZERO SYMBOL 

Earliest Use. The zero symbol was used in 
metrics by Pihgala (before 200 B.C.) in his Chandah-sutra. 
He gives the solution of the problem of finding the total 
number of arrangements of two things in n places, 
repetitions being allowed. The two things considered are 

*Butnell, South Indian Palatograjdfy, London, 1878, p. 79. 
Ubid. 
* The vowels r, r, /, /, are omitted. 
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the two kinds of syllables ^^long” and ‘‘short’’, denoted 
by / and g respectively. To find the number of arrange¬ 
ments of long and short syllables in a metre containing 
n syllables, Pingala gives the rule in short aphorisms : 

“(Place) two when halved;”^ “when unity is sub¬ 
tracted then (place) zero;”- “multiply by two when 
zero;”^ “square when halved.”^ 

The meaning of the above aphorisms will be clear 
from the calculations given below for the Gdyatri metre 
which contains 6 syllables.® 

Place the number 
A 
6 

Halve it, result 
5 cannot be halved, therefore. 

3 Separately place 

subtract i, result 2 
Halve it, result 
I cannot be halved, therefore. 

I 

subtract i, result 1 0 >> ( 
The process ends. 

The calculation begins from the last number in 
column B. Taking unity double it at o, this gives 2; 
at 2 square this (2), the result is then at zero double 
(2^), the result is 2 '; ultimately, at 2 square this (2®), 
the result is 2", which gives the total number of ways 

’ Pingala Chandah-s^tra^ ed. by Sri Sitanath, Calcutta, 1840, 
viii. 28. 

^ Ibid^ viii. 29. 
^ Ibidy viii. 30. 
^Ibid, viii. 31. 
® For 7 syllables, the steps are : 

Subtract i 6 place o I 
Halve 5 „ 2 
Subtract 12 „ o 
Halve I „ 2 
Subtract 10 „ o 

giving 2^ as the result. 

Double 2.2’^ = 2^ 
Square 2^' 
Double 2,2* = 2® 
Square 2® 
Double 1 2 
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in which two things can be arranged in 6 places.* 

It will be observed that two symbols are required in 
the above calculation to distinguish between two kinds 
of operations, viz., (i) that of halving and (2) that of the 
‘absence’ of halving and subtraction of unity. These 
might have been denoted by any two marks arbitrarily 
chosen.^ The question arises: why did Pihgala select 
the symbols “two” and “zero”? The use of the symbol 
two can be easily explained as having been suggested 
by the process of halving—division by the number 
two. The zero symbol was used probably because of 
its being associated, at the time, with the notion of 
‘absence’ or ‘subtraction.’ The use of zero in 
either sense is found to have been common itt Hindu 
mathematics from early times. The above reference to 
Pihgala, however, shows that the Hindus possessed a 
symbol for zero (Jmja), whatever it might have been, 
before 200 B.C. 

The Bakhshali Manuscript (r. 200) contains the use 
of zero in calculation. For instance, on folio 56 verso, 
we have: 
it 880 964 

84 168 
multiplied become 

848520 
14112 

The square of forty different places is [ 16001. On sub¬ 
tracting this from the number above (numerator), the 

remainder is I ^4^72° 
I 

factor, it becomes I 60 

On removal of the common 

^ This method of calculation is not peculiar to the Pingala 
Cbandah-sutra, It is found in various other works on metrics as 
well as mathematics. The zero symbol has been similarly 
employed in this connection in later works also. Vide infra, 

“ Prthudakasvami uses va (from varga^ “square’’) and 
(from gum^ “multiply”), while Mahavira uses the nurnerals i 

and o. Vide infra. 
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There are a large number of passages of this kind 
in the work. It will be noticed that in such passages 
the sentences would be incomplete without the figures, 
so the figures must have been put there at the time of 
the original composition of the text, and cannot be 
suspected of being later interpolations. For an explicit 
reference to xero and an operation with it, we take 
the following instance from the work : 

4 
1 

visible 200 

I Adding* unity 

3 zero I 1 

In the Panea-siddhdntikd (505) zero is mentioned 
at several places. The following is an instance: 

“In Aries the minutes are seven, in the last sign 
six; in Taurus six (repeated) thrice; five (repeated) twice; 
four; four; in Gemini they are three, two, one, zero 
{dunya) (each repeated) twice,”* 

Zero is here conceived as a number of the same 
type as three, two or one. It cannot be correctly 
interpreted otherwise. Addition and subtraction of 
zero are also used in expressing numbers in this work 
for the sake of metrical convenience. For instance : 

“Thirty-six increased by two, three, nine, twelve, 
nine, three, zero (Junyd) are the days.”® 

Instances of the above type all occur in those 

The zeros given here are represented in the manuscript 
by dots. The statement in modern symbols is equivalent to the 
equation, 

X + IX }x 4- 4X = 200. 
* The Sanskrit word is yutam meaning literally “adding”, but 

what is meant is “putting” unity for the unknown (zero). 
“ BMs, folio 22, verso. 
*PJ’/, vi. 12. 
“Pi"/, xviii. 35; other instances of this nature are in iii, 17; 

iv. 7; iv. 8; iv. ii; xviii. 44; xviii, 45; xviii. 48; xviii. 51. 
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sections of the Panca-siddhdntikd which deal with the 
teachings of Puli^a. It seems, therefore, that such ex¬ 
pressions are quotations from the PuliJa-siddhdnta. As 
it is known that the word numerals were employed by 
Puli^a (^■. 400), it can be safely concluded that he was 
conversant with the concept of the zero as a numeral. 

The writings of Jinabhadra Gani (529-589), a con¬ 
temporary of Varahamihira, offer conclusive evidence of 
the use of zero as a distinct numerical symbol. 
While mentioning large numbers containing several 
zeros, he often enumerates, obviously for the sake of 
abridgement, the number of zeros contained. For 
instance: 224,400,000,000 is mentioned as “twenty-two 
forty-four, eight zeros;”^ 5,200,400,000,000 as “thirty- 
two two zeros four eight zeros.”* At another place in 
his work 

241960 407^50 

483920 
241960 

40715 

48392 

is described thus : 

“Two hundred thousand forty-one thousand nine 
hundred and sixty; removing {apavartand) the zeros, the 
numerator is four-zero-seven-one-five, and the deno¬ 
minator four-eight-three-nine-two.”® 

It should be noted that the term apavartam means 
what is known in modem arithmetic as the reduction of 
a fraction to its lowest terms by removing the common 
factors from the numerator and the denominator. 
Hence the zero of Jinabhadra Gani is certainly not a 
mere concept of nothingness but is a specific numerical 
symbol used in arithmetical calculation. 

* Bthat-ksetra-samdsa, ed. with the commentary of Malayagiri, 
Bombay, i. 69. 

^ihid, i. 71. Other such instances ate in i. 90, 97, loa, 
168, 115, 119, etc. 

Ubid, i. 83. 
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Another contemporary mathematician, Bhaskara I 
(c. 525), refers to the subtraction of zero in his Mahd- 
bhdskariya. In his commentary on the Aryabhatiya he 
uses the place-value numerals with zero. As has 
been pointed out before (p. 66) zero is also used by 
him to denote the notational places. 

Siddhasena Gani who lived in the sixth century, 
has, in his commentary on the Tattvdrthddhigama-sutra 
of Umasvati, used zero in calculation, as is evidenced 
by the following two typical instances taken from his 
work:* 

“.... the remainder is this, 3,5 34,400,000,000, The 
square-root of this is extracted; half of the eight t^eros are 
four ^eros\ The root of the ramaining portion is one- 
eight-eight; hence the resulting root is this, 1,880,000.” 

“On removing the four zeros, the quotient obtained 
after that is 100,000.” 

All known Hindu treatises on arithmetic and 
algebra contain a section dealing with the funda¬ 
mental operations with zero, including involution 
and evolution. Details regarding these operations will 
be given later on; but it must be pointed out here, that 
these arithmetical operations with zero, certainly 
presuppose its existence as a numeral denoted by some 
specific symbol.* 

^ Tattvdrthadhigama-stitra of Umasvdti, with his own gloss, 
elucidated by Siddhasena Gani, ed. by H. R. Kapadia, Bombay, 
1926, iii. IT (com.). 

2 Smith and Karpinski Qrimdu-Arabic Numerals, p. 5 3) state, 
.theGanita-S4ra"SahgrahaofMah4vMchirya (c. 830 A.D.), while 

it does not use the numerals with place value, has a similar dis¬ 
cussion with zero.” The first part of the statement is incorrect, 
because Mahivira has always used numerals with place-value. In 
fact, no trace of numerals without place-value is to be found in the 
Ganita-sdra-samgraha. J. Tropfke’s statement {Gesebiebte d, E/emen- 
tar-Mathematik, Bd. II, 1926, p. 56) that zero was not regard- 
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TH4r ZQHQ 
8i 

]^p«fHsi£«he.Sy«ubQjL The ab&ve -quotationo from 
onfipfit itr/^rlrc pnn^lnf irroly-iJinf haS beCIl 

considered as la number in India from the earliest 
centuries of the Christian era, and that there existed 
some symbol to denote this number. What exactly was 
the form of this symbol is doubtful. The Bakhshali 
Manuscript employs a dot for zero, but as the 
present copy of the work dates from probably the 
eighth or the ninth century, it cannot be said whether 
the form of the symbol was the ?ame when the Bakh¬ 
shali work was written, i.e, in the third century A.D. 
or earlier. Evidence as to the use of the dot for 
zero is also furnished by the writings of Subandhu, a 
poet litterateur who flourished about the close of the 
sixth century. In the V^dsavadattd of Subandhu we 
meet with the following metaphor : > 

“And at the time of the rising of the moon with 
its blackness of night, bowing low, as it were, with 
folded hands under the guise of closing blue lotuses, 
immediately the stars shone forth,. like zero 
dots (Jdnja-hindu), because of the nullity of metempsycho¬ 
sis, scattered in the sky as if on the ink-blue skin rug 
of the Creator who reckoneth the sum total with a 
bit of the moon for chalk.”^ 

The term bindu (“dot”) has been used for zero 
in word numerals as well as in later literature, “ when a 
^mall circle was in use to denote zero, the dot having 

ed as a number before the seventeenth century A.D., is incorrect. 
Cf. B. Datta, “Early literary evidence of the use of the zero in 
India,” American Math. Monthlyy XXXVIII, 1931, p. 569. 

’ Vdsavadattd of Subandhu, edited by F. Hall (Calcutta, 1859, 
p. i8a) and translated into English by Louis H. Gray (New York, 
1913, pp. 99/). 

® the Hindi poet Bihir! in one of his couplets remarks: 
“The dot on her forehead is increasing her beauty ten-fold, just 
as a dot increases a number ten-fold.” 

6 
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been given up long before. The quotation from 
Subandhu cannot, therefore, be taken as a definite 
proof of the use of the dot as a symbol for zero 
in his time. All that we can infer is that at some period 
before Subandhu, the dot was in use. We may go 
further and state that very probably, the earliest symbol 
for zero was a dot and not a small circle. 

The earliest epigraphical record of the use of 
zero is found in the Ragholi plates ‘ of Jaivardhana II 
of the eighth century. The Gwalior inscriptions of the 
reign of Bhojadeva* also contain zero. The form 
of the 'symbol in these inscriptions is the small circle. 
This is the form that has been in common use from 
quite early times, probably from before the eighth 
century. 

Other Uses of the Symbol. In the present 
elementary schools in India, the student is taught the 
names of the several notational places and is made to 
denote them by zeros arranged in a line. These, zeros 
are written as 

. ooooooooo 

The teacher points out the first zero on the right and 
says ‘units’, then he proceeds to the next zero saying 
‘tens’ and so on. The student repeats the names after 
the teacher. This practice of denoting the notational 
places by zeros can be traced back to the time of 
Bhaskara I, who, as already pointed out on page 66, 
in his commentary on the Atyabhaftya, Ganita-pdda^Zy 
says : 

‘Writing down the places, we have 

OOOOOOOOO o/^ 

In all works on arithmetic {pdtiganita) zero has 

^ No. 4 in the list of inscriptions given before. 
* Nos. 19 and 20 in the list. 
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been used to denote the unknown. This use of 
zero can be traced back to the third . century A.D. 
It is used for the unknown in the Bakhsh^i arithmetic. 
In algebra, however, letters or syllables have been 
always used for the unknown. It seems that zero 
for the unknown was employed in arithmetic, really to 
denote the absence of a quantity, and was not a symbol 
in the same sense as the algebraic x (ja), for it does 
not appear in subsequent steps as the algebraic symbols 
do. This use of zero is mostly found in problems on 
proportion—the Rule of Five, Rule of Seven, etc. The 
Arabs also under Hindu influence used zero for the 
•Unknown in similar problems. Similar use of zero 
for the unknown quantity is found in Europe in a 
Latin manuscript of some lectures by Gottfried Wolack 
in the University of Erfurt in 1467-68.* The dot 
placed over a number has been used in Hindu Ganita 
to denote the negative. In this case it denotes the 
‘absence’ of the positive sign. Similar use of the dot 
is found in Arabia and Europe obviously under Hindu 
influence.* ^- 

15. THE PLACE-VALUE NOTATION IN HINDU 

LITERATURE 

Jaina Canonical Works. The earliest literary 
evidence of the use of the word “notational place” is 
furnished by the Am^ogadvdra-s&tray a work written 
before the Christian era. In this work the total number 

ft 
’Smith and Karpinski, /.a, pp. 53-54. 
^ The occasional use by Ai-Battani (929) of the Arabic negative 

/i, to indicate the absence of minutes (or second^), noted by Nallino 
(Verbandlungen des 5 congresses der Orientalisteny Berlin, 1882, Vol. II, 
p. 271), is similar to the use of the secro dot to denote the negative. 

® The passage has been already quoted iq detail iyide supra 
p. iz). ' 
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of human beings in the world is given by “a number 
which when expressed in terms of the denominations, 
koti-koti, etc., occupies twenty-nine places {sthdna)” 
Reference to the “places of numeration” is found also 
in a contemporary work, the Vyavahdra-sutra} 

Puranas. The Puranas which are semi-religious 
and semi-historical works, also contain references to 
the notational places. These Works were written for 
the purpose of spreading education on religious and 
historical matters amongst the common people. Refer¬ 
ence to the place-value notation in these works shows 
the desire of their authors to give prominence to the 
system. The A^i-Vurdna^ says : 

“In case of multiples from the units place, the 
value of each place {sthdnd) is ten times the value of the 
preceding place.” 

The Vism-Purdna^ has similarly : 

“O dvija, from one place to the next in succession, 
the places are multiples of ten. The eighteenth one 
of these (places) is called pardrdha.’' 

The Vdju-Purdna* observes ; 

“These are the eighteen places {sthdnd) of calcula¬ 
tion; the sages say that in this way the number of places 
can be hundreds.” 

The above three works are the oldest among the 
Pur^as and of these the Agni and the Vdyu Puranas 
in their present form are certainly as old as the fourth 
century A.D. The Agni-Purdm is referred by some 
scholars to the first or second century A.D. 

* Ch. i.; cf. B, Datta, Scimtia, July, 1931, p. 8. 
* The Apts-PuraM contains also the use of the word numerals 

with place-value {vide supra p. 58). 
® vi. 3. 
* ci. lozf. 
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Works on Philosophy. The following simile has 
been used in Vydsa-Bhdsya^ on the Yoga-sutra of 
Patanjali: 

“Thus the same stroke is termed one in the units 
place, ten in the tens place, and hundred in the hundreds 
place. 

The same simile occurs in the Sdriraka-Bhd^a of 
Sahkaracarya : 

“Just as, although the stroke is the same, yet by a 
change of place it acquires the values, one, ten, hundred, 
thousand, etc.... 

The first of the above works cannot be placed 
later than the sixth century whilst the second one not 
later than the eighth. The quotations prove conclu¬ 
sively that in the sixth century, the place-value notation 
was so well known that it could be used as an illustra¬ 
tion for a philosophical argument. 

Literary Works. A passage from the Vdsavadattd 
of Subandhu comparing the stars with zero dots has 
already been mentioned. Several other instances of 
the use of zero are found in later literature, but they 
need not be mentioned here.* 

Mii. 15. 
® The translation is as given by J. H. Woods, The Yoga System 

of Patanjali, p. 216. In a foot-note, it is remarked: “Contrary to 
Mr. G. R. Kaye’s opinion, the following passages show that the 
place-value system of decimals was known as early as the sixth 
century A.D.” The above passage is also noted by Sir P. C. Ray 
in his History of Hindu Chemistry, Vol. II, p. 117. 

* III. iii. 17; cf. B. Datta, American Math. Monthly, XXXIII 
1926, pp. 220-1. 

* E.g., the use of the Jilsya-hindu in Naisadha-carita of Sriharja 
(c. 12th century). Cf. B. Datta, Ibid, pp. 449-454. 
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14. DATE OF INVENTION OF THE PLACE-VAEUE 

NOTATION 

We may now summarise the various evidences 
regarding the early use of the place-value notation in 
India: 

(1) The earliest palaeographic record of the use of 
the place-value system belongs to the close of the sixth 
century A.D. 

(2) The • earliest use of the place-value principle 
with the word numerals belongs to the second or the 
third century A.D. It occurs in the Agni-Purdna, the 
Bakhshali Manuscript and the PuliJa-siddhdnta. 

(3) The earliest use of the place-value principle 
with the letter numerals is found in the works of Bhas- 
kara I about the beginning of the sixth century A.D. 

(4) The earliest use of the place-value system in a 
mathematical work occurs in the Bakhshali Manuscript 
about 200 A.D. It occurs in the Aryabhatiya composed 
in 499 A.D., and in all later works without exception. 

(5) References to the place-value system are found 
in literature from about 100 B.C. Three references rang¬ 
ing from the second to the fourth century A.D. are 
found in the Puranas. 

(6) The use of a symbol for zero is found in 
Pirigala’s Chandah-sdtra as early as 200 B.C. 

The reader will observe that the literary and non- 
mathematical works give much earlier instances of the 
use of the place-value system than the mathematical 
works. This is exactly what one should expect. The 
system when invented must have for some time been 
used only for writing big numbers. A long time 
must have elapsed bemre the methods of performing 
arithmetical operations with them were invented. The 
system cannot be expected to occur in a mathematical 
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work before it is in a perfect form. Therefore, the 
evidences furnished by non-mathematical works should, 
in fact, be earlier than those of mathematical works. 

Mathematical works are not as permanent as 
religious or literary works. The study of a particular 
mathematical work is given up as soon as another better 
work comes into the &ld. In fact, a new mathematical 
work is composed with a view to removing the defects 
of and superseding the older ones. It is quite 
probable that works employing the place-value notation 
were written before Aryabhata I, but they were given 
up and are lost. It will be idle to expect to find copies 
of such works after a lapse of sixteen hundred years. 

In Europe and in Arabia it is still possible to find 
mss. copies of works using the old numerals or a 
mixture of the old numerals with the new place-value 
numerals, but in India absolutely no trace of any such 
work exists. 

In Europe the first definite traces of the place- 
value numerals are found in the tenth and eleventh 
centuries, but the nunjerals came into general use in 
mathematical text books in the seventeenth century. 
In India Aryabhata I (499), Bhaskara I (522), Lalla 
{c. 598), and Brahmagupta (628), all use the place-value 
numerals. There is no trace of any other system of 
notation in their works. Following the analogy of 
Europe, we may conclude, on the evidence furnished 
by Hindu mathematical works alone, that the place- 
value system might have been known in India about 
200 B.C. 

As the literary evidence also takes us to that period, 
we may be certain that the place-value system was 
known in India about 200 B.C. Therefore we shall 
not be much in error, if we fix 200 B.C. as the probable 
date of invention of the place-value system and 
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zero in India. It is possible that further evidence may 
force us to fix an earlier date. 

15. HINDU NUMERALS IN ARABIA^ 

The regular history of the Arabs begins after the 
flight of Mohammad from Mecca to Medina in A.D. 
622. The spread of Islam succeeded in bringing to¬ 
gether the scattered tribes of the Arabian Peninsula 
and creating a powerful nation. The united Arabs, 
within a short space of time, conquered the whole of 
Northern Africa and the Spanish Peninsula, and extended 
their dominions in the east upto the western border of 
India. They easily put aside their former nomadic life, 
and adopted a higher civilisation. 

The foundations of Arabic literature and science 
were laid between 750-850 A.D. This was done 
chiefly with the aid of foreigners and with foreign 
material. The bulk of their nArative literature came 
to the Arabs in translation from Persian. Books on 
the science of war, the knowledge of weapons, the 
veterinary art, falconry, and the various methods of 
divination, and some books on medicine were translated 
from Sanskrit and Persian. They got the exact sciences 
from Greece and India. 

Before the time of Mohammad the Arabs did not 
possess a satisfactory numeral notation. The numer¬ 
ous computations connected with the financial adminis¬ 
tration of the conquered lands, however, made the use 
of a developed numeral notation indispensable. In 
some localities the numerals of the more civilised con¬ 
quered nations were used for a time. Thus in Syria, 
the Greek notation was retained, and in Egypt the 

' For details consult Cajori’s History of Mathematics, and Smith 
and Karpinski’s Hitrdtt Arabic Numerals. 
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Coptic. To this early period belongs the Edict of Khalif 
Walid (699) which forbade the use of the Greek lan¬ 
guage in public accounts, but made a special reservation 
in mvour of Greek letters as numerical signs, on the 
ground that the Arabic language possessed no numerals 
of its own.^ The Arabic letters gradually replaced 
the Greek ones in the alphabetic notation and the 
ahjad notation came to be used. It is probable that 
the Arabs had come to know of the Hindu numerals 
from the writings of scholars like Sebokht, and aslo of 
their old ghobdr forms from other sources. But as their 
informants could not supply all the necessary informa¬ 
tion {e.g.y the methods of performing the ordinary 
operations of arithmetic) these numerals had to wait 
for another century before they were adopted in some 
of their mathematical works. 

During the reign of the Khalif Al-Mansur (755- 
774 A.D.) there came embassies from Sindh to Baghdad, 
and among them were scholars, who brought along 
with them several works on mathematics including the 
Brdhma-sphuta-siddhdnta and the Khanda-khddyaka of 
Brahmagupta. With the help of those scholars, Al- 
fazari, perhaps also Yakub ibn Tarik, translated them 
into Arabic. Both works were largely used and exer¬ 
cised great influence on Arab mathematics. It was 
on that occasion that the Arabs first became acquainted 
with a scientific system of astronomy. It is believed 
by all writers on the subject that it was at that time that 
the Hindu numerals were first definitely introduced 
amongst the Arabs. It also seems that the Arabs at first 
adopted the ghobdr forms of the numerals, which they 
had already obtained (but without zero) from the 

^Theophancs (758-81B A.D.), “Chronographia;” Scriptorts 
Historiae By^antinae, Vol. XXXIX, Bonnane, 1859, p. 575; quoted 
by Smith and Katpinski, l.c., p. 64, note. 
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Alexandrians, or from the Syrians who were employed 
as translators by the Khalifs at Baghdad. Al-Khowarizmi 
(825), one of the earliest writers on arithmetic 
among the Arabs, has used the ghobdr forms.^ But not 
long afterwards, the Arabs realised that the ghobdr 
forms were not suited to their right-to-left script. Then 
there appears to have been made an attempt to use more 
convenient forms. But as people had got accustomed to 
the ghobdr forms, they did not like to give them up, and 
so we find a struggle^ between the two forms, which 
continued for about two centuries (loth and nth) until 
at last the more convenient ones came into general use. 
The west Arabs on the other hand did not adopt the 
modified forms of the east Arabs, but continued to use 
the ghobdr forms, and were thus able to transmit them to 
awakening Europe. This, perhaps, explains in a better 
way the divergence in the forms of modern Arabic and 
modern European numerals, than any theory yet 
propounded. 

In a theory that was advanced by Woepcke, this 
divergence is explained by assuming that (i) about the 
second century after Christ, before zero had been 
invented, the Hindu numerals were brought to Alex¬ 
andria, whence they spread to Rome and also to west 
Africa; (2) that in the eighth century, after the notation 
in India had been already much modified and perfected 

’ Smith and Karpinski, l.c., p. 98. 
* One document cited by Woepcke is of special interest since 

it shows the use of the ordinary Arabic forms alongside the 
ghobdr at an early date (970 A.D.). The title of the work is “Interest¬ 
ing and Beautiful Problems on Numbers” copied by Ahmed ibn 
Mohammed ibn Abdaljalil Abu Sa’id, al-Sijzi, (951-1024) from a 
work by a priest and physician, Nazif ibn Yumn, al-Qass (died 
990). Sprenger also calls attention to this fact (in Zeit. d deutschen- 
morgenlandischen Gtsselschaft, XLV, pt 367). Ali ibn Ahmed 
Al-NasSvi (r. 1025) tells us that the symbolism of numbers was 
unsettled in his day (Smith and Karpinski, l.c., p. 98). 
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by the invention of zero, the Arabs at Baghdad got 
it from the Hindus; (3) that the Arabs of the west 
borrowed the Columbus-egg, the zero, from those in the 
east but retained the old forms of the nine numerals, 
if for no other reason, simply to be contrary to their 
political enemies of the east; (4) that the old forms were 
remembered by the west Arabs to be of Hindu origin, 
and were hence called ghobdr numerals; (5) that, since 
the eighth century, the numerals in India underwent 
further changes and assumed the greatly modified forms 
of modern Devanagari numerals. 

Now, as to the fact that these figures might have 
been known in Alexandria in the second century A.D., 
there is not much doubt. But the question naturally 
arises: Why should the Alexandrians use and retain 
a knowledge of these numerals? As far as we kqow, 
they did possess numeral notations of their own; why 
should they give preference to a foreign notation? 
These questions cannot be satisfactorily answered unless 
we assume that along with the nine symbols the principle 
of place-value and probably also the zero was com¬ 
municated to them. But as they were unprepared for the 
reception of this abstract conception, they adopted the 
nine numerals only and used them on the apices. 
These numerals were then transmitted by them to Rome 
and to west Africa. 

The second assumption that the Hindu numeral 
figures of the eighth century were adopted by the Arabs 
is not supported by fact. The figures that are found in 
the old Arabic manuscripts resemble either the ghobdr 
numerals or the modern Arabic more than the Hindu 
numerals of the eighth century. In fact, we have ev&vf 
reason to believe that the Arabs knew these ghobdr forms, 
perhaps without the principle of place-value and 
zero, long before they had direct contact with India, and 
that they adopted zero only about 750 A.D. 
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16. HINDU NUMERALS IN EUROPE 

Boethius Question. It cannot be definitely said 
when and how the Hindu numerals reached Europe. 
Their earliest occurrence is found in a manuscript of 
the Geometry of Boethius {c. 500), said to belong 
to the tenth century. There are several other manus¬ 
cripts of this work and they ail contain the numerals. 
Some of these contain the zero whilst the others do 
not. If these manuscripts (or the portions of them that 
contain the numerals) be regarded as genuine, it will 
have to be acknowledged that the Hindu numerals had 
reached Southern Europe about the close of the fifth 
century. There are some who consider the passages 
dealing with the Hindu numerals in the Geometry of 
Boethius to be spurious. Their arguments can be 
summarised as below ; 

(1) The passages in question have no connection 
with the main theme of the work, which is geometry. 
The Hindu numerals have not been mentioned in the 
Arithmetic of Boethius. They have not been used by 
him anywhere else. Neither Boethius’ contemporary 
Capella (c. 475), nor any of the numerous mediaevd 
writers who knew the works of Boethius makes any 
reference to the numerals. 

(2) The Hindu numeral notation was perfected in 
India much later than the fifth century, so that the 
numerals, even if they had been taken to Europe along 
the trade routes, had no cluim to any superiority over the 
numerals of the west, and so could not have attracted 
the attention of Boethius. 

Of the above arguments, the second is against facts, 
for it is now established that the Hindu numeral nota¬ 
tion with zero was perfected and was in use in 
India during the earliest centuries of the Christian era. 
The numerals could have, therefore, easily reached 
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Europe along the trade routes in the fifth century or even 
earlier. The first argument is purely speculative and 
throws doubt on the authenticity of the occurrence of 
the numerals in Boethius’ Geometry. It does not prove 
anything. It seems to us unfair to question the 
genuineness of the occurrence of the numerals, when 
they are found in all manuscripts of the work that are 
in existence now. Their occurrence in the Geometry 
can be easily explained on the ground that Boethius’ 
knowledge of those numerals was very meagre. He had 
obtained the forms from some source—from the Neo- 
Pythagoreans or direct from some merchant or wander¬ 
ing scholar—but did not know their use. He might 
have known their use in writing big numbers by the 
help of the principle of place-value and zero, but he 
certainly did not know how the elementary operations of 
arithmetic were to be performed with those numerals. 
Hence he could make no use of them in his arithmetic or 
any other work. The writings of Sebokht {c. 650) show 
that the fame of the numerals had reached the west 
long before they were definitely introduced there. The 
question of the introduction of the Hindu numerals 
through the agency of Boethius may, therefore, be 
regarded as an open one, until further investigations 
decide it one way or the other. 

Definite Evidence. The first writer to describe the 
ghobar numerals in any scientific way in Christian Europe 
was Gerbert, a French monk. He was a distinguished 
scholar, held high ecclesiastical positions in Itdy, and 
was elected to the Papal chair (099). He had also 
been to Spain for three years. It is not definitely 
known where he found these numerals. Some say that 
he obtained them from the Moors in Spain, while 
others assert that he got them from some other source, 
probably through the merchants. We find that Gerbert 
did not appreciate these numerals (and rightly, for there 
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was neither zero nor the place-value), and that in 
his works, known as the Kegula de abaco computi and the 
Ubell$4S, he has used the Roman forms. We thus see 
that upto the time of Gerbert (died 1003) the 
principle of place-value was not known in Europe. 

As early as 711 A.D., the power of the Goths was 
shattered at the battle of Jarez de le Frontera, and 
immediately afterwards the Moors became masters of 
Spain, and remained so for five hundred years. The 
knowledge of the modem system of notation which was 
definitely introduced at Baghdad about the middle of the 
eighth century must have travelled to Spain and from 
there made its way into Europe. The schools estab¬ 
lished by the Moors at Cordova, Granada, and Toledo 
were famous seats of learning throughout the middle 
ages, and attracted students ftom all parts of Europe. 
Thus although Europe may not be directly indebted to 
the Moors for its numerical symbols, it certainly is for 
that important principle which made the ordinary 
ghobdr forms superior to the Roman numerals. 

Several instances of the modem system of nota¬ 
tion are to be found in Europe in the twelfth century, 
but no definite attempt seems to have been made 
for popularizing it before the thirteenth century. 
Perhaps the most influential in spreading these 
numerals in Europe was Leonardo Fibonacci of Pisa. 
Leonardo’s father was a commercial agent at Bugia, the 
modem Bougie, on the coast of Barbary. It had one 
of the best harbours, and at the close of the twelfth 
century was the centre of African commerce. Here 
Leonardo went to school to a Moorish master. Qti 
attaining manhood he started on a tour of the Mediter¬ 
ranean and visited Egypt, Syria, Greece, Italy and 
Provence, meeting with scholars and merchants and 
imbibing a knowledge of the various systems of numbers 
in use m the centres of trade. All these systems, he 
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however says, he counted as errors compared with that 
of the Hindus.’ Returning to Pisa he wrote his Uber 
Abaci hx 1202, rewriting it in 1228.® In this the Hindu 
numerals are explained and used in the usual compu¬ 
tations of business. At first Leonardo’s book met with 
a cold reception from the public, because it was too 
advanced for the merchants and too novel for the 
universities. However, as time went on people began 
to realise its importance, and then we find it occupying 
the highest place among the mathematical classics of the 
period. 

Among other writers whose treatises have helped 
the spread of the numerals may be mentioned Alexander 
de Villa Die {c. 124c) and John of Halifax {c. lajo). 

A most determined fight against the spread of these 
numerals was put up by the abacists who did not use 
xero but employed an abacus and the apices. But 
the writings of men like Leonardo succeeded in silenc¬ 
ing them, althougn it took two or three centuries to 
do so. By the middle of the fifteenth century we find 
that these numerals were generally adopted by all the 
nations of western Europe, but they came into common 
use bnly .in the seventeenth century. 

17. MISCELLANEOUS REFERENCES TO THE 

HINDU NUMERALS 

Syrian Reference. The following reference to a 
passage* in a work of Sevferus Sebokht (662) shows that 
the fame of the Hindu numerals had reached the banks of 

’ “Scd hoc totum et algorismutn atque arcus pictagorc quasi 
errorem computavi respectu modi indorum.” 

* Smith and Karpinski, /. f., p. 151. 
® Attention was first drawn to this passage by F. Nau. ]Ay 

II, 1910, pp. 225-227; also see J. Ginsburg, B»//. American Math. 
Soe,, XXIIl, 1917, p. 368. 
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the Euphrates in the beginning of the seventh century. 
Sebokht was a learned Syrian scholar who lived in the 
convent of Kenneshre on the Euphrates, in the time of 
the patriarch Athanasius Gamenale (died 631) and his 
successor John.' Sebokht seems to have been hurt by 
the arrogance of certain Greek scholars who looked 
down on the Syrians, and in defending the latter, he 
claims for them the invention of astronomy. He asserts 
that the Greeks were merely the pupils of the Chaldeans 
of Babylon and claims that these same Chaldeans were 
the very Syrians whom his opponents condemned. 
It is in this connection that he mentions the Hindus 
by way of illustration, using the following words: 

“I will omit all discussion of the science of the 
Hindus, a people not the same as the Syrians, their 
subtle discoveries in the science of astronomy, dis¬ 
coveries that are more ingenious than those of the 
Greeks and the Babylonians; their computing that 
surpasses description. I wish only to say that this 
computation is done by means of nine signs. If those 
who believe because they speak Greek, that they have 
jreached the limits of science should know these things, 
they would be convinced that there are also others who 
know something.” 

This fragment clearly shows that not only did 
Sebokht know something of the numerals but that he 
understood their full significance, and may even have 
known the zero as Rabbi ben Ezra did {vide infra p. 105), 
in spite of the fact that he too speaks of nine numerals. 
In fact even today, we speak of nine numerals only, 
zero not being recognised a numeral. 

Arabic References. Ibn Wahshija (853). In his 
work. Ancient alphabets and hieroglyphic characters 
explcumdy etc., Ibn Wahshiya gives three forms of 

'W. Wright. Short History of Syriac UteratwCy pp* 13 7-13 9. 
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Hindu numerals as three species of Hindu alphabets.* 
It seems that the forms were well known in his time in 
Arabia. In the first set of these forms, dots are used 
as zeros in the now customary way among the Arabs; 
in the second set the dots are superposed,® while in the 
third loops are attached to the ordinary symbols for the 
units.* Karpinski thinks that the use of loops was 
probably the invention of Wahshiya. 

Djdbiv^ (died 869) ' 

The Arab philosopher Djahiz calls the numerals 
“figures of Hind” and observes that with these numerals 
large numbers can be represented with great facility. 
He asks, “Who is the inventor of the figures of Hind, 
who are the authors of the Sindhind and of the Arkhand 
and the methods of calculation with the ciphers?”* 

Abul Hasan Al-MasMi (943) 

The Arab historian Al-Masudi writes, “A congress 
of sages at the command of the Creator Brahma invented 
the nine figures and also their (the Hindus’) astronomy 
and other sciences.”® Al-Masudi’s evidence is impor¬ 
tant as he had first-hand information of India. He was 
in Multan in 912 A.D. and in Cambay in 916 A.D. 

* Karpinski, Bibl. Math., XIII, 1912-15, pp. 97-8. 
* Similar use of dots is found in certain manuscripts in India. 

Vide R. L. Mitra, Notices of Sanskrit MSS., V, p. 299, MS. No. 
1976, Plate No. I; India Office Cataioffte, MS. Nos. 1946, 1947 and 
1871. 

* This form is similar to the use of ligatures in India when the 
numerals were written without place-value, if>ide supra). 

* E>i&hiz’s work is available in French translation (Caire, Du 
rondetdu carri, 1^14), Cf. Carra de Vaux, Scientia, XXI, 1941, 
pp. 275-282. 

’ KeixoMd, Mimoire sur I'Inde, Paris, 1894, p. 500. This shows 
that the Hindus in the tenth century had forgotten the inventor 
or inventors of the numerals, as a very long time had elapsed. 

7 
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Abil Sabi Ibn Tamim (950) 

Ibn Tamim, a native of Kairwan, a village in Tunis 
in the north of Africa, wrote in his commentary on the 
Sejer Yestrdh: “The Indians have invented the nine 
signs for marking the units. I have spoken sufficiently 
of them in a book that I have composed on the Hindu 
calculation, known under the name of Hisdb al-ghobdr.”'^ 

Al-Nadim (987) ^ 

In the Fihrist, the author Al-Nadim includes the 
Hindu numerals in a list of some two hundred alphabets 
of India {Hind.) These numerals ate called bindisah.'^ 

Al-Btriim (1030) 

Al-Biruni resided in India for nearly thirteen years 
(1017-1030) and devoted himself to the study of 
the arts and sciences of the Hindus. He had also a 
remarkable knowledge of the Greek sciences and liter¬ 
ature, so he was more qualified than any contemporary 
or even anterior Arab writer to speak with authority 
about the origin of the numerds. He wrote two 
books, viz., Kitdb al-arqam (“Book of Ciphers”) and 
Tat^kira fi al-bisdb v/al-madd bi al-arqam al-Sind w'al- 
Hind (“A treatise on arithmetic and the system of 
counting with the ciphers of Sindh and India”). In 
his Tarikb al-Hind (“Chronicles of India”), he says : 
“As in different parts of India the letters have 
different shapes, the numerical signs too, which are 
called anka, differ. The numerical signs which we use 
are derived from the finest forms of the Hindu signs.”* 
At atiother place he remarks: “The Hindus use the 

^Reinaud, /.f., p. 599. 
’^Kiidh al-Fihrist^ ed. G. Fliigei, II, pp. 18-19. 
^ Albermi^s India^ English translation by E. C. Sachau, London 

and ed., 1910, Vol. I, p. 74. 
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numeral signs in arithmetic in the same way as we do. 
I have composed a treatise showing how far possibly, 
the Hindus are ahead of us in this subject.”^ In his 
Athdr-ul-Mkiycf (“Vestiges of the Past,” written in 
looo A.D.) Al-Biruni calls the modern numerals as 
al-arqam al-hind, i.e., “the Indian Ciphers” and he has 
incidentally referred to their distiiKtion from two other 
systems of expressing numbers, the sexagesimal 
system and the alphabetic system {Hardf al-jumal), 

Abenragel (1048) 

It has been stated by Ali bin Abil-Regal Abul- 
Hasan, called Abenragel, in the preface to his treatise 
on astronomy that the invention of reckoning with 
nine ciphers is due to the Hindu philosophers.® 

Saraf-Eddin (1172) 

Mahmud bin Qajid al-Amuni Saraf-Eddin of Mecca 
wrote a treatise, entitled Ft al-handasa uFal arqam al- 
hindi (“On geometry and the Indian ciphers”).* ** 

Alkalasddi (died i486) 

In his commentary of the Talkhis of Ibn Albanna, 
Abul Hasan Ali Alkalasadi states: “These nine signs, 
called the signs of the ghobdr (dust), are those 
that are employed very frequently in our Spanish pro¬ 
vinces and in the countries of Maghrib and of Afnca. 
Their origin is said to have been attributed by tradition 
to a man of the Indian nation. This man is said to have 
taken some fine dust, spread it upon a table and taught 

* Ibid, I, p. 177. 
*The Chronology of Ancient Nations, cd.'' by Sachau, London, 

**79» PP- 62 and 132. 
* J. F. Montuda, Historie dts Mathimatitptas, vol. I, p. 576. •• 
* H. Suter, Die Matbematiher md Astronomer der Ararbe emd 

ihre Werhe, Leipzig, 1900, p. 126. 
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the people multiplication, division and other opera¬ 
tions.”* 

Behd Eddtn (c. 1600) 

Referring to the numerals Beha Eddin observes: 
“The Hindu savants have, in fact, invented the nine 
known characters.”* 

In the quotations from Arab scholars given above, 
the term Hind has been used for India, and Hindi for 
Indian. Hind is the term generally used in Arabic and 
Persian literature for India. In early writings distinc¬ 
tion was sometimes made between Sind and Hind. 
Thus Al-Masudi and Al-Biruni used Sind to denote the 
countries to the west of the river Indus. This distinc¬ 
tion is clearly in evidence in Ibn Hawkal’s map, re¬ 
produced in Elliot and Dawson’s History of India. There 
were others who did not make this distinction. Thus 
Istakri (91a) uses Hind to denote the whole of India.® 
Again in the Shdhndmd of Firdausi,® Sind has been used 
for a river as well as for a country, and Hind for the 
whole of India. In later times this distinction dis¬ 
appeared completely. According to the lexicographers 
Ibn Seedeh (died 1066) and Firouzabadi (1528-1413), 
Hind is “the name of a well known nation” and ac¬ 
cording to El-Jowharee (1008) it denotes “the name of 
a country.” Instances of the use of Hind to denote 
India in the literature of the Arabs can be multiplied at 
pleasure. 

Carra de Vaux* has suggested that the word Hind 

^JA, I, 1863, pp. 59f. 
* Kholasdt al-hisdb, translated into French by A. Marre, No$iv. 

Ann. Math., V, 1864, p. 266. 
® Elliot and Dawson’s History of India, II, p. 412. 
® English translation by A.G. Warner and E. Warner, I^ndon, 

1906. 
® Carra de Vaux, Sciettia, XXI, 1917, p. 273. 
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does not probably mean India but is really derived from 
hnd (or mnd) signifying "measure,” “arithmetic” or 
“geometry.” He concludes that the expression “the 
signs of hind’' means “the arithmetical signs” and not 
“the signs of India.” As regards the use of the adjec¬ 
tive hindi by certain scholars in connection with the 
numerals, he conjectures that it has probably been 
employed through confusion for hindasi. 

Carra de Vaux’s derivation of the word hind from 
ind or hind cannot be accepted. It has no support 
from Arabic lexicography. Moreover, the word hind 
is a very ancient one. It occurs in the Avestd both in 
the earlier Yasna and in the later (Sassanian) Vendidad. 
The word also occurs in the cuneiform inscriptions of 
Darius Hystaspes. The Pehlavi writings before the 
Arab conquest of Iran also show the word hind. In all 
those cases it means India. 

The word hindi is an adjective formed from hind 
and means “Indian”. The fact that in a few isolated 
cases, it has been confused with the word hindasi, can¬ 
not make us conclude that this has happened in all 
cases. 

The terms Hindasa, etc. The words hindasa, 
hindisa, handasa, hindasi, handasi, etc., have been stated 
by competent authorities to be adjectives formed 
from hind, meaning “Indian”. Kaye® and* Carra 
de Vaux* oppose this interpretation. Relying 
on the lexicon of Firouzibadi they assert that these 
terms are derived from the Persian andd^ah, meaning 
“measure.” There is no doubt that the word hindasi 
denotes “geometrical” in the Arabic language. But 

^ Yasna^ x. 141; Yt,, x. 104 {Mihir Yas/), 
^KzytyJASBy III, 1907, p. 489, also JASBy VII, 1911, 

pp. 81 of. 
* Girra de Vaux, /,c. 
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when this term is used in connection with an explana¬ 
tion of the rule of “double false position” or the method 
of “proof by nines” or in connection with the “numeral 
notation,” we have to admit that it had some other 
significance also. As the arithmetical rules designated 
by the term hindasi are found in Hindu arithmetic prior 
to their occurrence in Arabia, it follows that hindasi also 
means Indian. The term hindasi, hindasa or handasa has, 
therefore, two meanings, one “geometrical” and the 
other “Indian”. The controversy regarding the meaning 
of this term which was set at rest by Woepcke,* has 
arisen again because Kaye and Carra de Vaux have refus¬ 
ed to recognise both meanings of this term.^ It may be 
pointed out here that as one of the meanings of hindasi is 
synonymous with hindi, there is no wonder that the 
two words were sometimes confused with each other, 
especially by scribes who did not understand the text. 

European References. Isidorus of Seville. The 
nine characters (of the ghobdr type), without zero, are 
given as an addition to the first chapter of the third 
book of the Origines by Isidorus of Seville in which 
the Roman numerals are under, discussion. Another 
Spanish copy of the same work (of 992 A.D.) 
contains the numerals in the corresponding section. 
The writer ascribes an Indian origin to them in the 
following words: “Item de figuris arithmetice. Scire 
debemus in Indos subtilissimum ingenium habere et 
ceteris genres eis in arithmetica et geometria et ceteris 
liberalibus disciplinis concedere. Et hoc manifestum 

^ Woepcke, JA,l, 1865, pp. zyf. See also Suter’s article 
on handasa in the En^clopaedia of Islam and Rosen’s Algebra of 
Mohammad Ben Musa, London, 1831, pp. i96f. 

“ It will not be difficult to point out in any literature words 
having more than one meaning. Occasionally these meanings have 
no connection. Whenever such a word is used, the appropriate 
meaning has to be deduced from the context. 
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est in nobem figuris, quibus designant unum-quemque 
gradum cuinslibet gradus. Quarum hec sunt forma.”^ 

Rabbi ben E^ra (1092-1167) 

Rabbi Abraham ibn Meir ibn Ezra in his work, Sefer 
ha-mispar (“the Book of Number”), gives the Hindu 
forms of the numerals. He knew of the Hindu origin 
of the numerals for he states: “that is why the wise peo¬ 
ple of India have designated all their numbers through 
nine and have built forms for the nine ciphers.”* 

Eeonardo of Pisa 

Leonardo of Pisa in his work. Liber Abaci (1202), 
frequently refers to the nine Indian figures. At one 
place he says: “Ubi ex mirabili magisterio in arte per 
novem figuras indorum introductus” etc. In another 
place, as a heading to a separate division, he writes “De 
cognitione novem figurarum yndorum” etc., “Novem 
figure indorum he sunt 98765452 i.”* 

Alexander de Villa Dei 

Alexander de Villa Dei {c. 1240) wrote a commen¬ 
tary on a set of verses called Carmen de Algorismo. In 
this commentary he writes: “This boke is called the 
boke of algorim or augrym after lewder use. And this 
boke tretys of the Craft of Nombryng, the quych crafte 
is called also algorym. Ther was a kyng of Inde the 
quich heyth Algor & he made this cr^t.Algor¬ 
isms, in the quych we use teen figurys of Inde.”* 

* Quoted by Smith and Kaq^inski, /.<•., p. 138. 
* Sefer ba-Mispar, Das Bucb der e^ahl, ein behraiseb-aritbmetisebes 

Work des R. Abrabam ibn Esra, Moritz Silberberg, Frankfurt a 
M., 1895, p. 2. 

® Liber Abaci, Rome, 1857; quoted by Smith and Karpinski, 
L., p. 10. 

* Smith and Karpinski, l.e., p, 11. 
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Maximus Flanudes (c. 1330) 

Maximus Planudes states that “the nine symbols 
come from the Indians.”* 

* W&schke’s German Transladoo, Halle, 1878, p. ). 
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Siamese ft O « PU ct 0 
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Chatoer II 

ARITHMETIC 

I. GENERAL SURVEY 

Tenninology and Scope. Arithmetic forms the 
major part of the Hindu works on pdtiganita. The word 
pakganita is a compound formed from the words pdtiy 
meaning “board,” and gattita, meaning “science or cd- 
cuiation;” hence it means the science of calculation 
which requires the use of writing material (the board).* 
It is believed that this term originated in a non-Sanskrit 
literature of India, a vernacular of Northern India. The 
oldest Sanskrit term for the board is phalaka or patta, 
not pdti. The word pdti seems to have entered into 
Sanskrit literature about the begiiuiing of the seventh 
century A.D.* The carrying out of mathematical calcula¬ 
tions was sometimes called dh&lt-harma (“dust-work”), 
because the figures were written on dust spread on a 
board or on the ground. Some later writers have used 
the term yyakta-ganita (“the science of calculation by 
the ‘known’”) for pdtiganita to distinguish it from 
algebra which was c^ed avyakta-ganita (‘‘the science of 
calculation by the ‘unknown’ ”). The terms pdtiganita 
and dhdli-karma were translated into Arabic when 
Sanskrit works were rendered into that language. The 
Arabic equivalents are ilm-hisdb-al-takht (“the science of 

* Paper being scarce, a wooden board was generally used 
for making calculations even upto the 19th century. 

* B. Datta, Ammean Madi. MmMj, XXXV, p. 516. 
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calculation on the board”) and hisdb-al-ghobdr (“calcula¬ 
tion on dust”) respectively. 

Bayley, Fleet and several others suspect that the 
origin of the term pdti in Hindu Mathematics lies in 
the use of the board as an abacus. This conjecture, 
however, is without foundation, as no trace of the use 
of any form of the abacus is found in India. 

I According to Brahmagupta’ there are twenty 
^ operations and eight determinations in pdtlganita. He 

says: 

“He who distinctly and severally knows the twenty 
logistics, addition, etc., and the eight determinations 
including (measurement by) shadow is a mathemati¬ 
cian.” 

The twenty logistics, according to Prthudakasvami, 
are: (i) samkalita (addition), (2) vjavakalita or vyutkalita 
(subtraction), (5) gunam (multiplication), (4) hhdgahdra 
(division), (5) varga (square), (6) varga-mdla (square-root), 
(7) ghana (cube), (8) ghana-tnula (cube-root), (9-13) 
panca jdti (the five rules of reduction relating to the 
five standard forms of fractions), (14) trairdsika (the 
rule of three), (15) vyasta-trairdsika (the inverse rule of 
three), (16) pancardsika (the rule of five), (17) sapta- 
rdlika (the rule of seven), (18) navardsika (the rule of 
nine), (19) ekddahrdsiko (the rule of eleven), and (20) 
bhdnda-pratibhdnda (barter and e.xchange). The eight 
determinations are: (i) misraka (mixture), (2) sredhi 
(progression or series), (3) ksetra (plane figures), (4) 
^dta (excavation), (5) cHi (stock), (6) krdkacika (saw), 
(7) rdsi (mound), and (8) chdyd (shadow). 

Of the operations named above, the first eight have 
been considered to be fundamental by Mahavira and 
later writers. The operations of duplation (doubling) 

BrSpSi, p. 172. 
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and mediation (halving), which were considered funda¬ 
mental by the. Egyptians, the Greeks and some Arab 
and western scholars, do not occur in the Hindu 
mathematical treatises. These operations were essential 
for those who did not know the place-value system of 
notation. They are not found in Hindu works, all of 
which use the place-value notation. 

V^-'^^urces. The only works available which deal 
exclusively with pdtiganita are: the Bakhshdli Manuscript 
{c. 200), the TriJatiPd (c. 750), the Ganita-sdra-samg'aha 
{c. 850), the Gatiita-tilaka (1039), the Gildvatithe 
Ganita-kaumudi (1356), and the Pdti-sdra (1638). These 
works contain the twenty operations and the eight 
determinations mentioned above. Examples are also 
given to illustrate the use of the rules enunciated. 

Besides these there are a number of astronomical 
works, known as Siddhdnta, each of which contains a 
section dealing with mathematics. Aryabhata I (499) 
was the first to include a section on mathematics in hiis 
Siddhdnta, the Aryabhatiya. Brahmagupta (628) followed 
Aryabhata in this respect, and after him it became 
the general fashion to include a section on mathematics 
in a Siddhdnta work.^ The earlier Siddhdnta works do 
not possess this feature. The SHrya-siddhdnta (c. 300) 
does not contain a section on mathematics. The same 
is true of the Vdsistha, the Pitdmaha and the Komaka 
Siddhantas. Bhaskara I and Lalla,* although zealous 
followers of Aryabhata I, did not emulate him in in¬ 
cluding a section on mathematics in their astronomical 
works. 

* * Amongst such works may be mentioned the Mahd-siddhdnta 
(950), the Siddhdnta-hkhara (1036), the Siddhdnta-tattva-viveka (1658), 
etc. 

* It is stated by Bh&skara II that Lalla wrote a separate treatise 
on pdtiganita. 
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Exposition and Teaching. In India conciseness of 
composition, especially in scientific matters, was highly 
prized. The more compact and brief the composition, 
the greater was its value in the eyes of the learned. 
It is for this reason that the Indian treatises contain 
only a brief statement of the known formula; and results, 
sometimes so concisely expressed as to be hardly 
understandable. This compactness is more pronounced 
in the older works; for instance, the exposition in the 
Aryabhatiya is more compact than in the later works. ' 

This hankering after brevity, in early times, was 
due chiefly to the dearth of writing material, the 
fashion of the time and the method of instruction fol¬ 
lowed. The young student who wanted to learn 
pdtiganita was first made to commit to memory all the 
rules. Then he was made to apply the rules to the 
solution of problems (also committing the problems to 
memory). The calculations were made on a pdti on 
which dust was spread, the numbers being written on 
the dust with the tip of the fore-finger or by a wooden 
style, the figures not required being rubbed out as the 
calculation proceeded. Sometimes a piece of chalk or 
soap-stone was used to write on the pdti. Along with 
each step in the . process of calculation the sutra (rule) 
was repeated by the student, the teacher supervising 
and helping the student where he made mistakes. After 
the student had acquired sufficient proficiency in solving 
the problems contained in the text he was studying, the 
teacher set him other problems—a store of graded 
examples (probably constructed by himself or borrowed 
from other sources) being the stock-in-trade of every 
professional teacher. At this stage the student began 
to understand and appreciate the rationale of the easier 
rules. After this stage was reached the teacher gave 
proofs of the more difficult formulae to the pupih 
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It will be observed that the method of teaching 
pursued was extremely defective in so far as it was in 
the first two stages purely mechanical. A student 
who did not complete all the three stages knew practi¬ 
cally nothing more than the mere mechanical applica¬ 
tion of a set of formulae committed to memory; and 
as he did not know the rationale of the formulas he 
was using, he was bound to commit mistakes in their 
application. It may be mentioned that not many 
teachers themselves could guide a pupil through all the 
stages of the teaching, and the earnest student, if he 
had a genuine desire to learn, had to go to some seat 
of learning or to some celeberated scholar to complete 
his training. 

Mathematics is and has always been the most 
difficult subject to study, and as a knowledge of higher 
mathematics could not be turned to material gain there 
were very few who seriously undertook its study. In 
India, however, the religious practices of the Hindus 
required a certain amount of Imowledge of astronomy 
and mathematics. Moreover, there have always been, 
from very early times, a class of people known as 
gar^ka whose profession was fortune-telling. These 
people were astrologers, and in order to impress their 
clients with their learning, they used to have some 
knowledge of mathematics and astronomy. Thus it 
would appear that instruction in mathematics, upto a 
certain minimum standard, was available almost every¬ 
where in India. As always happens, some of the pupils 
got interested in mathematics for its own sake, and 
took pains to make a thorough study of the subject and 
to add to it by writing commentaries or independent 
treatises. 

^ Decay of Mathematics. All this was true when the 
times were normal. In abnormal times when there were 
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foreign invasions, internal warfares or bad government 
and consequent insecurity, the study of mathematics 
and, in fact, of all sciences and arts languished. 
Al-Biruni who visited north-western India after it had 
been in a very unsettled state due to recurrent Afghan 
invasions for the sake of plunder and loot complains 
that he could not find a pandit who would explain to 
him the principles of Indian mathematics. Although 
Al-Biruni’s case was peculiar, for no respectable pandit 
would agree to help a foreigner, especially one belonging 
to the same class as the invaders and the despoilers of 
temples, yet we are quire sure that in the Punjab there 
were very few good scholars at that time. We, however, 
know of at least one very distinguished mathematician, 
Sripati, who probably lived in Kashmir at that time. 

It is certain, however, that after the 12th century 
very little original work was done in India. Com¬ 
mentaries on older works were written and some new 
works brought out, but none of these had sufficient 
merit as regards exposition or subject matter, so as to 
displace the works of Bhaskara II, which have held 
undisputed sway for nine centuries (as standard text 
books). 

The Fundamental Operations. The eight funda¬ 
mental operations of Hindu ganita are: (i) addition, (2) 
subtraction, (3) multiplication, (4) division, (5) square, 
(6) square-root, (7) cube and (8) cube-root. Most of 
these elementary processes have not been mentioned in 
the Siddhanta works. Aryabhata I gives the rules for 
finding the square- and cube-roots only, whilst Brahma¬ 
gupta gives the cube-root rule only. In the works on 
arithmetic {pdtiganita), the methods of addition and 
subtraction have not been mentioned at all or men¬ 
tioned very briefly. Names of several methods of 
multiplication have been mentioned, but the methods 
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themselves have been either very briefly described or 
not described at all. The modern method of division 
is briefly described in all the works and so are the 
methods of squaring, square-root, cubing and cube- 
root. 

Although very brief descriptions of these funda¬ 
mental operations are available, yet it is not difficult to 
reconstruct the actual procedure employed in perform¬ 
ing these operations in ancient India. These methods 
have been well-known and taught to childten, practi¬ 
cally without any change, for the last fifteen hundred 
years or more. ’ They are stiU performed in the old 
fashion on a pdti (“board”) by those who have obtained 
their primary training in the Sanskrit patha^ala and not 
in the modern primary school. The details of these 
methods are also available to us in the various com¬ 
mentaries, vi2., the commentary of Prthudakasvami and 
the several commentaries on Bhaskara’s Ltldvatl. 

As already mentioned, the calculations were per¬ 
formed on sand spread on the ground {dhult-karma^') 
or on a pdti (“board”). Sometimes a piece of chalk 
or soap-stone {pdndu-lekha or Jvetavarni) w'as used to 
write on the pdtid As the figures written were big, 
so several lines of figures could not be contained on 
the board. Consequently, the practice of obliterating 
figures not required for subsequent work was common. 
Instances of this would be found in the detailed method 
of working (the operations) given hereafter. 

That all mathematical operations are variations of 
the two fundamental operations of addition and sub¬ 
traction was recognised by the Hindu mathematicians 

‘ BhSskara II, Si^i, caiukaff-ahanddbikdra, 4. 
® Bhiskara II: khatik^d rekhd ucchdifa..., “having drawn 

lines with a chalk...,” quoted by S. Dvivedi in his History y Matbs- 
maties (in Hindi), Benares, 1910, p. 41. 

9 
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from early times. Bhaskara I {c. 525) states:' 

“All arithmetical operations resolve into two cate¬ 
gories though usually considered to be four.“ The 
two main categories are increase and decrease. Addi¬ 
tion is increase and subtraction is decrease. These two 
varieties of operations permeate the whole of mathema¬ 
tics {ganita). So previous teachers have said: ‘Multipli¬ 
cation and evolution are particular kinds of addition; 
and division and involution of subtraction. Indeed 
every mathematical operation will be recognised to 
consist of increase and decrease.’ Hence the whole of 
this science should be known as consisting truly of 
these two only.” 

ADDITION 

Terminology. Aryabhata II (950) defines addition 
thus: 

“The making into one of several numbers is 
addition. 

The Hindu name for addition is samkalita (made 
together). Other equivalent terms commonly used are 
samkalana (making together), misrana (mixing), sam- 
mclana (mingling together), praksepana (throwing to¬ 
gether), satfiyojana (joining together), ekikarana (making 
into one), Jukii, jogei (addition) and abhjdsaP etc. The 
word samkalita has been used by some writers in the 
general sense of the sum of a series.'’’ 

The Operation. In all mathematical and astrono¬ 
mical works, a knowledge of the process of addition is 

' The quotation is from his commentary on the Aryabhattya. 
“ i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
•’ MS/, p. 143. 
* This word has been used in the sense of addition in the 

^ulha only. It is u.sed for multiplication in later works. 
’ Tris, p.2; GSS, p. 17. 
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taken for granted. Very brief mention of it is made 
in some later works of elementary character. Thus 
Bhaskara II says in the 

‘'Add the figures in the same places in the direct 
or the inverse order. 

Direct Process. In the direct process of addition 
referred to above, the numbers to be added are written 
down, one below the other, just as at present, and a line 
is drawn at the bottom below which the sum is written. 
At first the sum of the numbers standing in the units 
place is written down, thus giving the first figure of the 
sum. The numbers in the tens place are then added 
together and their sum is added to the figure in the 
tens place of the partial sum standing below the line 
and the result substituted in its place. Thus the figure 
in the tens place of the sum is obtained; and so on. 
An alternative method used was to write the biggest 
addend at the top, and to write the digits of the sum 
by rubbing out corresponding digits of this addend.^ 

Inverse Process. In the inverse process, the num¬ 
bers standing in the last place (extreme left) are added 
together and the result is placed below this last place. 
The numbers in the next place are then added and so 
on. The numbers of the partial sum are corrected, if 
necessary, when the figures in the next vertical line are 
added. For instance, if 12 be the sum of the numbers 
in the last place, 12 is put below the bottom line, 2 
being directly below the numbers added; then, if the 

’ L, p. 2; direct {kruma), />., beginning from the units place; 
inverse {utkrama), /.<?., beginning from the last place on the 
left. The commentator C}ahgadhara says: ankandm vdmatogatinti 
vitarkena ekasthdnddi yojanam kramah utkramastu antjasthdndd? yojanaw^ 
Le.y “According to the rule ‘the numerals increase (in value) to¬ 
wards the left’, the addition of units first is the direct method, 
the addition of figures in the last place first is the inverse method," 

Dvivedi, History of Mathematics^ Benares, 1910, p. 60. 
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sum of the numbers in the next place is 13 (say), 3 is 
placed below the figures added and i is carried to the 
left. Thus the figure z of the partial sum 12 is rubbed 
out and substituted by 3.* 

The Arabs used to separate the places by vertical 
lines, but this was not done by the Hindus.* — 

—T 6 SUBTRACTION 

Terminology. Aryabhata II (950) gives the fol¬ 
lowing definition of subtraction: 

“The taking out (of some number) from the 
sarvadhana (total) is subtraction; what remains is called 
hsa (remainder).”* 

The terms vyutkalita (made apart), vjutkalana 
(making apart), hdhana (clearing), pdtana (causing to fall), 
viyoga (separation), etc., have been used for subtraction. 
The terms hsa (residue) and antara (difference) have 
been used for the remainder. The minuend has been 
called sarvadhana or viyojya and the subtrahend viyojaka. 

The Operation. Bhaskara II gives the method of 
subtraction thus: 

“Subtract the numbers according to their places in 
the^^rect or inverse order.”* 

* The Mmoranjana explains the process of addition thus: 
Example. Add 2, 5, 32, 193, 18, 10 and too. 

Sum of units 2,5,2,3,8,0,0 to 
Sum of tens 3,9,1,1,0 14 
Sum of hundreds i,0,0,1 2 

Sum of sums 360 
^^The horizontal process has been adopted by the commentator 

so that both the ‘direct’ and ‘inverse’ processes may be exhibited 
by a single illustration. It was never used in practice. 

^ Cf. Taylor, Uldwati, Bombay, 1816, Introduction, p. 14. 
* MSiy p. 143. « 
* L. p. 2. 
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Direct Process. Suryadasa^ explains the process 
of subtraction with reference to the example. 

1000 — 560 
thus: 

“Hence making the subtraction as directed, six 
cannot be subtracted from the zero standing in the 
tens place, so taking ten and subtracting six from it, 
the remainder (four) is placed above (six), and this ten 
is to be subtracted from the next place. For, as the 
places of unit, etc., are multiples of ten, so the figure 
of the subtrahend that cannot be subtracted from the 
corresponding figure of the minuend is subtracted from 
ten, the remainder is taken and this ten is deducted 
from the next place. In this way this ten is taken to 
the last place until it is exhausted with the last figure. 
In other words, numbers upto nine occupy one place, 
the differentiation of places begins from ten, so it is 
known ‘how many tens there are in a given number’ 
and, therefore, the number that cannot be subtracted 
from its own place is subtracted from the next ten, 
and the remainder taken.” 

The above refers to the direct process, in which 
subtraction begins from the units place. 

Inverse Process. The inverse process is similar, 
the only difference being that it begins from the- last 
place of the minuend, and the previously obtained 
partial differences are corrected, if required. The 
process is suitable for working on a pati (board) where 
figures can be easily rubbed out and corrected. This 
process seems to have been in general use in India, and 
was considered to be simpler than the direct process.^ 

’ In his commentary on the Uluuali. 
“ According to Gahgadhara, the inverse process of ■working 

is easier in the case of subtraction, and the direct in the case of 
addition. 
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MULTIPUCATION 

n/ Terminology. The common Hindu name for 
multiplication is gunana. This term appears to be the 
oldest as it occurs in Vedic literature. The terms banana, 
vadha, ksaya, etc. which mean “killing” or “destroying” 
have been also used for multiplication. These terms 
came into use after the invention of the new method of 
multiplication with the decimal place-value numerals; 
for in the new method the figures of the multiplicand 
were successively rubbed out (destroyed) and in their 
places were written the figures of the product. 
Synonyms of banana (killing) have been used by Arya¬ 
bhata 1" (499), Brahmagupta (628), Sridhara {c. 750) 
and later writers. These terms appear also in the 
Bakhshali Manuscript.^ 

^ The term ahbydsa has been used both for addition 
and multiplication in the Sulba works (800 B.C.). This 
shows that at that early period, the process of multiplica¬ 
tion was made to depend on that of repeated addition. 
The use of the word parasparakrtam (making together) 
for multiplication in the Bakhshali Manuscript^ is evi¬ 
dently a relic of olden times. This ancient terminology 
proves that the definition of multiplication was “a pro¬ 
cess of addition resting on repetition of the multiplicand 
as many times as is the nuniber of the multiplicator.” 
This definition occurs in the commentary of the Arja- 
bbatiya by Bhaskara I. The commentators of the Ltldvatf 
give the same explanation of the method of multipli¬ 
cation.® 

'Sec the kflpdta-sandhi method of multiplication, pp. i58ff. 

^ A, ii. 19, 26, etc. 

® BMs, 65 verso. 

* BMs, 3 verso. 

® Colebrookc, Hindn Algebra, p. 133. 
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The multiplicator was termed gunya and the multi¬ 
plier gunaka or gunakdra. The product was called 
gunana-phala (result of multiplication) or pratyutpanna 
(lit. “reproduced,” hence in arithmetic “reproduced by 
multiplication”). The above terms occur in all known 
Hindu works. 

Methods of Multiplication. Aryabhata I does 
not mention the common methods of multiplication, 
probably because they were too elementary and too well- 
known to be iftcluded in a Siddhanta work. Brahma¬ 
gupta, however, in a supplement to the section on 
mathematics in his Siddhanta, gives the names of some 
methods with very brief descriptions of the processes: 

“The multiplicand repeated, as in gomdtrikd, as 
often as there are digits* in the multiplier, is severally 
multiplied by them and (the results) added (according 
to places); this gives the product. Or the multiplicand 
is repeated as many times as there are component parts* 
in the multiplier.”* 

“The multiplicand is multiplied by the sum or the 
difference of the multiplier and an assumed quantity 
and, from the result the product of the assumed quantity 
and the multiplicand is subtracted or added.”* 

Thus Brahmagupta mentions four methods: (i) 
gomdtrikd, (2) khanda, (5) bheda and (4) ista. The 
common and well-known method of kapdta-sandhi has 
been omitted by him. 

^ khanda^ translated as “integrant portions’’ by Colebrooke. 
^ bheda^ i.e., portions which added together make the whole, 

or aliquot parts which multiplied together make the entire 
quantity. 

' BrSpSiy p. 209; Colebrooke, /.r., p. 319. 
^ BrSpSi, p. 209. Colebrooke (/.r., p. 320) thinks that this is 

a method to obtain the true product when the multiplier has been 
taken to be too great or too small by mistake. This view is 
incorrect. 
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Sridhara mentions four methods of multiplication: 
(i) kiipat a-sandhi, (2) tastha, (3) rupa-vihhdga and (4) 
stbdna-vibbdga. Mahavira mentions the same four. 
Aryabhata 11 mentions only the common method of 
kapdta-sandbi. Bhaskara 11, besides the above four, 
mentions Brahmagupta’s method of ista-gunana. The 
hvc methods given by Bhaskara II were mentioned 
earlier by Sripati in the Siddbanta-sekbara. Ganesa* (1545) 
mentions the gelosia method of multiplication under 
the name of kapdta-sandbi and adds that the intelligent 
can devise many more methods of multiplication. The 
method is also given in the Ganita-manjari. /kkp have 
d^gnated it as kapdta-sandbi (p). 

Seven'® distinct modes of multiplication employed 
by the Hindus are given below. Some of these are 
as old as 200 A.D. These methods were transmitted 
to Arabia in the eighth century and were thence com¬ 
municated to Europe, where they occur in the writings 
of mediaeval mathematicians. 

u-Doof-junction Method. The Sanskrit term for the 
method is kapdta-sandbi. Sridhara'* describes it thus: 

“Placing the multiplicand below the multiplier as in 
kapdta-sandbiP multiply successively, in the direct or 
inverse order, moving the multiplier each time. This 
method is called kapdta-sandbik' 

Aryabhata IP (950) gives the following without 
name: 

^ Commentary on the iJldvatiy MSS No. L B. 6. in the 
Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, Calcutta, pp. 17, 18. In this work only 
two methods are given, (1) kapdta-sandhi and (2) kapdta-sandbi (b), 

^ Or ten if we count also the sub-divisions under each head. 
^ Tr//, pp. 3f. 
^ kapdta means “door’" and sandhi means “junction”; hence 

kapdta-sandbi means “the junction of doors,” 
® MSiy p. 145; the inverse method only has been given. 
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“Place the first figure of the multiplier over the 
last figure of the multiplicand, and then multiply suc¬ 
cessively all the figures of the multiplier by each figure 
of the multiplicand.” 

Sripati’ (1039) gives the name kapdta-sandhi and 
states: 

“Placing the multiplicand below the multiplier as 
in the junction of two doors multiply successively (the 
figures of the multiplicand) by moving it (the multiplier) 
in the direct or inverse order.” 

Mahavira refers to a method known as kapdta- 
sandhi, but does not give the details of the process.* 
Bhaskara 11 gives the method but not the name, while 
Narayana (1356) gives the method in almost the same 
words as Sridhara, and calls it kapdta-sandhi. 

The main features of the method are (/) the relative 
positions of the multiplicand and the multiplier and 
(/>') the rubbing out of figures of the multiplicand and 
the substitution in their places of the figures of the 
product. The method owes its name kapdta-sandhi to 
the first feature, and the later Hindu terms meaning 
“killing” or “destroying” for multiplication owe their 
origin to the second feature. The occurrence of the 
terms hanana, vadha, etc., in the works of Aryabhata I 
and Brahmagupta, and in the Bakhshali Manuscript 
show beyond doubt that this method was known in 
India about 200 A.D. 

The following illustrations^ explain the two pro¬ 
cesses of multiplication according to the kapdta-sandhi 
plan: 

SiSe, xiii. 2; GT, 15. 
^ CjSSy p. 9* 
^ The illustrations are based on the accounts given in the 

commentaries on the Uldvatty especially the Manoranjana which 
gives more details. 
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Direct Process: This method of working does not 
appear to have been popular. It has not been mentioned 
by writers after the iith century, Sripati (1039) being 
the last writer to mention it. 

Example. To multiply 135 by 12. 

The numbers are written down on the pa/f thus: 

12 

135 

The first digit of the multiplicand (5) is taken and 
multiplied with the digits of the multiplier. Thus 
5X2-:-10; o is written below 2, and i is to be carried 
over.' Then 5x1 — 5; adding i (carried over), we 
get 6. 5 which is no longer required is rubbed out and 
6 written in its place, 'fhus we have 

12 
1360 

The multiplier is then moved one place towards the left, 
and we have 

12 
1360 

Now, 12 is multiplied by 3. The details are: 3X 2—6; 
this 6 added to the figure 6 below 2 gives 12. 6 is 
rubbed out and 2 substituted in its place, i is carried 
over. Then 3x1 — 3; 3 plus i (carried over)=4. 3 is 
rubbed out and 4 substituted. After the multiplier 12 has 
been moved another place towards the left, the figures 
on the pdti stand thus: 

' 12 
1420 

Then, 1x2=2; 24-4—6; 4 is rubbed out and 6 
substituted, ixi—i, which is placed to the left of 6. 

’ For this purpose it was probably noted in a separate portion 
of the pcUi by the beginner. 
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As the operation has ended, 12 is rubbed out and the 
pdti has 

1620 

Thus the numbers 12 and 135 have been killed' and a 
new number 1620 is born {pratyuipannu)d 

The reader will note that the position of the 
multiplier and its motion serve two important purposes, 
vi^., (/) the last figure of the multiplier indicates the 
digit of the multiplicand by which multiplication is 
to be performed and, (//) the product is to be added 
to the number standing underneath the digit of the 
multiplier multiplied. 

Sometimes the product of a digit of the multipli¬ 
cand and the multiplier extends beyond the last place 
of the multiplier. In such cases, the last figure of the 
partial product is noted separately. The reader should 
note this fact in the case, 135X99, by performing the 
operation according to the above process. 

The beginner was liable to commit mistakes in such 
cases, (/) of not correctly taking into account the 
separately noted number, or (//') of rubbing out the 
digit of the multiplicand beyond the last digit of the 
multiplier. For these reasons, this process was not 
in general use and the inverse process was preferred. 

Inverse Method: There appear to have been two 
varieties of the inverse method. 

{a) In the first the numbers are written thus; 

12 

135 

Multiplication begins with the last digit of the multipli¬ 
cand. Thus 1x2=2; 1 is rubbed out and 2 substi- 

’ This explains the use of the' term banana (killing) and its 
synonyms for multiplication. 

- Hence the product was termed pratyutpanna. 
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tuted; then ixi==i, this is written to the left;' the 
multiplier 12 is moved to the next figure. The work 
on the pati stands thus: 

12 
1255 

Then, 3 X 2=6; 3 is rubbed out and 6 substituted; then 
3X1 = 3 and 3 + 2=5; 2 is rubbed out and 5 substituted 
in its place. The multiplier having been moved, the 
work on the pdti stands thus: 

12 
1565 

Now, 5X2=10; 5 is rubbed out and o substituted in 
its place; then 5x1 = 5; 5 + 1 = 6; 6+6=12; 6 is 
rubbed out and 2 s\ibstituted, and i is carried over; 
then 1 + 5=6, 5 is rubbed out and 6 substituted in 
its place. The pdti has now, 

1620 

as the product {pratjutpannd). The figures to be carried 
over are noted down on a separate portion of the 
pdti and rubbed out after addition. 

{V) In the second the partial multiplications (/.i?., 
the multiplications by the digits of the multiplicand) 
are carried out in the direct manner. These partial 
multiplications, however, seem to have been carried out 
in the inverse way, this being the general fashion. The 
following example will illustrate the method of working: 

Example. Multiply 324 by 753 

The multiplier and the multiplicand are arranged 
thus: 

753 
324 

'Or the alternative plan: ixi = i and then 1x2—2, thus 
giving 12 in the place of i in the multiplicand, etc. 
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Multiplication begins with the last place of the 
multiplier. 5X7 gives 21; i is placed below the 7 of the 
multiplier and 2 to its left, thus: 

755 
21 324 

Then 3x5 gives 15; 5 is placed below the 5 of the 
multiplier and i carried to the left; the i obtained in 
the previous step is rubbed out and (i + i)—2 is 
substituted, giving 

755 
225524 

Then 3X3 gives 9; the 3 of the multiplicand is rubbed 
out and 9 substituted. The work on the pdti now 
stands thus: 

755 
225924 

The multiplier is now moved one place to the right 
giving 

755 
225924 

Then multiplying 7 by 2 we get 14. This 14 being 
set below the 7 gives 

755 
259924 

Multiplying 5 by 2 and setting the result below it, we 
obtain 

755 
240924 

Finally multiplying 3 by 2 and rubbing out 2, which is 
required no longer, and substituting 6 in its place, 
we get 

753 
240964 
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The multiplier is then moved one step further giving 

755 
240964 

Multiplying by 4 the digits of the multiplier 753, and 
setting the results as before we obtain .. 

(/■) 753 
245764 multiplying 7X4 and setting the result; 

(«) 753 
243964 multiplying 5X4 and setting the result; 

{Hi) 753 
243972 multiplying 5X4 and setting the result. 

It may be again remarked that the position and 
motion of the multiplier play a very important part 
in the above process. The digits of the multiplier are 
also successively rubbed out in order to avoid confusion, 
thus 7 is rubbed out at stage (/), 5 at (//) and 5 at {Hi). 

The following variation of the above process is 
also found:* 

“Multiplicand 135, multiplier 12; the multiplier 
placed at the last place of the multiplicand gives 

12 

155 

/Xccording to the rule ‘the numerals progress to the 
left’ the last figure of the multiplicand (the figure i) 
is multiplied by 12. Then after moving (12) we get 

12 
1255 

Again, the figure 3 next to the last of the multi¬ 
plicand being multiplied by the multiplier 12 gives 

12 
1265 

5 

* LJldi'aiyuddharam by Krpar&ma Daivajna, Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, Calcutta, Ms. No. III. F. 110. A. 
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Then after moving (12) we get 

12 
1265 

3 

y\gain, multiplying the first figure 5 of the multi¬ 
plicand with the multiplier 12, wc get 

12 
1260 

36 

Then rubbing out the multiplier, the numbers 

1260 
56 

being added according to places give 1620/’ 

Transmission to the West. The kapclta-sandhi 
method of multiplication was transmitted to the Arabs 
who learnt the decimal arithmetic from the MIndus. It 
occurs in the works of Al-Khowarizmi (825), AI-NasavP 
(c. 1025) Al-Hassar*'^ {c. 1175), y\l-Kalasacti'’ (r. 1475) 
and many others. The following illustration is taken 
from the work of Al-Nasavi who calls this method 
al-amal al-hindi and tdrik al-fdndi (“the method of the 
Hindus’’): 

Hxawple, To multiply 324X753 

43 
309 
tPl 

Product -- 245972. 

324 
753 
753 

753 

^ F. Woepeke, 1 (6), p. 407. 

“ H. Suter, Bih/. Math.y II (3), p. 16. 

^ Ibid, p. 17. 
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In the above the arrangement of the multiplicand 
and multiplier is just the same as in the Hindu method. 
The multiplier is moved in the same way. As the 
work is performed on paper, the figures are crossed 
out instead of being rubbed out. 

It may be mentioned that in Europe, the method 
is found reproduced in the work of Maximus Planudes. 

Gelosia Method. The method known as the 
‘gelosia’,^ has been described in the Ganita-manjari 
(i6th century) as the kapdta-sandhi method.* It appears 
also in Ganesa’s commentary on the GtldvatL As the 
description of the kapdta-sandhi given by the older 
mathematicians is incomplete and sketchy, it is diffi¬ 
cult to say whether Ganesa is right in identifying the 
gelosia method with the kapdta-sandhi of older writers. 
In our opinion Ganesa’s identification is incorrect.* 

We are at present unable to say definitely whether 
this method is a Hindu invention or was borrowed 
from the Arabs who are said to have used it in the 
13th century.* It occurs in some Arab works of the 
14th century, and also in Europe about the same 
time. Ganesa was undoubtedly one of the best mathe¬ 
maticians of his time and the fact that he identified 
this method with the kapdta-sandhi which is the oldest 
known method shows that the gelosia method must 
have been in use in India from a long time before 
him. 

The only available description of the method runs 
as follows: 

■ '“(Construct) as many compartments as there are 
places in the multiplicand and below these as many 

* We shall designate it as kapdta-sandhi (h) method. 
^ Cf. the quotation from Sripati given before, p. 137. 
“Smith, Histoiy, II, p. 115. 
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as there are places in the multiplier; the oblique lines 
in the first, in the one below, and in the other (com¬ 
partments) are produced. Multiply each place of the 
multiplicand, by the places of the multiplier (which are) 
one below the other and set the results in the com¬ 
partments. The sum taken obliquely on both sides of 
the oblique lines in the compartments gives the product. 
I'his is the kapdta-sandbi.^^^ 

The following illustration is taken from Ganesa’s 
commentary on the iJldvatr, 

To Multiply 135 by 12 

I 

1 3 

1 ! 3 

7i / 
I 

2 1/^ 6 I 

62 O 

2 

Cross Multiplication Method. This method has 
been mentioned by Sridhara, Mahavira, Sripati and some 
later writers as the tastba method. These writers, how¬ 
ever, do not explain the method. Sridhara simply 
states: “The next (method) in which (the multi¬ 
plier) is stationary is the tastba^^ The method is 
algebraic and has been compared to tiryak-gunana or 
vajrdbbydsa (cross multiplication) used in algebra.^ It has 
been explained by Ganesa {c, 1545) thus: 

^ Translated from the Ganlta-manjan of Ganesa, son of 
Dhundhiraja. 

^ Tr//, p. 3. 
® Colebrooke, Lc.y p. 171, fn. 5. 

10 
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“That method of multiplication in which the 
numbers stand in the same place/ is called tastha- 
gunana. It is as follows: after setting the multiplier 
under the multiplicand multiply unit by unit and note 
the result underneath. Then as in vajrdbhydsa multiply 
unit by ten and ten by unit, add together and set 
down the result in the line. Next multiply unit by 
hundred, hundred by unit and ten by ten, add together 
and set down the result as before; and so on with the 
rest of the digits. This being done, the line of results 
is the product.”*' 

This method was known to the Hindu scholars 
of the 8th century, or earlier. The method seems to 
have travelled to Arabia and thence was transmitted to 
Europe, where it occurs in Pacioli’s Smia^ and is stated 
to be “more fantastic and ingenious than the others.” 
Ganesa has also remarked that “this (method) is very 
fantastic and cannot be learnt by the dull without the 
traditional oral instructions.” 

./Multiplication by Separation of Places. This 
method of multiplication known as sthdna-khanda, is 
based on the separation of the digits of the multiplicand 
or of the multiplier. It has been mentioned in all the 
works from 628 A.D. onwards. Bhaskara II describes 
the method as follows: 

“Multiply separately by the places of figures and 
add together.”* 

With reference to the example 135x12, Bhaskara II 
explains the method thus: 

*In contra-distinction to the method in which the multiplier 
moves from one place to another. 

® Ganesa’s commentary on the Uldvatt, i, 4-6. 

“Smith (/.o, II, p. 112) quotes from this work. 

*E, p. 3. 
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“Taking the digits separately, i and 2, the 
multiplicand being multiplied by them severally, and 
the products added together according to places, the 
result is 1620.” 

Various arrangements appear to have been em¬ 
ployed for writing down the working. Some of these 
are given below: 

135 
12 

12 
56 
60 

1620 

(ny 12 12 12 

_3_I 
1260 

1620 

(///)“ 135 155 

I 2 

270 

_ 
1620 

Zigzag Method. The method is called gomutrikd^ 
It has been described by Brahmagupta. It is in all 

^ In a manuscript used by Taylor, see his 'Lildwatt^ pp. 8-9. 
® This arrangement is found in the commentary of Gahgi- 

dhara on the iJldvatiy in the library of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, Calcutta. 

* Found in Gahgadhara, Lc, 
* The word gomdtrikdy means “similar to the course of cow’s 

urine,” hence “zigzag.” Colcbrooke’s reading gosutrikd is in¬ 
correct. The method of multiplication of astronomical quantities 
is called gomdtrikd even upto the present day by the pandits. 
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essentials the same as the sthdna-khanda method. The 
following illustration is based on the commentary of 
Prthudakasvami. 

Examp/e. To multiply 1223 by 255 

The numbers are written thus ; 

2 1223 

3 1223 
5 1223 

The first line of figures is then multiplied by 2, the 
process beginning at the units place, thus; 2 X 3—6; 3 is 
rubbed out and 6 substituted in its place, and so on. 
After all the horizontal lines have been multiplied by 
the corresponding numbers on the left in the vertical 
line, the numbers on the pdti stand thus: 

2446 
3669 

6115 
287405 

after being added together as in the present method. 

The sthdna-khanda and the goniutrikd methods resem¬ 
ble the modem plan of multiplication most closely. The 
sthdna-khanda method was employed when working on 
paper. ^ 

Parts Multiplication Method. This method is 
mentioned in all the Hindu works from 628 vV.D. 
onwards. Two methods come under this head: 

(/) The multiplier is broken up into two or more 
parts whose sum is equal to it. The multiplicand is 
then multiplied severally by these and the results added.’ 

(//) The multiplier is broken up into two or more 
aliquot parts. The multiplicand is then multiplied by 

' Thus 12X 135—(4-4-8)X i55=(4X i5 5)-t-(8x 135). 
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one of these, the resulting product by the second and 
so on till all the parts are exhausted. The ultimate 
product is the result. ‘ ^ 

These methods are found among the Arabs and the 
Italians, having been obtained from the Hindus. They 
were known as the “Scapezzo” and “Repiego” methods 
respectively among the Italians.* 

Algebraic Method. This method was known as ista- 
gunana. Brahmagupta’s description of the method has 
been already quoted. Bhaskara II explains it thus: 

“Multiply by the multiplicator diminished or in¬ 
creased by an assumed number, adding or subtracting 
(respectively) the product of the multiplicand and the 
assumed number.”® 

This is of two kinds according as we (/) add or 
(/?') subtract an assumed number. The assumed number 
is so chosen as to give two numbers with which 
multiplication will be easier than with the original 
multiplier. The two ways are illustrated below: 

(/) 135 X 12=135 x(i2-)-8)—135 X 8 

=2700—1080=1620 

(/i) 135 X 12=135 x(i2—2)-bi35 X 2 

= 13504-270=1620 

This method was in use among the Arabs* and in 
Europe', obviously under Hindu influence. 

’ Thus 12x135 = 3x155x4. 
* Smith, History, II, p. 117. 

p. 3. 

* E.g., Beha Eddin (c. 1600). See G, Enestrom, Bib/. Math., 

VII (3), p. 95- 
^ E.g., Widman (1489), Riese (1522), etc. See Smith, /.<•., 

p. 120. 
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Q DIVISION 

^ Terminology. Division seems to have been regard¬ 
ed as the inverse of multiplication. The common Hindu 
names for the operation are bhdgahdra, bhdjam, haranUy 
chedana, etc. All these terms literally mean “to break 
into parts,” i.e., “to divide,” excepting harana which 
denotes “to take away.” This term shows the relation 
of division to subtraction. The dividend is termed 
bhdjya, hdrya, etc., the divisor bhdjaka, hhdgahara or simply 
hara, and the quotient labdhi “what is obtained” or 
labdha. 

The Operation. Division was considered to be a 
difficult and tedious operation by European scholars 
even as late as the 15th and i6th centuries;^ but in 
India the operation was not considered to be difficult, 
as the most satisfactory method of performing it had 
been evolved at a very early period. In fact, no Hindu 
mathematician seems to have attached any great im¬ 
portance to this operation. Aryabhata I does not men¬ 
tion the method of division in his work. But as he has 
given the modern methods for extracting square- and 
cube-roots, which depend on division,® we Conclude, 
that the method of division was well-known in his 
time and was not described in the Aryabhatiya as it 
was considered to be too elementary. Most Siddhanta 
writers have followed Aryabhata in excluding the 
process of division from their works, e.g., Brahma¬ 
gupta (6a 8), Sripati (1039), and some others. 

A method of division by removing common factors, 
seems to have been employed in India before the inven¬ 
tion of the modern plan. This removal of common 

^ Smith, p. 132. 
* He has used the technical term labdha for the quotient. 
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factors is mentioned in early Jaina works/ It has 
been mentioned by Mahavira who knew the modem 
method, probably because it was considered to be 
suitable in certain particular cases: 

“Putting down the dividend and below it the 
divisor, and then, having performed division by the 
method of removing common factors, give out the 
resulting (quotient).”^ 

The modern method of division is not found in 
the Bakhshali Manuscript, although the name of the 
operation is found at several places. The absence of 
the method may be due to the mutilated form of the 
text, although it is quite possible that the method was 
not known at that early period (200 A.D.). 4^^—- 

The Method of Long Division. The modem 
method of division is explained in the works on 
pdtiganita, the earliest of which, Sridhara’s TriJatikd, 
gives the method as follows:* 

“Having removed the common factor, if any, from 
the divisor and the dividend, divide by the divisor 
(the digits of the dividend) one after another in the 
inverse* order.” 

Mahavira says:' 

“The dividend should be divided by the divisor 
(which is) placed below it, in the inverse order, after 
having performed on them the operation of removing 
common factors.” 

^ Tatvdrthddhigama-s&tra, Bhdsja of Umasvati {c. 160, ed. by 
H. R. Kapadia, Bombay, 1926, Part I, ii. 52, p. 225. 

^GSS, p. II. The method would not give the quotient un¬ 
less the dividend be completely divisible by the divisor. 

> TriJ, p. 4. 
* Pratiloma. 
® GSS, p. 11; cf. Rangacarya’s translation. 
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Atyabhata II gives more details of the process:^ 

“Perform division having placed the divisor below 
the dividend; subtract from (the last digits of the divi¬ 
dend) the proper multiple of the divisior; this (the 
multiple) is the partial quotient, then moving the divisor 
divide what remains, and so on.” 

Bhaskara II,"^ Narayana’ and others give the same 
method. 

The following example will serve to illustrate the 
Hindu method of performing the operation on a pair. 

Example. Divide 1620 by 12. 

The divisor 12 is placed below the dividend thus : 

1620 
12 

The process begins from the extreme left of the 
dividend, in this case the figure 16. This 16 is divided 
by 12. The quotient i is placed in a separate line, 
and 16 is rubbed out and the remainder 4 is substituted 
in its place. The subtraction is made by rubbing out 
figures successively as each figure of the product to be 
subtracted is obtained. Thus, the partial quotient i, 
being written, the procedure is 

1620 _I 
12 line of quotients 

iX 1 = 1, SO I of the dividend is rubbed out (as 
1 — 1=0); then 1x2=2, so 4 is substituted in the 
place of 6 (as 6—2=4). The figures on the pdti are: 

420 
12 

I 

line of quotients 

^ MSi\ p. 144, 
® Bhaskara gives the process briefly as follows: “That number, 

by which the divisor being multiplied, balances the last digit of 
the dividend gives the (partial) quotient, and so on/' (L, p. 3) 

* GK, L 16. 
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The divisor 12 is now moved one place to the 
right giving 

420 I_ 
12 line of quotients ‘ 

42 is then divided by 12. The resulting quotient 3 
is set in the “line of quotients,” 42 is rubbed out and 
the remainder 6 substituted in its place. The figures 
now stand thus: 

60 13_ 
12 line of quotients 

Moving the divisor one place to the right, we have 

60 
12 

On division being performed, as before the resulting 
quotient 5 is set in the “line of quotients” and 60 is 
rubbed out leaving no remainder. The line of quo¬ 
tients* has 

135 

which is the required result. 

The above process, when the figures are not 
obliterated and the successive steps are written down 
one below the other, becomes the modern method 
of long division. 

The method seemS to have been invented in India 
about the 4th century A.D., if not earlier. It was trans¬ 
mitted to the Arabs, where it occurs in Arabic works 
from the 9th century onwards.** From Arabia the 
method travelled to Europe where it came to be known 
as the galley {galea, batello) method.* In this variation 

* The “line of quotients” was usually written above the divi¬ 
dend. 

* Al-KhowSrizmi {c. 825), Al-Nasavi (r. 1025); cf. Smith, l.c., 
pp. 158-139. 

® Also called the ‘scratch method’. 
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of the method, the figures obtained at successive stages 
are written and crossed out, for the work is carried out 
on paper (where the figures cannot be rubbed out). 
The method was very popular in Europe from the 
15th to the 18th century.^ The above example worked 
on the galley plan would be represented thus: 

4 
I /02O 1 

n2 
1 

II t 
46 

ma 13 
m2 

n 

III n 
46 
16?0 135 
mt 

i 

Gsmparing the successive crossing out of the figures 
in I, n and III, with the rubbing out of figures in the 
corresponding steps according to the Hindu plan, it 
becomes quite clear that the galley method is exactly 
the same as the Hindu method. The crossing out of 
figures appears to be more cumbrous than the elegant 
Hindu plan of rubbing out. 

The Hindu plan of moving the divisor as the 
digits of the quotient were evolved, although not 
essential, was also copied and occurs in the works of 
such well-known Arab writers as Al-Khowarizmi (825), 
Al-Nasavi (c. 1025) and others. The mediaeval Latin 
writers called this feature the antirioratio. 

'For details see Smith, /.r., pp. 156-139. 
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6. SQUARE 

Terminology. The Sanskrit term for square is 
varga or krti. The word varga literally means “rows” 
or “troops” (of similar things). But in mathematics it 
ordinarily denotes the square power and also the square 
figure or its area. Thus Aryabhata 1 says:^ 

“A square figure of four equal sides* and the 
(number representing its) area are called varga. The 
product of two equal quantities is also varga.” 

How the word varga came to be used in that sense 
has been clearly indicated by Thibaut. He says: “The 
origin of the term is clearly to be sought for in the 
graphical representation of a square, which was divided 
in as many vargas or troops of small squares, as the 
side contained units of some measure. So the square 
drawn with a side of five padas length could be divided 
into five small vargas each containing five small squares, 
the side of which was one pada long.”* This expla¬ 
nation of the origin of the term varga is confirmed by 
certain passages in the Sulba works.'* 

The term krti literally means “doing,” “making” 
or “action.” It carries with it the idea of specific 
performance, probably the graphical representation. 

Both the terms varga and krti have been used in 
the mathematical treatises, but preference is given to 
the term varga. Later writers, while defining these terms 
in arithmetic, restrict its meaning. Thus Sridhara says:® 

ii. j. 
^ The commentator Parame^vara remarks: “That four sided 

figure whose sides are equal and both of whose diagonals arc 
also equal is called samacaturaJra (“square’’).” 

® Thibaut, Sulba-siitras^ p. 48. 
^ Ap^l^ iii. 7; KSly iii. 9; cf. B. Datta, American Math. 

Monthlyy XXXIII, 1951, p. 575. 
° Trii, p. 5. 
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“The product of two equal numbers is varga." 

Prthudakasvami*, Mahavira* and others give 
similar definitions. 

The Operation. The occurrence of squaring as an 
elementary operation is characteristic of Hindu arith¬ 
metic. The method, however, is not simpler than direct 
multiplication. It was given prominence by the Hindu 
writers probably because the operation of square-root 
is the exact inverse of that of squaring. Although the 
method first occurs in the Brahma-sphuta-siddhanta, there 
is no doubt that it was known to Aryabhata I as he 
has given the square-root method. 

Brahmagupta gives the method’ very concisely 
thus: 

“Combining the product, twice the digit in 
the less‘ (lowest) place into the several others (digits), 
with its {i.e., of the digit in the lowest place) square 
(repeatedly) gives the square.” 

Sridhara (750) is more explicit:’ 

“Having squared the last digit multiply the rest 
of the digits by twice the last; then move the rest of 
the digits. Continue the process of moving (the remain- 

^ Cf. Colebrooke, l,c,y p. 279. 
^CSSy P. 12. 

^ The method is not mentioned in the chapter on Arithmetic, 
but seems to have been mentioned as an afterthought in the 
form of an appendix, (BrSpS/, p. 212). 

^ Kiisenmam has been translated by Colebrooke as “the less 
portion.” This translation is incorrect. He says that “the text 
is obscure” (p. 522, fn. 9), for according to his translation the 
rule becomes practically meaningless. The term raserunam must 
be translated by “the digit in the lowest place.” Dvivedi agrees 
with the above interpretation (p. 212). The method taught here 
is “the direct method of squaring.” 

TriSy p, 5. The translation given by Kaye and Ramanu- 
jacharia is incorrect. Ala/k, Xlll, 1912-13). 
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ing digits after each operation) to obtain the square.” 

Aiahavira’ (850) gives more details: 

“Having squared the last (digit), multiply the rest 
of the digits by twice the last, (which is) moved for¬ 
ward (by one place). Then moving the remaining 
digits continue the same operation (process). This 
gives the square.” 

Bhaskara ll'"* writes: 

“Place the square of the last (digit) over itself; and 
then the products of twice the last (digit) and the 
others {Le., the rest) over themselves respectively. Next, 
moving the number obtained by leaving the last digit 
(figure), repeat the procedure.” 

He has remarked that the above process may be 
begun also with the units place.^ 

The following is the method of working on the 
patf, the process beginning from the last place, accord¬ 
ing to Sridhara, Mahavira, Bhaskara II and others: 

To square 125. 

The number is written down, 

125 

The last digit is i. Its square is placed over itself. 

I 

125 

Then twice the last digit 2X 1 -- 2; placing it below the 
rest of the figures (below 2 or below 5 according as 
the direct or inverse- method of multiplication is used) 

' GSS, p. 12. 
*L, p. 4. 
^L, p. 5. 
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and rubbing out the last digit i, the work on the 
pdti appears as 

1 

25 

2 

Performing multiplication by 2 (below) and placing the 
results over the respective figures, we get 

150 

One round of operation is completed. Next moving 
the remaining digits, i.e., 25, we have 

150 

25 

Now, the process is repeated, i.e., the square of the 
last digit (2) is placed over itself giving 

154 

Then, placing twice the last digit {i.e., 2X2=4) below 
the rest of the digits and then rubbing out 2, we 
have 

154 

5 
4 

Performing multiplication, 4X5=20, and placing it 
over the corresponding figure 5, {i.e., o over 5 and 2 
carried to the left), the work on the pdti appears as 

1560 

5 

Thus a second round of operations is completed. 

Then moving 5 we have 

1560 

5 
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Squaring j we get 25, and placing it over 5 (/.?., 5 
over 5 and 2 carried to the left) we have 

15625 

5 
As there are no ‘remaining figures’ the work ends. 
5 being rubbed out, the patt has 

15625, 
the required square. 

According to Brahrnagupta and also Bhaskara 11, 
the work may begin from the lowest place ii.e., the 
units place). The following method is indicated by 
Brahmagupta: 

To square 125. 

The number is written down 

125 

The square of the digit in the least place, i.e., 5^=25 
is set over it thus: 

25 

125 

Then, 2X5 — 10 is placed below the other digits, and 
five is rubbed out, thus: 

25 

12 
10 

Multiplying by 10 the rest of the digits, /.i?., 12, and 
setting the product over them (the digits), we have 

1225 
12 
la 

Then rubbing out 10 which is not required and 
moving the rest of the digits, />., 12, we have 

1225 
12 
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Thus one round of operations is completed. 

Again, as before, setting the square of z above it 
and 2X^;==4 below i, we have 

1625 
I 

4 

Multiplying the remaining digit i by 4, and setting 
the product above if, we have 

5625 
I 

Then, moving the remaining digit i, we obtain 

5625 
1 

Thus the second round of operations is completed. 
Next setting the square of 1 above it the process 

is completed, for there are no remaining figures, and 
the result stands thus; 

15625 

Minor Methods of Squaring. The identity 

(/) «■“==(«— 

has been mentioned by all Hindu mathematicians as 
affording a suitable method of squaring in some cases. 
For instance, 

15^—loX 20+25=225. 

Brahmagupta says: 

“The product of the sum and the difference of the 
number (to be squared) and an assumed number plus 
the square of the assumed number give the square.”^ 

Sridhara (750).gives it thus: 

“The square is equal to the product of the sum 
and the difference of the given number and an assumed 

^ BrSpSi, p. 212. 
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quantity plus the square of the assumed quantity.”^ 

Mahavira, Bhaskara II, Narayana and others also give 
this identity. 

The formula 

(//) (a-\-hy = 

or its general form 

{a-\-b-\-e-\- = a'+b*-{-c*-\-_-\-iab +.. 

has been given as a method of squaring. Thus 
Mahavira* says: 

“The sum of the squares of the two or more 
portions* of the number together with their products 
each with the others multiplied by two gives the 
square.*’ 

Bhaskara II‘ gives: 

“Twice the product of the two parts plus the 
square of those parts gives the square.” 

The formula 

(«/) _to « terms 

has been mentioned by Sridhara and Mahavira. 

Sridhara* says: 

“(The square of a number) is the sum of as many 
terms in the series of which one is the first term and 
two the common difference.” 

" TriJ, p. 5. 
* GJi", p. 13. 
* The word stbdna has been used in the original. This word 

has been generally used in the sense of ‘notadonal place.’ 
Following the commentator, we have rendered it by “portion.” As 
a given number, say, 123, can be broken into parts as 30+40+53 
or as 100+20+3, ^<1 ^ rule applies to both, it is immaterM 
whether the word ‘stbdnd is translated by ‘place’ or ‘portion.’ 
This rule appears to have been given as an explanation of the 
Hindu method of squaring used with the place-value numerals. 

* JL, p. 4. * Tr»y, p. 5. 

II 
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Mahavira uses a similar expression: 

“The sum of as many terms of the series of which 
one is the first term and two the common difference 
is the square (of the given number). 

Narayana^ has also given the above series. He 
adds the formula.* 

= (a-\-by — {a—by -j- ^ab 

to find the square of the given number A. 

It should be observed that all the above methods 
of squaring are applied to whole numbers only. The 
methods of squaring fractions are dealt with in the 
section on fractions. 

7. CUBE 

Terminology. The Hindu term for the oiht h ghana. 
This term occurs in all the mathematical works. It has 
been used in the geometrical as well as the arithmetical 
sense, i.e., to denote the solid cube as well as the 
continued product of the same number taken three 
times. Thus Aryabhata I says: 

“The continued product of three equals and also 
the solid having twelve (equal) edges are called ghana.”* 

Sridhara,* Mahavira® and Bhaskara IP each state: 

“The continued product of three equal numbers is 
ghana.” 

* GSS, p. 12. 
* GK, i. 17-18. 
* He says: “The square of the difference plus four times 

the product is the square of the sum.” 

ii. 3. 
® Tris, p. 6. 
® GSS, p. 14. 
^ L, p, 5. 
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Another term for the cube is hrnda, but it is 
seldom used. 

The Operation. A method of cubing applicable 
to numbers written in the decimal place-value notation, 
has been in use in India from before the fifth century 
A.D. Aryabhata I (499) knew the method, although 
he did not consider it to be as important as the inverse 
operation of extracting the cube-root which he has 
explained. 

Brahmagupta gives the method in these words: 

“Set down the cube of the last;’ then place at the 
next place from it, thrice the square of the last multiplied 
by the succeeding; then place at the next place thrice 
the square of the succeeding multiplied by the last; and 
(at the next place) the cube of the succeeding. This 
gives the cube.” 

Sridhara* says: 

“Set down the cube of the last; then set down at 
the next place* the square of the last multiplied by 

’ The commentator Prthudakasvteii takes ‘last’ {antya) to 
mean the figure or figures on the extreme left. The number to 
be cubed is divided into portions of which the cubes are found 
successively by the application of the process. (See illustration). 
Thus ‘succeeding’ would mean here the figure to the right of the 
•last.’ It does not, however, make any difference if we take 
‘last’ to mean the figure in the units place. The words used 
by Brahmagupta are ‘antya' for last and 'uttara' for succeed¬ 
ing. The r^e is: 

Sthapyo'ntya ghano'ntya kgtistrigunottarsaAggtna ca tatpratbamdt 1 
Uttarakrtirantyafftna trigu^ cottaragpanaica ghanab 11 

“ TriJ, p. 6. 
^ Sthdnd^ikyam, Ut. “increasing one place.” This increase is 

to be made by placing the result one place to the right of the 
previously noted figures (see illustration). Brahmagupta uses the 
word tatpratbamdt, i.e., “before that.” 
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thrice the succeeding;’ then (at the next place) the 
product of the square of the succeeding and last 
multiplied by three; and then (at the next place) 
the cube of the succeeding.” 

Mahavira states:^ 

“The cube of the last, the product of thrice its 
square and the remaining, the square of the remaining 
multiplied by thrice the last; placing of these, each 
one place before the other, constitutes here the process.” 

Bhaskara II is more explicit;* 

“Set down the cube of the last; then the sqnare 
of the last multiplied by three times the succeeding; 
then the square of the succeeding multiplied by three 
times the last and then the cube of the succeeding; 
these placed so that there is difference of a place between 
one result and the next,* and added give the cube. The 
given number is distributed into portions according to 
places, one of which is taken for the last and the next 
as the first and in like manner repeatedly (if there be 
occasion). Or the same process may be begun from 
the first place of figures for finding the cube.” 

The method may be illustrated by the following 
example: 

* Purva, ddi, lit. “preceding”. We have rendered them by 
“succeeding” to be in conformity with the general convention so 
as to avoid confusion. 

“GJ'J’, p. 15 (47). 
It will be observed that the “addition of the cube of the 

remaining” does not occur in the rule. This has to be under¬ 
stood from the previous stanza which says that the cubes of 
all the parts are to be added. See the translation of the previous 
stanza given on pp. i66f. 

*-L. P, 5- 
* Sthdndntaratvena has been translated by Gilebrooke by 

“according to places.” This translation is incorrect and does not 
give the true significance of the term. 
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Rxample. To cube 1234. 

The given number has four places, i.e., four por¬ 
tions. First we take the last digit i and the succeed¬ 
ing digit 2, i.e., 12, and apply the method of cubing 
thus : 

(i) Cube of the last (i^) = 

(ii) Thrice the square of the 
last (51“) multiplied by 
the succeeding (2) gives 
(2.3.1^ 

(iii) Thrice the square of the 
succeeding multiplied 
by the last gives (3,2^.!) == 

(iv) Cube of the succeeding 
(2») 

I 

6 (placing at the next 
place) 

12 (placing at the next 
place) 

% (placing at the next 
place) 

Thus 12® is the sum 1728 

After this we take the next figure 5, />., the 
number IZ3, and in this consider 12 as the last and 
3 as the succeeding. Then the method proceeds thus: 

(i) The cube of the last 
(i2*) as already obtained = 

(ii) Thrice the square of 
the last multiplied by 
the succeeding, 
3.i2*.3 = 

(iii) Thrice the square of 
the succeeding multi¬ 
plied by the last, 
3.3^12' = 

(iv) Cube of the succeed¬ 
ing, i.e,, 3* = 

1728 

1296 (placing at the next 
place). 

^7 

Thus 123® Is the sum 1860867 
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Now the remaining figure 4 is taken, so that the 
number is 1234, of which 125 is the last and 4 the 
succeeding. The method proceeds thus: 

(i) Cube of the last, /.d*., 
(123)^ as already ob> 
tained ~ 

(ii) Thrice the square of 
the last into the suc¬ 
ceeding, i.e,y 3.(123)^.4 — 

(iii) Thrice the square of the 
succeeding into the last, 

Le., 3.4^.123 

(iv) Cube of the last i,e., 4^ = 

1860867 

181548 (placing at the next 
place) 

5904 

64 

>> 

Thus (1234)® is the sum 1879080904 

The direct process—that in which the operation 
begins with the units place—can be similarly performed. 

Minor Methods of Cubing. The formula 

and the corresponding result 

{a-\-b+c+_= a^-\-^a\b+c-\-_)-^ ^a{h-^ c-\-. 

+ {b+c^—y 
are implied in the Hindu method of cubing given 
above. Mahavira' gives the following explanation; 

“The squares of the last place^ and the next® 
are taken, and each (square) is multiplied by the 
other and by three. The sum of these products and 
the cubes of both {lit. all) the places is the cube; the 

^ GSS, p. 15. 
® Sthana, meaning the number represented by the figure 

standing in that place. 
* Anya, lit. “other,” meaning the number represented by the 

figures standing in the other places. 
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procedure is repeated (if necessary).’ 

Sripati and Bhaskara IP state the formula in the 
form 

{a-\-b)* — {a-\-b)-\-b* 

“Thrice the given number multiplied by its two 
parts, added to the sum of the cubes of those parts, 
gives the cube.” 

Narayana® says 

“Thrice the (given) number multiplied by both 
parts, added to the cubes of the parts, is the cube of 
the sum.” 

The formula 

(/>■) n{n-\-a){n—a)-\-a\n—a)-\-(f‘ 

has been mentioned by Mahavira* in these words: 

“The continued product of the given number, the 
sum and the difference of the given number and an 
arbitrary quantity, when added to the smaller of these 
multiplied by the square of the arbitrary number, and 
the cube of the arbitrary number, give the cube (of 
the given number).” 

Expressions for »* involving series have been given 
by Sridhara, Mahavira, Sripati and Narayana. The 
formula 

(«/) f { I 
^ Thus (234)^ is considered as 
(200+3o+4)®=(2oo)^4~ 5.200^(30+ 4) + 3.200(30 + 4)* 

+ (30+4)* 
Then the procedure is repeated for obtaining (30+4)®. CJ. 
EngJish translation, p. 17, note. 

*Gr, 27; u p. 5. 
® GK, u 23. 
^GSS, p. 15. 
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is given by Sridhara in these words; 

“The cube (of a given number) is equal to the 
series whose terms are formed by applying the rule, 
‘the last term multiplied by thrice the preceding 
term plus one,’ to the terms of the series whose first 
term is zero, the common difference is one and the 
last term is the given number.”' 

Mahavira gives the above in the form 

n 
= 35r(r—1)+« 

2 

He® says: 

“In the series, wherein one is the first term as 
well as the common difference and the number of terms 
is equal to the given number (//), multiply the preceding 
term by the immediately following one. The sum of 
the products so obtained, when multiplied by three and 
added to the last term (/.<?., ri) becomes the cube (of «).” 

Narayana’ states: 

“From the series whose first term and common 
difference are each one, (the last term being the given 
number) the sum of the series formed by the last term 
multiplied by three and the preceding added to one, 
gives the cube (of the last term).” 

Mahavira has also mentioned the results, 

{tv) AT® = .V+3x4-5-v-f -to X terms, 

{v) X® = x®4(x—i)(i434-4(2x—i)}, 

^ T/r/y, p. 6. The translation given by Kaye and Ramanu- 
jacharia (Bfb/.Math,, III, 1912-15) is incorrect. They admit 
their inability to follow the meaning (see p. 209, note). S. Dvivedi 
has misinterpreted the rule, and gives an incorrect explanation 
in a note on p. 6. The reading satke is incorrect. 

^ GSS, ii. 45. 
* G/C, i. 22. 
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in these words:' 

“The cube (of a given number) is equal to the 
sum of the series whose first term is the given number, 
the common difference is twice that number, and the 
number of terms is (equal to) that number. 

“Or the square of the given number when added 
to the product of that number minus one (and) the 
sum of the series in which the first term is one, the 
common difference two and the number of terms (is 
equal to) that number, gives the cube.” 

8. SQUARE-ROOT 

Terminology. The Hindu terms for the “root” are 
m^/a and pada. The usual meaning of the word miila 
in Sanskrit literature is “root” of a plant or tree; but 
figuratively the foot or lowest part or bottom of 
anything. Its other meanings are “basis,” “founda¬ 
tion,” “cause,” “origin,” etc. The word pada means 
“the lower part of the leg” (figuratively the lower-part 
or basis of anything), “foot,” “part,” “portion,” “side,” 
“place,” “cause,” “a square on a chess-board,” etc. 
The meanings common to both terms are “foot,” “the 
lowest part or basis of anything,” “cause” or “origin.” 
It is, therefore, quite clear that the Hindus meant by the 
term varga-mdla (“square-root”) “the cause or origin 
of the square” or “the side of the square (figure).” 
This is corroborated by the following statement of 
Brahmagupta:® 

“The pada (toot) of a krti (square) is that of which 
it is the square.” 

Of the above terms for the “root,” mdla is the 
oldest. It occurs in the Anuyogadvara-sHtra {c. loo B.C.), 

’ GSS, ii. 44. 
* BrSpSt, xviii. 5}. 
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and in all the matliematical works. The term pada 
seems to have come into use later on, i.e., from the 
seventh century A.D. It occurs first in the work of 
Brahmagupta (628). 

The term mula was borrowed by the Arabs who 
translated it by jadhr, meaning “basis of square.” The 
Latin term radix also is a translation of the term mula''. 

The word karani is found to have been used in the 
Sulha works and Prakrta literature as a term for 
the square-root. In geometry it means a “side.” In 
later times the term is, however, reserved for a surd, 
i.e., a square-root which cannot be evaluated, but which 
may be represented by a line. 

The Operation. The description of the method 
of finding the square-root is given in the Aryabhatiya 
very concisely thus: 

“Always divide* the even place by twice the 
square-root (upto the preceding odd place); after 
having subtracted from the odd place the square® 
(of the quotient), the quotient put down at the next 
place (in the line of the root) gives the root.”® 

The method may be illustrate^ thus: 

Example. Find the square-root of 54756. 

' For further details sec Datta, American Math. Monthly, 
XXXIV, pp. 420-425, also XXXVm, pp. 571-576. 

* In dividing, the quotient should b« taken as great as will 
allow of the subtraction of its square from the next odd place. 
This is the force of the Sanskrit text as pointed out by the com¬ 
mentators Bh^kara I, Nilakantha and others. 

® The “square” is mentioned and not the “square of the 
quotient,” as in the beginning the greatest possible square is to 
be subtracted, there being no quotient. 

*A, ii. 4. Translations of the rule have been given before 
by Rodet (JA, 1880, II), Kaye (JASB, 1907 and 1908, III and 
IV resp.), Singh (BCMS, 1927, XVIII), Clark {Atyabhaflyd) and 
others. Of these Kaye’s translation is entirely incorrect. 
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The odd and even places are marked by vertical 
and horizontal lines. The different steps are then as 
indicated below: 

1 “ 1 “ 1 
5 4 7 5 

Subract square 4 root=2 
Divide by twice the 

root 4) 14 (3 Placing quotient at the 
12 next place, the root 

=23 
Subtract square of 

quotient 9 

Divide by twice the 46) i8? (4 Placing quotient at the 
root 184 next place, the root 

= 234 
Subtract square of 16 

quotient 16 

The process ends. The root is 234. 

It has been stated by G. R. Kaye^ that Aryabhata’s 
method is algebraic in character, and that it resembles 
the method given by Theon of Alexandria. Both his 
statements are incorrect.^ 

The following quotations from Siddhasena Gani 
{c. 550) in his commentary on the Tatvdrthddhigama- 
sdtrcd will prove conclusively that the Hindu method of 
extracting the square-root was not algebraic. In con¬ 
nection with the determination of the circumference of 
a circle of \oo,ooo yojanas, he says: 

“The diameter is one hundred thousand yojanas; 
that multiplied by one hundred thousand yojanas be¬ 
comes squared; this is again multiplied by 10 and then 

> JASB, III and IV, in the papers entitled “Notes on Indian 
Mathematics, I and II.” 

* See Singh, l.e., for details: also Clark, Aryahhatiya, pp. 25f. 
* iii. II. 
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the square-root (of the product) extracted. The root 
will be the circumference of the circle. Now to find 
the number oiyojanas (by extracting the square-root) we 
obtain in succession the figures 5,1,6,2,2 and 7 of the 
root, the number appearing below (that is, as the last 
divisor) is 652454. This being halved becomes the 
number three hundred thousand sixteen thousands two 
hundred and twenty seven. The number in excess as 
the remainder is this 484471;....” 

“Then on multiplication by 4 will be obtained 
7560000000000. The square-root of this will be the 
chord. In finding that (root) will be obtained in suc¬ 
cession the figures 2,7,4,9,5 and 4;_” 

It.is evident that Aryabhata’s plan of finding the 
square-root has been followed in the above cases as 
the digits of the root are evolved successively one by 
one. 

, Later writers give more details of the process. 
Thus Sridhara says: 

“Having subtracted the square from the odd place, 
divide the next (even) place by twice the root which 
has been separately placed (in a line), and after having 
subtracted the square of the quotient, write it down 
in the line; double what has been obtained above (by 
placing the quotient in the line) and taking this down, 
divide by it the next even place. Halve the doubled 
quantity (to get the root).”’ 

Mabavira,* Aryabhata IP and Sripati* give the rule 
in the same way as Sridhara. Bhaskara II, however, 
makes a slight variation, for he says: 

’ Triiy p. 5. For an illustration of the method of working 
04 a pdti, see A. N. Singh, BCMS, XVIII, p. 129. 

* GSS, p. 1}. 
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“Subtract from the last odd place the greatest 
square number. Set down double the root in a line, 
and after dividing by it the next even place subtract 
the square of the quotient from the next odd place 
and set down double the quotient in the line. Thus 
repeat the operation throughout all the figures. Half 
of the number in the line is the root.”' 

The method of working on the pdti may be illus¬ 
trated as below: 

Example. Find the square-root of 54756 

The given number is written down on the pdti 
and the odd and even places are marked by vertical 
and horizontal lines thus: 

I ~ I “ I 

34736 

Beginning with the last odd place 5, the greatest square 
number 4 is subtracted. Thus 4 subtracted from 5 gives 
I. The number 5 is rubbed out and the remainder i 
substituted in its place. Thus after the first operation 
is performed, what stands on the pdti is 

“ I “ I 
14 7 3 6 

Double the root 2, i.e., 4, is permanently placed in a 
separate portion of the pdti which has been termed 
pankti (“line”). Dividing the number upto the next 
even mark by this number in the line, /.<■., dividing 14 
by 4 we obtain the quotient 3 and remainder 2. The 
number 14 is rubbed out and the remainder 2 written 

p. 4. The line in Bhaskara 11's method contains the 
doubled root, whilst in that of Aryabhata T, it contains the 
root. See Singh, l.c. 
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in its place; thus on the pdti we have now 

I ■; 
4_ 27 JO (} quotient 

line of loot 

The square of the quotient 3’—9 is subtracted from 
the figures upto the next odd mark. This gives (47 — 9) 
— 18. 27 is rubbed out and 18 substituted in its place. 
Double the quotient 3 is now set in the line giving 46. 
The figures on the pdti stand thus: 

"I 
46 18 J 6 The quotient j having 

line of root been rubbed out. 

Dividing the numbers upto the next even mark by the 
number in the line, i.e., dividing i8j by 46, the quotient 
is 4 and remainder i. 185 is rubbed out and the remain¬ 
der I substituted in its place. The figures on the pdti 
ate now 

I 
46 16 (4 quotient 

line of root 

Subtracting square of the quotient the remainder is nil, 
so that 16 is rubbed out. The quotient 4 is doubled 
and set in the line. The pdti has now 

✓ a 

line of root quotient 4 having been rubbed out. 

Half the number in the line, i.e., — 234 is the root. 

Along with the Hindu numerals, the method of 
extracting the square-root given above, seems to have 
been communicated to the Arabs about the middle of 
the eighth century, for it occurs in precisely the same 
form in Arabic works on mathematics.' In Europe 

^ B-g; Al-Nasavi (102 j); see Suter, S/W. Math., VII, 
p. 114 and Woepeke, JA (6), t. i, 1863. 
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it occurs in similar form in the writings of Peurbach 
(1423-1461), Chuquet (1484), La Roche (1520), Gemma 
Frisius (1540), Cataneo (1546) and others.' 

9. CUBE-ROOT 

Terminology. The Hindu terms for the cube- 
root are ghana-mula, ghana-pada. These terms have 
already been discussed before. 

The Operation. The first description of the 
operation of the cube-root is found in the Aryabhattja. 
It is rather too concise: 

“Divide the second aghana place by thrice the 
square of the cube-root; sulstract from the first aghana 
place the square of the quotient multiplied by thrice 
the preceding (cube-root); and (subtract) the cube (of 
the quotient) from the ghana place; (the. quotient put 
down at the next place (in the line of the root) gives 
the root).”* 

As has been explained by all the commentators, 
the units place is ghana, the tens place is first aghana, 
the hundreds place is second aghana, the thousands place 
is ghana, the ten-thousands place is first aghana and so 
on. After marking the places as ghana, first aghana and 
second aghana, the process begins with the subtraction 
of the greatest cube number from the figures upto 
the last ghana place. Though this has not been ex- 

* See Smith, History, II, pp. 144-148. 

^ A, ii. 5. Translations of this rule have been given by 
Rodef, Kaye, Singh, Clark, Sengupta and others. Kaye’s transla¬ 
tion is entirely inaccurate. Other translations, though free, give 
the correct result. Clark’s use of the words “the (preceding) 
ghana” is somewhat misleading. The portion at the end, within 
brackets, is common to this and the preceding rule for the ex¬ 
traction of the square-root. 
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plicitly mentioned in the rule, the commentators say 
that it is implied in the expression “ghanasya mMa vargena” 
etc. (“by the square of the cube-root” etc.) The 
method may be illustrated as below: 

'Example. Find the cube-root of 1953125. 
The places are divided into groups of three by 

marking them as below: 

19551*5 

Subtract cube i. {c) Root=:i 
Divide by thrice square - 

of root,/.f. 3.1® 3) 9 (2.... {ay Placing quotient 
Subtract square of quo- 6 after the root 

tient multiplied by - i gives the 
thrice the previous 35 root 12 
root, /. 2“. 3. I, 12 .... Q>) 

Subtract cube of quotient, 233 
2* 8 .... (r) 

Divide by thrice square - 
of the root, 3.12* 432) 2251(5 . (a) Placing quotient 

Subtract square of 2160 after the root 
quotient multiplied by - 12 gives the 
thrice the previous 912 root 125 
root, />., 5*. 3. 12 900 .. {h) 

Subtract cube of quo¬ 
tient, 5® 

125 
125 .. (c) 

Thus the cube-root = 125 

It will be evident from the above illustration that 
the present method of extracting the cube-root is a 
contraction of Aryabhata’s method. 

The method given above occurs in all the Hindu 
mathematical works. For instance, Brahmagupta says: 

'The quotient in division is to be taken as great as will allow 
the two subsequent operations (^} and (e) to be carried out. 
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“The divisor for the second aghana place is thrice 
thd square of the cube-root; the square of the quotient 
multiplied by three and the preceding (root) must be 
subtracted from the next {aghana place to the right), 
and the cube (of the quotient) from the ghana place; 
(the procedure repeated gives) the root.”* 

Sridhara gives more details of the process as 
actually performed on the pdti, thus: 

“(Divide the digits beginning with the units place 
into periods of) one ghana place and two aghana places. 
From the (last) ghana digit subtract the (greatest pos¬ 
sible) cube; then taking down the remainder and the 
third pada {Le., the second aghana digit) divide it by 
thrice the square of the cube-root which has been 
permanently placed in a separate place; place the quo¬ 
tient in the line; subtract the square of this (quotient) 
multiplied by thrice the last root from the next {aghana) 
digit. Then as before subtract the cube (of the quo¬ 
tient) from its own place {i.e., the ghana digit). Then 
take down again the third pada {i.e., second aghana digit), 
and the rest of the process is as before. (This will 
give) the root.”’ 

Aryabhata II follows Sridhara and gives details as 
follows: 

Ghana {i.e., the place from which cube is sub¬ 
tracted), bhdjja {i.e., the “dividend” place) and lodhja 
{i.e., the “minuend” place) are the denominations (of 
the places). Subtract the (greatest) cube from its own 
place {i.e., from the numbers upto the last ghana digit); 
bring down the bhdjya digit and divide it’ by thrice 
the square of the cube-root which has been permanently 

* BrSpSi, p. 175; cf, G>lebrookc, f.c., p. z8o. 
* Trli, pp. 6f, 
* Literally, its own place. 
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placed. Place the quotient in the line (of the root). 
The square of this (quotient) multiplied by thrice the 
previous root is subtracted from its own place (i.e., the 
sodhya place) and its cube from the ghana place, if the 
above operations be possible then this {i.e., the number 
in the line) is the root so far. Then bringing down 
the bhdjya digit continue the process as before (till it 
ends).”^ 

The component digits of the number whose cube- 
root is to be found are divided into groups of three 
(one ghana and two aghanas) each. The digits upto the 
last ghana place (proceeding from left to right) give 
the first figure of the root (counting from the left). 
The following period of three digits (to the right) gives 
the second figure of the root and so on. While work¬ 
ing on the pdti, the digits of the number whose root 
is to be found are first marked and the method pro¬ 
ceeds as follows: 

Rxample. Find the cube-root of 1955125. 

The number is written thus; 

I-1--I 
1955125 

From the last ghana digit (marked by a vertical 
stroke), the greatest cube is subtracted. Here i* being 
subtracted from i gives zero. So i is rubbed out. 
The cube-root of i® is placed in a separate line. The 
figures on the pdti stand thus: 

-I--I I 
953125 line of root 

Then to obtain the second figure of the root, the 
second aghana {i.e., 9) is taken below and divided by 

^ AlSi, p. 145. The interpretation given by Dvivedi of line 
2 of the rule as printed in his edition (p. 145) is incorrect. 
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thrice the square of the root (i.e., the number in the 
line). Thus we have 

-1-1 
9531^5 

3.1’' -- 5) 9 (2 quotient 
6 

3 
The quotient is taken to be 2, because if it were taken 
to be 3, the rest of the procedure cannot be carried 
out. This quotient (2) is set in the line. The first 
aghana is then brought down and we have, on sub¬ 
tracting the square of the quotient multiplied by thrice 
the previous root, the following: 

9531^3 line of root 
3.1“= 3)9 quotient 

6 

35 
2*. 3.1 == 12 

23 
On bringing down the ghana digit 3, and then 

subtracting the cube of the quotient we get 225 as 
below, and the process on the period formed by the 
digits 933 is completed and the figure 2 of tlie root is 
obtained: 

_933^^3 

3) 9 (2 
6 line of root 

IT” 
12 

233 

2’ = 8 
225 
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The figures 955 are then rubbed out and the 
remainder 225 is substituted. After this the process is 
as before, i.e., thus 

-1 
225125 

12° .5 = 452) 2251 (5 12 

2160 line of root 

912 

5* .12 .3 = 900 

125 

5' ^ 125 

o line of root 

The process ends as all the figures in the number 
are exhausted. The root is 125, the number in the line 
of root. As there is no remainder, the root is exact. 

The necessity for rubbing out figures arises, as the 
pdti is not big enough to contain the whole of the 
working. The three digits constituting a period are 
considered together. • The figures upto the next second 
agbam have to be brought down and the operation of 
division performed separately, because the quotient is 
obtained by trial. As has been already explained, tliis 
division is performed by rubbing out the digits of the 
dividend (and not as in the working given above). 
If the operations were carried out on the figures of the 
original number, and if the quotient taken were found 
to be too big, then it would not be possible to restore 
the original figures and begin the work again, as 
will have to be done in case of failure. 

10. CHECKS ON OPERATIONS 

The earliest available description of a method of 
checking the results of arithmetical operations, the 
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direct as well as the inverse, is found in the Mabdsid- 
dhanta^ {c. 950). It says: 

“Add together the own digits of the numbers 
forming the multiplicand, multiplier, and product upto 
one place;“ such should be done with the dividend, 
divisor, quotient and remainder, etc. Then if the 
number (of one digit) obtained from the product of 
those numbers (that have been already obtained) from 
the multiplicand and the multiplier be equal to that 
obtained from the product, the multiplication is true. 
If the number, which results from the product of those 
obtained from the quotient and the divisor, added to 
that from the remainder, be equal to that obtained from 
the dividend, the division is true. Add together the 
digits of a number, its (nearest) square-root (in integers) 
and of the remainder. If the number, obtained from the 
square of that (number) which is obtained from the 
square-root plus the number obtained from the remain¬ 
der, be equal to that which results from the given num¬ 
ber, the root-extraction is true. If the number, resulting 
from the cube of the number obtained by adding the 
digits of the cube-root plus the number obtained from 
the remainder, be equal to the number resulting from the 
given number, then the operation is correct. Such are 
the easy tests for correctness of multiplication etc.” 

The rationale of the above rules will be clear from 
the following: Let 

^ ~ .d-^di 

be a number of m digits written in the decimal place- 
value notation. Let Ai denote the sum of its digits, 

' MSiy p. 4)2. 
® That is, the digits of the number should be added together; 

the digits of the sum thus obtained should be again added and 
the process should be continued until there remains a number 
of one digit only. 
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J’jj the sum of the digits of S^, and so on. 

Then 

n - ^l~f~ 10^2+. ... + io“-V„, 
S, === ^i + ^2 + ^8+ • • * 

so that 

n—S^ == 9(^2+I !</»+.. . .)• 
Therefore, 

n ^ Si (mod. 9), 

Similarly 
i-, ^ (mod. 9), 

(mod. 9), 

(mod. 9), 

where J’t is a number of one digit only, say which 
is certainly less than or equal to 9. 

Adding the congruences, we obtain 

« = «' (mod. 9). 

Thus the number obtained by adding the digits of a 
number repeatedly is equal to the remainder obtained 
by dividing that number by nine. 

Now, if there be a number N which is equal to the 
continued product of p other numbers _, «p 
plus or minus another number R, then we write 

N — _i K. 

Now, let 
= n\ (mod. 9) 

= n\ (mod. 9) 

(mod. 9) 
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Multiplying the congruences, we obtain 

--«'p (mod. 9). 

Further let 
R = r' (mod. 9) 

Therefore 

.. .n^dtR ^ n\.n\-r' (mod. 9). 

Hence 

N s n\.n\.»'p :t (mod. 9). 

In particular, if 

«i = «2 =.. «p = say 

then will 

»\ = .. «'p = «'. 

Therefore, 

N = n^±R 

and N ^ (mod. 9). 

From the above follow easily the rules of the 
Mahdsiddhanta. 

The following rule for testing multiplication is 
given by Narayana*^ (1356): 

“The remainders obtained on division of each of the 
multiplicand and the multiplier by an optional number 
are multiplied together and then divided by the optional 
number. If the remainder so obtained be equal to the 
remainder obtained on dividing the product (of the 
multiplicand and the multiplier) by the optional number, 
then, it is correct.” 

It must be noted here that a complete set of rules 
for checking by nines is first found in India. Methods 
for testing multiplication and division were probably 

^ Quoted by S. Dvivedi, Histoty of Mathematics (in Hindi), 
Benares, 1910, p. 79. 
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known to die Hindus much earlier. But as these tests 
were not considered to be among the fundamental opera¬ 
tions, they were not mentioned in the works on pdtl- 
ganita.^ Narayana seems to be the first Hindu mathe¬ 
matician to give rules for testing operations by the 
casting out of any desired number. 

In the works of early Arab writers the methods 
of testing multiplication, and division without remainder, 
by the check of nines are given, while a complete set 
of rules for testing all operations is found first in the 
works of Avicenna* {c. 1020) who calls his method the 
“Hindu” method. Maximus Planudes' also ascribes an 
Indian origin to the check of nines. 

There is thus no doubt as to the Hindu origin 
of the check of nines. Before Aryabhata II, it was 
probably used to test multiplication and division only. 
It was perhaps in this imperfect form when it was com¬ 
municated to the Arabs. Thereafter, the method was 
probably perfected independendy both in Arabia and 
India. This would account for the difference in the 
formulation of the rules by the Arabs and by Aryabhata 
II, the author of the Mahdsiddhdnta.*' It is, however, 
certain that the Hindus did not borrow the method 

\from the Arabs, because Aryabhata II wrote before Avi¬ 
cenna. Beha Eddln® {c. 1600) gives the check of nines 
in exactly the same form as Aryabhata II. 

• Besides the above works, the check of nines is also quoted 
by Sumatihar$a (1618) from an anterior writer Bijadatta, in his 
commentary on the KaraM-kjttAbala of Bhiskara II, ed. by Mddhava 
^istri, Bombay, 1901, i. 7. 

*F. Woepcke, JA(6), I, 1865, pp. 500 et sq. 
• Vide Delambrc, Histoire de 1'Astronomie Ancieme, t. I, 

Paris, 1817, pp. 518 flF. 
‘Noted by B. Datta, JASB, XXIII, 1927, p. 265. 
• Kboidsat td-hisdb, French translation by A. Marre, Nouvelles 

Amalei d. Math., t. v, 1846, p. 263. 
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ir. FRACTIONS 

Early Use. In India, the knowledge of fractions can 
be traced back to very early times. In the oldest known 
work, the Kp>eda, the fractions one-half {ardha) and 
three-fourths {tri-pdcUd') occur. In a passage of the 
Maitrdjam Samhitdd^ are mentioned the fractions one- 
sixteenth (kald), one-twelfth {kusthd), one-eighth (Japhd) 
and one-fourth {pddd). In the earliest known mathe¬ 
matical works, the Sulba-sutra, fractions have not only 
been mentioned, but have been used in the statement 
and solution of problems.® 

The ancient Egyptians and Babylonians are known 
to have used fractions with unit numerators, but there 
is little evidence of the use by these people of what are 
called composite fractions. The occurrence of the 
fraction three-fourths in the Rgveda is probably the 
oldest record of a composite fraction known to us. 
The Sanskrit compound tri-pdda literally means “three- 
feet.” Used as a number it denotes that the measure 
of the part considered bears the same ratio to the whole 
as three feet of a quadruped bear to the total number 
of its feet. The term pdda, however, is a word numeral 
for one-fourth, and the compound tri-pdda is formed 
exactly on the same principle as the English term three- 
fourths.* In the Sulba, unit fractions are denoted by the 
use of a cardinal number with the term bhdga or amda\ 
thus panca-dasa-bhdga (“fifteen-parts”) is equivalent to 
one-fijfteenth,® sapta-bhdga (“seven-parts”) is equivalent 
to one-seventh,* and so on. The use of ordinal numbers 

' Rl^, X. 90. 4. 
"iii. 7. 7. 
® B. Datta, Sulba, pp. z 12 ff. 
* /r/=three and pdda=iovitth. 
* ApSl, X. 3; KSl, V. 8. 
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with the term bhSga or amsa is also quite common, e.g., 
pancama-bhdga (“fifth part”) is equivalent to one-fifth.^ 
Sometimes the word bhdga is omitted, probably for the 
sake of metrical convenience.’' Composite fractions like 
3/8 and 2/7 are called tri-astama (“three-eighths”) and 
dvi-saptama (“two-sevenths”) respectively. In the Bakh- 
shali Manuscript the fraction 3/8 is called trjasta (“three- 
eighths”) and 3 s is called trayastrayasta (“three-three- 
eighths”).“ Instances of the formation of fraction 
names on the above principle are too numerous in later 
works to be mentioned here. The present method of 
expressing fractions is thus derived from Hindu sources 
and can be traced back to 3,000 B.C. 

Weights and Measures. The division of the units 
of length, weight, money, etc., into smaller units for the 
sake of avoiding the use of fractional quantities has 
been common amongst all civilised peoples. It is an 
index of commercial activity and the development of 
commercial arithmetic. The Hindus have used systems 
of weights and measures from the earliest times. The 
Satapatha Brdbmapa* (c. 2,000 B.C.) gives a very mintute 
subdivision of time. According to it there are 30 
muhdrta in a day, 15 ksipra in a muburta, tj itarhi in a 
ksipra, 15 iddm in an itarhi and 15 prdm in an iddni. 
Thus one prdna is approximately equivalent to one- 
seventeenth of a second. It is improbable that the 
ancient Hindus had any appliance for measuring 
such small intervals of time. The subdivision is entire¬ 
ly theoretical, and probably made for philosophical 
reasons. It, nevertheless, shows that the Hindus must 

* ApSl, ix. 7, X. 2; KSl, V. 6. 
* When the fractions have unit numerators, only the deno¬ 

minators are mentioned. This practice is quite common in later 
works also, e.g., fa^ta (sixth)=i in JL, p. 7 etc. 

® 'BMs, 10 verso. 
■‘xii, 3. 2. I. 
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have been in possession of a satisfactory arithmetic of 
fractions even in those early times. The Arthaidstra 
of Kautilya’ contains a section dealing with weights 
and measures which were in use in India in the fourth 
century B.C. In the Lalifavistara^ Buddha is stated 
to have given the following system of linear measures: 

7 par am dm raja I rem 

7 renu — I truH 

7 truti = I vdtdyana raja 

7 vdtdyana raja = I iaia raja 

7 saia raja = I edak-a raja 

7 edaka raja = I go raja 

7 go raja I liksd raja 

7 liksd raja — I sarsapa 

7 sarsapa = I java (breadth of barley) 

7 java = I anguli parva (breadth of 
finger) 

12 anguli parva =: I vitasti 
2 vitasti ~ I hasta (cubit) 
4 hasta = I dham 

1000 dhanu = I krosa 

4 krosa “ I yojana 

According to the above table, the smallest Hindu 
measure of length, a paramdni^ — i - 3 X 7“’“ inches. 

All the works on pdttganita begin with definitions 
of the weights and measures employed in them. The 
earlier ones contain a special rule for the reduction of 
a chain of measures into a proper fraction.* It may 
be mentioned that the systems of weights and measures 

’ The ArthaJastra of Kautitya, ed. by R. Shamsastri, Bangalore, 
1919. 

^ LMlifavistara, ed. R. Mitia, Calcutta, 1877, P- 
* "Paramanu is the smallest particle of matter. Thus according 

to the Hindus, the diameter of a molecule is f5X7““. 
* The process is called vailt-savarnema and occurs in the TriSatika 

(p. 12) and the Gamta-^ldka (p. 39) and not in later works. 
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given in different works are different from each other. 
They are the ones current at the time and in the locality 
in which the book was composed. 

Terminology. The Sanskrit term for a fraction 
is bhinttu. It means “broken.” The European terms 

fractio, fraction, roupt, rotto, or rocto etc., are translations 
of the term bhinna, having been derived from the l.atin 

fractus {frangere) or ruptus meaning “broken.” The 
Hindu term bhinna, however, had a more general 
meaning in so far as it included numbers of the form. 

(I ±5). a± c 

d 
These forms were termed jdti, i.e., “classes,” and the 
Hindu treatises contain special rules for their reduction 
to proper fractions. Sridhara and Mahavira each enu¬ 
merate six /tf//s, while Brahmagupta gives only five and 
Bhaskara 11 following Skandasena reduces the number 
to four. The need for the division of fractions into 
classes arose out of the lack of proper symbolism to 
indicate mathematical operations. The only opera¬ 
tional symbol used by the Hindus was a dot^ for the 
negative sign. 

The other terms employed for the fraction are 
bhdga and amsa, meaning “part” or “portion.” The term 
kald which originally, in Vedic times, denoted one- 
sixteenth came to be later on employed for a fraction. 
Its earliest use as a term for fraction occurs in the 
Sulba works. 

Writing of Fractions. From very early times 
{c. zoo A.D.) the Hindus wrote fractions just as we do 
now, but without the dividing line. When several 
fractions occurred in the same problem, they were in 
general separated from each other by vertical and 

^ Generally placed over the number to be subtracted. 
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horizontal lines. Illustrations of the Hindu method of 
■writing groups of fractions "will be found in the 
examples that "will be given hereafter. 

Reduction to Lowest Terms. Before performing 
operations with fractions, it was considered necessary 
to reduce them to lowest terms. The process of reduc¬ 
tion was called apavartanay but was not included among 
the operations. It is not given in the Hindu works, 
but seems to have been taught by oral instruction. That 
the method has been in use in India from the earliest 
centuries of the Christian era, cannot be doubted; for 
it is mentioned in a non-mathematical work, the 
Tattvarthtulbigama-sutra-bbasya^ by Umasvati {c. 150) 
as a simile to illustrate a philosophical discussion: 

“Or, as when the expert mathematician, for the 
purpose of simplifying operations, removes common 
factors from the numerator and denominator of a 
fraction, there is no change in the value of the fraction. 

Reduction to Common Denominator. The 
operation of reduction to a common denominator® is 
required when fractions are to be added or subtract¬ 
ed. The process is given a prominent place and is 
generally mentioned along with addition and subtrac¬ 
tion. Brhmagupta® gives the reduction along with the 
processes of addition and subtraction thus: 

“By the multiplication of the numerator and deno¬ 
minator of each of the (fractional) quantities by the 
other denominators, the quantities are reduced to a 
common denominator. In addition, the numerators are 
united. In subtraction their difference is taken.” 

Mi. 12. 
“ Kald-sai'arnam or savarnanj, or samachheda-vidhi. 
^ BrSpSi,y>. lyz. 
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Sridhara’ says: 

“To reduce to a common denominator, multiply 
the numerator and denominator of each (fraction) by 
the other denominators.” 

All other works also contain this rule. 

Fractions in Combination. It has already been 
remarked that due to the lack of proper symbolism, 
the Hindu mathematicians divide combinations of frac¬ 
tions into four classes. They arc: 

(i)* Bhdga, i.e., the form )• 

usually written as 

a c e 
or 

a V V 

b \ d / b d LiJ 
where the dots denote subtraction. 

(2)’ Prabhdga, t.e., the form of ^ of j. ), 

written as 
a c T 
b d / 

(3)^ Bhdgdnubandha, i.e., the form 

(0 (^+7) 

or {it) ^ -f- - of -f- — of (- of ^ ) -f .... 
q s q u ^q s q' 

^ Tr/7, p, 10. The translation given by Kaye is incorrect. 
^BrSpSi, p. 175; Tris, p. 10; GSS, p. 35 (55, 56); MSi, p. 146; 

X.IJ p. 6* 
^ Tr//, p. 10; GSS, p. 59 (99); Mf/, p. 146; L, p. 6. 
^ Tril^ p. 10; GSS^ p. 41 (114); P* 148; i-, p. 7. These 

forms arc termed riipa-bhdgdnubandba (“association of an integer and 
a fraction”) and bhdga^bhdgdnubandha (“association of fractions of 
fractions”) respectively. 
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written as 

P 
or («) J- 

(4)' Bhagdpai’dha, i.e., the form 

or (//■) ^ of ^ 
q s q 

written as 

%f ^ of P)-. 
u ^ a s q' 

or {it) 

Besides the above four forms, Sridhara, Mahavira, 
and some others give two more. 

(5)* Bhdga-bhdga, i.e., the form 

/ b\ /p . r\ 

^ c' sP 

There does not appear to have been any notation 
for division, such compounds being written as, 

^ BrSpSi^ p. 176; GJJ, p. 43 (126); Afi'/, p. 148; L, p. 7. 
These forms are termed riipa-bbdgdpavdba and hbdga-bbdgdpavdba 

respectively. 
^ Tr/4 p. ii; GSS, p. 59 (99). 
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a p 
b or 
c r 

s 

just ae for bhdgdnubandba. That division is to be per¬ 
formed was known from the problem;' e.g.^ i J 
was written as sad-bhdga-bhdga,^ i.e., “one-sixth bhdga- 
bhdga” or “one divided by one-sixth.”" 

(6)* Bhdga-mdtr, i.e., combinations of forms enume¬ 
rated above. Mahavira remarks that there can be 
twenty-six variations of this type." The following 
example is given by Sridhara." 

“What is the result when half, one-fourth of one- 
fourth, one divided by one-third, half plus half of 
itself, and one-third diminished by half of itself, are 
added together?” 

In modern notation this is 

of i)-|-(i-^i)+(4 + 5 of — h. oi ^). 
In the old Hindu notation it was written as 

I I 

— 

I 1 I 1 

2 4 4 I 2 3 
3 I ‘I 

2 2 

" It is only in the BakhshiU Manuscript that the term bhd is 
sometunes placed before or after the quantity affected. 

Tri/, p. II. 

“OSS, p. 41 (112) gives 2-^-2 as tripdda hhaktam dvikam, i.e., 
“two dividM by three-fourths.” 

* TriJ, p. 12; GSS, p. 45 (138). 
• As there arc five primary classes enumerated by Mahavira, 

so the total nomber of combinations is 

*C,-f‘Cs-b''Q+"Q=26. 
* Trii, p. 12. 
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The defect of the notation is obvious: 

read also as i + i, and 

can be 

can be read also as ij; so 

that the exact meaning of the notation can be under¬ 
stood only by a reference to the question. 

The rules for the reduction of the first two classes 
are those of addition or subtraction, and multiplication. 
The rule for the reduction of the third and fourth 
classes (from «) are given together by Brahmagupta: 

“The (upper) denominator is multiplied by the 
denominator and the upper numerator by the same 
(denominator) increased or diminished by its own 
numerator.”*^ 

The rule for bhdgdnubandha is given by Sridhara* as 
follows: 

(/) “In bhdgdnubandha, add the numerator to the 
product of the whole number and the denominator.” 

(/V) “Multiply the denominator by the lower deno¬ 
minator and (then) the numerator by the same lower 
denominator increased by its own numerator.” 

Other writers give similar rules for reduction in the 
case of bhdgdnubanma. 

The following example* will explain the process of 
working: 

* hrSpSi, p. 176. The teduction of the form \ has been 

given separately (p. 173). 

* TriJ, p. 10. Rule (/) is for the teduction of and rule («) 

is for the reduction of the form 
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Reduce to a proper fraction: 

3 J-f-i of + i of (5J + r of 3^)+i4-J of 4 + f of 

ii+lofh). 
This was written as 

5 
I 1 
2 2 
1 I 

4 5 
I I 

6 4 

Adding denominators to numerators of the lower 
fractions, and applying rule (/’) to left-hand top com¬ 
partment to reduce it to a proper fraction, we get 

7 I 

2 2 

5 4 ' 
4 5 . 
7 5 
6 4 

Now performing multiplication as directed, /.c., mul¬ 
tiplying the denominator of the first fraction by all the 
lower denominators and the numerator by the sum of 
the numerators and denominators of the lower frac¬ 
tions, we get 

and-5X-JX-|=-|-^ 

245 20 
48 24 

Then making denominators similar (savarmm), we 
have 

245 40 
48 48 
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performing the addition we have or 5-j-|- as the 
result. 

The rule for bhdgdpavdha is given in all the works 
on pdtlgamta. It is the same as that for hhdgdnubandha, 

except that “addition” or “increase” is replaced by 
“subtraction” or “decrease” in the enunciation of the 
rule for bhdgdpavdha. 

Lowest Common Multiple. Mahavira' was the 
first amongst the Indian mathematicians to speak of 
the lowest common multiple in order to shorten the 
process. He defines niruddha (L. C. M.) as follows: 

“The product of the common factors of the 
denominators and their resulting quotients is called 
niruddha!' 

The process of reducing fractions to equal deno¬ 
minators is thus described by him:^ 

“The (new) numerators and denominators, obtained 
as products of multiplication of (each original) numera-* 
tor and denominator by the (quotient of the) niruddha 

{i.e., L. C. M.) divided by the denominator give frac¬ 
tions with the same denominator.” 

Bhaskara IP does not mention niruddha but observes 
that the process can be shortened. He says: 

“The numerator and denominator may be multi¬ 
plied by the intelligent calculator by the other deno¬ 
minator abridged by the common factor.” 

The Eight Operations. Operations with frac¬ 
tions were known in India from very early times, the 
method of performing them being the same as now. 

’ Gi-J, p 35 (36). 

*Gi’i', p. 53 (56). 
»L, p. 6. 
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Although Aryabhata does not mention the elementary 
operations, there is evidence to show that he knew the 
method of division by fraction by inverting it. All the 
operations are found in the Bakhshali Manuscript (r. 200). 

Addition and Subtraction. These operations 
were performed after the fractions were reduced to a 
common denominator. Thus Sridhara says:‘ 

“Reduce the fractions to a common denominator 
and then add the numerators. The denominator of a 
whole number is unity.” 

Brahmagupta and Mahavira give the method under 
Bhdgajdti. Mahavira differs from other writers in giving 
the methods of the summation of arithmetic and geo¬ 
metric series under the title of addition {samkaUtd)^ 
Later writers follow Sridhara. 

Multiplication. Brahmagupta says:® 

“The product of the numerators divided by the 
, product of the denominators is the (result of) multipli¬ 

cation of two or more fractions.” 

While all other writers give the rule in the same 
way as Brahmagupta, Mahavira refers to cross reduction 
in order to shorten the work:* 

“In the multiplication of fractions, the numerators 
are to be multiplied by the numerators and the deno¬ 
minators by denominators, after carrying out the process 
of cross reduction,® if that be possible.” 

® TriJ, p. 7. 
* Cf. GSS, pp. 28 (z2) ff. 
^ BrSpSi, p. 173. 
‘ GJ-i. p. 25 (2). 
® Vajrdptwartana-vidhi, i.e., “cancellation crosswise,” thus 

21^ 7! 6 

JX|= X 

31^ ^4 

I. 
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Division. Although the elementary operations are 
not mentioned in the Arjabhatija, the method of division 
by fraction is indicated under the Rule of Three. The 

Rule of Three states the result as When these 

quantities are fractional, we get an expression of the 

}) d 
form , for the evaluation of which Aryabhata I 

n 

states: 

^^The multipliers and the divisor are multiplied by 
the denominators of each other/’ 

As will be explained later on (p. 204) the quantities 
are written as 

Transferring the denominators we have 

a m 
n b 
c d 

Performing multiplication, the result is 

The above interpretation of a rather obscure line^ 
in the Arjabhatija is based on the commentaries of 
Suryadeva and Bhaskara L Thus Suryadeva says: 

^ ^J^ere / = phala^ ‘‘fruit/’ / = icchdy i.e., “demand or 
requisition” p^=^pramdnay s,€,, “argument,” 

^ Ay p. 43. Previous writers seem to have been misled by 
the commentary of Parame^vara which is very vague; (f; Qark 
(p. 40) and P. C. Sengupta (p. 25). 
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“Here by the word gunakdra is meant the multiplier 
and multiplicand, i.e., the phala and icchd quantities that 
are multiplied together. By bhdgahdra is meant the 
prafiidm quantity. The denominators of the phala and 
icchd are taken to the pramdna. The denominator of the 
pramdna is taken with the phala and icchd. Then multi¬ 
plying these, i.e., (the numerators of) the phala and icchd 
and this denominator, and dividing by (the product of) 
the numbers standing with the pramdna, the result is the 
quotient of the fractions.” 

Brahmagupta' gives the method of division as fol¬ 
lows: 

“The denominator and numerator of the divisor 
having been interchanged, the denominator of the 
dividend is multiplied by the (new) denominator and 
its numerator by the (new) numerator. Thus division 
of prroper fractions is performed.” 

Sridhara" adds the following to the method of 
multiplication: 

“Having interchanged the numerator and deno¬ 
minator of the divisor, the operation is the same as 
before.”® 

Mahavira* explains the method thus: 

“After having made the numerator of the divisor® 
its denominator (and vice versa) the operation is the 
same as in multiplication.” 

“Or,® when (the fractions constituting) the divisor 

' BrSpSi, p. 173. 
® Trig p. 8. 
^ i.e., the same as that of multiplication. 
‘ Gi’J', p. 26 (8). 
® Mahavira uses the term pramdna-rdSi for divisor, showing 

thereby its connection with the ‘rule of three.’ , 
® This is similar to the way in which Aryabhata I expresses 

the method. 
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and dividend are multiplied by the denominators of 
each other and these products are without denomina¬ 
tors, (the operation) is as in the division of whole^ 
numbers.” 

Square and Square-root. Brahmagupta* says: 

“The square of the numerator of a proper fraction 
divided by the square of the denominator gives the 
square.” 

“The square-root of the numerator of a proper 
fraction divided by the square-root of the denominator 
gives the square-root.” 

Other works contain the same rules. 

Cube and Cube-root. Sridhara* gives the rule 
as follows: 

“The cube of the numerator divided by the cube 
of the denominator gives the cube, and the cube-root 
of the numerator divided by the cube-root of the 
denominator gives the cube-root.” 

Other works give the same rules. 

Unit Fractions. Mahavira has given a number of 
rules for expressing any fraction as the sum of a 
number of unit fractions.^ These rules do not occur 
in any other work, probably because they were not 
considered important or useful. 

(i) To express i as the sum of a number («) of 
unit fractions. 

The rule for this is:' 

“When the sum of the different quantities having 

* The term for whole number is sakala. 
* BrSpSi, p. 174. 
' TriJ, p. 9. 
* There is no technical term for unit fraction. The term 

used is rtlpdmJaka-raJi, i.e., “quantity with one as numerator.” 
' p. 36 (75). 
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one for their numerator is i, the (required) denomina¬ 
tors are such as, beginning with i, are in order multi¬ 
plied by 5, the first and the last being multiplied again 
by 2 and f.” 

Algebraically the rule is 

2 3 3* 3* ^ 2.3 n~2 * 

(2) To express i as the sum of an odd number of 

unit fractions. 

The rule for this is stated thus:* 

“When the sum of the quantities (fractions) having 
one for each of their numerators is one, the denomina¬ 
tors are such as, beginning with two, go on rising in 
value by one, each being further multiplied by that 
which is (immediately) next to it and then halved.” 

Algebraically this is 

^ I -L I I ^ I i 

I = -r-+-J-+-+ 7-r-r + -7- 
2.3.^ 3.4.4 (2«-i).2«.4 2».4 

(3) To express a unit fraction as the sum of a number 

of other fractions, the numerators being given.^ 

The rule for this is: 

“The denominator of the first (of the supposed or 
given numerators) is the denominator of the sum, that 
of the next is this combined with its numerator and 
so on; and then multiply (each denominator) by that 
which is next to it, the last being multiplied by its 
own numerator. (This gives the required denomina¬ 
tors).” 

^GSS,p. j6(77). 

* Each may be one. GSS, p. 56(78). 
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Algebraically this gives : 

A _I _^_-4“ • • 
n n ^2) 

j _^r—X_ 

+ • • • •+^r-2)(*+^l + ^2+ • • • •+^r-l) 

J_fr_ 
a/«+tfl4-<72+ • • • 

By taking a^=a^—...=^a^—\, we get unit fractions. 
When these are not unity, the fractions may not be in 
their lowest terms. 

(4) To express any fraction as the sum of unit fractions. 

The rule is:' 
“The denominator (of the given fraction) when 

combined with an optionally chosen number and then 
divided by the numerator so as to leave no remainder, 
becomes the denominator of the first numerator (which 
is one); the optionally chosen quantity when divided 
by this and by the denominator of the sum is the 
remainder. To this remainder the same process is 
applied.” 

Let the number i be so chosen that is an 
P 

integer = r; then the rule gives 

q r r.q 

of which the first is a unit fraction and a similar process 
can be employed to the remainder to get other unit 
fractions. In this case the result depends upon the 
optionally chosen quantities. 

* GSS, p. 37(80). 
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(5) To express a unit fraction as the sum of two other 
unit fractions. 

The following two rules are given:' 

(;) “The denominator of the given sum multiplied 
by a properly chosen number is the (first) denominator, 
and this divided by the previously chosen number minus 
one gives the other; or (//') the two denominators are 
the factors “ of the denominator of the sum, each multi¬ 
plied by their sum.” 

Expressed algebraically the rules are: 

-i- -p 
p.n p.n 

p^ 

a.b a{a^f¥) b{a-{-b) 

(6) To express any fraction as the sum of two other 
fractions whose numerators are given. 

The rule for this is:" 

“Either numerator multiplied by a chosen number, 
then combined with the other numerator, then divided 
by the numerator of the sum so as to leave no remainder, 
and then divided by the chosen number and multi¬ 
plied by the denominator of the sum gives rise to one 
denominator. The denominator corresponding to the 
other (numerator), however, is this (denominator) 
multiplied by the chosen quantity.” 

''GJJ, p. 37(85). 
^ hara-hdra-labdhay lit. ‘‘the divisor and quotient by that 

divisor,” 
^ The integer p is so chosen that n is divisible by {p—i)* 
" GSS, p. 38(87). 
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Algebraically the rule is 

^ _ _ a . b 

n 
V 1 

m ^ p 

+ ap+b n 
XZ_x -X/ 

m 

A particular’ case of this would be 

m _ _b 

n ~ an-\-h an-{-b 
—--xn 

m m 

provided that {an-^b) is divisible by m. 

(7) To express a given fraction as the sum of an even 
number of fractions whose numerators are previously assigned. 

The rule for this is:* 

“After splitting up the sum into as many parts, 
having one for each of their numerators, as there are 
pairs (among the given numerators), these parts are taken 
as the sum of the pairs, and (then) the denominators 
are found according to the rule for finding two frac¬ 
tions equal to a given unit fraction.” 

12. THE RULE OF THREE 

Terminology. The Hindu name for the Rule of Three 
terms is trairdsika (“three terms,” hence “the rule of 
three terms”). The term trairdsika can be traced back 
to the beginning of the Christian era as it occurs in the 

’ Evidently, the chosen number p must be a divisor of n, 

ap-\-h 
and such that ■ ^ is an integer. 

The solution given does not hold for any values of a and 
but only for such values as allow of an integer jj) to be so 

chosen as to satisfy the required conditions. ' 

38(89). 
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BakhsMli Manuscript/ in the Aryahhatiya and in all 
other works on mathematics. About the origin of the 
name Bhaskara I {c. 525) remarks:* “Here three 
quantities are needed (in the statement and calculation) 
so the method is called trairdiika (“the rule of three 
terms”).” 

A problem on the rule of three has the form: 

If p yields /, what will / yield? 

In the above, the three terms are p, f and /. The 
Hindus called the term p, pramdncu (“argument”), the 
term /, phala (“fruit”) and the term /, icchd (“requisi¬ 
tion”). These names are found in all the mathematical 
treatises. Sometimes they are referred to simply as 
the first, second and third respectively. Aryabhata II 
differs from other writers in giving the names mdna, 
vinimaya and icchd respectively to the three terms. It 
has been pointed out by most of the writers that the 
first and thdrd terms are similar, i.e., of the same deno¬ 
mination. 

The Method. Aryabhata I (499) gives the follow¬ 
ing rule for solving problems on the Rule of Three: 

“In the Rule of Three, the phala (“fruit”), being 
multiplied by the icchd (“requisition”) is divided by the 
pramdm (“argument”). The quotient is the fruit 
correspon^ng to the icchd. The denominators of one 
being multiplied with the other give the multiplier 
(/.^., numerator) and the divisor (/>., denominator).”* 

^ The term rdii is used in the enumeration of topics of 
mathematics in the Sthdndnga-sdtra {c, 300 B.C.) {^Sdtra 747). There 
it probably refers to the Rules of Three, Five, Seven, etc. 

®In his commentary on the Atyahhatiya. 
* The above corresponds to dryd z6 and the first half of dfyd 

27 of the Ganitapdda of the Aryabhafha; compare the working of 
Sample 1, where the interchange ot denominators takes place. 
See also pp. 195/ 
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Brahmagupta gives the rule thus: 

“In the Rule of Three pramdna (“argument”), 
phala (“fruit”) and icchd (“requisition”) are the (given) 
terras; the first and the last terms must be similar. The 
icchd multiplied by the phala and divided by the pramdna 
gives the fruit (of the demand).”* 

Sridhara states: 

“Of the three quantities, the pramdna (“argument”) 
and icchd (“requisition”) which are of the same deno¬ 
mination are the first and the last; the phala (“fruit”) 
which is of a different denomination stands in the 
middle; the product of this and the last is to be divided 
by the first.”* 

Mahavira writes: 

“In the Rule of Three, the icchd (“requisition”) and 
the pramdna (“argument”) being similar, the result is 
the product of rhe phala and icchd divided by the 
pramdna.”^ 

Aryabhata II introduces a slight variation in the 
terminology. He says: 

“The first term is called mdna, the middle term 
vinimaya and the last one icchd. The first and the last 
are of the same denomination. The last multiplied by 
the middle and divided by the first gives the result.”* 

Bhaskara II, Narayana and others give the rule in 
the same form as Brahmagupta or Sridhara. 

The Hindu method of working the rule may be 
illustrated by the following examples taken from the 
TriJatikd". 

* BrSpSi, p. 178. 
* TriJ, p. 15. 
» GSS, p. 58(2). 
* MSi, p. 149. 
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Example “If one pala and one karsa of sandal 
wood are obtained for ten and a half pana, for how 
much will be obtained nine pala and one karsa}” 

Here i pala and i karsa—pala^ and 9 pala and 
I karsa—pala are the similar quantities. The “fruit” 
loi pana corresponding to the first quantify (li pala) 
is given, so that 

(argument) i | 
phala (fruit) = 10^ 
icchd (requisition) = 9!^ 

The above quantities are placed in order as 

\ 10 9 
1 I I 

4 2 4 

Converting these into proper fractions we have 

5 21 37 
4 2 4 

Multiplying the second and the last and dividing by 
the first, we have 

2 
5 
4 

37 i 
4 

2 I w a / 3 7 

5 
T 

Or transferring denominators 
21 5 
4 2 

37 4 

2I-4-37 
5.2.4 

pala 

4 pur ana, 15 pana, 2 kdkini and 16 vardtaka. 
In actual working the intermediate step 

^ Trii, p. 15. 
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was not written. The denominators of the multipliers 
were transferred to the side of the divisor and that 
of the divisor to the multipliers, thus giving at once 

^^•4-37 
5.2.4 ■ 

Yixample If’ “Out of twenty necklaces each of 
which contains eight pearls, how many necklaces, each 
containing six pearls, can be made?” 

Firstly, we have 

The result (performing the operation of the Rule of 
Three) is 160 pearls. 

Secondly, perform the operation of the Rule of 
Three on the following: 

If 6 pearls are contained in one necklace, how 
many necklaces will contain 160 pearls? 

Placing the numbers, we have 

Result: necklaces 26, part of necklace 

Inverse Rule of Three. The Hindu name for the 
Inverse Rule of Three is vyasta-trairdsika (lit. “inverse 
rule of three terms”). After describing the method of 
the Rule of Three the Hindu writers remark that the 
operation should be reversed when the proportion is 
inverse. Thus Sridhara observes: 

“The method is to multiply the middle term by 
the first and to divide by the last, in case the proportion 
is different.”’’ 

* TnV, p. 17. 
» Trii, p. 18. 
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Mahavira says: 

“In the case of this (proportion) being inverse, the 
operation is reversed.”^ 

Bhaskara II writes: 

“In the inverse (proportion), the operation is re¬ 
versed.”* 

He further observes: 

“Where with increase of the icchd (requisition) 
the phala decreases or with its decrease the phala in¬ 
creases, there the experts in calculation know the method 
to be the Inverse Rule of Three.”* 

“Where the value of living beings is regulated by 
their age; and in the case of gold, where the weight 
and touch are compared; or when heaps are subdivided,* 
let the Inverse Rule of Three be used.”* 

Example-. Example II given under the Rule of 
Three above has been solved also by the application 
of the Inverse Rule as follows: 

“Statement 20 Result: necklaces 2 

3 

Here if the icchd, i.e., the number of pearls in a 
necklace, increases, the phala, i.e., the number of neck¬ 
laces, decreases, so that the Inverse Rule of Thros is 
applied. 

Appreciation of the Rule of Three. The Rule of 
Three was highly appreciated by the Hindus because 

‘ GSS, p. 58(2). 
*JL, p. 17. 
•L, p, 17. 
* “When he^s oi grain, which have been meted with a small 

measure, are agiun meted with a larger one, the number decreases 
.... ” (Com. of Sdrvad^a). 

®E,p. 18. 
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of its simplicity and its universal application to ordinary 
■problems. The method as evolved by the Hindus gives 
a ready rule which can be applied even by the “ignorant 
person” to solve problems involving proportion, with¬ 
out fear of committing errors. Varahamihira (505) 
writes: 

“If the sun performs one complete revolution in a 
year, how much does he accomplish in a given number 
of days? Does not even an ignorant person calculate 
the sun in such problems by simply scribbHng with a 
piece of chalk?” ^ 

Bhaskara II has eulogised the method highly at 
several places in his work. His remarks are: 

“The Rule of Three is indeed, (the essence of) 
arithmetic.”* 

“As Lord Sri Nariyana, who relieves the sufferings 
of birth and death, who is the sole primary cause of the 
creation of the universe, pervades this universe through 
His own manifestations as worlds, paradises, mountains, 
rivers, gods, men, demons, etc., so does the Rule of 
Three pervade the whole of the science of calculation. 
... .Whatever is computed whether in algebra or in, 
this (arithmetic) by means of multiplication and division 
may be comprehended by the sagacious learned as the 
Rule of Three. What has beep composed by the sages 
through the multifarious metliods and operations such 
as miscellaneous rules, etc., teaching its easy variations, 
is simply with the object of increasing the comprehen¬ 
sion of the duller intellects like ourselves.”® 

On another occasion Bhaskara II observes: 

- PSi, iv. 37. 
*L, p. 15. The same remark occurs in SiSt, GolMtyiya, 

PraSnddby^ay verse 3. 
«L.p.76. 

14 
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“Leaving squaring, square-root, cubing and cube- 
root, whatever is calculated is certainly variation 
of the Rule of Three, nothing else. For increasing 
the comprehension of duller intellects like ours, what 
has been written in various ways by the learned sages 
having loving hearts like that of the bird cakora^ has 
become arithmetic.”* 

Proportion in the West. The history of the 
Hindu rules of proportion shows how much the West 
was indebted to India for its mathematics. The Rule 
of Three occurs in the treatises of the Arabs and 
medijeval Latin writers, where the Hindu name ‘Rule 
of Three’ has been adopted. Although the Hindu 
names of the terms were discarded, the method of 
placing the terms in a line, and arranging them so 
that the first and last were similar, was adopted. Thus 
Digges (1572) remarked,* “Worke by the Rule ensueing 
. Multiplie the last number by the seconde, and 
diuide the Product by the first number,” ... “In the 
placing of the three numbers this must be observed, 
that the first and third ^ be of one Denomination.” 
The, rule, as has been already stated, was perfected in 
India in the early centuries of the Christian era. It was 
transmitted to the Arabs probably in the eighth century 
and thence travelled to Europe, where it was held in 
very high esteem* and caiJled the “Golden Rule.”' 

Compound Proportion. The Hindu names for 
compound proportion are the Rule of Five, the Rule of 

‘J’/J'/, Golddlydya, PraJnddfydya, verse 4. 
* Quoted by Smith, /.<■. p. 488. 
*The Arabs, too, held the method in very high esteem as 

is evidenced by AI-Birflnl’s writing a separate treatise, Fi raJikat 
al-hind (“On the raJika of the Hindus”) dealing with the Hindu 
Rules of Three or more terms. Cppapare also In^a (I. jij) where 
an example of tyasta-lrairdJika, (“die Inverse Rule of Three*’) is 
given. 
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Seven, the Rule of Nine, etc., according to the number 
of terms involved in the problems. These are some¬ 
times grouped under the general appellation of the 
“Rule of Odd Terms.” The above technical terms 
as well as the rules were well-known in the time of 
Aryabhata I (499), although he mentions the Rule of 
Three only. That the distinction between the Rule of 
Three and Compound Proportion is more artificial 
than real was stressed by Bhaskara I (f. 525) in his com¬ 
mentary on the Aryahhattya. He says: 

“Here Acarya Aryabhata has described the Rule of 
Three only. How the well-known Rules of Five, etc. are 
to be obtained? I say thus: The Acarya has described 
only the fundamentals of anupdta (proportion). All 
others such as the Rule of Five, etc., follow from that 
fundamental rule of proportion. How? The Rule of 
Five, etc,, consist of combinations of the Rule of Three 
.... In the Rule of Five there are two Rules of Three, 
in the Rule of Seven, three Rules of Three, and so on. 
This I shall point out in the examples.” 

Remarks similar to the above concerning the 
Rules of Five, Seven, etc., have been made by the com¬ 
mentators of the iJldvati, especially by Ganeda and 
Suryadasa.* 

In problems on Compound Proportion, two sets of 
terms are given. The first set which is complete is 
called pramdna paksa (argument side) and the second 
set in which one term is lacking is called the kchd 
paksa (requisition side). 

The Method. The rule relating to the solution 
of problems in conmound proportion has been given 
by Brahmagupta as follows: 

“In the case of odd terms beginning with three 

^ Noted by Colcbrookc, l,c., p. 35, note. 
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terms' uptd eleven, the result is obtained by transposing 
the fruits of both sides, from one side to the other, 
and then dividing the prodnct of the larger set of t(irrn8 
by the product of the smaller set. In all the fractions 
the transposition of denominators, in like nminer, takes 
place on both sides.”^ 

Sridhata says: 

“Transpose the two fruits from one side to the 
other, then having transposed the denominators (also 
in like manner) and multiplied the numbers (so obtained 
on each side), divide the side with the larger number of 
terms by the othet (side).”* 

Mahavira* and Aryabhata IP have given the rule in 
the same way as Sridhara. Bhaskara II has given it 
thus: 

“In the rules of five, seven, nine of more terms, 
after having taken the phala (fruit) and chid'^ from its 

' It should be observed that, as stated above, tiie Rule of 
Three is a particular case of the above Rule of Odd terms. 
Brahmagupta is the Only Hindu writer to have included the Rule 
of Three also in the above rule. Some Arab writers have fol¬ 
lowed him in this respect by not writing the terms of the Rule 
of Three in a line, but arranging them in compartments, as fc.. 
the other rules of odd terms. 

^ BrSpSi^ p. 178. 
“ T«y, p. 19. 
■* GSS, p. 6z (5z). 
^ MSi, p. 150, rules 26 and 27 (repeated with a slight varia¬ 

tion). 
® The commentators differ as regards the interpretation bf 

this word. Some take it to mean , “divisor,” />., “denominator,” 
while others say that it means “the fruit of the other side.” The 
rule is, however, correct with either interpretation. The first 
interpretation, however, brings Bhdskara’s version in line with 
those erf his predecessors. It rnay be mentioned here that Arya¬ 
bhata II repeats the rule twice. At first he does not direct the 
transposition of denominator, and at the second time he does so. 
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own side to the other, the product of the larger set of 
terms divided by the product of the smaller set, gives 
the result (or produce sought).”' 

Illustration. We shall illustrate the Hindu method 
of working by solving the following example taken 
from the Lfldvati: 

“If the interest of a hundred in one month be five, 
what will be the interest of 16 in 12 months? Also 
find the time knowing the interest and principal; and tell 
the principal knowing the time and interest.” 

To find interest. 

The first set of terms {pramdna paksd) is: 

100 niskuy I month, 5 niska (phala) 
The second set (icchd paksd) is: 

16 niska, 12 months, x niska 

The terms are now written in compartments* as below: 

100 16 
I 12 

5 0 

^ L, p. 18. 
* The terms of the same denomination are written in com¬ 

partments in the same horizontal line. 
The figures arc written in compartments in order to faci¬ 

litate the writing of fractions and also to denote the side which 
contains more terms after transposition of fruits. Sometimes, 
the compartment corresponding to an absent term is left vacant 
as we find in k copy of Munis vara’s Vdtisara (in the Government 
Sanskrit Library at Benares). When the terms are written in 
compartments, the symbol o to denote the unknown or absence 
of a term is unnecessary. In some commentaries on the Uldvatt 
(Asiatic Society of Bengal manuscripts) we find the numbers 
written without compartments, but in such cases the symbol o 
is used to denote the absence of a term. After transposition, the 
side on which o occurs contains a smaller number of terms than 
the other. 
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In the above j (written lowest) is the “fruit” of the 
first side, and there is no “fruit” on the second side. 
Interchanging the fruits we get 

100 16 
I 12 
0 5 

The larger set of terms is on the second “side.” The 
product of the numbers is 960. The product of the 
numbers on the side of the smaller set of terms is 100. 
Therefore, the required result is = written as 
I'*®! or 9 niska, fraction |f| 

To find Time: 

Here the sides are 

100 niska, I month, 5 niska 

and 16 niska, x months, niska 

The terms are written as 

100 16 

1 0 

5 1 
_1 

QO
 

Transposing the fruits, i.e., transposing the numbers in 
the bottom compartment, we get 

100 16 
I 0 

0
0

 5 

Transposing the denominators we have 

100 16 
1 0 

48 5 
5 
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Here, the larger set of terms is on the first side and 
their product is 4800. The product of the numbers 
on the side of the smaller set is 400. Therefore, the 
result is 

4800 
400 

To know the principal: 

The first side is 

100 niska^ I month, 5 niska 

The second side is 

A- niska^ 12 months, ^ niska 

This is written as 

100 0 

I 12 

3 w 
3 

After transposition of fruits the terms in the 
bottom cells) we have 

100 0 

I 12 

00 3 

Transposing denominators we get 

100 0 

I 12 

“4F 3 

3 

The product of the numbers in the larger set divided 
by the product of the numbers in the smaller set, gives 

— = 12 months. 
400 
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I4800 

JCX> 
16 niska. 

Rule of Three as a Particular Case. According 
to Brahmagupta, the above method may be applied to 
the Rule of Three. Taking the first example solved 
under the Rule of Three, above, and placing the terms 
we have 

ai 
z 

0 

j 
4 

37 
4 

Transposing the fruits, we have 

21 

2 

0 

37 
4 

5 
4 

Transposing denominators, we get 

21 0 
2 

~hi 
4 

5 
4 

Therefore, the result is as before. 
2.5.4 

If we consider the term corresponding to the un¬ 
known as the fruit, the terms should be set as below; 

^ Here, we consider \ pala of sandal wood as the “fruit” 
of paita (money). The previous method forces us to consider 

paM as the “fruit” or the middle term, because the “first” 
and “third” are directed to be alike. It wili be observed that 
any of the terms may be considered to be the fruit in die alter¬ 
native method given here. 
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5 
4 

37 
4 

21 
2 0 

Hence, as before,^ the result is 
5.4.2 

The above method of working the Rule of Three 
is found among the Arabs,'® although it does not seem 
to have been used in India after Brahmagupta, This 
points to the indebtedness of the Arabs to Brahma¬ 
gupta especially, for their knowledge of Hindu arith¬ 
metic. 

Written as above the method of working the Rule 
of Three appears to be the same as the method of 
proportion. In the same way the rule of other odd 
terms, when properly translated into modern symbolism, 
is nothing but the method of proportion. It has been 
stated by Smith® that the Hindu methods of solution 
“fail to recognize the relation between the Rule of Three 
and proportion.” This statement appears to have been 
made without sufficient justification, for the solutions 
have been evidently obtained by the use of the ideas 
of proportionality and variation. The aim of the 
Hindu works is to give a method which can be readily 
used by common people. For this very reason, the 
cases in which the variation is inverse have been 
enumerated. Considered as a method which stimulated 
the student to think for himself, the method is certainly 

* The product of the numbers on the side of the larger set 
is divided by the product of the numbers on the side of the 
smaller set. o in this case is not a number. It is the symbol 
for the unknown or absence. 

®Thus Rabbi ben Ezra wrote for 47 : 7=6^: x. See 
Smith, /.^., p. 489^ 

* /.<■., p. 488. 
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defective, but for practical purposes, it is, in our 
opinion, the best that could be devised. 

15. COMMERCIAL PROBLEMS 

Interest in Ancient India. The custom of 
taking interest is a very old one. In India it can be 
definitely traced back to the time of Panini (c. 700 B.C.) 
who in his Grammar lays down rules validating the use 
of the suffix ka to number names in case of “an interest, 
a rent, a profit, a tax or a bribe given.”’ The interest 
became due every month and the rate of interest was 
generally given per hundred,'® although this was not 
always the case. The rate of interest varied in different 
localities and amongst different classes of people, but 
an interest of fifteen per cent per year seems to have 
been considered just. Thus in Kautilya’s Arthaidstra, 
a work of the fourth century B.C., it is laid down: “an 
interest of a pana and a quarter per month per cent is 
just. Five pana per month per cent is commercial 
interest. Ten pana per month per cent prevails in 
forests. Twenty pana per month per cent prevails 
among sea traders.”’ The Gotama Sutra states: “an 
interest of five mdsd per twenty {kdrsdpana) is just.”* 

Interest in Hindu Ganita. The ordinary pro¬ 
blems relating to the finding out of interest, principal 
or time etc,, the other quantities being given, occur in 
the section dealing with the Rule of Five. The Hindu 

’ PSnini’s Grammar, v. i. 22, 47, 49. 
® It has been pointed out by B. Datta that the idea of ^ 

cent first originated in India. See his article in the American 
Mathematical Monthly, XXXIV, p. 530. 

’ Arthaidstra, edited and translated into English by R. Sham- 
sastry, Mysore, III, ii, p. 214. 

* Gotama Sdtra, xii. 26. Since 20 mdsd equal a kdrsdpana, 
the rate is 15 per cent annually. 
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works generally contain a section called miSraka-^ava^ 
hdra (“calculations relating to mixed quantities’^ in 
which occur miscellaneous problems on interest. The 
contents of this section vary in different works, according 
to their size and scope. Thus the Aryabhattya contains 
only one rule relating to a problem on interest, whilst 
the Ganita-sdra-samgraha has a large number of such 
rules and problems. 

Problem involving a Quadratic Equation. Arya¬ 
bhata I (499) gives a rule for the solution of the 
following problem: 

The principal sum j&(=ioo) is lent for one month 
(interest unknown=.>f). This unknown interest is then 
lent out for /(=six) months. After this period the 
original interest (x) plus the interest on this interest 
amounts to yl(=sixteen). The rate-interest (x) on the 
principal (J>) is required. 

The above problem requires the solution of the 
quadratic equation 

which gives 

tx^-\-px—Ap = o, 

-pl^±\/{pliy+Apf 
X — ^ 

The negative value of the radical does not give a 
solution of the problem; so the result is 

\/Apt^-{plzy~p\x_ 
X — f 

This is stated by Aryabhata I as follows: 

“Multiply the sum of the interest on the principal 
and the interest on this interest (A) by the time (/) and 
by the principal (p). Add to this restdt the square of 
half the principal {(plz)*). Take the square-root of 
this. Subtract half the principal and divide thd 
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remainder by the time (/). The result will be the 
(unknown) interest (x) on the principal.”* 

Brahmagupta (628) gives a more general rule. His 
problem is: 

The principal {p) is lent out for /, months and the 
unknown interest on this {—x) is lent out for months 
at the same rate and becomes A. To find >r. 

This gives the quadratic 

The negative value of the radical does not give a 
solution of the problem, so it is discarded. 

Brahmagupta states the formula thus: 

“Multiply the principal {p) by its time (/,) and divide 
by the other time (/j) (placing the result) at two places. 
Multiply the first of these by the mixture {A)- Add 
to this the square of half the other. Take the square- 
root of this (sum). From the result subtract half the 
other. This will be the interest (x) on the principal.”* 

Other Problems. Mahavira (850) gives two 
other types of problems on “mixture” requiring the 
solution of simultaneous equations. As an example of 
the first type may be mentioned the following:® 

“It has been ascertained that the interest for ij 
months (/=rate-time) on 60 (r—rate-capital) is aj (/= 

* A, p. 41. The Sanskrit terms are: «>J^4^=prindpal, phala 
=interest. • 

^BrSpSi,p. 185. This rule is also given by Mahavira, GSS, 
P- 71 (44)- 

•GJ-i-.p. 69(32). 
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late-intcrest). The interest (on the unknown capital P) 
for an unknown period (T) is 24 (=i), and 60 (=m 
=P-|'T) is the time combined with the capital lent out. 
What is the time (T) and what is the capital (P)?” 

The problem gives: 

7 7 7 

P-j-T = m ... (2) 

P-T == ±'^^- X4I 

Hence Pi Si X4!)^ 

and T = i (fff ^X47) 

The above result is stated by Mahavira thus: 

“From the square of the mixture (m) subtract the 
rate-capital (#•) divided by the rate-interest (;) multiplied 
by the rate-time (/) and four times the given interest 
(4I). Then the operation of sankramam^ is performed 
in relation to the square-root of this and the mixture 

The second type of problems may be illustrated by 
the following example: 

“The interest on 30 (P) is 5 (7) for an unknown 

* Given the numbers a and b, the process of sankramana is the 

^ _ j b 
finding out of half their sum and difference i,e, and- 

^ GSS^ p. 68(29). It should be noted that both the signs 

of the radical are used. 
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period (T), and at an unknown rate of interest (/) per 
loo (c) per 14 month (/). The mixture (/??=/-+■ T) 
is 12^, Find / and T.”‘ 

The solution is given by 

and consequendy 

Mahavira states the solution thus: 

“The rate-capital (c) multiplied by its time (/) and 
the interest (7) and the square of two (=4) is divided 
by the other capital (P). Then perform the operation 
of sankramana in relation to the square-root of the 
remainder (obtained as the result of subtracting the 
quotient so obtained) from the square of the mixture 
{m) and the mixture.”* 

Miscellaneous Problems on Interest. Besides the 
problems given above various other interesting prob¬ 
lems are found in the Hindu works on pdtigamta. 
Thus Brahmagupta gives the solution of the following 
problem: 

Example. In what time will a given sum r, the 
interest on which for / months is r, become k times 
itself? 

The rule for the solution of the above is:* 

“The given sum* multiplied by its time and divided 

' GSS, p. 69(34). 
^GSS.p. 69(33). 
® BrSpSs\ p. 181. 
* The Sanskrit term used is pramdna (argument). 
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by the interest/ being multiplied by the factor* less 
one, is the time (required).” 

The Ganita-sdra-samgraha (850) contains a large 
number of problems relating to interest. Of these may 
be mentioned the following; 

(i) “In this (problem), the (given) capitals are (^1=) 
40, (^2=) 50, (^3=) 20 and (^•4=) 50; and the months 
are (/,=) 5, 4, (/*=) 3 and (/4=^) 6 (respectively). 
The sum of the interests is («f=) 34. (Assuming the 
rate of interest to be the same in each case, find the 
amounts of interest in each case).”® 

Here, if the rate of interest per month for i be r, 
then 

r -= — i- = ^ 
^8^3 

where Xi, x„ Xj,.are the interests earned on the 
capitals ^2,^3,.in /j, /, . months res 
pectively. 

Therefore, 

Xj _ X2 X3 _ I X2 I X3 [".... 

^2^2 1 I ^2^2 i I • • 

“b A^2 “b ^3^8 ~i* •. • • 

or 
wr,/, etc. 

This formula is given by Mahavira for the solution 

/ ^ The Sanskrit term used is pbaia (fruit). 

* The Sanskrit term used is fftfu (multiple). 

® GSS, p. 70(5*)- 
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of the above problem/ 

(2) “(Sums represented by) 10, 6, 3 and 15 are the 
'^(various given) amounts of interest, and 5, 4, 5 and 6 
are the (corresponding) months (for which the interests 
have accrued); the sum of the (corresponding) capital 
amounts is seen to be 140. (Assuming the rate of 
interest to be the same in each case, find out these 
capital amounts).”^ 

(3) “Here (in this problem) the (given) capital 
amounts are 40, 30, 20 and 50; and 10, 6, 3 and 15 are 
the (corresponing) amounts of interest; 18 is the 
quantity representing the mixed sum of the respective 
periods of time. (Find out these periods separately, 
assuming the rate of interest to be the same in each 
case).”® 

(4) “The interest on 80 for 3 months is unknown; 
7| is the mixed sum of that (unknown quantity taken 
as the) capital lent out and pf the interest thereon 
for X year. What is the capital here and what the 
interest?”* 

(3) “The mixed sums (capital+interest) are 50, 58 
and 66, and the months (during which interests have 
accrued) are j, 7 and 9 (respectively). Find out what 

’ Gi'J', p. 70(37). The formula clearly shows that Mahavira 
Jmew the algebraic identity 

a _ c 6 tf-j- r-l" * • _ ... ^ 

“CTJ, p. 70(40). The solution is given by Rule 39 on the 
wnc page. 

* CSS^ p. 70(43)- The solution is given by Rule 42 on the 
page. 

* GSS^ p. 71(46). This is similar to Aryabhato’s problem 
girm before (p. 217). 
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the interest is (in each case, the capital being the same)?”^ 

(6) “The mixed sums of the capital and periods of 
interest are 21, 23, and 25; here (in this problem) the 
amounts of interest are 6, 10 and 14. What is the 
common capital? 

(7) “Borrowing at the rate of 6 per cent and then 
lending out at the rate of 9 per cent, one obtains in 
the way of differential gain 81 at the end of 3 months. 
What is the capital (utilised here)?’"'^ 

(8) “The monthly interest on 60 is exactly 5. The 
capital lent out is 35; the (amount of the) instalment 
(to be paid) is 15 in (every) 3 months. What is the 
time of discharge of that debt?’’^ 

(9) “The mixed sum (of the capital amounts lent 
out) at the rates of 2, 6 and 4 per cent per mensem is 
4400. Here the capital amounts are such as have equal 
amounts of interest accruing after 2 months. What 
(are the capital amounts lent, and what is the equal 
interest)?”® 

(10) “A certain person gives once in 12 days an 
instalment of 2^, the rate of interest being 3 per cent 
(per mensem). What is the capital amount of the debt 
discharged in 10 months?”® 

(11) “The total capital represented by 8520 is in¬ 
vested (in parts) at the (respective) rates of 3, 5 and 8 
per cent (per month). Then, in this investment, in 5 

^ GSSy p. 71 (48). The solution requires the use of the 
identity 

a _ c _ a — c 
y T' 

^ GSS, p. 7^(52)- 
3 GSS, p. 7^05)* 
^ GSS, p. 7509)- 
^ GJJ, p. 73(61). 

p. 73(65). 

15 
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months the capital amounts lent out are, on being 
diminished by the respective amounts of interest, 
(found to be) equal in value. (WJiat are the respective 
amounts invested thus?)”* 

(12) “The total capital represented by 13740 is' 
invested (in parts) at the (respective) rates of 2, 5 and 9 
per cent (per month), then, in this investment, in 4 
months the capital amounts lent out are, on being 
combined with the (respective) amounts of interest, 
(found to be) equal in value. (What are the respective 
amounts thus invested?)”* 

(13) “A certain man borrows a certain (unknown)^ 
sum of money at an interest of 5 per cent per month. He 
pays the debt in instalments, due every | of a month. 
The instalments begin with 7 and increase in arithmeti¬ 
cal progression, with 7 as the common-difference. 60 is 
the maximum amount of instalment. He gives in the 
discharge of his debt the sum of a series in arithmetical 
progression consisting of A)~ terms. After the payment 
of each instalment, interest is charged only on that 
part of the principal which remains to be paid. What 
IS the total payment corresponding to the sum of the 
series, what is the interest (which he paid), what is the 
time of the discharge of the debt, (and what is the 
principal sum borrowed)?”® 

Barter and Exchange. The Hindu name for barter 
is bbdnda-prati-bhdnda (“commodity for commodity”). 
All the Hindu works on pdtiganita contain problems 
relating to the exchange of commodities. It is pointed 
out in these works that problems on barter are cases 
of compound proportion, and can be solved by the 

‘top. 74(67). 
*top. 74(67). 
® GSS, pp. 74f, (72-7 3 i). The text of the problem is verv 

obscure. The translation given here is after Rangacarya. 
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Rule of Five, etc. A typical problem on barter is the 
following: 

“If three hundred mangoes be had in this market 
for one dramma, and thirty ripe pomegranates for a pam, 
say quickly, friend, how many (pomegranates) should 
be had in exchange for ten mangoes?”' 

Other Types of Commercial Problems. Of 
various other types of commercial problems found in the 
Hindu works may be mentioned (i) problems on part¬ 
nership and proportionate division, and (2) problems 
relating to the calculation of the fineness of gold." 
Most of these problems are essentially of an algebraic 
character, but they are included in pdtiganita (arithmetic). 
The formulae giving the solution of each type of 
examples precede the examples. These formulae 
are too numerous to be mentioned. The following 
examples, however, will illustrate the nature and the 
scope of such problems: 

(1) A horse was purchased by (nine) dealers in 
partnership, whose contributions were one, etc., upto 
nine; and was sold by them for five less than five 
hundred. Tell me what was each man’s share of the sale- 
proceed. 

(2) Four colleges, containing an equal number of 
pupils, were invited to partake of a sacrificial feast. 
A fifth, a half, a third and a quarter (of the total number 
of pupils in the college) came from the respective 
colleges to the feast; and added to one, two, three and 
four, they were found to amount to eighty-seven; or, 
with those deducted, they were sixty-seven. Find the 
actual number of the pupils that came from each 
college. 

) L, p. 20. 
* Such problems are found in the Uldmti, the Ganita-sdra- 

samgraha^ the Trisatikd, etc. 
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(3) Three (unequal) jars of liquid butter, of water 
and of honey, contained thirty-two, sixty and twenty-four 
pala respectively: the whole was mixed together and the 
jars filled again. Tell me the quantity of butter, of 
water and of honey in each jar.* 

.^'(4) According to an agreement three merchants 
carried out the operations of buying and selling. The 
capital of the first consisted of six purdna, that of the 
second of eight purdm, but that of the third was 
unknown. The profit obtained by these men was 96 
purdna. In fact the profit obtained by him (the third 
person) on his unknown capital happened to be 40 
purdna. What was the amount thrown by him into 
the transaction and what was the profit of each of the 
other two merchants?** 

(5) There were four merchants. Each of them 
obtained from the others half of what he had with him 
(at the time of the respective transfers of money). Tlicn 
they all bedame possessed of equal amounts of money. 
What was the measure of money each had to start with?** 

(6) A great man possessing powers of magical 
'4harm and medicine saw a cock fight going on, and 
spoke scp^Jately in confidential language to both the 
owners of the cocks. He said to one, “If your bird 
wins, then you give the stake-money to me. If, however, 
your bird loses then I shall give you two-thirds of that 
stake-money.” He went to the owner of the other cock 
and promised to give three-fourths (of his stake-money 
on similar conditions). In each case the gain to him 
could be only 12 (gold-pieces). Tell me, O ornament 

* This and the two previous examples are given by Prthudaka- 
svami to illustrate Rule 16 of the ganitddhydya of the Brahma-.tphuta- 
siddhdnta. 

’‘GSS, p. 94(223-5). 
“ GSS, p. 99(267^). 
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on the head of mathematicians, the money each of the 
cock-owners had staked.’ 

(7) The mixed price of 9 citrons and 7 fragrant 
wood-apples is 107; again the mixed price of 7 citrons 
and 9 fragrant wood-apples is 101. O arithmetician, 
tell me quickly the price of %. citron and of a wood- 
apple, having distinctly separated those prices.’’ 

(8) Pigeons arc sold at the rate of 5 for 3 {pand). 
sdrasa birds at the rate of 7 for 5 {pana), swans at the 
rate of 9 for 7 (pana) and peacocks at the rate of 3 for 9 
(parta). A certain man was told to bring at these rates too 
birds for 100 {pana) for the amusement of the king’s son, 
and was sent to do so. What (amount) does he give 
for each (of the various kinds of birds that he buys)?^ 

(9) There are i part (of gold) of i varna, i part of 
2 varna, i part of 3 varna, 2 parts of 4 varna, 4 parts of 5 
varna, 7 parts of 14 varna, and 8 parts of 15 varna. Throw¬ 
ing these into the fire, make them all into one (mass), and 
then (say) what the varna of the mixed gold is. This 
mixed gold is distributed among the owners of the fore¬ 
going parts. What does each of them get?* 

(10) Three pieces of gold, of 3 each in weight, and 
of 2, 3 and 4 varna (respectively), are added to (an 
unknown weight of) gold of 13 varna. The resulting 
varna comes to be 10. Tell me, O friend, the measure 
(of the unknown weight) of gold.' 

' GSS, pp. 99-100(270^-2^). 
^ GS.'y, p. 84(140^-21)). 
' CTJ', p. 85(152-?). 
* GTr, p. 88 (170-T^). 
' G.rj, p. 89(181). Similar examples occur in the TriJa/ikd 

(p. 26) and the \jildvatl (p. 25). 
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14. MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS 

Regula Falsi. The rule of false position is found 
in all the Hindu works/ Bhaskara II gives prominence 
to the method and calls it ista-^rma (“rule of 
supposition”). He describes the method thus: 

“Any number, assumed at pleasure, is treated as 
specified in the particular question, being multiplied 
and divided, increased or diminished by fractions (of 
itself); then the given quantity, being multiplied by the 
assumed nurnber and divided by that (which has been 
found) yields the number sought. This is called the 
process of supposition.”* 

Sridhara takes the assumed number to be one.^ 
Mahavira gives a large variety of problems to which 
he applies the rule.* Ganesa in his commentary on the 
L^iidvatt remarks, “In this method, multiplication, divi¬ 
sion, and fractions only are employed.” The following 
examples will illustrate the nature of the problems 
solved by the rule of supposition: 

(1) Out of a heap of pure lotus flowers, a third, a 
fifth, a sixth were offered respectively to the gods Siva, 
Visnu and Surya and a quarter was presented to Bhavanl. 
The remaining six were given to the venerable preceptor. 
Tell quickly the number of lotuses.‘ 

(2) The third part of a necklace of pearls, broken in 

‘ The method originated in India and went to Europe through 
Arabia. There is a mediarval MS., published by Libri in his 
Histoire, I, 304 and possibly due to Rabbi ben Ezra in which the 
method is attributed to the Hindus. For further details and 
references, see Smith, lUstorj, II, p. 437, foot-note i. 

= L, p. 10. 
’See the rule on stambhoddesa, Tris, p. 13. 

* These problems occur in chapters iii and iv of the Ganita- 
sdra-samgraha. 

’ JL, p. II. Cf, GSS, p. 48 (7). 
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an amorous struggle, fell to the ground; its fifth part 
rested on the couch; the sixth part was saved by the 
wench; and the tenth part was taken by her lover: 
six pearls remained strung. Say, of how many pearls 
was the necklace composed?' 

(3) One-twelfth part of a pillar, as multiplied by 3*5 
part thereof, was to be found under water; of the 
remainder, as multiplied by thereof, was found 
buried in the mire below; and 20 basta of the pillar were 
found in the air (above the water). O friend, give out 
the length of the pillar.'^ 

(4) A number of parrots descended on a paddy 
field, beautiful with crops bent down through the weight 
of ripe corn. Being scared away by men, all of them 
suddenly flew off. One-half of them went to the 
east, one-sixth went to the south-east; the difference 
between those that went to the east and those that 
went to the south-east, diminished by half of itself 
and again diminished by half of this (resulting 
difference), went to the south. The difference between 
those that went to the south and those that went 
to the south-east diminished by two-fifths of itself 
went to the south-west; the difference between 
those that went to the south and those that went to, 
the south-west, went to the west; the difference between 
those that went to the south-west and those that went 
to the west, together with three-sevenths of itself went 
to the north-west; the difference between those that 
went to the north-west and those that went to the west 
together with seven-eighths of itself, went to the north; 
the sum of those that went to the north-west and those 
that went to the north, diminished by two-thirds of itself 
went to the north-east; and 280 parrots were found to 

' IWi, p. 14, cf. Gfi', p. 49 (i7-2z) for a similar example. 
“ C’i’i', p. 55(60). Cf. Trif p. 13. 
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remain in the sky above. How many were the parrots 
in all?‘ 

The Method of Inversion. The method of 
inversion called vilomagati (“working backwards”) is 
found to have been commonly used in India from very 
early times. Thus Aryabhata I says: 

“In the method of inversion multipliers become 
divisors and divisors become multipliers, addition be¬ 
comes subtraction and subtraction becomes addition.”“ 

Brahmagupta’s description is more complete. He 
says: 

“Beginning from the end, make the multiplier 
divisior, the divisor multiplier; (make) addition subtrac¬ 
tion and subtraction addition; (make) square square- 
root, and square-root square; this gives the required 
quantity.”* 

The following examples will illustrate the nature 
of problems solved by the above method: 

(1) What is that quantity which when divided by 
7, (then) multiplied by 3, (then) squared, (then) increased 
by 5, (then) divided by 5, (then) halved, and then 
reduced to its square-root happens to be the number 

5?‘ 

(2) The residue of degrees of the sun less three, 
being divided by seven, and the square-root of the 
quotient extracted, and the root less eight multiplied by 
nine, and to the product one being added, the amount is 

^ GSSy pp. 48 f (12-16). 
^ Ganitapdda^ 28. 
^ BrSpSiyp. 301. The method occurs also in GSSy p. 102 

(286); MS'/, p. 149; Ly p. 9; etc. 
* GSSy p. 102 (287). Examples of this type arc very common 

in Hindu arithmetic. They were also very common in Europe. 
Smith in his Historyy II, quotes two such problems from an 
American arithmetic of the i6th century. 
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a hundred. When does this take place on a Wednesday?' 

Problems on Mixture. The Hindu works on 
pdtiganita contain a chapter relating to problems on 
mixture {mtsraka-vyavahdra). Miscellaneous problems on 
interest, problems on allegation, and various other 
types of problems, in which quantities are to be 
separated from their mixture, form the subject matter 
of mtsraka-vyavahdra. A chapter “on mixture” (D^’ 
mescolo) is found in early Italian works on arithmetic, 
evidently under Hindu influence.* 

Some of the problems of this chapter are deter¬ 
minate and some are indeterminate. A few relating to 
interest and allegation have already been given.* The 
following are some others: 

(1) In the interior of a forest, 3 heaps of pomegra¬ 
nates were divided (equally) among 7 travellers, leaving 
I fruit as remainder; 7 (of such heaps) were divided 
among 9, leaving a remainder of 3 (fruits), again 5 (of 
such heaps) were divided among 8, leaving 2 fruits as 
remainder. O mathematician, what is the numerical 
value of a heap?* 

(2) On a certain man bringing mango fruits home, 
his elder son took one fruit first and then half of what 
remained. The younger son did similarly with what 
was left. He further took half, of what was left there¬ 
after; and the other took the other half. Find the 
number of fruits brought by the father?* 

' Colebrookc, cha, p. 335 (18). 
^ Smith, History^ II, p. 588, note 4. 
^ See commercial problems, pp. 2i6ff; also problems on pro- 

portionste division (praksepa-karana): TriJ^ p. 26; GSS^ p. 

75(79!^); pp. 154-155. 
* CSS, p. 82 (i28i). Such problems arc given under the 

rule of vallika-kuttikdra by MahSvira. 
* GSS, p, 82 (i3ii). 
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(3) A certain lay follower of Jainism went to a Jina 
temple with four gate-ways, and having taken (with him) 
fragrant flowers offered them in worship with devotion 
(at each gate). The flowers in his hand were doubled, 
trebled, quadrupled and quintupled (respectively in 
order) as he arrived at the gates (one after another). 
The number of flowers offered by him was sixty ‘ at 
each gate. How many flowers were originally taken 
by him? 

(4) The first man has 16 azure-blue gems, the 
second has 10 emeralds, and the third has 8 diamonds. 
Each among them gives to each of the others 2 gems 
of the kind owned by himself; and then all three men 
come to be possessed of equal wealth. What arc the 
prices of those azure-blue gems, emeralds and dia¬ 
monds?'^ 

(5) In what time will four fountains, being let 
loose together, fill a cistern, which they would severally 
fill in a day, in half a day, in a quarter and in a fifth 
part of a day?’ 

Problems involving Solution of Quadratic 
Equations. The solution of the quadratic equation 
has been known in India from the time of y\ryabhata I 
(499). Problems on interest requiring the solution of 
the quadratic equation have already been mentioned. 
Mahavira and Bhaskara 11 give many other problems. 
Mahavira divides these problems into two classes: 
(/) those that involve square-roots {ftnda) and (/’/) those 

^ G\5T, p. 79 (112^-113^). The printed text has panca (“five’'). 
According to it the answer is 45/12 which appears absurd. There 
are some other problems in the printed edition which give such 
absurd results. All those arc, we presume, due to the defects of 
the mss. consulted by the editor. So here we have made the 
emendation ‘sixty.' 

^ GSS^ p. 87 (165-166). 
^ BrSpSi, p. 177 (com.); L, p. 23. 
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that involve the square {vargd) of the unknown. The 
first type gives a single positive answer, while the second 
type has two answers corresponding to the two roots 
of the quadratic. Bhaskara II deals with the first type 
of problems only in his pdtiganita, the IMdvati. The 
second type of problems, involving the square of the 
unknown has been treated by him in his V>ijaganita 
(algebra). The following examples will illustrate the 
nature and scope of such problems: 

Problems involving the square-root: 

(1) One-fourth of a herd of camels was seen in the 
forest; twice the square-root of that had gone to 
mountain slopes; and three times five camels were found 
to remain on the bank of a river. What was the numeri¬ 
cal measure of that herd of camels?* 

(2) Five and one-fourth times the square-root (of a 
herd) of elephants are sporting on a mountain slope; 
five-ninths of the remainder sport on the top of the 
mountain; five times the square-root of the remainder 
sport in a forest of lotuses; and there are six elephants 
then (left) on the bank of a river. How many are the 
elephants?^ 

(3) In a garden beautified by groves of various 
kinds of trees, in a place free from all living animals, many 

' GJ-f, p. (34). The problem belongs to the type of the 
mula-Jdti, and leads to an equation of the form x— (J)x-\-c-\Jx-\ a)~o. 

The method of solution is given in GSS, p. 50 (53). 
^ Gi'J', p. 52(46). The problem is of the sesa-mula variety. 

It gives the equation 

•x" ^'\/X I (-^—V“\/:v) —5 \/^ V'VT K'^ 'Vv^l “ 

Mahavira reduces it by putting ^ = x—f 

to y—general case a similar equation is again 

obtained, which is again reduced, and so on till the equation 
is reduced to the form, x— byjx — d, from which x can be easily 

obtained. 
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ascetics were seated. Of them the number equivalent 
to the square-root of the whole collection were practis¬ 
ing yoga at the foot of a tree. One-tenth of the 
remainder, the square-root (of what remained after 
this), I (of what remained after this), then the square- 
root (of what remained after this), (of what remained 
after this), the square-root (of what remained after this), 
j- (of what remained after this), the square-root 
(of what remained after this), -g (of what remained 
after this), the square-root (of what remained after this), 
{ (of what remained after tiiis), the squarc-rof)t (of what 
remained after this)—these parts consisted of those who 
were learned in the teachingof literature, in religious law, 
in logic, and in politics, as also of those who were 
versed in controversy, prosody, astronomy, magic, 
rhetoric and grammar, as well as of those who pos¬ 
sessed an intelligent knowledge of the twelve varieties 
of the anga-sdstra\ and at last 12 ascetics were seen (to 
remain without being included among those mentioned 
before). O excellent ascetic, of what numerical value 
was this collection of ascetics?^ 

(4) A single bee (out of a swarm of bees) was seen 
in the sky; ^ of the remainder (of the swarm), and | 
of the remainder (left thereafter) and again of the 
remainder (left thereafter) and a number of bees equal 
to the square-root of the numerical value of the swarm, 
were seen in lotuses; and two bees were on a mango 
tree. How many were there?^ 

(5) Four times the square-root of half the number 
of a collection of boars went to a forest wherein tigers 

'^GSS,p. 52 (42-45). The problem is of the same variety 
as the above one. The substitution will have to be made 6 times 
to reduce the resulting equation. 

“ GSS, p. 5 3 (48). This problem is of the dviragra-Jesa-mUla 
variety. 
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were at play; 8 times the square-root of -jijy of the remain¬ 
der went to a mountain; and 9 times the square-root 
of i of the (next) remainder went to the bank of 
a river; and boars equivalent in (numerical) measure to 
56 were seen to remain in the forest. Give the numerical 
measure of all those boars.^ 

(6) The sum of two (quantities, which are respec¬ 
tively equivalent to the) square-root (of the numerical 
value) of a collection of swans and (the square-root of the 
same collection) as combined with 68, amounts to 34. 
How many swans there are in that coliection?“ 

(7) Partha (Arjuna), irritated in fight, shot a quiver 
of arrows to slay Karna. With half his arrows, he 
parried those of his antagonist, with four times the 
square-root of the quiver-full, he killed his horses; 
with three he demolished the umbrella, standard and 
bow; and with one he cut off the head of his foe. 
How many were the arrows, which Arjuna let fly?'* 

. (8) The square-root of half the number of a swarm 
of bees is gone to a shrub of jasmin; and so are eight- 
ninths of the whole swarm; a female is buzzing to one 
remaining male that is humming within a lotus, in 
which he is confined, having been allured to it by its 

' GSS, p. 54 (56). This problem is of the ariiia-mtila variety, 
wherein fractional parts of square-roots are involved. The prob¬ 
lems give equations of the form 

By repeated substitutions Mahavira reduces the equation to the 

form X — AyJBx ~ c ~ o. 
^ p. 56 (68). This problem is of the mula-misra variety, 

wherein the sum of square-roots is involved. It gives an equa¬ 

tion of the form \/x -\-^x-±.d == m, 
p. 16. 
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fragrance at night. Say, lovely woman, what is the 
number of bees.^ 

Problems involving the square of the unknown: 

(9) One-twelfth part of a pillar, as multiplied by ^ 
part thereof, was found under water; 5*^ of the remainder, 
as multiplied by fy. thereof, was found buried in the 
mire, and 20 hasta of the pillar were found in the air. 
O friend, give the measure of the length of the 
pillar. “ 

(10) A number of elephants (equivalent to) fyj of 
the herd minus 2, as multiplied by the same (7^ of the 
herd minus 2), is found playing in a forest of sallaki 
trees. The remaining elephants of the herd equal in 
number to the square of 6 are moving on a mountain. 
How many are the elephants?* 

15. THE MATHEMATICS OF ZERO 

It has been shown that the zero was invented in 
India about the beginning of the Christian era to help 
the writing of numbers in the decimal scale. The 
Hindu mind did not rest satisfied till it evolved the 
complete arithmetic of zero. The Hindus included 
zero among the numbers {sahkhjd), and it was used 

>L,p. 16. 

GSS, p. 5 5 (60). The problem gives the equation 

(x 
12.30 )- 

1-3 
20.16 (X 

12.30 
)*=20. 

Also solved by refftlafalsi. MahSvira puts (x — —~-^x'‘-')~ and 

then solves the quadratic 
12.30 

320 ^ 

The roots of this are then used to get the values of x. 
* GSS, p. 5 3 (63). 
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in their arithmetic at the time when the original of 
the Bakhshali Manuscript was written, about the third 
century A.D. The operation of addition and subtrac¬ 
tion of zero are incidentally mentioned in the Vanca- 
siddhantikd of Varahamihira (505). The complete 
decimal arithmetic is found in the commentary of 
Bhaskara I {c. 525) on the Aryabhatiya. The results of 
operations by zero are found stated in the work of 
Brahmagupta (628) and in all later mathematical treatises. 
The treatment of zero in the arithmetic of the Hindus 
is difierent from that found in their algebra. In order, 
therefore, to bring out this difference clearly, we give 
separately the results found in pdtiganita (arithmetic) 
and in hijaganita (algebra). 

Zero in Arithmetic. The Hindus in their arith¬ 
metic define zero as the result of the operation 

a—a — o 

This definition is found in Brahmagupta’s work' and 
is repeated in all later works. It is directly used in the 
operation of subtraction. In carrying out arithmetical 
operations, the results of the operations of addition, 
subtraction and multiplication of zero and by zero 
are required. The Hindus did not recognise the opera¬ 
tion of division by zero as valid in arithmetic; but 
the division of zero by a number was recognised as 
valid. Narayana in his(arithmetic) has clearly 
stated this distinction: 

“Here in pdtiganita, division by zero is not recog¬ 
nised, and therefore, it is not mentioned here. As it 
is of use in hijaganita (algebra), so I have mentioned 
division by zero in my hijaganita.”'^ 

^BrSpSi, p. ^9. Cf. B. Datta, BCMS, XVIII, pp. 165-176 for 
some other details regarding operations with zero. 

* GKy remark subjoined to i 30. 
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The following are the results of the operations in 
relation to zero mentioned in Hindu works on pdti- 
ganita\ 

Sridhara says: 

“In addition cipher makes the sum equal to the 
additive; when cipher is subtracted (from a number), 
there is no change in the number. Tn multiplication, 
and other^ operations on zero the result is zero. 
Multiplication of a number by cipher also gives zero."'"^ 

Aryabhata 11, in the chapter on patiganita in his 
Mahd~siddhdnta^ writes: 

“If zero is added to a number, the number is 
unchanged; the same is true when zero is subtracted. 
In the operation of multiplication or division of zero 
(by another number) or in evolution and involution 
(of zero), the result is zero.’’*'^ 

Narayana in his pdtiganita states: 

“When zero is added to or subtracted from a 
number, it (the number) remains unchanged; that 
(number) multiplied by zero becomes zero. In the 
multiplication and other operations on zero, the result 
is zero. When a quantity is added to zero the result 
is that which is added. 

Mahavira in his Ganita-sdra-samgraba writes: 

“A number multiplied by zero is zero, and that 
number remains unchanged when it is divided by, 
combined with, or diminished by zero. Multiplication 

^ By other operations are meant: (i) division of zero by a 
number, (2) squaring and square-root of zero, (3) cubing and 
cube-root of zero -in the sequence in which these operations are 
mentioned in Hindu arithmetic. 

^ 'Trig p. 4. It should be noted that distinction is made 
between ay.o and ox although the result in each case is zero. 

® AH/, p. 146. 

* GK, i. 30. 
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and other operations on zero give rise to zero and in 
the operation of addition, zero becomes the same as 
what is added to it.”* 

Mahavira’s statement that a number remains un¬ 
changed when divided by zero is obviously incorrect. 
The correct result of the operation was known to 
Brahmagupta who preceded him by more than two 
centuries. It is, therefore, strange to find Mahavira 
making such a statement. He probably thought that, 
so far as arithmetic was concerned, division by zero 
was no division at all. 

Zero in Algebra. The earliest treatment of zero 
in algebra is found in the Brdhma-sphuta-siddhdnta^ (628): 

“Negative less cipher is negative; positive (less 
cipher is) positive; cipher (less cipher is) nought.... 

“The product of cipher and negative, or of cipher 
and affirmative, is cipher; of two ciphers is cipher. 

“Cipher, divided by cipher is nought.... Positive 
or negative divided by cipher is taccheda (a fraction 
with that for denominator), or cipher divided by 
negative or affirmative (is either zero or is expressed 
by a fraction with zero as numerator and the finite 
quantity as denominator).”* 

Bhaskara II in the iJldvati as well as in his Btja- 
ganita gives the result of the operations with zero. 
In the l^ildvati he writes: 

“In addition cipher makes the sum equal to the 
additive. In involution and evolution the result is 

* GSS, p. 6. (49). 
^BrSpSi^ pp. 309-310, rules 31-35. These rules contain also, 

the rules of the operations with the positive and the negative in^ 
algebra. The results relating to zero only are mentioned here. 

^ The result of the operation given in the bracket is according 
to the interpretation of S. Dvivedi, 

16 
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cipher. A number divided by zero is kha-hara (that 
number with zero as denominator). The product pf 
(a number and) zero is zero, but it must be retained as 
a multiple of zero {kha-gund), if any further operations 
impend. Zero having become a multiplier (of a number), 
should zero afterwards become a divisor, the number 
must be understood to be unchanged. So likewise 
any number, to which zero is added, or from which it 
is subtracted (is unaltered).”^ 

In the Bijaganita, the same results are given with 
the addition that if a quantity is subtracted from zero, 
its sign is reversed, while in the case of addition the sign 
remains the same. 

Zero as an Infinitesimal. It will be observed 
that Brahmagupta directs that the results of the opera¬ 
tions X o and o .v should be written as | and 
respectively. It is not possible to tell exactly what he 
actually meant by these forms. It seems that he did 
not specify the actual value of these forms, because the 
value of the variable x is not known. Moreover, the 
zero seems to have been considered by him as an 
infinitesimal quantity which ultimately reduces to 
nought. If this surmise be correct, Brahmagupta is 
quite justified in stating the results as he has done. 

The idea of zero as an infinitesimal is more in evi¬ 
dence in the works ofBhaskara II. He says: “The 
product of (a number and) zero is zero, but the number 
must be retained as a multiple of zero (kha-gum), if any 
further operations impend.” He further remarks that 
this operation is of great use in astronomical calculations. 
It will be shown in the section on Calculus, that 
Bhaskara II has actually used quantities which ultimately 
tend to zero, and has successfully evaluated the difiFeren- 
tial coefficients of certain functions. He has, moreover. 

‘ L, p. 8. 
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used the infinitesimal increment/'(x)8,v of the function 
f{x), due to i. change 8x in x. 

The commentator Krsna proves the result oxa = o 
— axo follows; 

“The more the multiplicand is diminished, the 
smaller is the product; and, if it be reduced in the ut¬ 
most degree, the product is so likewise: now the utmost 
diminution of a quantity is the same with the reduction 
of it to nothing; therefore, if the multiplicand be nought, 
the product is cipher. In like manner, as the multiplier 
decreases, so does the product; and, if the multiplier be 
nought, the product is so too.” 

In the above zero is conceived of as the limit of a 
diminishing quantity. 

Infinity. The quotient of division by zero of a 
finite quantity has been called by Bhaskara II as kha- 
hara^ which is synonymous with kha-cheda (the quantity 
with zero as denominator) of Brahmagupta. Regard¬ 
ing the value of the k})a-hara, Bhaskara II remarks: 

“In this quantity consisting of that which has 
cipher for its divisor, there is no alteration, though many 
may be inserted or extracted; as no change takes place 
in the infinite and immutable God, at the period of the 
destruction or creation of worlds, though numerous 
orders of beings are absorbed or put forth.”' 

From the above it is evident that Bhaskara II 

knew that = 00 and <» k = 00 . 

'BB;, pp. 5-6. G. Thibaut {Jlstronomie, Astrology md Ma- 
thematiky, Strasbourg, 1899, p. yz) thought that this passage was 
an interpolation. There appears no justification for considering 
this as an interpolation, as the passage occurs in the oldest 
known commfcntary and in all copies of the work so far found. 
Cf. Datta, /.<■., p. 174. 
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Ganesa remarks that - is “an indefinite and unli- 
O 

mited or infinite quantity: since it cannot be determined 
how great it is. It is unaltered by the addition or 
subtraction of finite quantities: since in the preliminary 
operation of reducing both fractional expressions to a 
common denominator, preparatory to taking their sum 
or difference, both numerator and denominator of the 
finite quantity vanish.” 

Krsna remarks: 

“As much as the divisor is diminished, so much is 
the quotient increased. If the divisor is reduced to the 
utmost, the quotient is to the utmost increased. Eut, 
if it can be specified, that the amount of the quotient 
is so much, it has not been raised to the utmost: for a 
quantity greater than that can be assigned. The quo¬ 
tient, therefore, is indefinitely great, and is rightly 
termed infinite.” 

Regarding the proof of dr ^ ^ Krsna makes 

the same remarks as Ganesa. He, however, goes a 
step further when he says that 

a   h 

o o* 

This is illustrated by him through the instance of the 
shadow of a gnomon, which at sun-rise and sun-set 
is infinite; and is equally so whatever height be given 
to the gnomon, and whatever number be taken 
for the radius. “... Thus, if the radius be 120; and 
the gnomon be i, 2, 3 or 4; the expression deduced 
from the proportion, as sine of sun’s altitude is to 
sine of zenith distance, so is gnomon to shadow, 
becomes or . Or, if the gnomon be, 
as it is usually framed, 12 fingers, and radius be taken 
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as 5458, 120, 100 or 90, the expression will be 
Of which are all alike infinite.”^ 

Indeterminate Forms. Brahmagupta has made the 
incorrect statement that 

O 
- 1= o 
o 

Bhaskara II has sought to correct this mistake of 
Brahmagupta. According to him 

Lm ^ <7. 
e->o ® 

His language, however, in stating this result is defective, 
for he calls the infinitesimal s zero, not being in 
possession of a suitable technical term. That, in the 
above case, he actually meant by zero a small quantity 
tending to the limiting value zero, is abundantly clear 
from the use he makes of the result in his jVstronomy. 
Taylor“ and Bapu Deva Sastri-' are also of this opinion. 

Bhaskara has given three illustrative examples. 
They are: 

/ xXo \ 
(.vXod-) 

(/) Evaluate - =6^. 
o 

From this he derives the result .v — 14, which is 
correct if we consider o~e, a small quantity tending 
to zero. His other examples are: 

(") 9)1 o = 90 

giving X ™ 9; and 

’ All the above passages are taken troni the respective com¬ 
mentaries. They have been noted by Colebrooke, /.c. 

l^ildwatiy Bombay, 1816, p. 29. 
® His Bfja-gamfa (in Hindi), Pt. 1, Benares, 1875, p. 179 f/ sq. 
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(//>■) {(.v-f-l)xo}“+2{(x+^)xo)}-^-o = 15, 

giving x=z.^ 

Bhaskara Il’s result 
a 

— Xo ~ a o 

is, however, nor quite correct, as the form is truly 
indeterminate and may not always have the value a. 
His attempt, however, at such an early date to assign 

a meaning to the form and his partial solution of the 

problem are very creditable, seeing that in Europe 
mathematicians made similar mistakes upto the middle 
of the nineteenth century A, 

^ The answers of this and the previous example are incorrect 
because has been taken to be equal to o. 

“ Martin Ohm (1828) says: “If a is not zero, but b is zero, 
then the quotient a/b has no meaning’’ for the quotient “multi¬ 
plied by zero gives only zero and not a, as long as a is not zero.” 
Lehrbtich der niedern Analysis, Vol. I, Berlin, 1828, pp. no, 112. 
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PREFACE 

The present work forms Part II of our History of 
Hindu Mathematics and is devoted to the history of 
Algebra in India. It is intended to be a source book, 
and the subject is treated topicwise. Under each topic 
are collected together and set forth in chronological 
order translations of relevant Sanskrit texts as found in 
the Hindu mathematical works. This plan necessitates 
a certain amount of repetition. But it shows to the 
reader at a glance the improvements made from century 
to century 

To gather materials for the book we have examined 
all the published mathematical treatises of the Hindus 
as well as most of the important manuscripts available in 
Indian libraries, a list of the most important of which 
has already been included in Part I. We have great 
pleasure in once more expressing our thanks to the autho¬ 
rities of the libraries at Madras, Bangalore, Trivandrum, 
Tripunithura, Baroda, Jammu, and Benares, and those 
of the India Office (London) and the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal for supplying transcripts of manuscripts or 
sending them to us for consultation. We are indebted 
also to Dr. R. P. Paranjpye, Vice-Chancellor of the 
Lucknow University, for help in securing for our use 
several manuscripts or their transcripts from the State 
libraries in India and the India Office. 

In translating Sanskrit texts we have tried to be as 
literal and faithful as possible without sacrificing the 
spirit of the original, in order to preserve which we have 
at a few places used literal translations of Sanskrit tech- 



nical terms instead of modem terminology. For in¬ 
stance, we have used tbr term ‘pulveriser’ for the equa¬ 
tion ax-\-hy=\, and tlse term ‘Square-nature’ for the 
equation 

The use of symbols—^letters of the alphabet to de¬ 
note unknowns—and equations arc the foundations 
of the science of algebra. The IJindus were the first 
to make systematic use of the lette ■ f fi.r .ilphabet to 
denote unknowns. They were also the first to classify 
and make a detailed study of equations. Thus they may 
be said to have given birth to the modern science of 
algebra. 

A portion of the subject matter of this book has been 
available to scholars through papers by various authors 
and through Colebrooke’s Algebra with Arithmetic and 
Mensuration from the Sanscrit of Brahmegupta and Bhas- 
cara, but about half of it is being presented here for the 
first time. For want of space it has not been possible 
to give a detailed comparison of the Hindu achievements 
in Algebra with those of c)ther nations. For this the 
reader is referred to the general works on the history of 
mathematics by Cantor, Smith, and Tropfke, to Dixon’s 
Jrlistory of the Theory of Numbers and to Neugebauer’s 
Mathematische Keilschrift-Texte. A study of this book 
along with the above standard works will reveal to the 
reader the remarkable progress in algebra made by the 
Hindus at an early date. It will also show that we are 
indebted to the Hindus for the technique and the 
fundamental results of algebra just as we owe to them the 
place-value notation and the elements of our arithmetic. 

We have pleasure in expressing our thanks to Mr. 
T. N. Singh and Mr. Ahmad Ali for help in correcting 
proofs and to Mr. R. D. Misra for preparing the index 
to this volume. 
Lucknow Bibhutibhusan Datta 

March, 1938 Avadhesh Narayan Singh 
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Chapter III 

ALGEBRA 

I. GENERAL FEATURES 

Name fof Algebra. The Hindu name for the 
science of algebra is bijaganita. Btja means “element” 
or “analysis” and ganita “the science of calculation.” 
Thus bijaganita literally means “the science of calcula¬ 
tion with elements” or “the science of analytical 
calculation.” The epithet dates at least as far back 
as the time of Prthudakasvami (860) who used it. 
Brahmagupta (6z8) calls algebra feuttaka-ganita, or 
simply kuttaka}- The term kuttaka, meaning “pulve¬ 
riser”, refers to a branch of the science of algebra 
dealing particularly with the subject of indeterminate 
equations of the first degree. It is interesting to find 
that this subject was considered so important by the 
Hindus that the whole science of algebra was named 
after it in the beginning of the seventh century. Algebra 
is also called avjakta-ganita or “the science of calculation 
with unknowns” (;7^tf;^,/^z==unknown) in contradistinc¬ 
tion to the name vjakta-ganita or “the science of calcu¬ 
lation with knowns” {vyakta =^known) for arithmetic 
including geometry and mensuration. 

Algebra Defined. Bhaskara II (1150) has defined 
algebra thus: 

“Analysis (bija) is certainly the innate intellect 
assisted by the various symbols {varrta), which, for the 

*See Bibhutibhusan Datta, “The scope and development 
of the Hindu Ganita,” V, 1929, pp. 479-j 12; particularly 

PP- 489f. 
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instruction of duller intellects, has been expounded 
by the ancient sages who enlighten mathematicians as 
the sun irradiates the lotus; that has now taken the name 
algebra (htjaganita).”^ 

That algebraic analysis requires keen intelligence 
and sagacity has been observed by him on more than 
one occasion. 

“Neither does analysis consist in symbols, nor are 
there different kinds of analyses; sagacity alone is ana¬ 
lysis, for wide is imagination.”^ 

“Analysis is certainly clear intelligence.”® 

“Or intelligence alone is analysis.”^ 

In answer to the question, “if (unknown quantities) 
are to be discovered by intelligence alone what then 
is the need of analysis ?” he says: 

“Because intelligence is certainly the real analysis; 
symbols are its helps. The innate intelligence which has 
been expressed for the duller intellects by the ancient 
sages, who enlighten mathematicians as the sun irradi¬ 
ates the lotus, with the help of various symbols, has 
now obtained the name of algebra.”® 

Thus, according to Bhaskara II, algebra may be de¬ 
fined as the science which treats of numbers expressed by 
means of symbols, and in which there is scope and pri¬ 
mary need for intelligent artifices and ingenious devices. 

Distinction from Arithmetic. What distinguishes 
algebra from arithmetic, according to the Hindus, will be 
found to some extent in their special names. Both deal 
with symbols. But in arithmetic the values of the sym¬ 
bols are vyakta, that is, known and definitely detetminate, 

^ 99. * BBi, p. 49; SiSi, Gola, xiii. j. 
® L, p. 15; i'/.fi, Gola, xiii. 5. * BBi, p. 49. 
* BBi, p. 100. 
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while in algebra they are avjakta, that is, unknown, 
indefinite. The relation between these two branches 
oi ganita is considered by Bhaskara II to be this: 

“The science of calculation with unknowns is the 
source of the science of calculation with knowns.”^ 

He has put it more explicitly and clearly thus: 

“Algebra is similar to arithmetic in respect of rules 
(of fundamental operations) but appears as if it were 
indeterminate. It is not indeterminate to the intelligent; 
it is certainly not sixfold,* but manifold.”® 

The true distinction between arithmetic and algebra, 
besides that of symbols employed, lies, in the opinion 
of Bhaskara II, in the demonstration of the rules. 
He remarks: 

“Mathematicians have declared algebra to be com¬ 
putation attended with demonstration: else there would 
DC no distinction between arithmetic and algebra.”^ 

The truth of this dictum is evident in the treatment 
of the gum-karma in the L,tlavati and the madhjamdharana 
in the Bijaganita. Both are practically treatments of 
problems involving the quadratic equation. But 
whereas in the former are found simply the applica¬ 
tions of the well-known formulae for the solution of 
such equations, in the latter is described also the rationale 
of those formulas. Similarly we sometimes find included 
in treatises on arithmetic problems whose solutions 
require formulae demonstrated in books on algebra. 
The method of demonstration has been stated to be 
“always of two kinds: one geometrical {k-setragata) and 

^ BB/', p. I. 

* The reference is to the six fundamental operations recognised 
in algebra as well as to the six subjects of treatment which are 
essential to analysis, 

p. 15. * BB/, p. 127. 
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the other symbolical {rdJigatd)’'^ We do not know who 
was the first in India to use geometrical methods for 
demonstrating algebraical rules. Bhaskara II (1150) 
ascribes it to “ancient teachers.”* 

Importance of Algebra. The early Hindus regard¬ 
ed algebra as a science of great importance and utility. 
In the opening verses of his treatise^ on algebra Brahma¬ 
gupta (628) observes: 

“Since questions can scarcely be known {i.e., 
solved) without algebra, therefore, 1 shall speak of 
algebra with examples. 

“By knowing the pulveriser, zero, negative and 
positive quantities, unknowns, elimination of the middle 
term, equations with one unknown, factum and the 
Square-nature, one becomes the learned professor 
{acdryd) amongst the learned.”* 

Similarly Bhaskara II writes: 

“What the learned calculators {sdmkhydh) describe as 
the originator of intelligence, being directed by a wise 
being {satpurusa) and which alone is the primal cause {btja) 
of all knowns (vyakta), I venerate that Invisible God as 
well as that Science of Calculation with Unknowns... 
Since questions can scarcely be solved without the reason¬ 
ing of algebra—not at all by those of dull perceptions— 
I shall speak, therefore, of the operations of analysis.”® 

1BB/, p. 125. ^ BB/, p. 127. 
® Forming chapter xviii of his Brdhma-sphuta-siddhdnta, 
^ BrSpSi^ xviii. 1-2. 
® In the first part of this passage every principal term has been 

used with a double significance. The term sdmkhydh (literally, 
‘‘expert calculators”) signifies the “Simkhya philosophers” in 
one sense, “mathematicians” in the other; satpurusa “the self- 
existent being of the Samkhya philosophy” or “a wise mathema¬ 
tician”; vyakta “manifested universe” or “the science of calculation 
widt knowns.” 
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Nariyana (1550) remarks: 

“I adore that Brahma, also that science of calcula¬ 
tion with the unknown, which is the one invisible root- 
cause of the visible and multiple-qualitied universe, 
also of multitudes of rules of the science of calculation 
with the known.”^ 

“As out of Him is derived this entire universe, 
visible and endless, so out of algebra follows the whole 
of arithmetic with its endless varieties (of rules). There¬ 
fore, I always make obeisance to Siva and also to 
{avjakta-') ganita (algebra).”* 

He adds: 

“People ask questions whose solutions are not 
to be found by arithmetic; but their solutions can 
generally be found by algebra. Since less intelligent.^ 
men do not succeed in solving questions by the rules of 
arithmetic, 1 shall speak of the lucid and easily intelli¬ 
gible rules of algebra.”* 

Scope of Algebra. The science of algebra is broad¬ 
ly divided by the Hindus into two principal parts. Of 
these'the most important one deals with analysis {btja). 
The other part treats of the subjects which are essential 
for analysis. They are : the laws of signs, the arith¬ 
metic of zero (and infinity), operations with unknowns, 
surds, the pulveriser (or the indeterminate equation of 
the first degree), and the Square-nature (or the so-called 
Pellian equation). To these some writers add con¬ 
currence and dissimilar operations, while others include 
them in arithmetic.* At the end of the first section 
of his treatise on algebra Bhaskara II is found to have 

1 NBt, I, R. I. » NBi, II, R. 1. 
»NBi, I, R. 5-6. 
* All writers, except Brahmagupta and Sripati, arc of the latter 

opinion. 
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observed as follows : 
“(The section of) this science of calculation which is 

essential for analysis has been briefly set forth. Next 
I shall propound analysis, which is the source of pleasure 
to the mathematician."^ 

Analysis is stated by all to be of four kinds, for 
equations are classified into four varieties {vide infra). 
T^iis each class of equations has its own method of 
analysis. 

Origin of Hindu Algebra. The origin of Hindu 
algebra can be definitely traced back to the period of 
the Sfdba (800-500 B.C.) and the Brdhmana {c. 2000 
B.C.). But it was then mostly geometrical.^ The 
geometrical method of the transformation of a square 
into a rectangle having a given side, which is described 
in the important Sulba is obviously equivalent to the 
solution of a linear equation in one unknown, w^., 

ax = c^. 

The quadratic equation has its counterpart in the cons¬ 
truction of a figure (an altar) similar to a given one but 
differing in area from it by a specified amount. The usual 
method of solving that problem was to increase the 
unit of measure of the linear dimensions of the figure. 
One of the most important altars of the obligatory Vedic 
sacrifices was called the Mahdvedi (the Great Altar). 
It has been described to be of the form of an isosceles 
trapezium whose face is 24 units long, base 30 and 
altitude 36. If at be the enlarged unit or measure taken 
in increasing the size of the altar by m units of area, we 
must have 

36.^ X 
(24.V -h 30X) 

2 
= 36 X 

(24 + 30) 
2 

+ 

^ BBi, p. 43. 
* Bibhutibhusan Datta, The Science of the Sulba, Calcutta, 1932., 
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or 

Therefore 

972x2 = 972 + m. 

If m be put equal to 972 («—i), so that the area of 
the enlarged altar is n times its original area, we get 

X 

some particular cases of which are described in the 
Sulba. The particular cases, when n -- 14 or are 
found as early as the Satapatha Brdhmana^ {c. 2000 B.C.). 

The most ancient and primitive form of the “Fire- 
altar for the sacrifices to achieve special objects” was 
the Syenacit (or “the altar of the form of the falcon”). 

Fig. I. 

Its body (ABCD) consists of four squares of one square 
purusa each; each of its wings (EI'GH, E'1 'G'H') is a 
rectangle of one purusa by one purusa and a prddesa 
(=1/10 of a purusa). This Fire-altar was enlarged in 

1 J'Br, X.-2. 5. 7ff. 
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two ways: first, in which all the constituent parts were 
affected in the same proportion; second, in which the 
breadth of the portions LFGM and L'F^G'M' of the 
wings were left unaffected. If x be the enlarged unit 
for enlargement in the first case we shall have to solve 
the quadratic equation 

2XX2X+ 2|xx(x + ~)| + X x(xH- + 

where m denotes the increment of the Fire-altar in size. 

Therefore x* = i -}- —^ • 
15 

In particular, when m — 94, we shall have 

— 14 (approximately), 

which occurs in the Satapatha Brdhmana. 

In the second case of enlargement the equation for 
X will be 

2X X 2X + 2{.V X (x + X (x -FtIj) = 7^ 4 m, 

or 7x2 ^ m, 

which is a complete quadratic equation. 

The problem of altar construction gave rise also 
to certain indeterminate equations of the second degree 
such as, 

(1) -f = ^2, 
(2) x2 4 <2* = 

and simultaneous indeterminate equations of the type 

ax + hj F ^ F djy = p. 

Further partiadars about these equations will be 
given later on. 
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z. TECHNICAL TERMS 

Coefficient. In Hindu algebra there is no syste¬ 
matic use of any special term for the coefficient. 
Ordinarily, the power of the unknown is mentioned 
when the reference is to the coefficient of that power. 
In explanation of similar use by Brahmagupta his 
commentator Prthudakasvami writes “the number 
(anka) which is the coefficient of the square of the 
unknown is called the ‘square’ and the number which 
forms the coefficient of the (simple) unknown is called 
‘the unknown quantity.’ However, occasional use 
of a technical term is also met with. Brahmagupta once 
calls the coefficient samkhyd^ (number) and on several 
other occasions gunaka, or gunakdra (multiplier).® 
Prthudakasvami (860) calls it anka^ (number) or 
prakrti (multiplier). These terms reappear in the works 
of Sripati (1039)® and Bhaskara II (1150).* The former 
also used rtipa for the same purpose.’ 

Unknown Quantity. The unknown quantity 
was called in the Sthdndnga-sutra^ (before 300 B.C.) 

ydvat-tdvat (as many as or so much as, meaning 
an arbitrary quantity). In the so-called Bakhshal! 
treatise, it was called yadrcchd, vdnchd or kdmika (any 
desired quantity).* This term was originally connected 
with the Rule of False Position.*® Aryabhata I (499) 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 44 {Com). * BrSpSi, xviii. 65. 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 64, 69-71. * BrSpSi, xviii. 44 {Com). 
^SiSe, xiv. 35-5. *BBi,pp. 35-4. 
’ SiSe, xiv. 19. 
* Sdtra 747; cf. Bibhutibhusan Datta, “The Jaina School 

of Mathematics,” BCMS, XXI, 19x9, pp. 115-145; particularly 
pp. izz-3. 

* BMs, Folios zz, verso; Z3, recto & verso. 
*« Bibhutibhusan Datta, “The BakshshiU Mathematics,” BCMS, 

XXI, pp. 1-60; particularly pp. z6-8, 66. 
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calls the unknown quantity gulikd (shot). This term 
strongly leads one to suspect that the shot was probably 
then used to represent the unknown. From the begin¬ 
ning of the seventh century the Hindu algebraists are 
found to have more commonly employed the term 
avyakta (unknown).^ 

Power. The oldest Hindu terms for the power of a 
quantity, known or unknown, are found in the Uttard- 
dhyayam-sutra {c. 500 B.C. or earlier).^ In it the second 
power is called varga (square), the third power ghana 
(cube), the fourth power varga-varga (square-square), 
the sixth power ghana-varga (cube-square), and the 
twelfth power ghana-varga-varga (cube-squarc-square), 
using the multiplicative instead of the additive principle. 
In this work we do not find any method for indicat¬ 
ing odd powers higher than the third. In later times, 
the fifth power is called varga-ghana-ghdta (product of 
cube and square, product), the seventh power 
varga-varga-ghana-ghdta (product of square-square and 
cube) and so on. Brahmagupta’s system of expressing 
powers higher than the fourth is scientifically better. 
He calls the fifth power panca-gata (literally, raised to 
the fifth), the sixth power sad-gata (raised to the sixth); 
similarly the term for any power is coined by adding 
the suffix gata to the name of the number indicating that 
power.2 Bhaskara 11 has sometimes followed it consis¬ 
tently for the powers one and upwards.^ In the 
Anuyogddvdra-sdtra^, a work written before the com¬ 
mencement of the Christian Era, we find certain interest¬ 
ing terms for higher powers, integral as well as fractional, 
particularly successive squares (varga) and square-roots 
\varga~fnula). According to it the term prathama-varga 

^BrSpSi, xviii. 2, 41; SiSe, xiv. 1-2; BBi, pp. yff. 
® Chapter xxx, 10, 11. ^BrSpSi, xviii. 41, 42. 

*BBi, p. 56. ^ Suira 142. 
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(first square) of a quantity, say a, means a^\ dvitiyavarga 
(second square) — {a^y‘ = cd^‘, trtiya-varga (third square) 
— ((^^)*)^ = <2®; and so on. In general, 

ffth varga oi a — ••• ~ 

Similarly, prathama-varga-mula (first square-root) means 

a\ dvitiya-varga-mula {second square-root)—^/(V^) 
-- and, in general, 

«th varga-mula of a = 

Again we find the term trtiya-varga-f»Ma-ghana (cube 
of the third square-root) for (A^®®)® = 

The term varga for “square” has an interesting 
origin in a purely concrete concept. The Sanskrit word 
varga literally means “rows,” or “troops” (of similar 
things). Its application as a mathematical term 
originated in the graphical representation of a square, 
which was divided into as many varga or troops of small 
squares, as the side contained units of some measure.^ 

Equation. The equation is called by Brahma¬ 
gupta (628) sama-karana^ or samt-karam^ (making 
equal) or more simply sama'^ (equation). Prthuda- 
kasvami (860) employs also the term sdmycd* (equality 
or equation); and Sripati (1039) sadrst-karam^ 
similar). Narayana (1550) uses the terms sami-karam, 
sdmya and samatva (equality).’ An equation has always 
two paksa (side). This term occurs in the works of 

^ G. Thibaut, Sulha-suiras, p. 48. Compare also Bibhutibhusan 
Datta, “On the origin of the Hindu terms for root,” Amer. Math. 
Mow., XXXVIII, 1931, pp. 371-6. 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 63. 
^ BrSpSi, xviii, subheading for the section on equations. 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 43. 
® BrSpSi, xii. 66 {Com). 
•SiSe, xiv. I. 

» NBi, II, R. 2-3. 
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Sridhara ((. 750), Padmanibha^ and others.* 

Absolute Term. In the Bakhshali treatise* the 
absolute term is called iirJja (visible). In later Hindu 
algebras it has been replaced by a closely allied term 
rf!pa* (appearance), though it continued to be employed 
in treatises on arithmetic.® Thus the true significance 
of the Hindu name for the absolute term in an algebraic 
equation is obvious. It represents the visible or known 
portion of the equation while its other part is prac¬ 
tically invisible or unknown. 

3. SYMBOLS 

Symbols of Operation. There are no special 
symbols for the fundamental operations in the Bakh¬ 
shali work. Any particular operation intended is 
ordinarily indicated by placing the tachygraphic abbre¬ 
viation, the initial syllable of a Sanskrit word of that 
import, after, occasionally before, the quantity affected. 
Thus the operation of addition is indicated by ju (an 
abbreviation from yufa, meaning added), subtraction 
by -p which is very probably from ksa (abbreviated from 
ksaja, diminished), multiplication by gu (from gum 
or gunita, multiplied) and division by bhd (from bhdga or 
bhdjita, divided). Of these again, the most systemati¬ 
cally employed abbreviation is that for the operation of 
subtraction and next comes that of division. In the 
case of the other two operations the indicatory words 

* The algebras of Sridhara and Padmanibha are not available 
now. But the term occurs in quotations from them by Bhls- 
kara 11 (BBi, pp. 61, 67). 

* BrSpSi, xviii. 43 {Corn)', SiSe, xiv. 14, 20; BBi, pp. 43-4. 
^ BMs, Folio 23, verso; Folio 70, recto and verso (c). 
*BrSpSJ, xviii. 43-4; SiSe. xiv, 14, 19; etc. 
^Tris, pp. II, 12. 
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are often written in full, or altogether omitted. In 
the latter case, the particular operations intended to 
be carried out are understood from the context. 
We take the following instances from the Bakhshali 
Manuscript: 

(1)1 ^ ' ju means y + j, and ^ yu’^ means ” + 

(ii)2 3 3 3 5 3 5 3 ^ogu 
I 1 I I I I 1 I 

means 3X3X3X3X5X3 
X3X10. 

0 13 7 5 s ^ 4 9 
1 12 I 2-f .2+ I 2+ 

means 

X (I + I) + {2-v( I + i ) - {3^(1 -f ^ j 

+ 
(iv)^ I II I hbd 36 

i-J-i I I 

2 3 4+6 I 

(v)« 40 bbd 
I 

160 
I 

13 
I 

means 

{4^(1 +1) 

36 

9x 

1 

160 
means — X 13^. 

40 

In later Hindu mathematics the symbol for subtrac¬ 
tion is a dot, occasionally a small circle, which is placed 
above the quantity, so that 7 or f means —7; other 
operations are represented by simple juxtaposition. 

^ Folio 5 9, recto. * Folio 47, recto. 
* Folio 25, verso. The beginning and end of this illustration 

arc mutilated but the restoration is certain. 
♦ Folio 13, verso. ® Folio 42, recto. 
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Bhaskani II (1150) says, “Those (known and unknown 
numbers) which are negative should be written with a 
(.lot {hindu) over them.”^ A similar remark occurs in the 
algebra of Narayana (1350).^ Their silence about 
symbols of other fundamental operations proves their 
non-existence. 

Origin of Minus Sign. The origin of • or » as 
the minus sign seems to be connected with the Hindu 
symbol for the zero, o. It is found tc have been used 
as the sign of emptiness or omission in the early Bakh- 
shali treatise as well as in the later treatises on arithmetic 
{ride infra)? It is placed over the number affected in 
order to distinguish it from its use in a purely numerical 
significance when it is placed beside the number. The 
origin of the Bakhshali minus sign ( + ) has been the 
subject of much conjecture. Thibaut suggested its 
possible connection with the supposed Diophantine 
negative sign (k (reversed r|>, tachygraphic abbreviation 
fi)r Xe/hpA meaning wanting). Kaye believes it. The 
Greek sign for minus, however, is not (K, but . It is 
even doubtful if Diophantus did actually use it; or 
whether it is as old as the Bakhshali cross.^ Hoernle® 
presumed the Bakhshali minus sign to be the abbrevia¬ 
tion Aa of the Sanskrit word kanita, or nu (or nil) of nydna^ 
both of which mean diminished and both of which 
abbreviations in the Brahmi characters would be denoted 
by a cross. Hoernle was right, thinks Datta,* so far as 
he sought for the origin of -if- ^ tachygraphic abbre¬ 
viation of some Sanskrit word. But as neither the 
word kanita nor nj^na is found to have been used in the 
Bakhshali work in connection with the subtractive 

1BB/, p. 2. * NB/, I, R. 7. 
* p. 16. ^Cf. Smith, History, II, p. 306. 

*7^, XVII, p. 34- 
* Datta, hakh. Math., (BCMS, XXI), pp. 17-8. 
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operation, Datta finally rejects the theory of Hoernle 
and believes it to be the abbreviation ksa, from ksaja 
(decrease) which occurs several times, indeed, more 
than any other word indicative of subtraction. The 
sign for ksa, whether in the Brahmi characters or in 
Bakhshali characters, differs from the simple cross ( + ) 
only in having a little flourish at the lower end of the 
vertical line. The flourish seems to have been dropped 
subsequently for convenient simplification. 

Symbols for Powers and Roots. The symbols 
for powers and roots are abbreviations of Sanskrit 
words of those imports and arc placed after the number 
affected. Thus the square is represented by va (from 
vargd), cube by gha (from gband), the fourth power by 
va-va (from varga-vargd), the fifth power by va-gha-ghd 
(from varga-ghana-ghdta), the sixth power by gha-va (from 
ghana-vargd), the seventh power by va-va-gha-^d (from 
varga-varga-ghana-ghdta) and so on. The product of two 
or more unknown quantities is indicated by writing hhd 
(from bhdvita, product) after the unknowns with or with¬ 
out interposed dots ; e.g., ydva-kdgha-hhd ydvakdghabhd 
means (j^?)* (/fef)®. In the Bakhshali treatise the square- 
root of a quantity is indicated by writing after it mii, 
which is an abbreviation for mula (root). For instance,^ 

= 4 

2. 

In other treatises the symbol of the square-root 
is ha (from karani, root or surd) which is usually placed 
before the quantity affected. For example,® ka<) ha 4^0 

* Folio 59, recto; compare also folio 67, verso. 
* BBi, p. 15. 

11 yu 5 mu 4 
I_t t I means \/ii -f- j 

and II 7+ mu 2 I 
I I_I means y" 11 — 7 
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ka 75 ka 54 means V9 4-V450 + V75 + V54- 
Symbols for Unknowns. In the Bakhsh&li 

treatise there is no specific symbol for the unknown. 
Consequently its place in an equation is left vacant 
and to indicate it vividly the sign of emptiness is put 
there. For instance/ 

o 2 3 il 4 I drsya 200 jj 
j j j J j ! ■ ■ j I means A-+2A-4-5Ar4-4-v=200. 

The use of the zero sign to mark a vacant place 
is found in the arithmetical treatises of later times when 
the Hindus had a well-developed system of symbols 
for the unknowns. Thus we find in the TriJatikd^ of 
Sridhara (r. 750) the following statement of an arithme¬ 
tical progression whose first term {ddih) is 20, number 
of terms {gacchah) 7, sum {ganitam) 245 and whose com¬ 
mon difference {uttarah) is unknown: 

I ddih 20 I w o I gacchah 7 ( ganitam 245 | 

This use of the zero sign in arithmetic was consi¬ 
dered necessary as algebraic symbols could not be 
used there. Lack of an efficient symbolism is bound 
to give rise to a certain amount of ambiguity in the re¬ 
presentation of an algebraic equation especially when 
it contains more than one known. For instance, in® 

|o 5 yu mti o o 7-f- ////? o 
L ■ sa ' ' 
11 I_I I I 1 

which means 

Va' -f 5 = r and ^ x — 7 — 

different unknowns have to be assumed at different 
vacant places. 

* BAis, Folio 22, verso. . * TriJ, p. 29. 
* BMs, Folio 5 9, recto. 
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To avoid such ambiguity, in one instance which 
contains as many as five unknowns, the abbreviations of 
ordinal numbers, such as pra (from prathama, first), 
dvi (from dvitlja, second), tr (from trtija, third), ca 
(from caturtha, fourth) and path (from pancama, fifth), 
have been used to represent the unknowns; e.g.^ 

9 pra 7 dvi 10 /r | % ca ii pam yutam jatarh 
! pratyaika- 
j (kramena) 

j dvi 10 tr Zca \ii pam 9 i6[t7|i8|i9]20 

which means 

■^i( = 9) + 7) "" 16; X2( 
-- 10) -f X4( 8) ^ 18; x^{ 

^6( 10 + == 9) 20- 

Ar}abhata J (499) very probably used coloured shots 
to represent unknowns. Brahmagupta (628) mentions 
varna as the symbols of unknowns.^ As he has not at¬ 
tempted in any way to explain this method of symbolism, 
it appears that the method was already very familiar. 
Now, the Sanskrit word varna means “colour” as 
well as “letters of the alphabet,” so that, in later times, 
the unknowns are generally represented by letters of 
the alphabet or by means of various colours such as 
kdlaka (black), nilaka (blue), etc. Again in the latter 
case, for simplification, only initial letters of the names 
are generally written. Thus Bhaskara II (1150) observes, 
“Here (in algebra) the initial letters of (the names of) 
knowns and unknowns should be written for implying 
them.”^ It has been stated before that at one time 
the unknown quantity was called ydvat-tdvat (as mam- 

* Folio 27, verso. * BrSpSi, xviii. z, 42, 51, etc. 
* BBi, p. 2; see also NBi,l, R. 7. 

= 7) + •'VsC = 17; 

8) + -^'5( -= 11) = 19; 

z 
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as, SO much as). In later times this name, or its 
abbreviation yd, is used for the unknown. According 
to the celebrated Sanskrit lexicographer Amarasirhha 
{c. 400 A.D.), ydvat-tdvat denotes measure or quantity 
\mdnd). He had probably in view the use of that term 
in Hindu algebra to denote “the measure of an unknown” 
{avyakta mdnd). In the case of more unknowns, it is 
usual to denote the first kyj ydvat-tdvat and the remaining 
ones by alphabets or colours. Prthhdakasvami (860) 
says: 

“In an example in which there are two or more 
unknown quantities, colours such as ydvat-tdvat, etc., 
should be assumed for their values.”^ 

He has, indeed, used the colours kdlaka (black), nilaka 
(blue), pitaka (yellow) and bar it aka (green). 

Stipati (1039) writes: 

^'Ydvat-tdvat (so much as) and colours such as kdlaka 
(black), nilaka (blue), etc., should be assumed for the 
unknowns.”® 

Bhaskara II (1150) says: 

"Ydvat-tdvat (so much as), kdlaka (black), nilaka 
(blue), pita (yellow), lohita (red) and other colours 
have been taken by the venerable professors as 
notations for the measures of the unknowns, for the 
purpose of calculating with them.”® 

“In those examples where occur two, three or 
more unknown quantities, colours such ‘is, ydvat-tdvat, 
etc., should be assumed for them. As assumed by 
the previous teachers, they are: ydvat-tdvat (so much 
as), kdlaka (black), nilaka (blue), pitaka (yellow), 
lohitaka (red), haritaka (green), svetaka (white), citraka. 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 51 {Com). * Si^e, xiv. 2. 
*BB/, p. 7. 
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(variegated), (ti'vtiy),pingalaka (reddish-brown), 
dbumraka (smoke-coloured), pdtalaka (pink), savalaka 
(spotted), iydmalaka (blackish), mecaha (dark blue), 
etc. Or the letters of alphabets beginning with ka, 
should be taken as the measures of the unknowns in 
order to prevent confusion.”^ 

The same list with a few additional names of colours 
appears in the algebra of Narayana.* This writer has 
further added, 

“Or the letters of alphabets (parna) siith as 
ka, etc., or the series of flavours such as madhura 
(sweet), etc., or the names of dissimilar things with un¬ 
like initial letters, are assumed (to represent the 
unknowns).” 

Bhaskara II occasionally employs also the tachygra- 
phic abbreviation of the names of the unknown 
quantities themselves in order to represent them in an 
equation. For example,^ in the following 

5 I ni I mu I va 
I md yni \ mu I va 
I md I ni 97 mu I va 
I md I ni I mu 2 va 

wd stands for mdnikya (ruby), ni for (Jndra-)inlei (sapphire), 
mu for muktdphala (pearl) and va for {sad)vajra (diamond). 
He has observed in this connection thus: 

“(The maxim), ‘colours such -iS) ydvat-tdvat^ etc., 
should be assumed for the unknowns,’ gives (only) one 
method of implying (them). Here, denoting them 

* BiJ/, pp. 76f. 
® NB/, I, R. 17-8. These verses have been quoted by Mura- 

lidhara Jha in his edition of the hijagamta of Bhaskara II (p. 7, 
footnote 5). 

* BBi, p. 50; compare also p. z8. 
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by names, the equations may be formed by the intelli¬ 
gent (calculator).” 

It should be noted that ydvat-tdvat is not a varm 
(colour or letter of alphabet). So in its inclusion in 
the lists of varna, as found enumerated in the Hindu 
algebras—though apparently anomalous—we find the 
persistence of an ancient symbol which was in vogue 
long before the introduction of colours to represent 
unknowns. To avoid the anomaly Muralidhara Jha* 
has suggested the emendation ydvakastdvat {ydvukd 
and also; ydvaka = rc^ in the place oi ydvat-tdvat^ 
as found in the available manuscripts. He thinks 
that being misled by the old practice, the expression 

ydvakastdvat was confused by copyists ydvat-tdvat. 
In support of this theory it may be pointed out that 

ydvaka is found to have been sometimes used by 
Prthfi lakasvami to represent the unknown.^ Bhaskara 
II has once used s\m^\y ydvat.^ Nar^yana used it on 
several occasions. The origin of the use of names of 
colours to represent unknowns in algebra is very pro¬ 
bably connected with the ancient use of differently 
coloured shots for the purpose. 

4. LAWS OF SIGNS 

Addition. Brahmagupta (628) says: 

“The sum of two positive numbers is positive, 
of two negative numbers is negative; of a positive 
and a negative number is their difference.”* 

Mahivira (8}o): 
“In the addition of a positive and a negative number 

1 See the Prefitce to his edition of Bhiskaia’s 
*BrSpSi, xii. 15 (Cc»): xii. i« {Cm). 
• BBt, p. JO. * BrSpSi, xviii. jo. 
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(the result) is (their) difference. The addition of two 
positive or two negative numbers (gives) as much posi¬ 
tive or negative numbers respectively.”^ 

Sripati (1039): 

“In the addition of two negative or two positive 
numbers the result is their sum; the addition of a posi¬ 
tive and a negative number is their difference.’’^ 

“The sum of two positive (numbers) is positive; 
of two negative (numbers) is negative; of a positive 
and a negative is their di&rencc and the sign of the 
difference is that of the greater; of two equal positive 
and negative (numbers) is zero.”^ 

Bhaskara II (1150); 

“In the addition of two negative or two positive 
numbers the result is their sum; the sum of a positive 
and a negative number is their difference.”* 

Narayana (1350): 

“In the addition of two positive or two negative 
numbers the result is their sum; but of a positive and a 
negative number, the result is their difference; subtract¬ 
ing the smaller number from the greater, the remainder 
becomes of the same kind as the latter.”® 

Subtraction. Brahmagupta writes: 

“From the greater should be subtracted the smaller; 
(the final result is) positive, if positive from positive, 
and negative, if negative from negative. If, however, 
the greater is subtracted from the less, that difference 
is reversed (in sign), negative becomes positive and 
positive becomes negative. When positive is to be 
subtracted from negative or negative from positive. 

»GSS, i. 50-1. 
* SiSe, iii. tS. 
5 XBi, I, R. 8. 

* StSe, xiv. 3. 
* BBi, p. 2. 
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then they must be added together.”^ 

Mahavira: 

“A positive number to be subtracted frtjm another 
number becomes negative and a negative number to be 
subtracted becomes positive.”^ 

Sripati: 
“A positive (numlx'r) to be subtracted becomes 

negative, a negative becomes positive; (the subsequent 
operation is) addition as explained before.”® 

Bhaskara II: 

“A positive (number) while being subtracted be¬ 
comes negative and a negative becomes positive; then 
addition as explained before.”^ 

Narayana: 

“Of the subtrahend affirmation becomes negation 
and negation affirmation; then addition as described 
before.”® 

Multiplication. Brahmagupta says: 

“The product of a positive and a negative (number) 
is negative; of two negatives is positive; positive mul¬ 
tiplied by positive is positive.”® 

Mahivira: 

“In the multiplication of two negative or two 
positive numbers the result is positive; but it is negative 
in the case of (the multiplication of) a positive and a 
negative number.”’ 

Sripati: 

“On multiplying two negative or two piositive 

* BrSpSi, xviii. 31-i. 
•JaIV, xiv. 3. 
» NBi, I. R. 9. 
’ GSS, i. 50. 

*GSS. i. 51. 
* BBi, p. 3. 
* BrSpii, xviii. 33. 
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numbers (the product is) positive; in the multiplication 
of positive and negative (the result is) negative.”^ 

Bhaskara II: 

“The product of two positive or two negative 
(numbers) is positive; the product of positive and nega¬ 
tive is negative.”2 

The same rule is stated by Narayana.® 

Division. Brahmagupta states: 

“Positive divided by positive or negative divided 
by negative becomes positive. But positive divided 
by negative is negative and negative divided by posi¬ 
tive remains negative.”^ 

Mahavira: 

“In the division of two negative or two positive 
numbers the quotient is positive, but it is negative in 
the case of (the division of) positive and negative.”® 

Sripati: 

“On dividing negative by negative or positive by 
positive, (the quotient) will be positive, (but it will be) 
otherwise in the case of positive and negative.”* 

Bhaskara 11 simply observes: “In the case of divi¬ 
sion also, such are the rules (/.?., as in the case of 
multiplication).”’ Similarly Narayana remarks, “What 
have been implied in the case of multiplication of 
positive and negative numbers will hold also in the 
case of division.”® 

Evolution and Involution. Brahmagupta says: 

“The square of a positive or a negative number is 

1 Si^e, xiv. 4. 
» NBi, I, R. 9. 
» GSS, i. 50. 
’BB/, p. }. 

* BB/, p. 3. 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 34. 
* SfSe, xiv. 4. 
« NBi I. R. 10. 
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positive.... The (sign of the) root is the same as was 
that from which the square was derived.”^ 

As regards the latter portion of this rule the com¬ 
mentator Prthfidakasvami (860) remarks, “The square- 
root should be taken either negative or positive, as will 
be most suitable for subsequent operations to be carried 
on.” 

Mahavira: 

“The square of a positive or of a negative number 
is positive: their square-roots are positive and negative 
respectively. Since a negative number by its own 
nature is not a square, it has no square-root. 

Sripati: 

“The square of a positive and a negative number 
is positive. It will become what it was in the case of 
the square-root. A negative number by itself is non¬ 
square, so its square-root is unreal; so the rule (for the 
square-root) should be applied in the case of a positive 
number.”® 

Bhaskara II: 

“The square of a positive and a negative number is 
positive; the square-root of a positive number is positive 
as well as negative. There is no square-root of a nega¬ 
tive number, because it is non-square.”* 

Narayana: 

“The square of a positive and a negative number is 
positive. The square-root of a positive number will 
be positive and also negative. It has been proved that 
a negative number, being non-square, has no square- 
root.”® 

^BrSpSi, xviii. 35. 
^ Si^t, xiv. 5. 
» NBi, I, R. 10. 

® GSS, i. 5 2. 
* BB/, p. 4. 
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j. FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONS 

Number of Operations. The number of funda¬ 
mental operations in algebra is recognised by all Hindu 
algebraists to be six, vi^., addition, subtraction, multi¬ 
plication, division, squaring and the extraction of the 
square-root. So the cubing and the extraction of the 
cube-root which are included amongst the fundamental 
operations of arithmetic, are excluded from algebra. 
But the formula 

{a + bY — ^ab^ -f- 

or (a -j- by -f- h<^b{a -j- Z’) 

is found to have been given, as stated before, in almost 
all the Hindu treatises on arithmetic beginning with that 
of Brahmagupta (628). By applying it repeatedly, Maha- 
vira indicates how to find the cube of an algebraic ex¬ 
pression containing more than two terms; thus 

ia b ^ c d ^ . .y 

-= -f- -f f -f -f c d . .y 

At {h + c + d . ,y, 

= ^ ^ _j_-) q. ^a{b -f r -f- -f . . . )* 

+ /'S -f y?\c -f -j- . . . ) -f- ib{c + d-\-. 

+ ....)3; 
and so on. 

Addition and Subtraction. Brahmagupta says; 

“Of the unknowns, their squares, cubes, fourth 
powers, fifth powers, sixth powers, etc., addition and 
subtraction are (performed) of the like; of the unlike 
(they mean simply their) statement severally.”^ 

Bhaskara II: 

“Addition and subtraction are performed of those 

^BrSpSi, xviii. 41. 
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of the same species {jati) amongst unknowns; of different 
species they mean their separate statement.”* 

Narayana: 

“Of the colours or letters of alphabets (represent¬ 
ing the unknowns) addition should be made of those 
which are of the same species; and similarly sub¬ 
traction. In the addition and subtraction of those of 
different species the result will be their putting down 
severally.”^ 

Multiplication. Brahmagupta says: 

“The product of two like unknowns is a square; 
the product of three or more like unknowns is a power 
of that designation. The multiplication of unknowns 
of unlike species is the same as the mutual product of 
symbols; it is called bhavita (product or factum).”® 

Bhaskara II writes: 

“A known quantity multiplied by an unknown 
becomes unknown; the product of two, three or more 
unknowns of like species is its square, cube, etc.; and the 
product of those of unlike species is their bhSvita. 
Fractions, etc., are (considered) as in the case of knowns; 
and the rest {i.e., remaining operations) will be the same 
as explained in arithmetic. The multiplicand is put 
down separately in as many places as there are terms in 
the multiplier and is then severally multiplied by those 
terms; (the products are then) added together according 
to the methods indicated before. Here, in the squaring 
and multiplication of unknowns, should be followed the 
method of multiplication by component parts, as ex¬ 
plained in arithmetic.”* 

The same rules are given by Narayana.® The fol- 

»BRi, p. 7. 
» BrSpSi, xviii. 41. 
‘ NBi, I, R. 21-2. 

* NBiy I, R. 19. 
« BB/. p. 8. 
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lowing illustration amongst others, is given by Bhas- 
kara II: 

“Tell at once, O learned, (the result) of multiply¬ 
ing ydvat-tdvat minus one known quantity by three 
ydvat-tdvat plus two knowns. 

“Statement: Multiplicand 5 r/? i; multiplier 3 
ru 2; on multiplication the product becomes va 
yd 7 rd 2.”^ 

The detailed working of this illustration is shown 
by the commentator Krsna {c. 15 80) thus: 

’’‘‘yd 3 yd 5 r« i yd va yd ^ 
rd 2 yd ^ rd i yd to rd 2 „ 

yd va 1^ yd 7 rd z 

Division. Bhaskara II states: 

“By whatever unknowns and knowns, the divisor 
is multiplied (severally) and subtracted from the divi¬ 
dend successively so that no residue is left, they cons¬ 
titute the quotients at the successive stages.”^ 

Narayana describes the method of division in 
nearly the same terms.* As an example of division, 
Bhaskara II proposes to divide i8x^-|- 24x7— izxi^ 
— 12.V -f iy^ — %y-:i — ^ + “b 4^ 4- 2 by — 
— ^ + I • He simply states the quotient without 
indicating the different steps in the process. Krsna 
supplies the details of the process which are substantially 
the same as followed at present. 

Squaring. Only one rule for the squaring of an 
algebraic expression is found in treatises on algebra. 
It is the same as that stated before in the treatises on 
arithmetic, 

(a -j- zab; 

* BBi, p. 8. * BBi, p. 9. 
» NB/', I, R. 23. 
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or, in its general form, 

{a-\-b-\-c-\-d-\- . . . . . + 22 ab. 

Square-root. For finding the square-root of an 
algebraic expression Bhaskara II gives the following 
rule: 

“Find the square-root of the unknown quantities 
which arc squares; then deduct from the remaining terms 
twice the products of those roots two and two; if there 
be known terms, proceed with the remainder in the same 
way after taking the square-root of the knowns.”^ 

Narayana says: 

“First find the root of the square terms (of the given 
expression); then the product of two and two of them 
(roots) multiplied by two should be subtracted from the 
remaining terms; (the result thus obtained) is said to be 
the square-root here (in algebra).”* 

Jnanaraja writes: 

“Take the square-root of those (terms) which are 
capable of yielding roots; the product of two and two of 
these (roots) multiplied by two should be deducted from 
the remaining terms of that square (expression); the re¬ 
sult will be the (required) root, so say the experts in 
this (science).” 

(5. EQUATIONS 

Forming Equations. Before proceeding to the 
actual solution of an equation of any type, certain preli¬ 
minary operations have necessarily to be carried f>ut 
in order to prepare it for solution. Still more preli¬ 
minary work is that of forming the equation {sami- 
karam, sami-kdra or sami-kriyd\ from sama^ equal and 

^ B6/, p. lo. * NB/V I, R. 24. 
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kr, to do; hence literally, making equal) from the condi¬ 
tions of the proposed problem. Such preliminary 
work may require the application of one or more funda¬ 
mental operations of algebra or arithmetic. The 
operations preliminary to the formation of a simple 
equation have been described by Prthudakasvami (860) 
thus: 

“In this case, in the problem proposed by the ques¬ 
tioner, ydvat-tdvat is put for the value of the unknown 
quantity; then performing multiplication, division, etc., 
as required in the problem the two sides shall be care¬ 
fully made equal. The equation being formed in this 
way, then the rule (for its solution) follows.”^ 

Bhaskara ITs descriptions are fuller: He says : 

ydvat-tdvat be assumed as the value of the un¬ 
known quantity. Then doing precisely as has been speci¬ 
fically told—by subtracting, adding, multiplying or 
dividing^—the two equal sides (of an equation) should 
be very carefully built.”® 

Narayana says: 

“Of these (four classes of equations), the linear 
equation in one unknown (will be treated) first. In 
a problem (proposed), the value of the quantity which 
is unknown is assumed to be ydvat, one, two or any 
multiple of it, with or without an absolute term, which 
again may be additive or subtractive. Then on the 
value thus assumed optionally should be performed, in 

* BrSpSi, xviii. 43 {Com). 
*In his gloss BMskaia II explains: “Every operation, such 

as multiplication, division, rule of three, rule of five terms, summa¬ 
tion of series, or treatment of plane figures, etc., according to the 
statement of the problem should be performed.” See BBi, 
p. 44. 

•BBi, p. 43. 
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accordance with the statement of the problem, the opera¬ 
tions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi¬ 
sion, rule of three, double rule of three, summation, 
plane figures, excavations, etc. And thus the two sides 
must be made equal. If the equality of the two sides 
is not explicitly stated, then one side should be multi¬ 
plied, divided, increased or decreased by one’s own 
intelligence (according to the problem) and thus the 
two sides must be made equal. 

Plan of Writing Equations. After an equation is 
formed, writing it down for further operations is techni¬ 
cally called njdsu (putting down, statement) of the equa¬ 
tion. In the Bakhshali treatise the two sides of an 
equation arc put down one after the other in the same 
line without any sign of equality being interposed.^ 
Thus the equations 

V.v f 5 - r, Vx — 7 / 
appear as® 

0
 

0
 0 7 -f* mu 0 i 

11 I 1 _1 I I I 1 

The equation 

X -j- 2.V -f- 5 X 3*: 4 12. X 4X' --- 300 

is stated as^ 

0 2 1 5 5 12 ,4 

I i I 1 I I 1 I 1 

dnyt/ 300, 

This plan of writing an equation was subsequently 
abandoned by the Hindus for a new one in which the 
two sides are written one below the other without any 

»NBt, II, R. 3 (Gloss). 
» Datta, Bakh. Math., (BCMS, XXI), p. 28. 
• Folio 59, recto. * Folio 23, verso. 
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sign of equality. Further, in this new plan, the terms of 
similar denominations are usually written one below 
the other and even the terms of absent denominations 
on either side are expressly indicated by putting zeros 
as their coefficients. Reference to the new plan is found 
as early as the algebra of Brahmagupta (628).^ Prthudaka- 
svami (860) represented the equation^ 

lo.v — 8 — .v^ 4- I 
as follows: 

yd va o yd 10 r/i i 

yd va I yd o ru i 

which means, writing x for 

x^.o + -v.io — 8 

-j- JV.O -j- I 

or o.v- -f- I ox — 8 — a-2 _f_ o Y _j_ 

If there be several unknowns, those of the same kind 
are written in the same column with zero coefficients, 
if necessary. Thus the equation 

197X — 1644J 6302 

is represented by Prthudakasvami thus:^ 

yd 197 kd 1644 ni i rti o 

yd o kJ o m o ru 6302 

which means, putting j for kd and ^ for m, 

197X — 1644J —:^+o = ox + qy-j-o:^4- 6302. 

The following two instances are from the Bl/a- 
ga0a oi Bhaskara II (1150):* 

(i) yd ^ kd % ni 7 ru 90 

yd •] kd ^ ni 6 rd 62 

^ BrSpSi, xvii. 45 (ride infra, p. 33). Compare also BBi, p. 127. 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 49 (Com). * BrSpSi, xviii. 54 (Com). 
*BB», pp. 78, loi. 
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means (writing x forji, j for kd and ^ for «/) 

5Ar H- ^ 4- 7^ + 9° = 7-^ + 9^ + + ^2. 

(a) JO gha 8 rw 4 kd va yd. bhd 10 

yd gha 4 Java o kd va jd. bhd 12 

means -f + \oj^x — 4.V® + ox^ + 

or 8.v^ -f 4-v^ + loy^x — 4A-^ + izj^x. 

In the above plan it will be noticed that the terms 
are ordered according to descending powers of the 
unknowns. Numerical coefficients are placed after 
the unknowns; if the coefficient be unity it is noted 
particularly and if the coefficient be fractional it is kept 
distinct from the unknown, that is, its denominator 
is so written as not to come under the unknown;^ the 
minus sign is put over the numerical coefficient rather 
than on the unknown; and the absolute term is invari¬ 
ably put last on either side. As has been observed by 
Professor Smith,^ this plan “in one respect was the best 
that has ever been suggested.” For “it shows at a glance 
the similar terms one above the other, and permits of 
easy transposition.” 

The use of the old plan of writing equations is 
sometimes met with in later works also. For instance, 
in the MS. of PrthuJakasvaml’s commentary on the 
Brdhffia-sphuta-siddhdnta, an incomplete copy of which is 
preserved in the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
(No. I B6) we find a statement of equations thus: “first 
side jdvargah 1 jdvahah 200 ru o; second side jdvargah o 

jdvakah o ru 1500.”® That is to say, 

X® -f- 200X -j- o = o.v* ox -f 1500. 

* For instance, see BB;, pp. 47 if. 
* Smith, History, II, pp. 425, 426. 
* BrSpSi, xii. 15 (Com). 
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Preparation of Equations. The operation to be 
performed on an equation next to its statement {nydsd) 
is technically known as samasodhana (from sama^ meaning 
equal or complete, and sodhana^ clearance; hence literally 
meaning, equi-clearance or complete clearance^) or sim¬ 
ply sodhana. The nature of this clearance varies accord¬ 
ing to the kind of the equation. In the case of an equa¬ 
tion in one unknown only, whether linear, quadratic 
or of higher powers, one side of it is cleared of the un¬ 
knowns of all denominations and the other side of it 
of the absolute'terms, so that the equation is ultimately 
reduced to one of the form 

+ hx = 

where /;, c may be positive or negative; some of them 
may be even zero. Thus Brahmagupta observes: 

‘‘From which the square of the unknown and the 
unknown are cleared, the known quantities are cleared 
(from the side) belotv that.’'^ 
Prthudakasvami explains: 

“This rule^ has been introduced for that case in 
which the two sides of the equation having been formed 
in accordance with the statement of the problem, there 
are present the square and other powers of the un¬ 
known together with the (simple) unknowm. The 
absolute terms should be cleared off from the side 
opposite to that from which are cleared the square 
(and other powers) of the unknown and the (simple) 
unknown. When perfect clearance {samasodhana) has 

^ Colebrooke’s rendering of the term as “equal subtraction’\ 
though not literally inaccurate, is technically so; at least it is not 
happy. 

* BrSpSjy xviii. 45. 
® The reference is to Brahmagupta’s rule for the solution of a 

quadratic equation. 

5 
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been thus made...”^ 

Sripati says: 

“From one (side) the square of the unknown 
and the unknown should be cleared by removing the 
known quantities; the known quantities (should be 
cleared) from the side opposite to that.”® 

Similarly Bhaskara II: 

“Then the unknown on one side of it (the equation) 
should be subtracted from the unknown on the other 
side; so also the square and other powers of the un¬ 
known; the known quantities on the other side should 
be subtracted from the known quantifies of another 
(/.?., the former) side.”"'* 

Here we give a few illustrations. With reference 
to the equations from the commentary of Prthudaka- 
svami, stated on page 31, the author says: 

“Perfect clearance {samasodhana) being made in 
accordance with the rule, (the equation) will be 

jd va I yd I'o 
^ * >> ru 9 

/.(?., X- — lo.v — — 9. 

The following illustration is from the Bijaganiia of 
Bhaskara II 

“Thus the two sides are 

jd va 4 yd 34 ru 72 

yd va o yd o ru 90 

On complete clearance {samasodhana), the residues 
of the two sides are 

* Side, xvi. 17. 
63. 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 44 (Com). 
® BBi, p. 44. 
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yd va 4 yd 34 rd o 

ydva o yd o ru 18” 

/.I?., 4^2 — 34X =18. 

Classification of Equations. The earliest Hindu 
classification of equations seems to have been according 
to their degrees, such as simple (technically called ydvat- 
tdvat), quadratic {varga), cubic {jghand) and biquadratic 
iyarga-vargd). Reference to it is found in a canonical 
work of circa 300 B. C.^ But in the absence of further 
corroborative evidence, we cannot be sure of it. Brahma¬ 
gupta (628) has classified equations as: (i) equations 
in one unknown {ekM-varna-samtkcirand)^ (2) equations 
in several unknowns {aneka-varna-samtkaram'), and (3) 
equations involving products of unknowns (bhdvita). 
The first class is again divided into two subclasses, w^., 
(/') linear equations, and (//) quadratic equations (avyakta- 
varga-samikarana). Here then we have the beginning of 
our present method of classifying equations according to 
their degrees. The method of classification adopted 
by Prthudakasvami (860) is slightly different. His four 
classes arc: (i) linear equations with one unknown, (2) 
linear equations with more unknowns, (3) equations with 
one, two or more unknowns in their second and higher 
powers, and (4) equations involving products of un¬ 
knowns. As the method of solution of an equation of 
the third class is based upon the principle of the elimina¬ 
tion of the middle term, that class is called by the name 
madhyamdbaram (from madJjyama, “middle”, dharana 
“elimination”, hence meaning “elimination of the mid¬ 
dle term”). For the other classes, the old names given 
by Brahmagupta have been retained. This method of 
classification has been followed by subsequent writers. 

^ Sthdndnga-sfitra, Sutra 747. For further particulars see Datta, 
]aina Math., {BCMS, XXI), pp. ii9ff. 
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Bhaskara II distinguishes two types in the third class, 
(/) equations in one unknown in its second and 

higher powers and (//) equations having two or more 
unknowns in their second and higher powers. Accord¬ 
ing to Krsna (1580) equations are primarily of two 
classes: (i) equations in one unknown and (2) equations 
in two or more unknowns. Tlie class (i), again, com¬ 
prises two subclasses: (/) simple equations and (//) 
quadratic and higher equations. The class (2) has three 
subclasses: (/) simultaneous linear equations, (//) equa¬ 
tions involving the second and higher powers of un¬ 
knowns, and {Hi) equations involving products of un¬ 
knowns. He then observes that these five classes can 
be reduced to four by including the second subclasses 
of classes (i) and (2) into one class as madhyamdharam. 

7. LINEAR EQUATIONS IN ONE UNKNOWN 

Early Solutions. As already stated, the geometrical 
solution of a linear equation in one unknown is found in 
the Sulba, the earliest of which is not later than 800 B.C. 
There is a reference in the Sthananga-stitra {c. 300 B.C.) 
to a linear equation by its name {ydi>at-tdvat) which 
is suggestive of the method of solution^ followed at 
that time. We have, however, no further evidence 
about it. The earliest 1 lindu record of doubtless value 
of problems involving simple algebraic equations and 
of a method for their solution occurs in the Bakhshali 
treatise, which was written very probably about the 
beginning of the Christian Era. One problem is:^ 

“The amount given to the first is not known. The 
second is given twice as much as the first; the third 

1 Datta, ]aina Math., {BCMS, XXI), p. 122. 
* BMs, Folio 23, recto. 
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thrice as much as the second ; and the fourth four times 
as much as the third. The total amount distributed 
is 132. What is the amount of the first ?” 

If x be the amount given to the first, then according 
to the probelm, 

X -|- 2.x + 6x 4- 24X — 132. 

Rule of False Position. The solution of this 
equation is given as follows : 

“ ‘Putting any desired quantity in the vacant place’; 
any desired quantity is |[ i |[; ‘then construct the series’ 

I 

1 
I 2 i 2 3 
! I , I 1 

6 4 j 

I 1 i 

‘multiplied’ || i | 2 | 6 [ 24 [; ‘added’ 33. ‘Divide the 

visible quantity’ | 132 i; (which) on reduction becomes 

! 331 

(This is) the amount given (to the first).”^ 

The solution of another set of problems in the 
Bakhshali treatise, leads ultimately to an equation of the 
type^ 

ax -■{- b — p. 

The method given for its solution is to put any arbitrary 
valuer for x, so that 

ag-\-b-^ p\ say. 

Then the correct value will be 

.V + .?• 

1 Ihid. * Vide infra, pp. 48!. 
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The above method of solution of a linear equation was 
known in the middle ages, amongst Arab and European 
algebraists, by the name of the Rule of False Position. 
It is noteworthy that the terms yaddrcch^, vdnccbd, and 
kdmika of the Bakhshali treatise arc equivalent to the 
Xctm ydvat-tdvat. So the origin of this latter term seems 
to be connected with the Rule of False Position. It is 
interesting to find that the rule was once given so much 
importance in Hindu algebra that the section dealing with 
it was named after it. 

Disappearance from Later Algebra. The Rule 
of False Position bespeaks of an early stage of 
development of the science of algebra when there was 
no symbol for the unknown. It naturally disappears 
with the introduction of a system of notations.^ This 
will account for the complete disappearance of the 
Rule of False Position from the later Hindu treatises 
on algebra beginning with that of Aryabhata 1 (499). 
There are found, however, very limited applications of 
it in the arithmetical treatises of Sridhara (c. 750), 
Alahavira (850) and Bhaskara II (1150). This can be 
accounted for easily. The problems which have been 
solved by those writers with the help of the Rule of 
False Position are really of algebraic nature, though 
incorporated into arithmetical treatises. But as the use 
of algebraic symbols and notations is not permissible 
in arithmetic, recourse had to be taken to that Rule. 
For instance, we take the Fallowing problem from the 
Ganita-sdra-samsraha of Alahavira : 

• o 

“The sum of of I of I, { of f of of a 
certain number is equal to 1. What is that unknown 
(number) ?”2 

Mahdvira gives the following rule for finding out 

Smith, Histo/y, II, p. 437. * GSS, iii. 108. 
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the unknown in a problem of this kind : 

“Put down one for the value of the unknown; 
then in accordance with the previous rule (find) the 
sum (of its parts) ; divide the known (number) by that 
(sum) ; the quotient will be (the value of) the unknown 
in compound fractions.”^ 

Operation with an Optional Number. Bhaskara 
II describes a method called Jsta-karma or “operation 
with an optional number.” This may be illustrated by 
the following example : 

“What is that number which multiplied by five, 
diminished by its third part and (then) divided by ten, 
will become, together with its one-third, half and one- 
fourth parrs, equal to seventy*minus two 

i.e.. 
10 5 2 

2. 

Bhaskara assumes x — 3 and then calculates 

5 X 3 - 5 X 3/3 , 3 3 _ 
. j'q-r a -T -2 -r •} — 

He then states 

AT = 68 X 3 -*4- = 48. 

He observes; “Similarly, in every example, by whatever 
the (required) number is multiplied or divided, by 
whatever fraction of the number it is found to have been 
increased or diminished, assuming an optional number, 
on it perform the same operations in accordance with the 
statement of the problem; by that, which results, divide 
the known number multiplied by the assumed number; 
the quotient will be the (required) number.”^ 

* GSS, iii. 107. 
*L, p. II. 

* JL, p. 10. 
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Solution of Linear Equations. Aryabhata I 

(499) says: 
“The difference of the known “amounts” relating to 

the two persons should be divided by the difference of 
the coefficients of the unknown.^ The quotient will be 
the value of the unknown, if their possessions be cqual.”^ 

This rule contemplates a problem of this kind : 
Two persons, who are equally rich, possess respectively 
a, b times a certain unknown amount together with c, d 

units of money in cash. What is that amount ? 

If A' be the unknown amount, then by the problem 

ax c bx -b d. 

Therefore 
a — b 

Hence the rule. 

Brahmagupta says : 

“In a (linear) equation in one unknown, the differ¬ 
ence of the known terms taken in the reverse order, 
divided by the difference of the coefficients of the un¬ 
known (is the value of the unknown).”® 

Sripati writes : 

“First remove the unknown from any one of the 
sides (of the equation) leaving the known term; the 
reverse (should be done) on the other side. The differ¬ 
ence of the absolute terms taken in the reverse order 

^ The original is gulikantara which literally means “the differ¬ 
ence of the unknowns.” But what is implied is “the difference of 
the coefficients of the unknown.” As has been observed by Prthu- 
dakasvimi, according to the usual practice of Hindu algebra, “the 
coefficient of the square of the unknown is called the square (of 
the unknown) and the coefficient of the (simple) unknown is called 
the unknown.” BrSpSi, xvfii. 44 {Com). 

• A, ii. 30. ® BrSpSi, xviii. 43. 
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divided by the difference of the coefficients of the 
unknown will be the value of the unknown.”^ 

Bhaskara II states : 

“Subtract the unknown on one side from that on the 
other and the absolute term on the second from that on 
the first side. The residual absolute number should be 
divided by the residual coefficient of the unknown ; 
thus the value of the unknown becomes known. 

Narayana writes : 

“From one side clear off the unknown and from the 
other the known quantities ; then divide the residual 
known by the residual coefficient of the unknown. 
Thus will certainly become known the value of the 
unknown.”’"^ 

For illustration we take a problem proposed by 
Brahmagupta : 

“Tell the number of elapsed days for the time when 
four times the twelfth part of the residual degrees 
increased by one, plus eight will be equal to the residual 
degrees plus one.”^ 

It has been solved by PrthudakasvamI as follows : 

“Here the residual degrees are (put as) ydvat-ttivat, 
jd; increased by one, yd i rd i; twelfth part of it, 
yd \ ru \ c . , . yd \ rti \ , , , 

: four times this, ■ - ; plus the abso- 
12 3 

lute quantity eight, . This is equal to the 

residual degrees plus unity. The statement of both sides 
tripled is 

yd I rd 25 
yd 3 rti 3 

^ Side, xiv. 15. 
» NBi, II, R. 5. 

* BBi, p. 44. 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 46. 
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The difference between the coefficients of the unknown 
is 2. By this the difference of the absolute terms, 
namely 22, being divided, is produced the residual of the 
degrees of the sun, 11. These residual degrees should 
be known to be irreducible. The elapsed days can be 
deduced then, (proceeding) as before.” 

In other words, wc have to solve the equation 

+ i) -f- 8 = A- 4- I, 

which gives .v f- 25 — 3.V 4- 3, 

or 2.V = 22. 

Therefore .v -= 11. 

The following problem and its solution are from the 
V>’jaganita of Bhaskara II : 

“One person has three hundred coins and six 
horses. Another has ten horses (each) of similar value 
and he has further a debt of hundred coins. But they 
arc of equal worth. What is the price of a horse ? 

“Here the statement for equi-clearance is : 

6.V + 300 = io.,v — 100. 

Now, by the rule, ‘Subtract the unknown on one side 
from that on the other etc.,’ unknown on the first side 
being subtracted from the unknown on the other side, 
the remainder is 4.V. The absolute term on the second 
side being subtracted from the absolute term on the 
first side, the remainder is 400. 'fhe residual known 
number 400 being divided by the coefficient of the 
residual unknown 4.V, the quotient is recognised to be 
the value of x, (namely) loo.”^ 

There are a few instances in the Bakhshali work 
where a method similar to that of later writers appears 

^ BB/, pp. 44f. 
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to have been* followed for the solution of a linear 
equation. One such problem is : Two persons start 
with different initial velocities {a-^, a.^-, travel on suc¬ 
cessive days distances increasing at different rates 
(/;j, b^. But they cover the same distance after the 
same period of time. \X'hat is the period ? 

Denoting the period by .v, wc get 

‘h + {‘'\ + h) + K + 2/^1) to -v terms 

r/2 + {‘h 1" + {‘h "b 2/72) -f ••• to X terms, 

or I r/j -I- (-b ^ )/;j I .V I ./2 -f- (' )^2 J 'V; 

whence .V b, ~b, 
which is the solution given in the Bakhshali work; 

“Twice the difference of the initial terms divided by 
the difference of the common differences, is increased by 
unity. 'J'hc result will be the number of days in which 
the distance moved will be the same.”^ 

8. LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TWO UNKNOWNS 

Rule of Concurrence. One topic commonly 
discussed by almost all Hindu writers goes by the 
special name of sankramana (concurrence). According 
to Narayana (1350), it is also called sankrama and 
sankrama.'^ Brahmagupta (628) includes it in algebra 
while others consider it as falling within the scope of 
arithmetic. As explained by the commentator Gariga- 
dhara (1420), the subject of discussion here is “the 
investigation of two quantities concurrent or grown 
together in the form of their sum and difference.” 

2 BMs, Folio 4, verso. * GK, i. 51. 
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Or, in other words, sankramana is the solution of the 
simultaneous equations 

x-^j = a, 

X —y = b. 

So Brahmagupta and Sripati are perfectly right in think¬ 
ing that concurrence is truly a topic for algebra. 

Brahmagupta’s rule for solution is : 

“The sum is increased and diminished by the 
difference and divided by fwo ; (the result will be the 
two unknown quantities): (this is) concurrence. 

The same rule is restated by him on a different 
occasion in the form of a problem and its solution, 

“The sum and difference of the residues of two 
(heavenly bodies) are known in degrees and minutes. 
What are the residues ? The difference is both added to 
and subtracted from the sum, and halved ; (the results 
ate) the residues.”® 

Similar rules are given also by other writers.® 

Linear Equations. Mahavira gives the following 
examples leading to simultaneous linear equations to¬ 
gether with rules for the solution of each. 

Example. “The price of 9 citrons and 7 fragrant 
wood-apples taken together is 107; again the price of 
7 citrons and 9 fragrant wood-apples taken together 
is loi. O mathematician, tell me quickly the price 
of a citron and of a fragrant wood-apple quite sepa¬ 
rately,”^ 

If X, j be the prices of a citron and of a fragrant 

^'BrSpSiy xviii. 36. * BrSpSiy xviii. 96. 
* GSS^ vi. 2 ; MSiy xv. 21 ; SiSe^ xiv, 15 ; L, p. 12 ; GKy L 31, 
^ GSSy vi. i4oJ“i42 
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wood-apple respectively, then 

9^ + 7J = io7> 

-jx + 97 — toi. 

Or, in general, ax + bj — m, 

bx -f- ay = «. 

Solution. “From the larger amount of price multiplied 
by the (corresponding) bigger number of things sub¬ 
tract the smaller amount of price multiplied by the 
(corresponding) smaller number of things. (The re¬ 
mainder) divided by the difference of the squares of the 
numbers of things will be the price of each of the bigger 
number of things. The price of the other will be 
obtained by reversing the multipliers.”^ 

am — bn an — hm 
nius = y 

lixampk. “A wizard having powers of mystic 
'incantations and magical medicines seeing a cock-fight 
going on, spoke privately to both the owners of the 
cocks. To one he said, ‘If your bird wins, then you give 
me your stake-money, but if you do not win, 1 shall give 
you two-thirds of that.’ Going to the other, he promised 
in the same way to give three-fourths. From both of 
them his gain woultl be only 12 gold pieces. Tell me, 
O ornament of the first-rate mathematicians, the stake- 
money of each of the cock-owners.”^ 

i.e., X — =iz, j— §x 12. 

Or, in general, 

•v--S->'=A y-~‘p=p- 

^ GSS^ vi. 139^. ^ GSSy vi. 270-2^. 
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Solution'} 

X ^_-^(^ + .- p 
(c + — (^ + b)c^^ 

y =: ,__ p, 
^ {a -{- b)d — ('^ + d)a ^ 

The- following example with its solution is taken 
from the Bfjaganita of Bhaskara II : 

BLxample. “One says, ‘Give me a hundred, friend, 1 
shall then become twice as rich as you.’ The other 
replies, ‘If you give me ten, I shall be six times as rich 
as you.’ Tell me what is the amount of their (res¬ 
pective) capitals 

The equations are 

X -f- too = a(_y — too), (i) 

j -f 10 = 6(x- — 10). (2) 

Bhaskara II indicates two methods of solving these 
equations. They are substantially as follows : 

First Method} Assume 

X = 2;^ — too, 100, 

so that equation (i) is identically satisfied. Substituting 
these values in the other equation, we get 

-f- no — 12^ — 660; 

whence = 70. Therefore, x — 40, j = 170. 

Second Method} From equation (i), we get 

X — zj — 500, 

and from equation (2) 

= lU + 7°)- 

^ GSS^ vL 268^-9^. 
* BB/, p. 46. 

2BB/, p. 41. 
^ BB/, pp. ySf. 
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Equating these two values of .v, we have 

zy — 500 l(j q- 70), 

or izj — 1800 ~_y -j- 70; 

whence >'^-=170. Substituting this value of y in any of 
the tw(j expressions for .v, we get v -- 40. 

It is noteworthy that the second method of solution 
of the problem under consideration is described by 
Bhiskara II in the section of his algebra dealing with 
“linear eqiations with several unknowns,” while the 
first method in that dealing with “linear equations in one 
unknown.” In this latter connection he has observed 
that the solution of a problem containing two unknowns 
can sometimes be made by ingenious artitices to depend 
upon the solution of a simple linear equation. 

9. LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SEVERAL UNKNOWNS 

A Type of Linear Equations. The earliest 
Hindu treatment of systems of linear equations involving 
several unknowns is found in the Bakhshali treatise. 
One problem in it runs as follows ; 

“[Three persons possess a certain amount of riches 
each.] The riches of the first and the second taken 
together amount to 13 ; the riches of the second and 
the third taken together are 14; and the riches of the 

.first and the third mi.xed arc known to be 13. Tell me 
the riches of each.”^ 

If .Yj, Yg, A'g be the wealths of the three merchants 
respectively, then 

.Vi + .vg 13, x-g -j- Ag = 14, .Vg + .Vj = 13. (i) 

Another problem is 

^ BA/j, Folio 29, recto. The portions within [ ] in this and 
the following illustration have been restored. 
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“[Five persons possess a certain amount of riches 
each. The riches of the first] and the second mixed 
together amount to i6 ; the riches of the second and the 
third taken together are known to be 17; the riches 
of the third and the fourth taken together are known to 
be 18; the riches of the fourth and the fifth mixed 
together are 19 ; and the riches of the first and the fifth 
together amount to 20. Tell me what is the amount 
of each.”i 

:.e., Aj -f- A‘2 = 16, A'2 + A'j — 17, .Vg T •‘^4 -- 

A'^ -j- A- 5 — 19, A'g + -Vj — 20. (2) 

There are in the work a few other similar pro¬ 
blems.® Every one of them belongs to a system of 
linear equations of the type 

A-j + -Vg -= ^1, -V2 E -■^3 --=‘^2, W 

« being odd. 

Solution by False Position. A system of 
linear equations of this type is solved in the Bakhshali 
treatise substantially as follows : 

Assume an arbitrary value p for a-j and then 
calculate the values of x^, A'g, ... corresponding to it. 
Finally let the calculated value of a'„ + a"j be equal to b 
(say). Then the true value of Aj is obtained by the 
formula 

Aq — p -p —- /;). 

In the particular case (i) the author® assumes the 
arbitrary value 5 for .v,; then are successively calculated 
the values A-'g — 8, A-'g = 6 and A-'g + x\ —- ii. The 
correct values arc, therefore, 

"" 5 + (15 — ^ 7. 'Va 6, Ag = 8. 

^ BAfj, Folios 27 and 29, verso. 
^ BMsy Folio 30, recto; also see Kaye’s Introduction, p. 40. 
* BMs, Folio, 29, recto. 
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'Rationale. By the process of elimination we get from 
equations (I) 

<?8)+- • • • — ^n' 

Assume x■^=p■, so that 

{a^-aP)-\-{a^—a^+.= b, say. 

Subtracting 2(xj — p) = a^ — b. 

Therefore = ^ — ^)* 

- Second Type. A particular case of the type of 
equations (1) for which » = 3, may also be looked up¬ 
on as belonging to a different type of systems of linear 
equations, 

"Zx — x-y^ a^y'Zx — X2== a^y. . . , Zx ~ x^ — <2„, (II) 

where 2 x stands for .Vj -|- Xg -j- . . . + x^^. But it 
will not be proper to say that equations of this type 
have been treated in the Bakhshall treatise.^ They have, 
however, been solved by Aryabhata (499) and Mahavira 
(850). The former says: 

“The (given) sums of certain (unknown) numbers, 
leaving out one number in succession, are added to¬ 
gether separately and divided by the number of terms 
less one; that (quotient) will be the value of the 
whole.”® 

i.e.y Zx = ZaJ(n—i). 
r-1 

Mahavira states the solution thus: 

“The stated amounts of the commodities added to¬ 
gether should be divided by the number of men less 

^ The example cited by Kaye (BMx, Introd., p. 40, Ex. vi) 
which conforms to this type of equations is based upon a mis¬ 
apprehension of the text. 

»^,ii. 29. 

4 
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one. The quotient will be the total value (of all the com¬ 
modities). Each of the stated amounts being subtract¬ 
ed from that, (the value) in the hands (of each will be 
found).”i 

' In formulating his rule Mahavira had in view the 
following example: 

“Four merchants were each asked separately by 
the customs officer about the total value of their com¬ 
modities. The first merchant, leaving out his own invest¬ 
ment, stated it to be 22; the second stated it to be 25, 
the third 24 and the fourth 27; each of them deducted 
his own amount in the investment. O friend, tell me 
separately the value of (the share of) the commodity 
owned by each.”^ 

Here + x^ + .V3 + -^4 
224-25 + 244 27 

4-1 
Therefore .Vj — 10, .Vg = 9, .Vg 8, .V4 

-32. 

-- 5. 

Narayana says: 

“The sum of the depleted amounts divided by the 
number of persons less one, is the total amount. On 
subtracting from it the stated amounts severally will be 
found the different amounts.”^ 

The above type of equations is supposed by some 
modern historians of mathematics* to be a modification 
of the type considered by the Greek Thymaridas and 
solved by his well known rule lipanihema, namely,® 

.V -4 A'j + .Vg + . .. . 4 = r, 

A- 4.Vj = i/j, A' 4 A'g = di,..., X 4 X^_i — 

^ 6Xf, vi. 159. - GXf, vi. 160-2. 
^ CKy ii. 28. 
^ Cantor, Vor/esungen iiher Ceschkh/e der Mathemalik (referred 

to hereafter as Cantor, Ceschkhte)y I, p. 624; Kaye, Ind, Math.y p. 13 ; 
JASBy 1908, p. 155. 

® Heath, Greek Math., I, p. 94. 
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The solution given is 

^3 + • • • • + ^n-l) ~ 

n—z 

But that supposition has been disputed by othersd 
Sarada Kanta Ganguly has shown that it is based upon 
a misapprehension. It will be noticed that in the Thy- 
maridas type of linear equations, the value of the sum 
of the unknowns is given whereas in the Aryabhata 
type it is not known. In fact, Aryabhata determines 
only that value. 

Third Type. A more generalised system of linear 
equations will be 

b-^'Z X ^2'^ A' C2.V2 “ (72> • • ■ • j 

b„Zx - c„.v„ (111) 

Therefore 

Hence 
■ ■ 2 {bje) - 1 f/ (0 

II ., //. 
A particular case of this type is furnished by the 

following example of Mahavira: 

“Three merchants begged money mutually from 
one another, 'fhe first on begging 4 from the second 
and 5 from the third became twice as rich as the others. 
The second on having 4 from the first and 6 from the 
third became thrice as rich. The third man on begging 
5 from the first and 6 from the second became five times 
as rich as the others. O mathematician, if you know 

^Rodet, Lrfom de Cakul (f Aryabhata, JA, XTIJ (7), 1878; 
Sarada Kanta Ganguly, “Notes on Aryabhata,” Jour. Bihar and 
Orissa Research Soc., XII, 1926, pp. 88flF. 
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the citra-hutaka-misra} tell me quickly what was the 
amount in the hand of each.”^ 

That is, we get the equations 

.V + 4 + 5 — 2(j. + ^ — 4 — 5)j 

J + 4 + 6 = 3(^ 4- X — 4— 6), 

^ + 5 + 6 5(x + j - 5 — 6);, 

or z(x + T + z) ~ 27, 
3(.v -f j + i) - 4y =. 40, 

-fj +t) — 6^ 66; 

a particular case of the system (HI). Substituting in 
(i), we get 

.V =. 7, V 8, ^ r... 9, 

In gcttetal, suppose. - . . . 
^r,n to be the amounts begged by the rth merchant 
from the others; and the amount that he had 
initially. Then 

A'j -f- s — i>i(z X .Vj ? r/j 

•'■'2 ~ f’zi^X X2 S ^'^2 ^), 

„ ~ X — A-„ — 2 

v/here 2 denotes summation from m --- i to m — n 
excluding m — r. Therefore 

2 A -f- (^j + 1)2 - (/4 + i) {-p.x -- •'•-1). 
2.V +■ i)s'^/2.„ -{h 4- 1) (2A- -- -Va), 

2A--f (^„ -f- 1)2 - (K 4- i) (2A- 

Let K = {h^ 4- 1)2 V».» r - 1 , 2 , 3.- • • , n. 

^ This is the name given by Mahavita to problenrts involving 
equations of type (III). 

» GSSy vi. 253i-Ji‘ 
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Then dividing the foregoing equations by 
Z'g f I, • • ■ ■ , respectively, and adding together, we get 

f I b-i 4- 
- „.L 

I ' ••• ' K + h) 

•f 

.V ■( I b.. -f \f 

Whence 

A' - 

by -I— I bz -j-- 

+ M"2 I 4_ ^»-+ K^r-l 

I K^-r+l I I + K^' 
+ t,-;7T. . +-- + -/r;rj " — (« -- 2)^r| 

Afahavlra describes the solution thus: 

“The sum of the amounts begged by each person is 
multiplied by the multiple number relating to him as 
increased by unity. With these (products), the amounts 
at hand are determined according to the rule Istagum- 
gbna ctc.^ Tliey are reduced to a common denominator, 
and then divided by the sum diminished by unity of the 
multiple numbers divided by themselves as increased 
by unity. (The quotients) should be known to be the 
amounts in the hands of the persons.”2 

Problems of the above kind have been treated also 
by Narayana (1357). He says: 

^ The reference is to rule vi. 241. 
2 Gi vi. 251 J-252.J. 
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“Multiply the sura of the raonies received by each 
person by his multiple number plus unity. Then pro¬ 
ceed as in the method for “the purse of discord.” Divide 
the multiple number related to each by the same as 
increased by unity. By the sum diminished by unity 
of these quotients, divide the results just obtained. 
The quotients will be the several amounts in their pos¬ 
session.”^ 

One particular case, where b-y =- — ■ I’n— f- 
and fj = ^2 = c,, = c, was treated by Brahmagupta 
(628). He gave the rule: 

“The total value (of the unknown quantities) 
plus or minus the individual values (of the unknowns) 
multiplied by an oprit>nal number being severally 
(given), the sum (of the giv^en quantities) divided by the 
number of unknowns increased or decreased by the mul¬ 
tiplier will be the total value; thence the rest (can be 
determined).”^ 

S'V "h CXy S .V ^•'•2 • • • > ^n' 

Therefore 2 .v ^1 + ^2+ ••• + 

« 3- 

Hence 

and so on. 

fi±e 

Brahmagupta’s Rule. Brahmagupta (628) states 
the following rule for solving linear equations involving 
several unknowns: 

“Removing the other unknowns, from (the side of) 
the first unknown and dividing by the coefficient of the 
first unknown, the value of the first unknown (is obtain¬ 
ed). In the case of more (values of the first unknown), 

^GK,u. 33f. * BrSpSi, xiii. 47. 
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two and two (of them) should be considered after re¬ 
ducing them to common denominators. And (so on) 
repeatedly. If more unknowns remain (in the final 
equation), the method of the pulveriser (should be 
employed). (Then proceeding) reversely (the values 
of other unknowns can be found).”^ 

Prthudakasvami (860) has explained it thus: 

“In an example in which there are two or more 
unknown quantities, colours such as ydvat-tdvat, etc., 
should be assumed for their values. Upon them should 
be performed all operations conformably to the state¬ 
ment of the example and thus should be carefully framed 
two or more sides and also equations. Equi-clearance 
should be made first between two and two of them and 
so on to the last: from one side one unknown should be 
cleared, other unknowns reduced to a common denomi¬ 
nator and also the absolute numbers should be cleared 
from the side opposite. The residue of other unknowns 
being divided by the residual coefficient of the first un¬ 
known will give the value of the first unknown. If 
there be obtained several such values, then with two and 
two of them, equations should be formed after reduction 
to common denominators. Proceeding in this way 
to the end find out the value of one unknown. If 
that value be (in terms of) another unknown then the 
coefficients of those two will be reciprocally the values 
of the two unknowns. If, however, there be present 
mote unknowns in that value, the method of the 
pulveriser should be employed. Arbitrary values may 
then be assumed for some of the unknowns.” 

It will be noted that the above rule embraces the 
indeterminate as well as the determinate equations. In 
fact, all the examples given by Brahmagupta in illustra- 

^BrSpSi, xviii. 51. 
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tion of the rule are of indeterminate character. We 
shall mention some of them subsequently at their proper 
places. So far as the determinate simultaneous equations 
are concerned, Brahmagupta’s method for solving them 
will be easily recognised to be the same as our present 
one. 

Mahavira’s Rules. Certain interest problems 
treated by Mahavira lead to simple simultaneous equa¬ 
tions involving several unknowns. In these problems 
certain capital amounts (fj, fg,. ..) are stated to 
have been lent out at the same rate of interest (r) for 
different periods of time (/j, /g. (h> 4> 
4,. .. ) be the interests accrued on the several capitals. 

4 - 3 

loo ’ ■ ■■■ 

(i) If 4 + 4 + 4 + • • • • — 3nd be known 
(for r = I, 2,. . .), we have 

^ _ 
^ “b ^24 + 44 d* •••• ’ 

with similar values for 4» 4>‘ • • • 

(ii) Or, if -f- (Tg -f fg -f- ... — C, 4 4 known 
(for r = I, 2,. . . ), we have 

. ^_^4/4__ 
^ 4/4 + 4/4 +.’ 

and so on. 

(iii) Or, if we are given the sum of the periods 4 -f 4 

— T, and 4> then 

t - ^4/4 
^ 4/4 + 4/4 +.’ 

with similar values for 4. 4.- • • • 

Mahavira has given separate rules for the solution 
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of problems of each of the above three kinds.^ 

BhSskara’s Rule. Bhaskara II has given practically 
the same rule as that of Brahmagupta for the solution 
of simultaneous linear equations involving several un¬ 
knowns. We take the following illustrations from his 
works. 

Hxample i. “Eight rubies, ten emeralds and a 
hundred pearls which arc in thy ear-ring were purchased 
by me for thee at an equal amount; the sum of the price 
rates of the three sorts of gems is three less than the half 
of a hundred. Tell me, O dear auspicious lady, if thou 
be skilled in mathematics, the price of each.”^ 

If x, y, be the prices of a ruby, emerald and pearl 
respectively, then 

8.V “ \oj ~ 100:^, 

-v4-J+^ -= 47- 
Assuming the equal amount to be w, says Bhaskara 

II, we shall get 

A' = tt’jS, j = w\\o, = n’jioo. 

Substituting in the remaining equation, we easily 
get w — zoo. Therefore 

A- == 25, J/ 20, ^ 2. 

Hxample z. “Tell the three numbers which become 
equal when added with their half, one-fifth and one- 
ninth parts, and each of which, when diminished by 
those parts of the other two, leaves sixty as remainder.”* 

Here we have the equations 

A- -f- x\z =j + j'/5 = ^ -f zl9^ (0 

^ _ A ^ 60. (2) 
25 

1 GSSy vi. 37, 39> 4^- 
* BB/, p. 5 2. 

.V 
2 

2 BBj\ p. 47. 
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Bhaskara puts w for each of the equal quantities 
in (i), so that 

Substituting these values in (2), any one of them 
will give 

= 60; 

whence u> — 15 o. Therefore 

100, j =: 125, 135. 

It should be noted that the equations (2) are 
sufficient for the determination of the unknowns. 

Example 3. Another type of problem is: Three 
portions {x, j, :^) of a sum of money (r) were lent out 
at three different rates of interest (r^, per cent 
per month) for three different periods (/j, 4 months). 
The interests accrued on them severally were the same. 
What were those portions 

i.e., A- +j + = r, (1) 

_ I 
100 

From (2) 

100 1 
•V —-r-. y = ri4 

Substituting in (i), we get 

TOO J 

Therefore 

1JL, p. 22. 
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looX I 

Hence 
r,/i Xc 

looX I looXi I looXi’ 

V2 ^3^ 
with similar values for j and Bhaskara II says: 

“The arguments multiplied by their respective 
times are divided by the fruit taken into elapsed times. 
They being divided by their sum and multiplied by the 
total amount give the portions severally lent out.”^ 

10. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 

Early Treatment. It has been shown before that 
the altar-construction of the Vedic Hindus involved 
the solution of the complete quadratic equation 

ax^ bx = r, (I) 

a^ well as of the pure quadratic ax^ — c. The equation 
that had to be solved was 

7.v2 4- ’.V = 7-1 + m, 

which gives 

,-2 
= ^’s(V 841 + iizm 

7^7(842 4- 

1). 

or = yJ-y (842 4- 112w — 2 V 841 4“ 11}. 

Simplifying and neglecting higher powers of m, we get 

4m ^.2 I + 
29 

approximately. 

Katyayana gives the value* 

.V -2 I + 

^ L, pp* 2if. See also GT, 125. If the rate of interest be 
given as r per p per / months, then p is the argument, / the 
time and r the fruit. C/. Part I, p. 204; also pp. 225-226. 

■ * Datta, p. 167. 
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The geometrical solution of the simple quadratic 
equation 

4}j^ — /^dh — — 

is found in the early canonical works of the Jainas (500- 
300 B. C.) and also in the Tattvaidhadhigama-sutra (_)f 
Umasvati {c, 150 B. C.)/ as 

Bakhshali Treatise, The solution of the quadratic 
equation was certainly known to the author of the Bakh¬ 
shali treatise {c. zoo). In this work there are some 
problems of the following type: A certain person 
travels s jojam on the firs'; day and b yojam more on 
each successive day. Another who travels at the 
uniform rate of J yojana per day, has a start (jf t days. 
When will the first man overtake the second ? 

If X be the number of days after which the first 
overtakes the second, then we shall have 

d'(/ -f" I ^^ I ’ 
or hx“ — {2(.S' — r) A — ztS. 

Therefore 

_V {^(.S — •<■) + — r) + b) 
zb 

which agrees exactly with the solution as stated in the 
Bakhshali treatise. 

“The daily travel [5J diminished by the march of the 
first day [r] is doubled; this is increased by the common 
increment \d\. That (sum) multiplied by itself is desig¬ 
nated {as the ksepa quantity}. The product of the daily 

1 Datta, “Geometry in the Jaina Cosmography,” Quellen und 
Studien Zur Ges. d. Math., Ab. B, Bd. i (1951), pp. 24J-254. 
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travel and the start [/] being multiplied by eight times 
the common increment, the ksepa quantity is added. 
The square-root of this •{ is increased by the ksepa quan¬ 
tity; the sum divided by twice the common increment 
will give the required number of days}.”^ 

Nearly the whole of the detailed working of the 
particular example in which iS’~5, t ~ 6, s = ^ and 
b ~ 4, is preserved.^ It is substantially as follows: 

S/ = 30; J' — J = 5 — 3 — 2; 2(J’ — s) -}-■ b =-- 8; 
{2(d’ — s) ^- b)^ ~ 64; 8dV = 240; SSfb 960; {2(J’ — s) 

b}'^ -{- 8}Jb — 1024; V1024 = 32; 32 -)-■ 8 = 40; 
40 -f- 8 j -- .V. 

For another problem^ d' = 7, / 5, j — 5, b — y. 

then 
7-f-Vs89 

'■‘6 

The formula for determining the number of terms 
(p) of an A.P. whose first term (a), common difference 
{b) and sum (j) are known, is stated in the form 

_ V ^bs -f {la — b'f' — {za — b) 
zb 

The working of the particular example in which s — 60, 
I, /> = I is preserved substantially as follows 

8/;j- -- 480; za — 2; za — b — 1; (za — bf- — i; 

^bs -f (za — b)"^ ■— 481; t! — — I -j-V481), etc. 

Aryabhata I, I'o find the number of terms of an 
A.P., Aryabhapa 1 (499) gives the following rule: 

^ BNh, Folio 5, recto. 
* Folio 5, verso; Compare also Kaye's Introduction, 

PP- 37. 45- 
® BMs, Folio 6, recto and verso. 
* BMs, Folio 65 verso. Working of this example has been 

continued on folios 56, verso and recto, and 64, recto. 
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“The sum of the series multiplied by eight times 
the common dilFerence is added by the square of the 
difference between twice the first term and the common 
difference; the square-root (of the result) is diminished 
by twice the first term and (then) divided by the common 
difference: half of this quotient plus unity is the number 
of terms.”^ 

That is to say, 

, ( V ibs + {la — 1?)'^ — za 

!■ 
The solution of a certain interest problem involves the 
solution of the quadratic 

/jV“ -j— pX — o* 

Aryabhata gives the value of .y in the form^ 

X = + {pl^T ~ pl^ 

Though Aryabhata I has nowhere indicated any method 
of solving the quadratic, it appears from the above two 
forms that he followed two different methods in order 
to make the unknown side of the equation -|- hx •— c, 
a perfect square. In one case he multiplied both the 
sides of the equation by 4^ and in the other simply by u. 

Brahmagupta’s Rules. Brahmagupta (628) has 
given two specific rules for the solution of the quadratic. 
His first rule is as follows : 

“The quadratic: the absolute quantities multiplied 
by four times the coefficient of the square of the un¬ 
known are increased by the square of the coefficient 
of the middle {i.e., unknown); the square-root of the 
result being diminished by the coefficient of the middle 

* A, ii. 20. 
^ A, ii. 25; vide Part I, pp. 219!. 
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and divided by twice the coefficient of the square of the 
unknown, is (the value of) the middle.”^ 

V -f- ^ 
.V = -- - -. 

za 

The second rule runs as: 

“The absolute term multiplied by the coefficient of 
the square of the unknown is increased by the square 
of half the coefficient of the unknown; the square-root 
of the result diminished by half the coefficient of the 
unknown and divided by the coefficient of the square 
of the unknown is the unknown.”^ 

.. if - (m 

The above two method: )f Brahmagupta are 
identical with those employed before him by Arya¬ 
bhata 1 (499). The root (-f the quadratic equation for 
the number of terms of an A.P. is given by Brahma¬ 
gupta in the first form:® 

n 
^ %bs -f- {za — b'f — {za — /;) 

zb 

For the solution of the quadratic Brahmagupta uses 
also a third formula which is similar to the one now 
commonly used. Though it has not been expressly des¬ 
cribed in any rule, we find its application in a few 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 44. If will be noted that in this rule Brahma¬ 
gupta has ernpl<.>ycd the term madhya (middle) to imply the 
simple unknown as well as its coelhcient. The original of the 
term is doubtless connected with the mode of w-riting the quadratic 
equation in the form 

ax^ -f -|- o — ox- -f- ox -b c, 
so that there are three terms on each side of the equation. 

® BrSpSi, xviii. 45. ® BrSpSi, xii, 18. 
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instances. One of them is an interest problem: A certain 
sum (p) is lent out for a period (/j); the interest accrued 
(a") is lent out again at this rate of interest for another 
period (4) and the total amount is A. Find at. 

The equation for determining x is 

-\-x=^A. 
Ph 

Hence, we have 

X = 

which is exactly the form in which Brahmagupta states 
the result.^ 

There is a certain astronomical problem which in¬ 
volves the quadratic equation® 

(72 + a^)x^ T = i44(^ — P^)> 

where a — agrd (the sine of the amplitude of the sun), 
b = palabhd (the equinoctial shadow of a gnomon 12 
afiguli long), E — radius, and x — komJanku (the sine of 
the altitude of the sun when his altitude is 45°). 
Dividing out by (72 -j- a^), we have 

A'® ^ zmx — n. 
where 

izap 

11 + 
Therefore, we have 

« ^ — /)®) 

72 4- (2® 

A- — + n + 
as stated by Brahmagupta. This result is given also in 
the Sdryasiddhdnta^ {c. 300) and by Sripati (1039).'* 

^ BrSpSi, xii. 15. Vide Part I, p. 220. 
^ BrSpSi, iii. 54-55. * SdSi, iii. 30-1. 
* Side, iv. 74. 
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Sridhara’s Rule. Sndhara {c. 750) expressly 
indicates his method of solving the quadratic equation. 
His treatise on algebra is now lost. But the relevant 
portion of it is preserved in quotations by Bhaskara IB 
and others.2 Sridhara’s method is : 

“Multiply both the sides (of an equation) by a 
known quantity equal to four times the coefficient of the 
square of the unknown; add to both sides a known 
quantity equal to the square of the (original) coefficient 
of the unknown: then (extract) the root.”® 

That is, to solve ax'^ + hx = c. 

we have 

or 

Therefore 

Hence 

-f 4abx — 4ac, ■ 
(lax + h)^ — 4ac -j- 

zax -\~ b —\/4ac 

y 4ac — b 
za 

An application of this rule is found in Sridhara’s 
Tri.U7ttku, in connection with finding the number of 
terms of an A.P.^ 

i.e.. 
V SZ-'r -f- (za — 2')® — za b 

zb ~~~ ^ 

iRB/, p. 61. 
Jnanaraja (1503) in his IMjagatiita and Suryadasa (1541) in his 

commentary on Bhaskara’s hijaganita. 
^ “Caturahatavargasamai rupaih paksadvayarii gunayet, 

Avyaktavargarupairyuktau paksau tato mularn.’’ 
This is the reading of Sridhara’s rule as stated by jhanaraja and 
Suryadasa and accepted also by Sudhakara Dvivedi. But according 
to the reading of Krsna {c. 1180) and Ramakrsna {c, 1648), which 
has been accepted by Colebrooke, the second line of the verse 
should he 

“Purvavyaktasya krteh samarupani ksipet tayoreva’* 
or ‘'add to them known quantities equal to the square of the 
original coclhcient of the unknown,’^ 

^ 7 >/ /, R. 41. 

5 
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where a is the first term, h the common difference and 
s the sum of n terms. 

Mahavlra. The only work of Mahavira (850) 
which is available now is the Ganita-sdra-samgraha. As 
it is admittedly devoted to arithmetic we cannot 
expect to find in it a rule for solving the quadratic. 
But there are in it several problems whose solutions 
presuppose a knowledge of the roots of the quadratic. 
One problem is as follows: 

“One-fourth of a herd of camels was seen in the 
forest; twice the square-root of the herd had gone to the 
mountain-slopes; three times fiee camels were on the bank 
of the river. What was the number of those camels ?”’ 

If .V be the number of camels in the herd, then 

■’vV + 2 \/.V -f- I 5 =--• .V. 

Or, in general, the equation to be solved is 

IT ^ ^ ’ 

or ( ^ ~ — d. 

Mahavira gives the following rule for the solution of 
this equation: 

“Half the coefficient of the root (of the unknown) 
and the absolute term should be divided by unity 
minus the fraction {i.e., the coefficient of the unknown). 
The square-root of the sum of the square of the coeffi¬ 
cient of the root (of the unknown) and the absolute 
term (treated as before) is added to the coefficient 
of the root (of the unknown treated as before). The 
sum squared is the (unknown) quantity in this mMa 
type of’problems.”® 

* GSS, iv. 34. * GSS, iv. 33. 
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which shows that Mahavira employed the modern rule 
for finding the root of a quadtatic. flis solution for the 
interest problem treated by Krahmagupta is exactly the 
same as that of the latterd We shall presently show 
that he knew that the quadratic has two roots. 

Aryabhata II. The formula for the number 
of terms («) of an 7\.P. whose first term (a), common 
difference (h) and sum (r) are known is given by 
Aryabhata 11 (<c. 950) as follows 

zls -b (tf — ^ + bjz 
...’ 

which shows that for solving the quadratic he followed 
the second method of Aryabhata 1 and Brahmagupta. 

Sripati’s Rules. Sripati (1039) indicates two 
methods of solving the quadratic. There is a lacuna 
in our manuscript in the rule describing the first method, 
but it can be easily recognised to be the same as that 
of Sridhara. 

“Multiply by four times the coefficient of the square 
of the unknown and add the square of the coefficient 
of the unknown; (then extract) the square-root. 
divided by twice the coefficient of the square of the 
unknown, is said to be (the value of) the'unknown.” 

“Or multiplying by the coefficient of the square of 
the unknown and adding the square of half the coeffi¬ 
cient of the unknown, (extract) the square-root. Then 
(proceeding) as before, it is diminished by half the 
coefficient of the unknown and divided by the coefficient 

* GSS, vi. 44. ^ MS/, XV. 50. 
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of the square of the unknown. This (quotient) is said to 
be (the value of) the unknown.”^ 

i.e., ax^ + bx — c, 

or a^x^ + abx + — ac {bjif. 

Therefore ax bji — ^ac-^ 

Hence .v = 
a 

Bhaskara IPs Rules. Bhaskara II (1150) says: 

“When the square of the unknown, etc., remain, 
then, multiplying the two sides (of the equation) by 
some suitable quantities, other suitable quantities should 
be added to them so that the side containing the unknown 
becomes capable of yielding a root {pada-pradd). The 
equation should then be formed again with the root of 
this side and the root of the known side. Thus the 
value of the unknown is obtained from that equation.”* 

Tliis rule has been further elucidated by the author 
in his gloss as follows : 

“When after perfect clearance of the two sides, 
there remain on one side the square, etc., of the un¬ 
known and on the other side the absolute term only, 
then, both the sides should be multiplied or divided by 
some suitable optional quantity; some equal quantities 
should further be added to or subtracted from both 
the sides so that the unknown side will become capable 
of yielding a root. The root of that side must be equal 
to the root of the absolute terms on the other side. 
For, by simultaneous equal additions, etc., to the two 
equal sides the equality remains. So forming an equa¬ 
tion again with these roots the value of the unknown is 
found.”* 

^ SiSe, xiv. 17-8, 19. 
® jBB/, p. 61. 

*BB/, p. 59. 
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It may be noted that in his treatise on arithmetic 
Bhaskara II has always followed the modern method of 
dividing by the coefficient of the square of the un¬ 
known.^ 

Jnanaraja (1503) and Ganesa (1545) describe the 
same general methods for solving the quadratic as 
Bhaskara 11. 

Elimination of the Middle Term. The method 
of solving the quadratic was known amongst the Hindu 
algebraists by the technical designation madhyamd- 
harana or “The Elimination of the Middle” (from 
madhyama = middle and dharana = removal, or destroy¬ 
ing, that is, elimination). The origin of the name 
will be easily found in the principle underlying the 
method. By it a quadratic equation which, in its 
general form, contains three terms and so has a middle 
term, is reduced to a pure quadratic equation or a simple 
equation involving only two terms and so having no 
middle term. Thus the middle term of the original 
quadratic is eliminated by the method generally adopted 
for its solution. And hence the name. Bhaskara II has 
observed, “It is also specially designated by the learned 
teachers as the madhyamdharana. For by it, the removal 
of one of the two* terms of the quadratic, the middle 
one, (takes place).”* The name is, however, employed 
also in an extended sense so as to embrace the methods 
for solving the cubic and the biquadratic, where also 

»JL, pp. ijff. 
• Referring to the two terms on the unknown side of the com¬ 

plete quadratic. Or the text varga-rdsdrekasya may be rendered as 
“of one out of the unknown quantity and its square.” According 
to the commentators Suryadisa (1541) and Krsna (1580), it implies 
“of one between the two square terms,” w^., the square of the 
unknown and the square of the absolute number. 

»BB/, p. 59. 
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certain terms are eliminated. It occurs as early as the 
works of Brahmagupta (62 8).^ 

Two Roots of the Quadratic. The Hindus recog¬ 
nised early that the quadratic has generally two roots. 
In this connection Bhaskara II has quoted the following 
rule from an ancient writer of the name of Padmanabha 
whose treatise on algebra is not available now: 

“If (after extracting roots) the square-root of the 
absolute side (of the quadratic) be less than the negative 
absolute term on the other side, then taking it negative 
as well as positive, two values (of the unknown) are 
found.”2 

Bhaskara points out with the help of a few specific 
illustrations that though these double roots of the 
quadratic are theoretically correct, they sometimes lead 
to incongruity and hence should not always be accepted. 
So he modifies the rule as follows: 

“If the square-root of the known side (of the 
quadratic) be less than the negative absolute term 
occurring in the square-root of the unknown side, then 
making it negative as well as positive, two values of 
the unknown should be determined. This is (to be 
done) occasionally.”® 

Example i. “The eighth part of a troop of monkeys, 
squared, was skipping inside the forest, being delight¬ 
fully attached to it. Twelve were seen on the hill 
delighting in screaming and rescreaming. How many 
were they ?”* 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 2. 
* “Vyaktapakjasya cenmulamanyapaksarnarupatah 

Aiparii dhanarnagatfa krtva dvividhotpadyate mitih”—BB/, 
p. 67. 

®BB/, p. 59; also compare the author’s gloss on the same 

(p. 61). 
* BBt, p. 6}. 
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Solution. “Here the troop of monkeys is x. The 
square of the eighth part of this together with 12, is 
equal to the troop. So the two sides are^ 

+ OX + 12 — O-V^ + X -f O. 

Reducing these to a common denominator and then 
deleting the denominator, and also making clearance, 
the two sides become 

x-^ — 64X + o = + ox — 768. 

Adding the square of 32 to both sides and (extracting) 
sc]uare-roots, we get 

X — 32 = i (ox 16). 

In this instance the absolute term on the known side is 
smaller than the negative absolute term on the side of 
the unknown; hence it is taken positive as well as 
negative; the two values of x are found to be 48, 16.” 

Ilxample 2. “The fifth part of a troop of monkeys, 
leaving out three, squared, has entered a cave; one is 
seen to have climbed on the branch of a tree. Tell how 
many are they 

Solution. “In this the value of the troop is x; its 
fifth part less three is ^x — y, squared, — |:v + 95 
this added with the visible (number of monkeys), 

x^ — |x + 10, is equal to the troop. Reducing to 
a common denominator, then deleting the denominator 
and making clearance, the two sides become 

x^ — 3 5X' + o = ox^ + — 2.^0. 

Multiplying these by 4, adding the square of 55, and 

* We have here followed the modern practice of writing the 
two sides of an equation in a line with the sign of equality inter¬ 
posed, at the same time, preserving the other salient feature of the 
Hindu method of indicating the absent terms, if any, by putting 
zeros as their coefficients. 

* BBi, pp. 63ff. 
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extracting roots, we get 

2.V — 5 5 ± (o.v+ 45)- 

In this case also, as in the previous, two values are 
obtained: 50, 5. But, in this case, the second (value) 
should not be accepted as it is inapplicable. People have 
no faith in the known becoming negatived 

The implied significance of this last observation is 
this: If the troop consists of only 5 monkeys, its 
fifth part will be i monkey. How can we then leave 
out 3 monkeys ? Again, how can the remainder be said 
to have entered the cave ? It seems to have also a 
wider significance. 

P^xample 3. “The shadow of a gnomon of twelve 
fingers being diminished by a third part of the 
hypotenuse, becomes equal to fourteen fingers. O 
mathematician, tell it quickly.”^ 

Solution. “Here the shadow is (taken to be) x. 
This being diminished by a third part of the hypotenuse 
becomes equal to fourteen fingers. Hence conversely, 
fourteen being subtracted from it, the remainder, a 
third of the hypotenuse, is x — 14. Thrice this, which 
is the hypotenuse, is 3X — 42. The square of it, 
9X*—252x4-1764, is equal to the square of the 
hypotenuse, x^ 4- 144. On making equi-clearance, the 
two sides become 

8x® — 252X 4- o = ox^ 4- ox — 1620. 

Multiplying both these sides by 2 and adding the square 
of 63, the roots are 

4x~6} = ± (ox 4- 27). 

On forming an equation with these sides again, and 
(proceeding) as before, the values of x are 45 /a, 9. 

^ BBif pp. 66£ 
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(Thus) the value of the shadow is 45 jz or 9. The second 
value of the shadow is less than 14, so, on account of 
impracticability, it should not be accepted. Hence it has 
been said ‘twofold values occasionally.’ This will be an 
exception to what has been stated in the algebra of 
Padmanabha, 

Known to Mahavira. It has been stated before 
that Mahavira (850) knew that the quadratic has two 
roots. \Vc shall now substantiate it by the following 
rules and illustrations from his work. 

“One-sixteenth of a collection of peacocks multi¬ 
plied by itself, was on the mango tree ; ^ of the remainder 
multiplied by itself together with 14 were on the 
tanulla tree. How many were they ?”^ 

If .V be the number of peacocks in the Collection, the 
problem leads to the quadratic equation 

.V .V , 15.V itx- 
X -V -f X -V- --- 

16 16 16 X 9 16 X 9 
14 ■= .Y. 

This is a particular case of the type of equations con¬ 
templated by the author 

^ O I 
x* + o. 

The following rule has been given for its solution. 

“The quotient of its denominator divided by its 
numerator, less four times the remainder, is multiplied 
by that denominator (as divided by the numerator). 
The square-root of this should be added to and subtracted 
from that denominator (as divided by the numerator); 
half that is the total quantity.”^ 

Thus V = T 
2 

^ GSS^ iv. 59. 2 CTJ, iv. 5 7. 
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Certain other problems^ lead to equations of the type 

The solution is given* as 

“Half the denominator divided by its numerator is 
increased or diminished by the quantity to be subtracted 
or added. The square of this is diminished by the square 
of the quantity to be subtracted or added and by the 
remainder. The square-root of the result added to or 
subtracted from the square-root (of the square obtained 
before) and divided by the fractional part, will be the 
value (of the unknown).”- 

.V={(1; ± ± y (£ 
We need not add further instances to prove that 

Mahavira recognised both the roots of a quadratic 
equation.® There are, however, a few problems in 
which he has taken into consideration only one of the 
roots.^ For instance, take the equation on page 66, 

■4: ^ “b ^ "b ^ 5 ~ 

or f .V — 2 \/.v — 15. 

Therefore =■- {I ± \J {tY + “ j, 

or =^{t± -a”) -= 6 or — V*. 

• .V — 36. 

The root can not be negative, hence the negative value 
of the radical is neglected in the rule. 

Brahmagupta. The existence of two roots of a 

^ GSS, iv. 62-4. * GSS, iv. 61. 
• More instances will be found in GSS, vi. z^S. 
* Sec GSS, iv. 33-52. 
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quadratic equation appears to have been known also to 
Brahmagupta (628). In illustration of his rules for the 
solution of the quadratic, he has stated two problems 
involving practically the same equation. 

(1) “The square-root of the residue of the revolu¬ 
tion of the sun less 2 is diminished by i, multiplied 
by 10 and added by 2 : when will this be equal to 
the residue of the revolution of the sun less i, on 
Wednesday 

(2) “When will the square of one-fourth the residue 
of the exceeding months less three, be equal to the 
residue of the exceeding months 

Following Prthudakasvami let us take in Hxample i 
the residue of the revolution of the sun to be -f- 2; 
then by the question 

io(>r — i) 2 ~ a'2 -j- I, 

or .V- — lo.v = — 9. 

In Example 2, put 4\- for the residue of the exceeding 
months; then 

(.V — 3)2 = 4x, 

or x^ — lox ~ — 9. 

Now, by the Second rule of Brahmagupta, retaining both 
the signs of the radical, we get 

AT = 5±V25 — 9 = 9 or I. 

As shown by Prthudakasvami, the first value is taken 
for Example i and second value for Example 2. Thus 
it appears that Brahmagupta uses sometimes the positive 
and at other times the negative sign with the radical. 
Hence it seems that Brahmagupta knew that a quadratic 
equation has two roots, though from considerations 
of utility in his problems, he retains only one of them. 

^ BrSpSJ, xviii. 49. * BrSpS/\ xviii. 50. 
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II. EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DEGREES 

Cubic and Biquadratic. The Hindus did not 
achieve much in the solution of the cubic and biquad¬ 
ratic equations. Bhaskara II (1150) attempted the 
application of the method of the madhyamdharana (eli¬ 
mination of the middle) to those equations also so as 
to reduce them by means of advantageous transforma¬ 
tions and introduction of auxiliary quantities to simple 
and quadratic equations respectively. He thus antici¬ 
pated one of the modern methods of solving the biquad¬ 
ratic. “If, however,” observes Bhaskara II, “due to 
the presence of the cube, biquadrate, etc., the work (of 
reduction) cannot proceed any further, after the perfor¬ 
mance of such operations, for want of a root of the 
unknown side (of an equation), then the value of the 
unknown must be obtained by the ingenuity (of the 
mathematician).He has given two examples, one 
of the cubic and the other of the biquadratic, in which 
such reduction is possible. 

Example 1. “What is that number, O learned man, 
which being multiplied by twelve and increased by the 
cube of the number, is equal to six times the square of 
the number added with thirty-five. 

Solution. “Here the number is a-. This multiplied 
by twelve and increased by the cube of the number be¬ 
comes A® -j- I2A-. It is equal to (>x^ +35- On making 
clearance, there appears on the first side x® — 6a® 
-f- I2A"; on the other side 35. Adding negative eight 
to both the sides and extracting cube-roots, we get 

A — 2 = OA -j- 3. 

And from this equation the number is found to be 5.”® 

Example 2. “What is that number which being 

^BB/, p. 61. ® BB/, p. 64. 
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multiplied by 200 and added to the square of the number, 
and then multiplied by 2 and subtracted from the 
fourth power of the number will become one myriad less 
unity ? Tell that number if thou be conversant with the 
operations of analysis. 

Solution, “iiere the number is x; multiplied by 
200 it becomes 200X ; added to the square of the number, 
becomes 200.V ; this being multiplied by two, 

+ 400A'-; by this being diminished the fourth power 
of the number, namely, this a-*, becomes — zx^ 
— 400X. This is equal to a myriad less unity. Equi- 
clearance having been made, the two sides will be 

X* — zx^ — 400X — ox^ -f ox^ + + 9999" 

Here on adding four hundred x plus unity to the first 
side, the root can be extracted, but on adding the same 
to the other side, there will be no root of it. Thus the 
work (of reduction) does not proceed. Hence here 
ingenuity (is called for). Here adding to both the sides 
four times the square of x, four hundred x and unity 
and then extracting roots, we get 

x® + ox I = ox^ + 2X too- 

Again, forming equation with these and proceeding as 
before, the value of x is obtained as ii. In similar 
instances the value of the unknown must be determined 
by the ingenuity of the mathematician.”^ 

Higher Equations. Mahavira considered certain 
simple equations of higher degrees in connection with 
the treatment of the geometric series. They are of the 
type 

(/■) rfx» = q, 
VW _ T 

(/V) a-p ; 
^ ^ X — i ^ 

^ pp. 64f. 
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where a is the first term of a G. P., q its gumdhana, i.e., 
(«+i)th term, its sum and .v the unknown common 
ratio. 

To solve equation (/') Mahavira says, “That which 
on multiplication by itself as many times as the number 
of terms becf.m;s equal to the gumuibiina divided by the 
first term, is the common ratio. 

i.e., Xq'p. 

In other words .v is the «th root of q 'lp. But how to 
find such a rnf)t he does not attempt to indicate. His 
rule for solving an equation of the type (//) is as follows ; 

“That by which the sum divided by the first term 
is divisible again ami again, subtracting unity every 
time, is the common r.atio.”- 

The method will be better understood from the 
solution of the following example : 

“(Of a certain series in G. P.) the first term is 3, 
number of terms 6 and sum 4095. What is the common 
ratio ?”3 

— I 
Thus 3' =^4095, 

or 3(.\5 + .v« 4- .V* 4- a'2 4_ + 1) 4095, 

a quintic equation. Here dividing 4095 by 3 we get 
1365. Now let us try with the divisor 4; v/c have 

(1365 — i);'4 = 541; (341 — i)/4 85; (85 — i)/4 = 21; 
(21 -- i)/4 =43; 0 — 0/4 =1; (i — i)/4 = o- So the 
number 1365 is exhausted on 6 successive divisions by 4, 
in the way indicated in the rule. Hence .v ---- 4. What 
suggested the method is clearly this : 

a 
\pn — j 

.V ““ I 
a 

v-l ..\”- 
= -v( 

^ GSS\ ii. 97. ^ GSSy ii. loi. 
^ GSSy ii. 102; compare also Rangacarya’s note thereto. 
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which is divisible by at. However, the solution is 
obtained in every case by trial only. 

Mahavira has treated some equations of the fol¬ 
lowing general type : 

— ^iVW -- W')} 

-f ... -f R A-; 

or (.V — a^^Jb^x) — a^'\lb^{x — a^-\Jb-^x) 

’ ~ W') — a^' b.£x — ^iVV-)} 

- ... R. 

if there be r terms on the left hand side, then on 
rationalisation, we shall have an equation of 2’'ch degree 
in .V. By proper substitutions, the equation will be 
ultimately reduced to a quadratic equation of the form 

A' - Ay/'BX=- R, 
whose solution is given by JMahavira as 

This result has been termed by him, the “essence” 
(sefra) of the general equation.^ iMahavira gives two 
problems involving equations of the above type. 

(i) “(Of a herd of elephants) nine times the square- 
root of the two-thirds plus six times the square-root 
of the three-fifths of the remainder (entered the deep 
forest); (the remaining)* 24 elephants with their round 
temples wet with the stream of exuding ichor, were seen 
by me in a forest. How many were the elephants (in 

^GSS, iv. 51, 52. 
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the herd) 

If .V be the number of elephants in the herd, then by 
the statement of the problem 

^\/ 2 (- 9 ^ y) + M 

Put y -- X — 9 then the equation becomes 

J - 6 V’^/j = 2.4. 

Therefore y — 60 or -'^5^-. 

Hence 

whence .V == 150, 24. 

Again 

whence X = -J(6i ± 5V3«5)- 

Of the four values of .v obtained above, only the rvalue 
•Y — I JO can satisfy all the conditions of the problem; 
others are inapplicable. That will explain why Maha- 
vira has retained in his solution only the positive sign 
of the radical. 

(2) “Four times the square-root of the half of a col¬ 
lection of boars went into a forest where tigers were at 
play; twice the square-root of the tenth part of the 
remainder multiplied by 4 went to a mountain; 9 times 
the square-root of half the remainder went to the bank 
of a river; boars numbering seven times eight were seen 
in the forest. Tell their number.”^ 

^ GSS, iv. 54-5. ^GSS, iv. 56. 
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If X be the total number of boars in the collection, 

4V8V— 4^x1 z) 

+ — 4V^'/2) — — 4VXIZ)) 

-j- ^6 = x. 

Put j — x—4\/xlz; then 

J—. 8Vj/^o —9V(j— S-\/jj 10)]z 56. 

Again put —8Vj/io; then 

r: — 9Vt/2 == 56. 

Therefore t ^ X i = 128. 

Then y— SVt'/io— 128; 

i /8 4-V64 + io.4.i28\2 . 
whence j y - -■ -■ ^-- j X j’o - 160. 

Again .V — 4\'xjz — 160; 

u / 4 ”f~ '\/ ^ ^ “f” 4 • ^' I \ ^ 1 hence x — . j X .J — 200. 

Note that according to the problem the positive 
value of the radical has always to be taken. 

12. SIMULTANEOUS QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 

Common Forms. Various problems involving 
simultaneous quadratic equations of the following forms 
have been treated by Hindu writers : 

x-y^^d) .. 
xy ~ b^ 

.yy Ij...(///•) 

A" + J' ~ ^ 

.\y = b 

A-2 + J" - ^ 
A* -\-j == a j—("') 

6 
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For tlic solution of (/) Aryabhata I (499) states the 
following rule : 

“'['he square-root of four times the product (of 
two quantities) adeled with the square of their difference, 
being ;idded and diminished by their difference and 
halved gives the two multiplicands.”^ 

i.e., -v - - -K \'d~ -r 4^^ + d), y - -K 4' 4/-' — d). 

Brahmagupta (628) says : 

“The sejuare-root of the sum of the squate of the 
difference of the residues and two squared rimes the 
product of the residues, being added and subtracted 
by the difference of the residues, and halved (gives) 
the desired residues severally.”2 

Narayana (1357) writes : 

“The square-root of the square of the difference of 
two quantities plus four times their product is their 
sum.”^ 

“The square of the difference of the quantities to¬ 
gether with twice their product is equal to the sum of 
their squares. The square-root of this result plus twice 
the product is the sum.”^ 

For the solution of (//') the following rule is given 
by Mahavira (850) : 

“Subtract four times the area (of a rectangle) from 
the square of the semi-perimeter; then by satikmwum^ 
between the square-root of that (remainder) and tlte 
semi-perimeter, the base and the upright are obtained.”® 

* A, ii. 24. * BrSpSi, xviii. 99. 

»GjK, i. 35. «GK, i. 36. 

® Given a and b, the process of sankramam is the finding of 

half their sum and difference, i.e., and (see pp. 43 f). 

’Gi'J’, vii. 129J. 
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i.e., X ---- l(a 4- y/a'^ — 41;), j — \(a — y/— 4I’). 

Narayana says : 

“The square-root of the square of the sum minus 
four times the.product is the difference.”^ 

For (Hi) MahavJra gives the rule : 

“Add to and subtract twice the area (of a rectangle) 
from the square of the diagonal and extract tiie square- 
roots. By sankramana between the greater and lesser 
of these (roots), the side and upright (arc found).”- 

i.e.y X = \(\lc 4- zh 4- zb), 

j — -i( V^' 4- z.h — yjc — zb). 

For equations (/>) Aryabhata I writes : 

“From the square of the sum (of two quantities) 
subtract the sum of their squares. Half of the remain¬ 
der is their product.”® 

The remaining operations will be similar to those 
for the equations (//); so that 

.V — l(a -f ZiT — a^), y — l(a — ^/zc — a^). 

Brahmagupta says : 

“Subtract the square of the sum from twice the 
sum of the squares ; the square-root of the remainder 
being added to and subtracted from the sum and halved, 
(gives) the dcsiicd residues.”* 

Mahavira,® Bhaskara II® and Narayana'^ have also 
treated these equations. 

Narayana has given two other forms of simul- 

iGK, i. 35. 
® yf, ii. 23, 
‘ GW', vii. 125 J. 
»G/C,i.57. 

* GW, vii. 127J. 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 98. 
* L, p. 39. 
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tancous quadratic equations, namely, 

x2-f r2 W-) , , ,v2-j2 

.V --y ■- (I' xy 
m 
b }••• {vi) 

For the solution of (/-’) he gives the rule ; 

“F’hc square-root of twice the sum of the squares 
decreased by the square of the difference is equal to the 
sum.”i 

/>., -v -f-j — yjzc— d“. 

Therefore 

A- = KVr^' -- d- 4- d), y - 

For {id) Narayana writes : 

“Suppose the square of the product as the product 
(of two quantities) and the ditference of the squares as 
their difference. From them by sankrama will be 
obtained the (square) quantities. Their square-roots 
severally will give the quantities (required).”2 

■VCe have 
A'2 — y2 — ^ 

X2> ^ 

Tltese are of the form (/). Therefore 

x2 — ■^(V4i»2 j,2 __ _j_ 

Whence we get the values of x and y. 

Rule of Dissimilar Operations. The process 
of solving the following two particular cases of simul¬ 
taneous quadratic equations was distinguished by most 
Hindu mathematicians by the special designation visama- 
ktirnnfi (dissimilar operation); 

iGK.i. 33. *CiC, i. 34. 
® The name visama-karma originated obviously in contra¬ 

distinction to the name sankramana. This is evident from the term 
vifama-sankramam used by Mahavira for visama-karma. 
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.•<2-y- 
A- -J' n ) ^ ^ 

x^-y^-r.= w] 

•V +7 --y) ■ •• (//) 

These equations are found to have been regarded by 
them as of fundamental importance. The solutions 
given arc: 

for (/■) X -- i( 'J -i- j J-( — ;/); 

for (//) .V ------ j(p J ), J -- K /)- y). 

Thus Brahmagupta says: 

“The difference of the squares (of the unknowns) 
is divided by the difference (of the unknowns) and the 
quotient is increased and diminished by the difference 
and divided by two; (the results will be the two 
unknown quantities); (this is) dissimilar operation.”^ 

The same rule is restated by him on a different 
occasion in the course of solving a problem. 

“If then the difference of their squares, also the 
difference of them (are given): the diflerence of the 
squares is divided by the difference of them, and this 
(latter) is added to and subtracted from the quotient 
and then divided by two; (the results are) the residues; 
whence the number of elapsed days (can be found). 

Mahavira states: 

“The sankramam of the divisor and the quotient 
of the two quantities is dissimilar (operation); so it is 
called by those who have reached the end of the ocean 
of mathematics.”^ 

Similar rules are given also by other writers.* 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 56. ® BrSpSi, xviii. 97. 
* GSS, vi. 2. 
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Mahavira’s Rules. Mahavira (850) has treated 
certain problems involving the simultaneous t]uadratic 
equations : 

» + .V -- f7, »r»' -- a.v, 
// -j- j =■- h. US}}' a y. 

Here 
r .V u — tt 

s y b — u 

Therefore 
rb — .w u - , 

I fence 

)• — s 

/(} — b \ /d ~ b\ / a — 
.v -- ( Jr, y-r 

'' r ■— s' 
{ ..- )-f, «' - 'r — ' V/y - la) 

In the above equations .v,j’ are the interests accrued 
on the principal u in the periods r, s respectively and 
}}' is the rate of interest per a. 

Mahavira states the result thus : 

“The difference f)f the mixed sums [d, b] multiplied 
bv each other’s periods [r, r], being divided h\ the 
difference of the periods, the quotient is known as the 
principal [u]”^ 

Again, there arc problems involving the equations: 

u -j- X = p, UX}}' aw, 
u -\-j — q. uyn> — an. 

W here .v, y are the periods frir which the principal u 
is lent out at the rate of interest iv per a and m, n are the 
respective interests. 

Here 5_ “A. 
n y q — u 

Therefore u ~ 
m — n 

^ GSSy vi. 47, 
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Hence a* = (^^ y ^^ );? 

of.m — n)^ 
XI) :=i > ^ 

(/) - - np) 

Mahavira gives the rule : 

“On the difference of the mixed sums muhiplied 
by each other’s interests, being divided by the difference 
of the interests, the quotient, the wise men say, is the 
principal.”^ 

15. INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST 

DEGREE 

General Survey. The earliest Hindu algebraist 
to give a treatment of the indeterminate equation of the 
first degree is Aryabhata 1 (born 476). He gave a methotl 
for finding the general solution in positive integers 
of the simple indeterminate equation 

by — ax — c 

for integral values of a, h, c and further indicated how to 
extend it to get positive integral solutions of simultan¬ 
eous indeterminate equations of the first degree. His 
disciple, Bhaskara 1 (522), showed that the same 
method might be applied to solve by — ax - — c and 
further that the solution of this equation would follow 
from that of by — ax — i. Brahmagupta and r)fhcrs 
simply adopted the methods of Aryabhata 1 and Bhas¬ 
kara I. About the middle of the tenth century (rf the 
Christian Era, Aryabhata II improved them by point¬ 
ing out how the operations can in certain cases be 
abridged considerably. He also noticed the cases ot 
failure of the methods for an equation of the form 

^ GSS, vi. 51. 
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by — a\ ~ c. These results reappear in the works of 
later writers.^ 

Its Importance. It has been observed before that 
the subject of indeterminate analysis of the first degree 
was considered so important by the anefent Hindu 
algebraists that the whole science of algebra was once 
named after it. That high estimation of the subject 
continued undiminished amongst the later Hindu mathe¬ 
maticians. Aryabhata II enumerates it distinctively 
along with the sciences of arithmetic, algebra, and 
astronomy.^ So did Bhaskara II and others. As has 
been remarked by Ganesa,^ the separate mention of the 
subject of indeterminate analysis of the first degree is 
designed to emphasize its difficulty and importance. 
On account of its special importance, the treatment 
of this subject has been included by Bhaskara 11 in his 
treatise of arithmetic also, though it belongs parti¬ 
cularly to algebra.* It is also noteworthy that there is 
a work exclusively devoted to the treatment of this 
subject. Such a special treatise is a very rare thing in 
the mathematical literature of the ancient Hindus. This 
work, entitled Kuttdkura-sironiatii^ is by one Devaraja, 
a commentator of Aryabhata I. 

^ For “India’s Contribution to the Theory of Indeterminate 
Equations of the First Degree,” see the comprehensive article of 
Professor Sarada Kanta Ganguly in Joitrn. Ind. Math. Soc., XIX, 
1931, Nates and Questions, pp. 110-120, 129-142; see also XX, 
1932, Notes and Questions. Compare also the Dissertation ot 
D. M. Alehta on “Theory of simple continued i..,ctions (with 
special reference to the history of Indian Mathematics).” 

MSI, i. I. 

® Vide his commentary on the Uidvati of Bhaskara IT 
^ Bhaskara’s treatment of the pulveriser in his Njayyiniia is 

repeated nearly wo' d for word in his IMdratL 
® There arc four manuscript.copies of this work in the Oriental 

Library, Mysore. 
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Three Varieties of Problems. Problems whose 
solutions led the ancient Hindus to the investigation 
of the simple indeterminate equation of the first degree 
were distinguished broadly into three varieties. The 
problem of one variety, is to find a number (N) which 
being divided by two given numbers {a, b) will leave 
two given remainders (Rj, R2). Thus wc have 

N ~ ax -\- lii = by K-2- 

Hence by — ax — Rj — 

Putting c — Rj ~ Rg, 

wc get by — ax ■■= y-c 

the upper or lower sign being taken according as Rj 
> or < Rg. In a problem of the second kind we are 
required to find a number (.v) such that its product with 
a given number (a) being increased or decreased by 
another given number (v) and then divided by a third 
given number (fl) will leave no rcmaindci. In other 
words we shall have to solve 

av q- Y 

in positive integers. The third variety of problems 
similarly leads to ecjUations of the form 

by “T ““ dr 

Terminology. The subject of indeterminate 
analysis of the first degree is generally called by the 
Hindus kuttaka, kuttdkdra, kuttikdra or simply kutta. 
The names kuttdkdra and kutta occur as early as the 
Mahd-Rbdsk-ariya of Bhaskara i (522).^ In the commen¬ 
tary of the Aryabhatiya by this writer we find the terms 
kuttaka and kuttdkdra. Ilrahmagupta has used kuttaka,- 
kuttdkdra^ and kutta.* Mahavira, it appears, had a 

* MBh, i. 41, 49. 2 QrSpSi, xviii. 2, ii, etc. 
® BrSpSi, xviii. 6, 15, etc. • * BrSpSi, xviii. 20, 25, etc. 
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preferential liking for the name kuttikara?- 

In a problem of the first variety the quantities 
b) aie called “divisors” {bhagcihdra, bhdjak, cheddy 

etc.) and (Rj, Rg) “remainders” {dora, Jesd, etc.), while 
in a problem of the second variety, |i is ordinarily 
called the “divisor” and y the “interpolator” {ksepd, 
ksepdkd, etc.); here « is called the “dividend” (bhdjj'd), 
the unknown quantity to be found (.v) the “multiplier” 
{il^nmkMy s,nndkdrd, etc.) and y the quotient (phald). The 
unknown (.v) has been sometimes called by Mahavira as 
rdsi (number) implying “an unknown! number.”^ 

Origin of the name. I’he Sanskrit warrds kuttd, 
kuttak-dy ktittakdra and kuttikiird are all derived from the 
root kutt “to crush”, “to grind,” “to pulverise” and 
hence etymologically they mean the act or process of 
“breaking”, “grinding”, “pulverising” as well as an 
instrument for that, that is, “grinder”, “pulveriser”. 
VC'hy the subject of the indeterminate analysis of the 
first degree came to be designated by the term kjyttdka 
is a question which will be naturally asked. Ganesa 
(1545) says: ^'‘Kuttdka is a term for the multiplier, for 
multiplication is admittedly called by words import¬ 
ing ‘injuring,’ ‘killing.’ A certain given number being 
multiplied by another (unkno\yn quantity), added or 
subtracted by a given interpolator and then divided by a 
given divisor leaves no remainder; that multiplier is the 
kuttaka: so it has been said by the ancients. This is a 
special technical term.”* The same explanation as to the 
origin of the name kuttdka has been offered by Surya- 
dasa(i538), Krsna {c: 1580) and Rahganatha (1602).* 

^ GSS, vi. 79J, etc. ® GSS, vi. 
® Vide his commentary on the Ulavati of Bhaskara II. 
* Vide the commentaries of Suryadasi on Ulavati and hija~ 

ganita, of Krsna on Bi/agafiita, and of Rariganatha on Siddhdnta- 
Jiromani. 
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But it is one-sided inasmuch as it has admittedly in 
view a problem of the second variety where wc have 
indeed to find an unknown muhiplicr. But the rules of 
the earlier algebraists such as Aryabhata 1 and Brahma¬ 
gupta were formulated with a view to the solution of a 
problem of the first variety. So the considerations 
which led those early writers to adopt the name hiUaka 
must have been different. Mahavira has once, stated 
that, according to the learned, kuttikara is another name 
for “the operation of praksepaku^’’ (lit., throwing, scatter¬ 
ing, implying division into parts).^ In fact, his writ¬ 
ing led his translator to interpret kutTikdra as “propor¬ 

tionate division”, “a special kind of division or distribu¬ 

tion.Bhaskara 1, who had in view a problem of the 

second variety, once remarked, “the number is obtained 

by the operation of pulverising {knf/ana), when it is 

desired to get the multiplier {^^unakura'). . . . ”•* It will 

be presently shown that the Hindu methttd of solving the 

equation by — ax -b c is essentially based on a process 

of deriving from it successively other similar equations 
in which the \'alucs of the coctficicnts {ci, b) become 

smaller and smaller.^ Thus the process is indeed the 

same as that of breaking a whole thing into smaller 
pieces. In our opinion, it is this that led the ancient 

mathematicians to adopt the name kuttaka for the opera¬ 
tion. 

Preliminary Operations. It has been remarked 

by most of the writers that in order that an equation 

* “Prak?cpaka-karanamidarh.kuttikaro budhaissamuddi?- 
tarn”—GSS, vi. 79A. 

* Vide GSS (English translation), pp. 117, 300. 
® “Krta-kuttana-labdha-rasirnesarn 

Gunakaram samusanti.”—AlBf), i. 48. 
* It has been expressly stated by Suryadeva Yajva that the 

process must be continued “yavaddharabhajyayoralpata.” 
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of the form 

— d-x = ± f Of by ax ~ :^_c 

may be solvable, the two numbers a and b must not have 
a common divisor; for, otherwise, the equation would 
be absurd, unless the number c had the same common 
divisor. So before the rules adumbrated hcreal'ter 
can be applied, the numbers a, b, c must be made prime 
{drdhu — firm, niccheda -- having no divisor, nirapa- 
varta irreducible) to each other. 

Thus Bhaskara I observes: 

“The dividend and divisor will become prime to 
each other on being divided by the residue of their 
mutual division. *Thc operation of the pulveriser 
should be considered in relation to them.”^ 

Brahmagupta says: 

“Divide the multiplier and the divisor mutually 
and find the last residue; those quantities being divided 
by the residue will be prime to each other.”2 

Ar)"abhata II has made the preliminary operations 
in successive stages. These will be described later on.* 

Sripati states: 

“The dividend, divisor and interpolator should 
be divided by their common divisor, if any, so that it 
may be possible to apply the method to be described.”* 

“If the dividend and divisor have a common 
divisor, which is not a divisor of the interpolator then 
the problem would be absurd.”* 

Bhaskara II writes: 

“As preparatory to the method of the pulveriser. 

^ MBb, i. 41. 
* l^ide infra, p. 104. 

® BrSpSi, xviii. 9. 
* SiSe, xiv. Z2. 
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,the dividend, divisor and interpolator must be 
divided by a common divisor, if possible. If the 
number by which the dividend and divisor are divisible, 
does not divide the interpolator then the problem 
is absurd. The last residue of the mutual divi¬ 
sion of two numbers is their common divisor. The 
dividend and divisor, being divided by their common 
divisor, become prime to each other.”^ 

Rules similar to these have been giv'cn also by 
N’arayana,^ Jnanaraja and Kamalakara.^ So in our 
subsequent treatment of the Hindu methods for the 
solution in positive integers of the equation 'hj ax 
“ :t shall always take, unless otherwise stated, 
a, b prime to each other. 

Solution of hj — ax c 

Aryabhata Rule. The rule of Aryabhata I (499)^ 
is rather obscure inasmuch as all the operations intend¬ 
ed to be carried out have not been described fully and 
clearly. So it has been misunderstood by many writers.® 
Following the interpretation of the rule by Bhaskara 
1 (525), a direct disciple of Ary abhata I, Bibhutibhusan 
Datta has recently given the following translation:® 

’ T, p. 76; BBi, pp. 24f. ® NBi, I, R. 53-4. 
® xiii. i79tf. * A, ii. 52-3. 
® L. Rodet, “Legons de calcul d'Aryabhatta,” JA, XHI, 

1878, pp. 3031!; G. R. Kaye, “Notes on Indian Mathematics. 
No, 2—Aryabhata,”/MJ'B, IV, 1908, pp. 11 iff; BCMS, IV, p. 55; 
N. K. Mazumdar, “Aryyabhatta’s rule in relation to Indeterminate 
Equations of the First Degree,” BCMS, III, pp 11-9; P. C. Sen 
Gupta, “Aryabhatiyam,”Depf. iM. Cal. Unit’., XVI, 1927; 
reprint, p. 27.; S. K. Ganguly, BCMS, XIX, 1928, pp. lyoff; 
W. E. Clark, Aryabhatiya of Aryabhata, Chicago, 1930, pp. 42!}'. 

® Bibhutibhusan Datta, “Elder Aryabhata’s rule for the 
solution of indeterminate equations of the first degree,” BCMS, 
XXIV, 1932, pp. 35-53, 
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“Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater 
remainder by the divisor corresponding to the smaller 
remainder. The residue (and the divisor corresponding 
to the smaller remainder) being mutually divided, 
the last residae should be multiplied by such an optional 
integer that the product l^eing added (in case the number 
of quotients of the mutual division is even) or subtracted 
(in case the number of quotients is odd) by the difference 
of the remainders (will be exactly divisible by the last 
but one remainder. Place the quotients of the mutual 
division successively one below the other in a column; 
below them the optional multiplier and underneath it 
the quotient just obtained). Any number below 
the penultimate) is multiplied by the one just above it 
and then added by that just below it. Divide the last 
number (obtained by doing so repeatedly*) by the divisor 
corresponding to the srhaller remainder; then multiply 
the residue by the divisor corresponding to the greater 
remainder and add the greater remaindl:r. (The result 
will be) the number corresponding to the two divisors.” 

He has further shown that it can be rendered also 
as follows: 

“Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater 
remainder by the divisor corresponding to the smaller 
remainder. The residue (and the divisor corresponding 
to the smaller remainder) being mutually divided 
(until the remainder becomes zero), the last quotient 
should be multiplied by ah optional integer and then 
added (in case the number of quotients of the mutual 
division is even) or subtracted (in case the number of 
quotients is odd) by the difference of the remainders. 
(Place the other quotients of the mutual division succcs- 

* The process implied here is shown in detail in the working 
of the example on pages 113f. 
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sively one below the other in a column; below them the 
result just obtained and underneath it the optional in¬ 
teger). Any number below the penultimate) 
is multiplied by the one just above it and then added 
by that just below it. Divide the last number (obtained 
by doing so repeatedly) by the divisor corresponding 
to the smaller remainder; then multiply the residue 
by the divisor corresponding to the greater remainder 
and add the greater remainder. ('Ihe result will be) 
the number corresponding to the two divisors.” 

Aryabhata’s problem is ; To find a number (i\() 
which being divided by two given numbers {a, h) will 
leave two given remainders (R^, RJ.^ This gi\'es: 

N ~ ax -f Rj — ^ + Ro- 

Denoting as before by c the difference between R^^ and 
Rj, we get 

(/•) by ax + c, if R, > R^, 

or (Ji) ax by -j- c, if R^, > R^ 

the equation being so written as to keep c alw.ays posi¬ 
tive. Hence the problem now reduces to making either 

according as Rj > R^ or R2 > R^ a positive integer. 
So Aryabhata says; ‘‘Divide the divisor corresponding 
to the greater remainder etc.” 

* It has already been stated (p. 90) that in a problem of the 
first variety which gives an equation of the above form (and in 
which Ri > Kg). 

a -- divisor corresponding to greater remainder, 
b divisor corresponding to lesser remainder, 

Rj greater remainder, 
K, — lesser remainder. 
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Suppose Kj > Rj; then the equation to be solved 
will be 

ax -f (I) 

a, b being prime to each other. 

Let 
b)a {q 

'a)'’, 

Ti 

Then, we get^ 

1—l)^>n—2 3’n—l 

f-m) fm-i (<?« 

r„L, 

a bq -f f\, 
b - r^q^ + 

+ ''3. 
^2 ^3^3 ^ 

^m—1 ’l~‘ ^m-{ i* 

Now, substituting the value of a in the given equa¬ 
tion (I), we get 

bj = {bq+r^)x-\-c. 
1 herefore 

j =-- qx + 

^ When a < ^, we shall have ^ = o> rj = jj. 
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where hj^ — -f c. 

In other words, since a — hq-\- r^, on putting 

y-==qx-i-_y^ (i) 
the given equation (I) reduces to 

b'l -- 4- (I- 0 
Again, since b -{- r.,, 

putting similarly .v " “j- \\ 

the equation (I. i) can be further reduced to 

and so on. 

Writ ing down the successive values and reduced 
cquationii ; in columns, w'c have 

(0 y 
■ Ji, 1 b'l --- ; rj.v a, 1 (I. I) 

(^) .V - ?i.)' 1- ■ '2 ^'1 ■ " r, (1.2) 
(5) h ■ ^2*^1 d j ''2.12 ^ (i- 3) 
(4) A'l - 1 ^ '4.V2 -- (1-4) 
(5) . " -f Js. ! '4J3 (I- 0 
(6) - ■ ^5.73 4" -Vai 1 (!.(,) 

{in- 1 — q2n-2^\~l +J: u» j ^2n—2 y n " ' -1 + (I. irh — i) 

(2«) 1 ([2n- iJ'n 4~ j ^2n^l^n ^ 2nJ'n r> (I. 2«) 
{zfi - h 0 J n ““ ^2n^n ‘ ^2nJ'n-fl —' 4-0 (I. Z„+l) 

Now the mutual division can be continued either 
(/) to the finish or (//) so as to get a certain number of 
quotients and then stopped. In either case the number 
of quotients found, neglecting the first one (^), as is 
usual with Aryabhata, may be even or odd. 

Case /. First suppose that the mutual division 
is continued until the zero remainder is obtained. Since 

b are prime to each other, the last but one remainder 
is unity. 

Subcase (/. i). Let the number of quotients be 
even. We then have 

7 
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The equations (I. zn) and (I. z» + i), therefore, become 

■Jn = ^t»^» + ^ 

and - r 

respectively. Giving an arbitrary integral value (/) 
to we get an integral value of From that we 
can find the value of by (zn). Proceeding back¬ 
wards step by step we ultimately find the values of x 
and y in positive integers. So that the equation (I) 
is solved. 

Subcase (/. a). If the number of quotients be 
we shall have 

^n-i = 1. '•.n = o. = V-.- 
The equations (zn + i) and (I. 2« + t) will then be 
absent and the equations (I. zn — i) and (I. zn) will be 
reduced respectively to 

and = — c. 

Giving an arbitrary integral value (/') to we 
get an integral value of Then proceeding back¬ 
wards as before we can calculate the values of x and 

Case it. Next suppose that the mutual division 
is stopped after having obtained an even or odd number 
of quotients. 

Subcase (ii. i). If the number of quotients obtained 
be even, the reduced form of the original equation is 

or Jn+l 
9n 

Giving a suitable integral value (/) to x^ as will make 

J, n+1 
an-H 

' »H 

= an integral number. 
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we get an integral value for j', by (2«+i). The values 
of X and j can then be calculated by proceeding as 
before. 

Subcase (//. 2). If the number of quotients be oddy 
the reduced form of the quotient is 

or .V 

Putting = i'y where /' is an integer, such that 

A' = f i=r a whole number, 
r 'in-l 

we get an integral value of a'„_j by (2«). Whence can 
be calculated the values of a- andj* in integers. 

If .V ~ a., y — ^ be the least integral solution of 
ax -f- c — by, we shall have 

aa-\~ c = b^. 

Therefore a{bm + «) -f- ^ = b(am + P), 

m being any integer. Therefore, in general, 

X — hm -{■ a.. 

But we have calculated before that 

.V - 4- ; 

+ ^1 = + «. 
Thus it is found that the minimum value a of x 

is equal to the remainder left on dividing its calculated 
value by b. Whence we can calculate the minimum 
value of iV(= aa. + R,). This will explain the rationale 
of the operations described in the latter portion of the 
rule of Aryabhata I. 

Bhaskara I’s Rules. Bhaskara I (522) writes: 

“Set down the dividend above and the divisor 
below. Write down successively the quotients of their 
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mutual division, one below the other, in the form of a 
chain. Now find by what number the last remainder 
should be multiplied, such that the product being sub¬ 
tracted by the (given) residue (of the revolution) will 
be exactly divisible (by the divisor corresponding to 
that remainder). Put down that optional number 
below the chain and then the (new) quotient underneath. 
Then multiply the optional number by that quantity 
which stands just above it and add to the product the 
(new) quotient (below). Proceed afterwards also in the 
same way. Divide the upper number (/>., the multi¬ 
plier) obtained by this process by the divisor and 
the lower one by the dividend; the remainders will 
respectively be the desired ahargam and the revolutions.”^ 

The equation contemplated in this rule is* 
ax — c .. . ^ 
—1)— ~ ^ positive integer. 

This fotm of the equation seems to have been chosen 
by Bhaskara I deliberately so as to supplement the form 
of Aiy'abhata 1 in which the interpolator is always 
made positive by necessary transposition. Further b is 
taken to be greater than a, as is evident from the 
following rule. So the first quotient of mutual division 
of by ^ is always zero. This has not been taken 
into consideration. Also the number of quotients in 
the chain is taken to be even. 

^ M&h, i. 42-4. 
. The above rule has been formulated with a view to its 

application in astronomy. 
* As already stated on p, 90, when the equation is stated in 

this second form 
a — dividend, 
h = divisor, 
c = interpolator, 

-v — multiplier, 
j - quotient. 
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He further observes: 

“When the dividend is greater than the divisor, 
the operations should be made in the same way {i.e., 
according to the method of the pulveriser) after deler- 
ing the greatest multiple of the divisor (from the divi¬ 
dend). Multiply the (new) multiplier thus obtained by 
that multiple and add the (new) quotient; the /result 
will be the quotient here (required).”^ 

That is to say, if in the equation 

ax ±c^ by, 

a — mb a', we may neglect the portion mb of the divi¬ 
dend and proceed at once with the solution of 

a'x = by. 

Let X — a, y — he 3l solution of this equation. Then 

a ct d;- c b^ ; 

(mb + a')a dz ^ = b(ma -f- p), 

or <ra dr ^ = b(ma d- p). 

Hence x = a, y = ma -f P is a solution of the 
given equation. 

Brahmagupta’s Rules. For the solution of Arya¬ 
bhata’s problem Brahmagupta (628) gives the following 
rule: 

“What remains when the divisor corresponding 
to the greater remainder is divided by the divisor corres¬ 
ponding to the smaller remainder—^that (and the latter 
divisor) are mutually divided and the quotients are 
severally set down one below the other. The last 
residue (of the reciprocal division after an even number 
of quotients has been obtained®) is multiplied by 

47. 
* Compare the next rule: ‘‘Such is the process \^h( n the 

quotients (of mutual division) arc even etc.’’ 
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such an optional integer that the product being added 
with the difference of the (given) remainders will be 
exactly divisible (by the divisor corresponding to that 
residue). That optional multiplier and then the (new) 
quotient just obtained should be set down (underneath 
the listed quotients). Now, proceeding from the lower¬ 
most number (in the column), the penultimate is 
multiplied by the number just above it and then added 
by the number just below it. The final value thus 
obtained (by repeating the above process) is divided 
by the divisor corresponding to the smaller remainder. 
The residue being multiplied by the divisor correspond¬ 
ing to the greater remainder and added to the greater 
remainder will be the number in view.’’^ 

He further observes: 
“Such is the process when the quotients (of mutual 

division) are even in number. But if they be odd, 
what has been stated before as negative should be made 
positive or as positive should be made negative. 

Regarding the direction for dividing the divisor 
corresponding to the greater remainder by the divisor 
corresponding to the smaller remainder, Prthudakasvami 
(860) observes that it is not absolute, rather optional; 
so that the process may be conducted in the same way 
by starting with the division of the divisor correspond¬ 
ing to the smaller remainder by the divisor correspond¬ 
ing to the greater remainder. But in this case of inver¬ 
sion of the process, he continues, the difference of 
the remainders must be made negative. 

That is to say, the equation 
by ~ (ix -f- c 

can be solved by transforming it first to the form 
ax — bj — r. 

* BrSpSi, xviii. 3-5. *BrSp5i, xviii. 13. 
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so that we shall have to start with the division of b by a. 

MahSvira’s Rules. Mahavira (850) formulates his 
rules with a view to the solution of 

ax + c 

in positive integers. He says: 

“Divide the coefficient of the unknown by the 
given divisor (mutually); reject the first quotient and 
then set down the other quotients of mutual division 
one below the other. When the residue has become 
sufficiently small, multiply it by an optional number 
such that the product, being combined with the inter¬ 
polator, which if positive must be made negative (and 
vice versa) in case (the number of quotients retained is) 
odd, will be exactly divisible (by the divisor correspond¬ 
ing to that residue). Place that optional number and 
the resulting quotient in order under the chain of quo¬ 
tients. Now add the lowermost number to the product 
of the next two upper numbers. The number (finally 
obtained by this process) being divided by the given 
divisor, (the remainder will be the least value of the 
unknown).”! 

This method has been redescribed by Mahavira 
in a slightly modified form. Here he continues the 
mutual division until the remainder zero is obtained 
and further takes the optional multiplier to be zero. 

“With the dividend, divisor and remainder reduced 
(by their greatest common factor the operations should 
be performed). Reject the first quotient and set down the 
other quotients of mutual division (one below the other) 
and underneath them the zero^ and the given remainder 

* GSS, vi. 1154 (first portion). 
* e have emended sdgra of the printed text to khdgra. 
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(as reduced) in succession. The remainder, being multi¬ 
plied by positive or negative as the number of quotients is 
even or odd, should be added to the product of the next 
two upper numbers. The number (finally obtained by 
the repeated application of this process) whether posi¬ 
tive or negative, being divided by the divisor, the 
remainder will be (the least value of) the multiplier.”^ 

Aryabhata II. The details of the process adopted 
by Aryabhata II (950) in finding the general solution of 

in positive integers have been described 
by him thus: 

“Set down the dividend, interpolator and divisor 
as stated (in a problem): this is the first operation. 

“Divide them by their greatest common divisor 
so as to make them without a common factor: this is the 
second operation. 

“Divide the dividend and interpolator by their 
greatest common divisor; the third operation. 

“Divide the interpolator and divisor by their 
greatest common divisor: the fourth operation. 

“Divide the dividend and interpolator, then the 
interpolator (thus reduced) and divisor by their respec¬ 
tive different greatest common divisors: the fifth operation. 

“On forming the chain from these (reduced 
numbers), if the remainder becomes unity, then the 
object (of solving the problem) will be realised; but 
if the remainder in it be zero, the questioner does not 
know the method of the pulveriser. 

“Divide the (reduced) dividend and divisor reci¬ 
procally until the remainder becomes unity. (The quo¬ 
tients placed one below the other successively will form) 

GSS, vi. 156J (first portion). Our interpretation differs from 
those of Rangacharya and Ganguly. 
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the (auxiliary) chain. Note down whether the number 
of quotients is even or odd. Multiply by the ultimate 
the number just above it and then add unity. The chain 
formed on replacing the penultimate by this result is 
the corrected one. Multiply by the un-destroyed 
(J.e., corrected) penultimate the number just above 
it, then add the ultimate number; (now) destroy 
the ultimate. On proceeding thus (repeatedly) we 
shall finally obtain two numbers which are (techni¬ 
cally) called kutta. 1 shall speak (later on) of those 
two quantities as obtained in the case of an odd number 
of quotients. If on dividing the dividend by the divisor 
once only the residue becomes unity, then the quotient 
is known to be the upper kjitta and the remainder 
{j.e., unity) the lower kutta. 

“The upper and lower kutta thus obtained, being 
both multiplied by the interpolator of the given equation 
and then divided respectively by its dividend and divisor, 
the residues will be the quotient and multiplier respec¬ 
tively. 

“In the case of the third opei tion (having been 
performed before) multiply the upper kutta by the inter¬ 
polator of the question and the lower kutta by the inter¬ 
polator as reduced by the greatest common divisor. The 
same should be done reversely in the case of the fourth 
operation. In the case of these two operations, the kutta 
after being multiplied as indicated should be divided 
respectively by the dividend and divisor stated by the 
questioner, the residues will be the quotient and multi¬ 
plier respectively. 

“In the fifth operation, multiply the upper kufta 
by the greatest common divisor of the dividend and the 
interpolator, and the lower one by the other (j.e., the 
greatest common divisor of the given divisor and the 
reduced interpolator). The products arc the inter- 
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mediate quotient and multiplier. Multiply the divisor 
of the question by the intermediate quotient and also 
its dividend by the intermediate multiplier. Difference of 
these products is the required intermediate divider. The 
intermediate quotient and multiplier are multiplied by the 
interpolator of the question and then divided by the 
intermediate divider. The quotients thus obtained being 
divided respectively by the dividend and divisor of the 
question, the residues will be the quotient and multiplier 
(required). 

“The quotient and multiplier are obtained correctly 
by the process just described in the case of a positive 
interpolator when the chain is even and in the case of a 
negative interpolator if the chain is odd. In the case of 
an even chain and negative interpolator, also of an odd 
chain and positive interpolator, the quotient and multi¬ 
plier thus obtained are subtracted respectively from tne 
dividend and divisor made prime to each other and the 
residues give them correctly.”^ 

The rationale of these rules will be easily found to 
be as follows: 

(/) It will be noticed that to solve 
hy = ax±c^ (t) 

in positive integers, Aryabhata II first finds the solution 
of 

by = ax 

Ifx = a, jr=pbea solution of this equation, we get 
bp = aa.± I, 

or b(ep) = a(i-a) ± c. 

Therefore x = ca, y == cp is a solution of (i). 

(it) Let a — a'g, c — c'g; then (i) reduces to 
by = a'x ± /, 

^ MSt\ 1-14. 
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where / 

Let X = a, j/' = p be a solution of 

by' — a'x 1, 
so that we have 

= a'a ± I. 

Hence bg/^ = a'gc'a ± c'g; 

or b{g^) — a{c'cC) c. 

Therefore .v = </a, jy = <rp is a solution of (i). 

(tit) Let b = g'b\ t:=g'£"-, then (i) reduces to 

l/y -- ax' ± 

where x' = x jg'. If x' = a, y = p be a solution of 

b'y — ax' I, 

we have 
h'^ — a I. 

Therefore b'g'c"^ — ag'c"a ^ g't", 

or b(c"^) — a(ca) c. 

Hence x- = ca, y — r"p is a solution of (i). 

{tv) Let a — a'g, c = c'g, b — b"g" and c' — c"g". 

Then the given equation by — ax c reduces to 

h"y' = ± c", 

where x' = xlg", y' —yjg. Now, if x' = a, y' — 
be a solution of 

b"y' — a'x'd: i, 

we shall have, multiplying both sides by gg", 

b"gg"fi = a'gg"a±gg", 

or b(g^) = a{g"a)±gg". 

or 
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Since ~ we get 

UG"«) ~ W)1 ~ "^1^"“) ~ Kc^P) 
Therefore 

__ 

" ~ K?»’ 

is a solution of the given equation Ly = ax i c. Since 
c — c"gg" — ~ ^(<?P)}> both these values are 
integral. 

In each of the above cases the minimum values of 
A-, y satisfying the equation hy — ax y-. c ate given by the 
residues left on dividing the values of x,y as calculated 
above by h and a respectively, provided the two quo¬ 
tients are equal. 

Let X — P, y he the solution as calculated 
above ; further suppose that 

P mh -p p, J2 == na -P q; 

where m, n are integers such that p < b, q < a. 

\i m n, the minimum solution is either 

y=.{ri-n2)a-\-qy’ y == q 

according as «? < or > /?. Now, if the interpolator c 
is positive, it can be shown that (2) is not a solution. 
For, if it were, 

bq — c 
..~ X, an integer. 

But q < a. 

— {m — n)b p > b. 

therefore. 

bq — c < b. 
a 
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which is absurd. Therefore, (i) must be the minimum 
solution in this case, not (2). 

Similarly, if the interpolator c is negative, it can 
be shown that (2) is the minimum solution, not (i). 

Hence the following rule of Aryabhata II: 

“If the quotients (//?, n) obtained in the case of any 
proposed question be not equal,' then the (derived) 
value for the multiplier should be accepted and that of 
the quotient rejected, if the interpolator is positive. On 
the other hand when the interpolator is negative, then 
the (derived) value for the quotient should be accepted 
and that for the multiplier rejected. How to. obtain 
the quotient from the multiplier and the multiplier from 
the quotient correctly in all cases, I shall explain now. 
Multiply the (accepted) value of the multiplier by the 
c'ividcnd of the proposed question, add its interpolator 
and then divide by the divisor of the proposed question; 
the quotient is the corrected one. The product of the 
proposed divisor and the (accepted) quotient being 
added by the reverse of the interpolator and then divided 
by the dividend of the prbposed question, the quotient 
is the (correct) multiplier.”^ 

He has further indicated how to get all positive 
integral solutions of the equation by — ax -^c after 
having obtained the minimum solution. 

“The (minimum) quotient and multiplier being 
added respectively with the dividend and divisor as stated 
in the question or as reduced, after multiplying both 
by an optional number, give various other values. 

That is to say, if .v = a, y — p be the minimum 
solution, the general solution will be 

.V bm + a, y = am + p. 

^ MSi, xviii. 15*8. 2 MSi^ xviii. 20. 
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Sripati’s Rule. Sripati (1059) writes: 

“Divide the dividend and divisor reciprocally 
until the residue is small. Set down the quotients 
one below the other in succession; then underneath 
them an optional number and below it the correspond- 
ing quotient, the optional number being determined 
thus: (the number) by which the last residue must be 
multiplied such that the product being subtracted by 
the interpolator and then divided by the divisor (corres¬ 
ponding to that residue), leaves no remainder. It is 
to be so when the number of quotients is even; in the 
case of an odd number of quotients the interpolator, 
if negatfve, must be first made positive and conversely, 
if positive, must be made negative; so it has been taught 
by the learned in this (branch of analysis). Now multi¬ 
ply the term above the optional number by it (the 
optional number) and then add the quotient below. 
Proceeding upwards such operation should be per¬ 
formed again and again until two numbers are obtained. 
The first one being divided by the divisor, (the residue) 
will give (the least value of) the multiplier; similarly 
the second being divided by the dividend, will give 
(the least value) of the quotient.”^ 

Bhiskara IPs Rules. Bhaskara II (1150) des¬ 
cribes the method of the pulveriser thus: 

“Divide mutually the dividend and divisor made 
prime to each other until unity becomes t|ie remainder 
in the dividend. Set down the quotients one under 
the other successively; beneath them the interpolator 
and then cipher at the bottom. Multiply by the 
penultimate the number just above it and add the 

^ SiSe, xiv. Z2-25. 
This rule is the sanne as that of Bhdskara I and holds under 

the same conditions. (See pp. 99f). 
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ultimate;. then reject that ultimate. Do so repeatedly 
until only a pair of numbers is left. The upper one of 
these being divided by the reduced dividend, the remain¬ 
der is the quotient; and the lower one being divided 
by the reduced divisor, the remainder is the multiplier. 
Such is precisely the process when the quotients (of 
mutual division) are even in number. But when they 
are odd, the quotient and multiplier so obtained must 
be subtracted from their respective abraders and the 
residues will be the true quotient and multiplier.’’’* 

BhaskaraTI then shows how the process of solving 
a problem by the method of the pulveriser can some¬ 
times be abbreviated to a great extent. He says: 

“The multiplier is found by the method of the 
pulveriser after reducing the additive and dividend by 
their common divisor. Or, if the additive (previously 
reduced or not) and the divisor be so reduced, the 
multiplier found (by the method) being multiplied by 
their common measure will be the true one. 

“Such is the process of finding the multiplier and 
quotient, when the interpolator is positive. On sub¬ 
tracting them from their’respective abraders will be 
obtained the result for the subtractive interpolator.”* 

Krsna (c. 15 80) gives the following rationale of these 
rules: 

We shall have to solve in positive integers 
iy = ax± c. (1) 

(/) Suppose g is the greatest common measure oiaa 
and c, so that a = a'g, c — c'g. Then 

by = a'gx ± c'g, 
or ly' = a'x i; /, (i.i) 

wherej' ~jjg- 1£ X = a, y zszz p bca solution of (i.i)^ 

ijf; I.,p. 77. * BBi, p. 26; L, pp. 78, 79, 
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then clearly a' — a, y ^ is a solution of (i). 

(/V) Let b ~ g'h', c —- g'c"-, then equation (i) re¬ 
duces to 

b'y-^ci.\'±c'\ (1.2) 
where .y^ = -v' =-- a', y -- p' be a solution of 
(i. 2), then clearly .v = g'a, y --= p' is a solution of (i). 

(.7/) Let a - a'g, c — c'g\ also b — b"g", c' — c"g''\ 
then equation (i) reduces to 

h"yr^u'x'±c'\ (1.5) 
where .v' --- xy\ y' —J’jg- Then if .v' ■- a, y' p be 
a solution of (1.3), we shall have a- ~ g"a, ;■ --.ijp as a 
solution of (1). 

Now, let the minimum solution of by ux c be 
A' - - a, V P. Then 

//p --- {ja -j- c. 

Hence b{a — P) =- a(b — a) — c. 
Therefore, a" —- b — a, y ~ a — pis a solution of 
by -- ax — c. Since a < b, p < a, provided c < a, b, 
this solution is positive. Thus we find that the minimum 
solution of the equation by ~ ax — c can be derived from 
that exf the equation by ~ ax c, as has been stated by 
Bhaskara 11. 

Bhaskara II further observes d 
“In abrading the (calculated values of) the multi¬ 

plier and the quotient (by the divisor and the dividend 
respectively) the intelligent should take out the same 
multiple (of them). 

“The multiplier and quotient may be found as 
before after abrading the interpolator by the divisor; 
the quotient (obtained), however, must be increased by 
the abrading quotient in case the interpolator is 
positive, but, if it is negative, the abrading quotient 

^ BBi, p. 26 ; L, pp. 79, 81. 
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must be subtracted. 
“Or the multiplier may be found as before after 

abrading both the dividend and the interpolator by the 
divisor; from (this multiplier) the quotient may be found 
by muldplying (it) by the dividend, adding (the inter¬ 
polator) and then dividing (the sum by the divisor).^ 

‘ Those (minimum values of) the multiplier and the 
quotient being added by any (optionally chosen) 
multiple of their respective abraders become manifold.” 

We take the following illustrative example with the 
different methods of its solution from Bhaskara IT: 

To solve, in positive integers, 
\oox 4- oo 
-63 J- 

First Method. Statement: 
Dividend =100 a j 

Divisor 6; = 9° 
Dividing mutually loo by 63, we have 

63) 100 (i 

57)63 (i 
37 
^6) 37(1 

26 

II) 26 (2 

22 

(2 

_8 

T) 4 (i 

1 

^ by substituting the value of the multiplier in the 
original equation. 

8 
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Then, forming the chain as directed in the rule, we get 
1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

I 

90 

O 
By the rule, “Multiply by the penultimate the number just 
above it etc.,” the two numbers obtained finally are 2430 
and 1530.^ Dividing these by 100 and 63 respectively, 
the remainders are 30 and 18. Hence .v = 18, — 30. 

Second Method. Reducing the dividend and the 
additive by their greatest common divisor (10), we have 
the statement: 

Since 

Dividend =10 
Divisor = 63 

63) 10 (o 
o 

Additive = 9 

10) 63 (6 
60 

3 ) 10 (5 
9 
I 

^ Successive operations in the application of the rule arc : 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
\ 90 

90 

1 
1 
1 
2 

270 
90 

1 
1 
1 

630 
'1^ 270 
\ 

I 

1 
1 
\ 900 
\ 630 

\ 

1 
1530 
900 

9^ 

% 

9^ 

2430 
1630 
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we get the chain 

o 
6 
5 
9 
o 

By the rule, “Multiply by the penultimate etc.,” ^^c 
obtain finally the numbers ay and 171. Dividing them 
respectively by 10 and 65, we get the residues 7 and 45. 
Since the number of quotients of the mutual division 
is odd, subtracting 7 and 45 from the corresponding 
abraders 10 and 65, we get 5 and 18. In this case we 
neglect 3. So .v - 18; w’hence by the given equation 
)' - - 30. Or, multiplying the quotient 3 as obtained 
above by the greatest common divisor 10, we get the 
same result y - - 30. 

Third Method. Reducing the divisor and the additive 
by their greatest common divisor (9), the statement is : 

Dividend = loo . . 
• Additive -- 10 

Divisor — 7 
Since 

7) 100(14 

98 
7 (3 
6 
I 

we get the chain 

5 
10 
o 

By the rule, “Multiply by the penultimate etc.,” we 
obtain the two numbers 450 and 30. Dividing them 
by 100 and 7 respectively, the residues are 50 and 2. 
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Multiplying the latter by the greatest common divisor 
9, we get X = i8 and j = 30. 

Fourth Method. Dividing the divisor and the addi¬ 
tive by their common measure (9) and again the dividend 
and the reduced additive by their common measure 
(10), we have 

Dividend = 10 
Divisor = 7 Additive = i 

Since 7) 10 (i 

7 
3) 7 (i 

6 
1 

we get the chain 
1 

2 
I 

o 

By the rule, “Multiply by the penultimate etc.,” we have 
finally the numbers 3 and 2. Dividing them by 10 and 
7 respectively, the residues are the same. Multiplying 
them respectively by the common measure 10 of the 
dividend and reduced additive, and 9 of the divisor and 
additive, we get as before x = 18 and y — 30. 

Adding to these minimum values (18, 30) of (x,j/) 
optional multiples of the corresponding abraders 
(63,100), we get the general solution of loox -j~ 90 = 63J 
in positive integers as x = + 18, y — \oom -(- 50, 
where m is any integer. 

Rules similar to those of Bhaskara II have been 
given by Narayana,^ Jnanaraja and Kamalakara.® 

i NN, 1, R. 5 5-60. * i’/TlA, xiii. 183-190. 
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Solution of by — ax \ 

Constant Pulveriser. Though the simple indeter¬ 
minate equation by — ax ^ is solved exactly in the 
same way as the equation by — ax c and is indeed a 
particular case i.f the latter, yet on account of its special 
use in astronomical calculations^ it has received separate 
consideration at the hands of most of the Hindu algebra¬ 
ists. It may, however, be noted that the separate treat¬ 
ment was somewhat necessitated by the physical condi¬ 
tions of the problems involving the two types. In the 
case of by — ax dr c the conditions arc such that the value 
of either y or .v, more particularly of the latter, has to be 
found and the rules for solution are formulated with 
that object. But in the case of the other {l>y ax di i) 
the physical conditions require the v^alues of both y and x. 

The equation by -- ax -jr i is generally called by the 
name of sthira-kuttaka or the “constant pulveriser” (from 
sthira, meaning constant, steady). Prthudakasvami 
(860) sometimes designates it also as drilha-kuttaka (from 
drdba ~ firm). But that name disappeared from later 
Hindu algebras because the word drdba was employed 
by later writers^ as equivalent to niccheda (having no 
divisor) or nirapavarta (irreducible). The origin cjf the 
name “constant pulveriser” has been explained by 
Prthudakasvami as being due to the fact that the inter¬ 
polator (d: 1) is here invariable. Ganesa® (1545) explains 
it in detail thus : In astronomical problems involving 

^ Thus Bhaskara II observes, “This method of calculation is 
of great use in mathematical astronomy/" (BB/, p. 51). He 
then points out how the solutions of various astronomical 
problems can be derived from the solution of the same indeter¬ 
minate equation. (J3B/, p. 32; L, p. 81). 

2 This special technical use of the word drdha occurs before 
Brahmagupta (628) in the works of Bhaskara I 

® Vide his commentarv on the Uldvati of Bhaskara II. 
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equations of the type hy — ax — rt r, the physical 
conditions are such that the dividend (a) and the divisor 
{b) are constant but the interpolator (<r) always varies; so 
for their solution diiferent sets of operations will have 
to be performed if we start directly to solve them all. 
But starting with the equation by — ax d; i, we can 
derive the necessary solutions of all our equations from 
a constaitt set of operations. Hence the name is very 
significant. A similar explanation has been given by 
Krsna (c. 1580). 

Bhaskara Fs Rule. Bhaskara 1 (522) writes : 

“The method of the pulveriser is applied also after 
subtracting unit}’. The multiplier and quotient are 
respectively the numbers above and underneath. Multi¬ 
plying those quantities by the desired number, divide by 
the reduced divisor and dividend; the residues are in 
this case known to be the (elapsed) days and (residues of) 
revolutions respectively.”* 

In other words, it has been st.atcd that the solution 
of the equation 

ax — c 

can be obtained by multiplying the solution of 

by c and then abrading as before. In general, the 
solution of the equation by ■ - ax fir positive integers 
can be easily derived from that of /y = ax i. If 
X — a, >> p be a solution of the latter equation, we 
shall have 

d: i- 

Then b(ifi) — a(i a) ;± c. 

^MBh, i.45. 
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Hence x =ca, y — (tP is a solution of the former. The 
minimum solution will be obtained by abrading the 
values of x and y thus computed by b and a respectively, 
as indicated l^fore. 

Brahmagupta’s Rule. To solve the equation 
by — ax — I, Brahmagupta gives the following rule : 

“Divide them {i.e., the abraded coefficient of the 
multiplier and the divisor) mutually and set down the 
quotients one below the other. The last residue (t)f the 
reciprocal division after an even^ number of quotients 
has been obtained) is multiplied by an optional integer 
such that the product being diminished by unity will 
be exactly divisible (by the divisor corresponding to 
that residue). The (optional) multiplier and then this 
quotient should be set down (underneath the listed 
quotients). Now proceeding from the lowermost term 
to the uppermost, by the penultimate multiply the term 
just above it and then add the lowermost number. (The 
uppermost number thus calculated) being divided by the 
reduced divisor, the residue (is the quantity required). 
This is the method of the constant pulveriser.”® 

BhSskata Il’s Rule. Bhaskara II (1150) writes : 

“The multiplier and quotient determined by sup¬ 
posing the additive or subtractive to be unity, multiplied 
severally by the desired additive or subtractive and then 
divided by their respective abraders, (the residues) will 
be those quantities corresponding to them {i.e., desired 
interpolators).”* 

This rule has been reproduced by Narayana.* We 
take the following illustrative example with its solution 

*■ In view of the rule in BrSpSi, xviii. 13. 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 9-11. ® BBi, p. 31; L, n. 81. 
« mi, I, R. 65. 
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from Bhaskara II 

22I.V + 65 
- 

On dividing by the greatest common divisor 15, 
we get 

15 

Now, by the method of the pulveriser the solution of the 
equation 

^7-v +1 _ 

is found to be y--8. Multiplying these values by 
5 and then abrading by 15 and 17 respectively, we get 
the required minimum solution a‘ - 5, y—6. 

Again a solution of 

will be found to be -V—-8, y—9. Multiplying these 
quantities by 5 and abrading by 15 and 17, wc get the 
solution of 

15 

to be x—10, y= 11. 

^ y 

Solution of by -f- ux =■ rh e 

An equation of the form by + -- i ^ was gene¬ 
rally transformed by Hindu algebraists into the form 
by — ax so that it appeared as a particular case 
of by ~ ax dr c in which a was negative. 

Brahmagupta’s Rule. Such an equation seems to 

pp. 28, 31; L, pp. 77, 81. 
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have been solved first by Brahmagupta (628). But his 
rule is rather obscure : “The reversal of the negative 
and positive should be made of the multiplier and inter¬ 
polator.”^ Prthudakasvami’s explanation does not 
throw much light On it. He says, “If the multiplier be 
negative, it must be made positive; and the additive 
must be made negative: and then the method of the 
pulveriser should be employed.” But he does not 
indicate how to derive the solution of the equation 

bj — — ax c (i) 

from tliat of the equation 

by = ax — c (2) 

The method, however, seems to have been this : 

Let a: — a, — p be the minimum solution of (2). 
Then we get 

/;p ..a — c 

or b{a — P) — — a{a — b) -f c. 

Hence .v ~ a — b, y ~ a — p is theminimumsolution of 
(i). TItis has been expressly stated by Bhaskara II and 
others. 

Bhaskara II’s Rule. Bhaskara II says : 

“Those (the multiplier and quotient) obtained for 
a positive dividend being treated in the same manner 
give the results corresponding to a negative dividend. 

The treatment alluded to in this rule is that of 
subtraction from the respective abraders. He has fur¬ 
ther elaborated it thus : 

“The multiplier and quotient should be deter¬ 
mined by taking the dividend, divisor and interpolator 
as positive. They will be the quantities for the 
additive interpolator. Subtracting them from their 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. ij. * BB/, p. 26. 
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respective abraders, the quantities for a negative inter¬ 
polator are found. If the dividend or divisor be nega¬ 
tive, the quotient should be stated as negative.”^ 

NarSyana. Narayana (1550) says : 

“In the case of a negative dividend find the multi¬ 
plier and quotient as in the case of its being positive 
and then subtract them from their respective abraders. 
One of these results, either the smaller one or the greater 
one, should be made negative and the other positive.”* 

Illustrative Examples. Examples with solutions 
from Bhaskara II 

Exaffjple I. ijy = — 6oa' i 3. 

By the method described before we find that the 
minimum solution of 

13J) = 60.V + 5 

is .V — II, y = 51. Subtracting these values from their 
respective abraders, namely 13 and 60, we get 2 and 9. 
Then by the maxim. “In the case of the dividend and 
divisor being of different signs, the results from the 
operation of division should be known to be so,” 
making the quotient negative we get the solution of 

13ji; = — 6oa’ -|- 3 

as x = 2, j = — 9. Subtracting these values again from 
their respective abraders (15, 60), we get the solution of 

13j = — 60X — 3 

as AT = II, j= — 51. 

Example 2. — iiy — i8x d: to. 

Proceeding as before we find the minimum solution 

of tij = -f 10 

»BBi, p. 29. * NB/, I. R. 63. 
• BBi, pp. 29, 30. 
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to be X 8, y — 14. These will also be the values 
X anti y in the case of the negative divisor but the 

quotient for the reasons stated before should be made 
negative. So the solution of 

— 11)/= i8a: -j- 10 

is .V — 8, j = — 14. Subtracting . these (Le., their 
numerical values) from their respective abraders, we get 
the solution of 

— iiy ~ i8a' — 10 

as A- 3, 7 — 4- 

“Whether the divisor is positive or negative, the 
numercial values of the quotient and multiplier remain 
the same; when either the divisor or the dividend 
is negative, the quotient must always be known to be 
negative.” 

'I'he following example with its solution is from 
the algebra of Narayana 

7y=-30A±5- 
The solution of 

7j = 30A + 3 

is A — 2, y — 9. Subtracting these values from the res¬ 
pective abraders, namely 7 and 30, and making one of 
the remainders negative, we get x = j ~ — zi and 
A — — 3, j = zi respectively as solutions of 

7J = — iox± 3. 

Particular Cases. The Hindus also found special 
types of general solutions of certain particular cases of 
the equation bj ax = c. For instance, we find in the 
Ganita-sdra-samgraha of Mahavira (850) problems of the 
following type : 

“The varna (or colours) of two pieces of gold 
weighing 16 and 10 are unknown, but the mixture of 

NB/, I, Ex. 29. 
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them has the varna 4; what is the varna of each piece 
of gold ?”i 

If x,y denote the required varna, then we shall have 

16.V + — 4 X 26; 
or in general 

ax -i- — f (a b). 

Therefore a{x — c) — b{c —j); 

whence x — c db /^^/a, j == e ^ mjh, 

where m is an arbitrary integer. 

Hence the following rule of Mahavira : 

“Divide unity (severally) by the weights of the two 
ingots of gold. The resulting varm being set down at 
two places, increase or decrease it at one place and do 
reversely at the other place, by the unity divided by its 
own quantity of gold (the results will be the corres¬ 
ponding varna) 

He has also remarked thai “assuming an arbitrary 
value for one of the varna, the other can be found as 
before.”® 

A variation of the above problem is found in the 
L.tldvatt of Bhaskara II: 

“On mixing up two ingots of gold of varna 16 
and 10 is produced gold of varna 12 ; tell me, O friend, 
the weights of the original ingots.”^ 

That is to say, we shall have to solve the equation 

i6x -f iqy ~ i2(x -j-j); 
or in general 

ax -j- ^ ~ r(x -j-y). 

Hence .v = n/(r — b), y = m{a — c), 

where m is an arbitrary integer. 

* GSS, vi. 188. 
® GSS, vi. 189. 

* GSS, vi. 187. 
* L, p. 26. 
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Hence the rule of Bhaskara II : 

“Subtract the resulting varna from the higher 
Varna and diminish it by the lower varna\ the remain¬ 
ders multiplied by an optional number will be the 
weights of gold of the lower and higher varna respec¬ 
tively.”^ 

In the above example c — b z, a — c =- 4. So 
that; taking m = i, 2, or 1/2, Bhaskara 11 obtains the 
values of (a", y) as (2, 4), (4, 8) or (i, 2). He then 
observes that in the same way numerous other sets 
of values can be obtained. 

14. ONE LINEAR EQUATION IN MORE THAN 

TWO UNKNOWNS 

To solve a linear equation involving more than two 
unknowns the usual Hindu metliod is to assume arbi- 
trar)' values for all the unknowns except two and then 
to apply the method of the pulveriser. Thus Brahma¬ 
gupta remarks, “The method of the pulveriser (should 
be employed), if there be present many unknowns (in 
an equation).Similar directions have been given by 
Bhaskara 11 and others.^ 

One of the astronomical problems proposed by 
Brahmagupta^ leads to the equation : 

197.V — 1644J — ^ === 6502. 

1644J' 4 z + 6502 

197 

The commentator assumes = 151. Then 

__ 16447 d- 6433^ 

197 

Hence .Y - 

1 L, p. 25. 
^ BjB/. p. 76. 

^ BrSpS/\ xviii. 51, 
* BrSpSi, xviii. 55. 
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hence by the method of the pulveriser 

^ = 41, I- 

The following example with its solution is from 
the algebra of Bhaskara II: 

“The numbers of flawless rubies, sapphires, and 
pearls with one person are respectively j, 8 and 7; and 
O friend, another has 7, 9 and 6 respectively of the same 
gems. In addition they have coins to the extent of 90 
and 62. They are thus equally rich. Tell quickly, O 
intelligent algebraist, the price of each gem.”^ 

If .V, y, represent the prices of a ruby, sapphire 
and pearl respectively, then by the question 

5A- -f 8)' i- 7^ -f 90 = ?>•' + + 62. 

Therefore 
2 

Assume = i ; then 

^9. 
2 ’ 

whence by the method of the pulveriser, we get 

X 14 — W, J = 2W -f I, 

where m is an arbitrary integer. Putting /» = o, i, 2, 3,... 
we get the values of (x, ^ as (14, i, i), (13, 3, i), 
(12, 5, i), (ii, 7, i), etc. Bhaskara II then observes, 
“By virtue of a variety of assumptions multiplicity of 
values may thus be obtained.” 

Sometimes the values of most of the unknowns 
present in an equation are assumed arbitrarily or in terms 
of any one of them, so as to reduce the equation to a 
simple determinate one. Thus Bhaskara II says : 

“In case of two or more unknowns, x multiplied 
by 2 etc. (/.(?., by arbitrary knowm numbers), or divided. 

»BBi, p. 77. 
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increased or decreased by them, or in some cases 
(simply) any known values may be assumed for 
the other unknowns according to one’s own sagacity. 
Knowing these (the test is an equation in one un¬ 
known).”^ 

The above example has been solved again by 
Bhaskara II in accordance with this rule thus r* 

(1) Assume x — j — Then the equation 
reduces to 

38^ + 90 = 45=?: 4- 62. 

Therefore = 4. Hence x- — 12, j — 8. 

(2) Or assume j — 3- Then the equation 
becomes 

5.v-f 151=- 7.v-f- 125. 

Whence .v — 13. 

15. SIMULTANtOUS INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS 
OF THE FIRST DEGREE 

Sripati’s Rule. We have described before the rule 
of Brahmagupta for the solution of simultaneous equa¬ 
tions of the first degree.® In the latter portion of that 
rule there are hints for the solution of simultaneous 
indeterminate equations by the application of the method 
of the pulveriser. Similar rules have been given by 
later Hindu algebraists. Thus Sripati (1039) says ; 

"Remove the first unknown from any one side of an 
equation leaving the rest, and remove the rest from the 
o^er side. Then find the value of the first by dividing 
the other side by its coefficient. If there be found thus 
several values (of the first unknown), the same (opera- 

»BBi, p. 44. 
• See pp. 54f- 

* BBf, p. 46* 
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tions) should be made again (by equating two and two 
of those values) after reducing them to a common deno¬ 
minator. (Proceed thus repeatedly) until there results 
a single value for an unknown. Now' apply the method 
of the pulveriser ; and from the values (determined in 
this way) the other unknow'iis will be found by pro¬ 
ceeding backwards. In the pulveriser the multiplier 
wiU be the value of the unknown associated with the 
dividend and the quotient, of that with the divisor.”^ 

BhSskara II’s Rule. Bhaskara II (1150) writes : 

“ Remove the first unknowm from the second side 
of an equation and the others as well as the absolute 
number from the first side. Then on dividing the 
second side by the coefficient of the first unknown, its 
value wiU be obtained. If there be found in this way 
several values of the same unknown, from them, after 
reduction to a common denominator and then dropping 
it, values of another unknown should be determined. 
In the final stage of this process, the multiplier and 
quotient obtained by the method of the pulveriser 
will be the values of the unknow'ns associated with the 
dividend and the divisttr (respectively). If there be 
several unknowns in the dividend, their values should be 
determined after assuming values of all but one arbitrari¬ 
ly. Substituting these values and proceeding reversely, 
the values of the other unknowns can be obtained. If on 
so doing there results a fractional value (at any stage), 
the method of the pulveriser should be employed again. 
Then determining the (integral) values of the latter 
unknowns accordingly and substituting them, the values 
of the former unknowms should be found proceeding 
reversely again. 

A similar rule has been given by Jnanaraja. 

* SiSe, xiv. 15-6. * BBi, p. 76. 
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'Example from Bhaskara U: 

“ (Four merchants), who have horses 5, 3, 6 and 8 
respectively; camels 2, 7, 4 and i ; whose mules are 8, 
2, I and 3 ; and oxen 7, i, 2 and i in number; are all 
owners of equal wealth. Tell me instantly the price of 
a horse, etc.”* 

If x,y, w denote respectively the prices of a 
horse, a camel, a mule and an ox, and W Ik the total 
wealth of each merchant, we have 

xj r iz + ^ (*) 
3>r -j- ly ■ f- -j- O' — IV (a) 
6x -j- 4j -j- -j- zu' — JV (3) 
8x + (4) 

Then x = — 6:^ — 6»), from (i) and (2) 

= -hZ — ”')y (^) and (3) 
= i(3J — 4- »'), from (3) and (4) 

From the first and second values of Xy we get 

j = i(2o:^ + i6») ; 
and from the second and third values, we have 

J = — 5»')- 
Equating these two values of_y and simplifying, 

20^ + ifi*' = ~ *5**'- 
Therefore ? — 

4 
Take » = 4/; then 

Z = 3*^» y = 76/, ■><■= 85/. 

Special Rules. Bhaskara II observes that the 
physical conditions of problems may sometimes be such 
that the ordinary method of solving simultaneous in- 

* BBi, p. 79. 

9 
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determinate equations of the first degree, which has 
been just explained, will fail to give the desired result. 
One • such problem has been described by him as 
follows: 

“Tell quickly, O algebraist, what number is that 
which multiplied by 23 and severally divided by 60 
and 80 leaves remainders whose sum is 100,”^ 

Let the number be denoted by x; the quotients by 
u, V; and the remainders by s, t. Then we have 

z^x — s 
& 

also 

Therefore x ~ 

Hence = 

or A- = 

25.V 

80 

j -f- ^ = 100. 

6o« 4- r _ 8of -f- t 
Z3 

^ou “i” 8or^ “h s 4" ^ 

46 ’ 

30# 4- 4o»' + 50 

For the solution of the above he observes : 

“Here, (although) there is more than one quotient 
(«, v) in the dividend, the value of any should not be 
arbitrarily assumed ; for on so doing the process will 
fail.“In a case like this,” continues he, “the (given) 
sum of the remainders should be so broken up that 
each remainder will be less than the divisor corres¬ 
ponding to it and further that impossibility will not 
arise ; then must be applied the usual method.” 

In the present example we thus suppose s — 40, 
/ = 60. Hence we have 

<6o// -f- 40 — Sot' 4“ 60 

* BB/, p. 9if. * BB/, p. 91. 
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or 
801; -f zo_4^ + I. ___ _ ; 

whence by the method of the pulveriser, we get 

v = 2, U -- + 3. 

Therefore 
240»' + 220 

^5 

Again, applying the method of the pulveriser in order to 
obtain an integral value of a-, wc have 

v> — z^m + 1, A- — 240W + 20, 

If we take s — 30, t — 70, we shall find, by proceed¬ 
ing in the same way, another value of a- as 240W + 90. 

General Problem of Remainders. One type of 
simultaneous indeterminate equations of the first degree 
is furnished by the general problem of remainders, 
w'^., to find a number JV which being severally divided 
by i/j, a^, i/g, ..., leaves as remainders r^, rg, r, 
respectively. 

In this case, we have the equations 

AT = -b Ti = tfjA-g -f rg = -f rg = ... 

= 
The method of solution of these equations was 

known to Aryabhata I (499). For tliis purpose the 
term dviccheddgram occurring imhis rule for the pulveriser 
must be explained in a different way so that the last line 
of the translations given before (pp. 94-5) will have to be 
replaced by the following: “(The result will be) the 
remainder corresponding to the product of the two 
divisors.”^ This explanation is, in fact, given by 
Bhaskara I, the direct disciple and earliest commentator 
of Aryabhata I. Such a rule is expressly stated by 

* See Bibhutibhusan Datta, BCMS, XXIV, 1932. 
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Brahmagupta.^ 

The rationale of this method is simple: Starting 
with the consideration of the first two divisors, we have 

N = ^ 

By the method described before we can find the 
minimum value a of satisfying this equation. Then 
the minimum value of N will be + fj. Hence the 
general value of N will be given by 

N = a^{a^t + a) -f 

= a-^a^ T -f- 

where t is an integer. Thus + Tj is the remainder 
left on dividing A/ by a-^a^, as stated by Ar)'^abhafa I and 
Brahmagupta. Now, taking into consideration the third 
condition, we have 

iV = ^1 — <^3^8 4" 

which can be solved in the same way as before. Pro¬ 
ceeding in this way successively we shall ultimately 
arrive at a value of N satisfying all the conditions. 

Prthudakasvami remarks: 

“Wherever the reduction of two divisors by a 
common measure is possible, there ‘the product of the 
divisors’ should be understood as equivalent to the 
product of the divisor corresponding to the greater 
remainder and quotient of the divisor corresponding 
to the smaller remainder as reduced {i.e., divided) by 
the common measure.^ When one divisor is exactiy 
divisible by the other then the greater remainder is the 
(required) remainder and the divisor corresponding to 

1 BrSpSi, xviii. 5. 
^ i.e.y if p be the L.C.M. of ai and general value of 

N satisfying the above two conditions will be 
N = f a^a + 
N = -j- a^a + Tj. instead of 
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the greater remainder is taken as ‘the product of the 
divisors.* (The truth of) this may be investigated by an 
intelligent mathematician by taking several symbols.” 

Samples from Bhaskara I; 

(1) “Find that number which divided by 8 leaves 5 
as remainder, divided by 9 leaves 4 as remainder and 
divided by 7 leaves i as remainder.”^ 

That is to say, we have to solve 

N = 8x + 5 = 9j -f 4 7^ + I. 

The solution is given substantially thus : The minimum 
value of iV satisfying the first two conditions 

N:^8x+5=:^9y+4 

is found by the method of the pulveriser to be 13. 
This is the remainder left on dividing the number by 
the product 8.9. Hence 

N = 72/+ 13 = 7;^ + I. 

Again, applying the same method we find the minimum 
number satisfying all the conditions to be 85. 

(2) “Tell me at once, O mathematician, that 
number which leaves unity as remainder when divided 
by any of the numbers from 2 to 6 but is exactly divisible 
by 7.” 

By the same method, says Bhaskara I (522), the 
number is found to be 721. By a different method 
Suryadeva Yajva obtains the number 301. It is in¬ 
teresting to find that this very problem was afterwards 
treated by Ibn-al-Haitam (c. 1000) and Leonardo 
Fibonacci of Pisa {c. izoz).* 

To solve a problem of this kind Bhaskara II adopts 

^ See his commentary on A, ii. 32-5. 
• L.E. Dickson, History of the theory of Numbers, Vol. II, 

referred to hereafter as Dickson, Numbers II, pp. 59, 60. 
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two methods. One is identical with the method of 
Aryabhata I and the other follows from his general rule 
for the solution of simultaneous indeterminate equations 
of the first degree. They will be better understood 
from his applications to the solution^ of the following 
problem which, as Prthudakasvami (860) observes,^ was 
popular amongst the Hindus ; 

To find a number N which leaves remainders 5, 4, 
3, 2 when divided by 6, 5, 4, 3 respectively. 

i.e., N ^ 6.V + 5 + 4 ^ 4^ -f 3 ^ 3a' + 2. 

(i) We have 

.V = 
I 

Now by the method of the pulveriser, we get from the 
last equation 

= 4/ -f 3, 3/ + 2, 

where / is an arbitrary integer. Substituting in the 
second equation, we get 

y- “^+7 
5 

To make this integimi, we again apply the method of 
the pulveriser, so that 

This value oiy makes .v a whole number. Hence we 
have finally 

w —10s + 19,= ijj + 14, y — I2J 4- II, X = ioj4- 9. 

N ---= 60s j- 39. 

(2) Or we may proceed thus : 

Since AT = 6x 4- 5 = 5^/ 4, 

^ BBi, pp. Sj{. 
* Vtdf his conctmentary on BrSpSi, iviii. 3-6. 
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we have x = — 
6 

But X must be integral, so j — 6/ + j, a" = j/ + 4. 

Hence N — 30/ -f- 29- 

Again N — 30/ 4- 29 = 4;^ + 3. 

Since / must be integral, we must have :^ = 15J + 14; 
hence / — zj 4- i. Therefore 

N = 60s 4- 59- 

The last condition is identically satisfied. Prthudaka- 
svami followed this second method to solve the above 
problem. 

Conjunct Pulveriser. The foregoing system of 
indeterminate equations of the first degree can be put 
into the form^ 

b'l = 

= I (1) 

b't == ± 1 

On account of its important applications in mathematical 
astronomy this modified system has received special 
treatment at the hands of Hindu algebraists from 
Aryabhata II (9J0) onwards. It is technically called 

' For, wc have 
4- 'i = + r, = a,Xg + r, — ... == a^x„ + r,. 

+ (^1 — r*), 

<z^j (rj - Ta), 

atX^=. !r + 4 ('■i -'■«)• 

Then 
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samHistakjittaka or the “conjunct pulveriser” (from, 
kuttaka = pulveriser and samslista ---- joined together, 
related). 

For the solution of the above system of equations 
Aryabhata 11 lays down the following rule : 

“In the solution of simultaneous indeterminate 
equations of the first degree with a common divisor, 
the dividend will be the sum of the multipliers^ and the 
interpolator the sum of the given interpolators.”^ 

A similar rule is given by Bhaskara II. He says : 

“If the divisor be the same but the multipliers 
different then making the sum of the multipliers the 
dividend and the sum of residues the residue (of a 
pulveriser), the investigation is carried on accf)rding to 
the foregoing method. This true method of the pul¬ 
veriser is called the conjunct pulveriser.”^ 

Katiomle. If the equations (i) are satisfied by 
some value a of x, then the same value v/ill satisfy the 
equation 

b(jlx ~\-Ji d" •••) “ d” ^2 d' ••-)x + (a d' ^2 T •••) (i)* 

Thus, if we can find the general value of x satis¬ 
fying equation (2), one of these values, at least, will 
satisfy all the equations (i). 

To illustrate the application of the above Bhaskara 
II gives the following example 

63^1 = 5-v - 7 ) 

63^2 = ^ox — 14 ) ^ ' 

Adding up the equations and dividing by the common 
factor 3, we get 

ziY = jjc — 7, 

^ In the equations (i), ... are called multipliers. 
* MSiy xviii. 48. ® BBf, p. 33 ; L, p. 82. 
^BBi\p, P* 82. 
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where -fj'a- By the method of the pulveriser 
the least positive value of satisfying this equation is 
X -= 14. This value of x is found to satisfy both the 
equations (A). 

Generalised Conjunct Pulveriser. A generalised 
case of the conjunct pulveriser is that in which the 
divisors as well as the multipliers vary. Thus we 
have 

h Ji ± ^2. 
^3.^3 ™ ^3^ i ^3> 

Simultaneous indeterminate equations of this type have 
been treated by Mahavira (850) and Sripati (1059). 
A'lahavira says ; 

“Find the least solutions of the first tvto equations. 
Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater solution 
by the other divisor (and as in the method of the pul¬ 
veriser find the least value of) the multiplier with the 
difierence of the solutions as the additive. That multi¬ 
plied by the divisor (corresponding to the greater 
solution) and then added by the greater solution (will be 
the value of the unknown satisfying the two equations).”^ 

A similar rule is given by Sripati : 

“Find the least solutions of the first two equations. 
Dividing the divisor corresponding to the greater solu¬ 
tion by the divisor corresponding to the smaller solution, 
the residue (and its divisor) should be mutually divided. 
Then taking the difference of the numbers as the addi¬ 
tive, determine (the least value of) the multiplier of the 
divisor corresponding to the greater solution in the 
manner explained before. Afultiply that value by the 

^ GSS, vi. 115J, 136^ (last lines). 
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latter divisor and then add the solution (corresponding 
to it). The resulting number (severally) multiplied by 
the two multipliers and divided by the corresponding 
divisors will leave remainders as stated.”^ 

The rationale of these rules will be clear from the 
following; 

Taking the first two equations, we have 

hyx ^ ± 
== ± ^2- 

Suppose to be the least value of .v satisfying the first 
equation as found by the method f)f the pulveriser. 
Then b^m a^, where m is an arbitrarv integer, will 
be the general value of .v satisfying that equation. 
Similarly, we shall find from the second equation the 
general value of .v as b^n -f- a^. If the same value of x 
satisfies both the equations we must have 

f’t” + 02 = + “l> 
or b^n ^ b^m + (a^, — a^-, 

supposing Oj > Oj. Solving this equation, we can find 
the value of m and hence of b^m -f- of x satisfying 
both the equations. The general value cS. x derived 
from this may be- equated to the value of x from the 
third equation and the resulting equation solved again, 
and so on. 

In illustration of his rule Mahavira proposed 
several problems. One of these has already been given 
(Part I, p, 233). Here are two others ; 

(i) “Five (heaps of fruits) added with two (fruits) 
were divided (equally) between nine travellers; six 
(heaps) added with four (fruits) were divided amongst 
eight; four (heaps) increased by one (fruit) were divided 

^ S/.fe, xiv. 28. 
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amongst seven. Tell the number (of fruits in each 
heap).”i 

This gives the equations : 

9Ji + 2. 8/2 -=■ 6x + 4, 7JV3 4V + I. 

(2) “The (dividends) are the sixteen numbers 
beginning with 35 and increasing successively by three ; 
divisors are 32 and others successively increasing by 2 ; 
and I increasing by 3 gives the remainders positive and 
negative. What is the unknown multiplier 

This gives the equations : 

32>'i =-- 35X 4: i, 3442 ± 4, 56J3 4^x ± 7, ... 

Alternative Method. In four palm-leaf manus¬ 
cript copies of the Ltlavatf of Bhaskara 11 Sarada Kanta 
Ganguly discovered a rule describing an alternative 
method for the solution of the generalised conjunct 
pulveriser.® There is also an illustrative example. The 
genuineness of this rule and example is accepted by 
him; but it has been questioned by A. A. Krishna- 
swami Ayyangaf* who attributes them to some commen¬ 
tator of the work. His arguments are not convincing.® 
Tlie chief points against the presumption, which have 
been noted also by Ganguly, are: (i) the rule and example 
in question have not been mentioned by the earlier 
commentators of the hSldvati and (1) they have not been 
so far traced in any manuscript of the Bijaganifa, though 
the treatment of the pulveriser occurs nearly word for 

^ GSS, vi. 129^. * GSS, vi. 138J. 
* S. K. Ganguly, “Bh&skarac&rya and simultaneous indeter¬ 

minate equations of the first degree,” BCMS, XVII, 1926, pp. 89- 
98. 

*A. A. Krishnaswami Ayraagar, “Bh&skara and samslishta 
Kuttaka,” JIMS, XVIII. 1929. 

‘ For Ganguly’s reply to Ayyangar’s critidsm sec JIMS, XIX, 
I9JI. 
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word in the two works. Still we are in favour of 
accepting Ganguly’s conclusion.^ The rule in question 
is this : 

“If the divisors as well as the multipliers be different^ 
find the value of the unknown answering to the first 
set of them. That value being multiplied % the second 
dividend and then added by the second interpolator will 
be the interpolator (of a new kuttakd)-, the product of the 
second dividend and first divisor will be the dividend 
there and the divisor will be the second divisor. The 
value of the unknown multiplier determined from the 
htttaka thus formed being multiplied by the first divisor 
and added by the previous value of the unknown multi¬ 
plier will be the value (answering to the two divisors). 
The dividend (for the next step) has been stated to 
equal to the product of the two divisors. So proceed 
in the same way with the third divisor. And so on 
with the others, if there be many.” 

The rationale of this rule is as follows : Let aj be 
the least value of x satisfying the first equation of the 
system, 

^iJi = ± fv 

Hence the general value is x = byt -f Oj, where t is any 
integer. Substituting this value in the second equation, 
we get 

If / := t be a solutioa of this equation, a value of x 

^ Of the fout manuscrijpts containing the rule and example in 
question two are from Pun, in Oriya diaraacrs, with the com¬ 
mentary of Sridhara Mahipdtra (1717); the other two, in Andhra 
characters and without any commentary, arc preserved in the 
Oriental Libraries of Madras and Mysore. So these four manus¬ 
cript copies do not appear to have been drawn from the same 
source. This is a strong point in favour of the genuineness of the 
rule and example. 
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satisfying both the equations will be a. = 
as stated in the rule. Now the general vdue or / will 
be t — + T, where m is an integer. Hence 
X = + Oj = 4- + “i = b-^^ 4- Og. Subs¬ 
tituting this value in the third equation we can find the 
least value of m and hence a value of x answering to the 
three equations. And so on for the other equations. 

The example runs thus : 

“Tell me that number which multiplied by 7 and 
then divided by 62, leaves the remainder 3. That 
number again when multiplied by 6 and divided by loi 
leaves the remainder 5 ; and when multiplied by 8 and 
divided by 17 leaves the remainder 9. Also (give) at 
once the process of the pulveriser for (finding) the 
number wdth the remainders all positive.” 

Symbolically, we have 

(i) 62J1 =: 7x — 5, 101J2 = 6x — 5, 17J3 = 8x — 9; 

<2) 62J1 -- 4- 3, loijj = 6x 4- 3, 17J3 = 8x 4- 9. 

16. SOLUTION OF JVx* + I 

Square-nature. The indeterminate quadratic 
equation 

Nx^ 4: ^ 
is called by the Hindus Varga-prakrti or Krti-prakrti, 
meaning the “Square-nature.”^ Bhaskara 11 (1150) ^ 
states that the absolute number should be rupa^^ 
which means “unity” as well as “absolute number” in 
general. Kamalakara (1658) says : 

^ Vorga — kfti = “square” and prakrti — “nature,” “princi¬ 
ple,” “origin,” etc. Colebrooke has rendered the term rarga- 
prakfti as “Affected Square.” 

* “Tatra nipak$epapadirtham tSvat”—BBi, p. 55. 
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“Heat first the nature of the varga-prakrti: in it the 
square (of a certain number) multiplied by a multiplier 
and then increased or diminished by an interpolator 
becomes capable of yielding a square-root.”^ 

It was recognised that the most fundamental equa¬ 
tion of this class is 

JV-v* -f I = 

where N is a non-square integer. 

CWgin of the Name. As regards the origin of 
the name varga-prakrti, Krsna (1580) says : “That in 
which the varga (square) is the prakrti (nature) is called 
the varga-prakrti; for the square of ydvat, etc., is the 
prakrti (origin) of this (branch of) mathematics. Or, 
because this (branch of) mathematics has originated from 
the number which is the prakrti of the square oiydvat, 
etc., so it is called the varga-prakrti. In this case the 
number which is the multiplier of the square o( ydvat, 
etc., is denoted by the terrh prakrti. (In other words) 
it is the coefficient of the square of the unknown. 
This double interpretation has been evidently suggested 
by the use of the term prakrti by Bhaskara II in two 
contexts. He has denoted by it sometimes the quantity 
N of the above equation as in “There the number 
which is (associated) with the square of the unknown is 
the prakrti-”^ and at other times a*, as in “Supposing the 
square of one of the two unknowns to be the prakrti.”^ 
Other Hindu algebraists have, however, consistently 

^ SiTV'i, xiii. 208. 
* See his commentary on the &/agani/a of Bhiskara II. 
® “Tatra varnavarge yo’hkah si prakrtih” (BBi, p. too). 

Compare also “Tatra yivattivadvarge yo’hkah si prakfrih” 
(p. 107) ; “Istam hrasvam tasya vargah prakrtyi ksunno...*’ (p. 35). 

* “Tatraikirh varnakitim prakrtirh prakalpya...’’(JBB/, p. 106). 
Compare also “Sarupake varnakfti tu yatra tatrecchaikim prakpiih 
prakalpya...” (p. 105). 
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employed the term prakrti to denote N only.^ Brahma¬ 
gupta (6z8) uses the term gunaka (multiplier) for the 
same purpose.® This latter term, together with its 
variation guna, appears occasionally also in later works.* 

We presume that the name varga-prakrti origi¬ 
nated from the following consideration : The principle 
(prakrti) underlying the calculations in this branch of 
mathematics is to determine a number (or numbers) 
whose nature (prakrti) is such that its (or their) square 
(or squares, vargd) or the simple number (or numbers) 
^ter certain specified operations will yield another 
number (or numbers) of the nature of a square. So the 
name is, indeed, very significant. I’his interpretation 
seems to have been intended, at any rate, by the earlier 
writers who used the term in a wider sense.^ It is 
perhaps noteworthy that wc do not find in the works 
of Brahmagupta the use of the word prakrti eitlier in 
the sense of N or of x®. 

Technical Terms. Of the various technical terms 
which are ordinarily used by the Hindu algebraists in 
connection with the Square-nature w'e have already 
dealt with the most notable one, prakrti, together with 
its synonyms. Others have been explained by Prthu- 
dakasvami (860) thus : 

“Here are stated for ordinary use the terms which 

^ For instance, Pfthudakasvami (860) writes : “The multiplier 
(of the square of the unknown) is known as the prakftiSripati 
(1039): “Krter-gunako prafcrtirbhrloktah” (SiSe, xiv. 32); 
Kamalakara ; “Guno yo ri5i-vargasya saiva prakrtirucyate.” 

* BrSpSi, xviii. 64. 
® For instance, Sripati employs the term gutuka (SiSt, xiv. 32); 

Bhiskara II and Nkrayana use gum (BBi, p. 42 ; NBi, I, R. 84). 
* For instance, Brahmagupta seems to have considered the scope 

of the subiect wide enough to include such equations as 
X+J X—J=v*, xy-I- I = w*, 

amongst others (cf. BrSpSi, xviii. 73). 
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are well known to people. The number whose 
square, multiplied by an optional multiplier and then 
increased or decreased by another optional number, 
becomes capable of yielding a square-root, is designated 
by the term the lesser root (kanistha-pada) or the first 
root {ddya-mdla). The root which results, after those 
operations have been performed, is called by the name 
the greater root { jjestha-pada) or the second root 
{anya-muld). If there be a number multiplying both 
these roots, it is called the augmenter {udvartaka) ; and, 
on the contrary, if there be a number dividing the roots, 
it is called the abridger {apavartaka)”^ 

Bhaskara 11 (1150) writes : 

“An optionally chosen number is taken as the lesser 
root {hrasva-muld). That number, positive or negative, 
which being added to or subtracted from its square 
multiplied by the prakrti (multiplier) gives a result 
yielding a square-root, is called the interpolator 
(ksepaJ^). And this (resulting) root is called the greater 
root (Jyestha-mdld).”^ 

Similar passages occur in the works of Nirayana,® 
JMnarija and Kamalikara.* 

The terms ‘lesser root’ and ‘greater root’ do not 
appear to be accurate and happy. For i£ x — m, y — n 
be a solution of the equation Nx* c m will be 
less than n, i£ N and c are both positive. But if they 
are of opposite signs, the reverse will sometimes happen.® 

^ Sec PrtMdakasyinu’s commentary on BrSpSi, xviii. 64. In 
the equation Nx* ± e —jp, x = lesser root, y = greater root, 
Id — multiplier, and c = interpolator. 

*BJ3/,p. 5j. 
» NB», I, R. 
* SiTVit liii. 809. 
* For instance, take the following example from Bhfiakara II 

(Ba;p.4j): 
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Therefore, in the latter case, where m > n, it will be 
obviously ambiguous to call /// the lesser root and n 
the greater root, as Vv’as the practice ixi later Hindlu 
algebra. Hiis defect in the prevalent terminology was 
noticed by Rrsna (1580). He explains it thus : “These 
terms arc sig^iiricant. XX'hcre the greater root is snme*- 
times smaller than the lesser root owing to the inter¬ 
polator being negati\ e, there also it becomes greater 
than the lesser root after the application of the Principle 
of Composition.dhe earlier terms, ^the first nx/d 
(^ulya-wu/j) for tlic value of .v and ^the second root*' or 
hhc last root’ {anty^J-nz/Va) fear tlie value of y, are quite 
ircc from ambiguity. 'J’heir use is found in the algebra 
of Brahmagupta (6a8).'" 'jTc later terms agpear in the 
works of iiis commentator Prthudakasvami (860). 

'riiC interpolator is called by Bralimagupta ksepa^ 
praksepii or praksepaLaP Sripati occasionally cm]:>loys 
the svntonym ksiptiP WTieu negative, the intcrpr>]ator 
is sometimes distinguished as ^the suigractiw ’ {Jodhaka}. 

I5.V--13 ^:r j;*. 
One solution of it is given by the author as x i, y “ o; so that 
here the iesser root is greater than the greater root. The same is 
the case in the solution .v - :», >• r- 1 of his example (BB;, p. 45) 

- JX" -f 21 
Brahmagupta gives the example (BripA/, xviii. 77) 

3.v*^ — 800 
which has a solution (x vr. 20, y r- 20) where the two roots are equal. 

^ For example, by composition of the solution (i, o) of the 
equation T3X^ 13 — solution (T V ) t>f the equation 
13X* 4" I V^, w^c obtain, after Bhaskara It, a new" solution ( V-, 
4;t) of the former, in which the greater root is greater than the lesser 
root. Similarly, by composition of the solution (2, i) of the 
equation — 5x^4 21 — with the solution v;) the equation 
— 4 I — >“, w"e get a new" solution (i, 4) of the former 
satisfying the same condition. 

^ BrSpSt\ xviii. 64, 66f. ^ BrSpSf\ xviii. 65. 
* SiSe, xiv. 3 2. 

10 
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The positive interpolator is then called ‘the additive.’^ 

Brahmagupta’s Lemmas. Before proceeding to 
the general solution of the Square-nature Brahmagupta 
has established two important lemmas. He says : 

“Of the square of an optional number multiplied 
by the gunaka and increased or decreased by another 
optional number, (extract) the square-root. (Proceed) 
twice. The product of the first roofs multiplied by the 
gmahi together with the product of the second roots 
will give a (fresh) second root; the sum of their cross- 
products will be a (fresh) first root. The (corresponding) 
interpolator will be equal to the product of the (previous) 
interpolat(ys.”2 

The rule is somewhat cryptic because the word 
dvidhd (twice) has been employed with double implica¬ 
tion. According to one, the earlier operations of finding 
roots arc made on two optional numbers with two 
optional interpolators, and with the results thus obtained 
the subsequent operations of their composition are 
performed. According to the other implication of the 
word, the earlier operations are made with one optionally 
chosen number and one interpolator, and the subsequent 
ones are carried out after the repeated statement of those 
roots for the second time. It is also implied that in the 
composition of the quadratic roots their products may 
be added together or subtracted from each other. 

That is to say, if x = a, j ~ |3 be a solution of the 
equation 

and X ~ a\ y r= p' be a solution of 

Nx2 -f k! = 

then, according to the above, 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 64-5. * BrSpSi, xviii. 64-5. 
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a(i' ± a'(3, J |3(i' ± Naa' 

is a solution of the equation 

Nx^ -h Ak' 

In other words, if 

Na" -I-A 

Na'2 . f A' = li'i 

then 
N(ap' ± a'p)2 + AA' . (Pit' ± N aj. (I) 

In particular, taking u - a', p.=r (J', and A ~ A', 
Brahmagupta finds from a solution a' a, j ~ |3 of the 
equation 

iV.v2 + A 

a solution .v — 2a|I, y — _p of the equation 

Na-2 -i- A"^ --j2. 
That is, if 

iVa2 -f /fe = p2, 
then 

iV(2ap)2 + .^2 (p2 q_ Na2)2. (U) 

This result will be hereafter called Brahmagupta's 
Corollary. 

Description by Later Writers. Brahmagupta’s 
Lemmas have been described by Bhaskara 11(1150) thus ; 

“Set down succc'ssively the lesser root, greater root 
and interpolator; and below them should be set down 
in order the same or another (set of similar quantities). 
From them by the Principle of Composition can be 
obtained numerous rf)ots. Therefore, the Principle of 
Composition will be explained here. (Find) the two 
cross-products of the two lesser and the two greater 
roots ; their sum is a lesser root. Add the product of 
the two lesser roots multiplied by the praArti to the 
product of the two greater roots ; the sum will be a 
greater root. In that (equation) the interptdator will be 
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the product of tlu' two previous interpolators. Again 
the (lirfcrcnce of the two cross-products is a lesser root. 
Subtract the product of the two lesser roots multiplied 
b\^ the prakrli troni the product of tlte two greater roots; 
(the difference) wall be a greater n^ot. Here also, the 

iriterpolator is the product of tlic two (previous) intcr- 

polat(')rs/’^ 

Sfatcinents similar to the above are lound in the 

works of Nara\aina“ (1550), jrianaraja (1503) and 
Kamalakara^ (1658). 

Principle of Composition. 7hc above results 
are called b\' the ledimcal name, bhdvand (demonstration 

or proot, meaning anvtliiug demonstrated or proved, 

hence theorem, lemma; the word also means composi- 
non or combination). h1ie\’ are furtlier distinguished as 

Samdsu B/jdruf/d (Addition Lemma or Additive Comp<rsi- 

tion) and Antara iVidvand (Subtraction Lemma or Suh- 
traenve (.Composition). Again, when the K/jaram? h made 

witli tw{) equal sets of roots and interpolators, it is 
called T/d]w YShdvand ((CComposition of Equals) and when 

with two unequal sets of values, Aiidya B/jdram ((Compo¬ 

sition of Lnequals). Krsna has observed that when it 

is desired to derive roots of a Square-nature, larger in 

value, one should have recourse to the Addition Lemma 

and for smaller roots one should use the Subtraction 

Lemma. 

Brahmagupta’s Lemmas were rediscovered and 

recognised as important bv liulcr in 1764 and by 
Lagrange in 1768. 

Proof. The proof of '^'■Brahmagupta’s Lemmas has 

been given by Krsna substantially as follows : 

^ HBJ, p. 34. 
xiii. 210-214. 

NBi. I, R. 72-75 
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We have 
iVa2 

Na'-^ .4- k' =- fi'4 

Multiplviny the first equation by wc vet 
N(i2p'2 ^ /-p'2 

Now, substituting tltc value of the factor \i'- of the 
interpolator from the second equation, wc get 

Wa2p'2 4^ A(Na'^ 4- ^') - 

or NaY^ 4- N/-a'2 f- X-i/ 

Again, substituting the value of from the first equa¬ 
tion in the second term of the left-hand side expression, 
wc ha\x' 

^aY- t- «'"(p2 - J\'.z2) 4- ay -■ p2f/2, 
or .V(u2(-)'2 

Adding ^ 2i\’u(la'(l' to both sides, we get 

N(.(rl' :t u'|l)2 -I- AA/ (p|l' ± A'aa')2. 

Brahmagupta’s Corollary follows at once from the 

above by putting a' - a, ji' (i and A' A.. 

General Solution of the Square-Nature. It is clear 
from Brahmagupta’s Lemma (1) that when two solutions 
of the Square-nature, 

NY fi- I --J'2, 

are known, any number of other solutions can be found. 
For, if the two solutions be (a, h) and (a*, b'), then two 
other solutions will be 

A- nb' 4-. a'b, y — bb' i Naa'. 

Again, composing this solution with the previous ones, 
we shall get other solutions. Further, it follows from 
Brahmagupta’s Corollary that if (a, b) be a solution of 
the equation, another solution of it is {lab, b^ -j- Na^). 
Hence, in order to obtain a set of solutions of the 
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Square-nature it is necessary to obtain only one solu¬ 
tion of it. For, after having obtained that, an infinite 
number of other solutions can be found by the repeated 
application of the Principle of Composition. Thus 
Sripati (1039) observes : “d’here will be an infinite (set 
of two roots).Bhaskara II (1150) remarks: “Here 
(Le., in the solution of the Square-nature) the roots are 
infinite bv virtue of (the infinitely repeated application 
of) the Principle of Composition as well as of (the 
infinite variety of) the optional values (of the first 
roots).Narayana (1350) writes, “By the Principle of 
Composition of equal as well as unequal sets of roots, 
(will be obtained) an infinite number of roots.”® 

Modern historians of mathematics are incorrect in 
stating that Fermat (1657) was the first to assert that 
the equation Nx" 4- i --j'®, where N is a non-square 
integer, has an unlimited number of solutions in inte¬ 
gers.^ The existence of an infinite number of integral 
solutions was clearly mentioned by Hindu algebraists 
long before Fermat. 

Another Lemma. Brahmagupta says : 

“On dividing the two roots (of a Square-nature) by 
the square-root of its additive or subtractive, the roots 
for the interpolator unity (will be found).”® 

That is to say, if a.' — a, j/ = (3 be a solution cf the 
equation 

Nx^ + ----f-, 

then .V — ajk, y -- (3//^ is a solution of the equation 

Aa-® -f- I — j®. 

This rule has been restated in a different way thus : 

^ xiv. 3 5. 
* “Ihanantyarii bhavanabhistathestatah”—p. 54. 
^ iVB/, I, R. 78. Compare also SiTVi, xiii. 217. 
* Smith, History, TI, p. 453. ® BrSpSi, xviii. 65. 
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“If the interpolator is that divided by a square 
then the roots will be those multiplied by its square- 
root. 

That is, suppose the Square-nature to be 

N.v2,t-/V 

so that its interpolator is exactly divdsible by the 
square p-. Then, putting therein u — xip, v =-■ yip, 
wc derive the equation 

Nu^ d: ^ 

whose interpolator is equal to that of the original 
Square-nature divided by p^. It is clear that the roots 
of the original equation are p times those or the derived 
equation. 

Bhaskara II writes; 

“If the interpolator (of a Sejuare-nature) divided 
by the square of an optional number be the interpolator 
(of another Square-nature), then the two roots (of the 
former) divided by that optional number will be the 
roots (of the other). Or, if the interpolator be multi¬ 
plied, the roots should be multiplied. 

The same rule has been stated in slightly different 
words by Narayana® and Kamalakara.'* Jhanaraja simply 
observes: 

“If the interpolator (of a Square-nature) be divided 
by the square of an optional number then its roots will 
be divided by that optional number.” 

Thus we have, in general, “ if x — J =- P be : 
solution of the equation 

JVa-2 ± k ^y\ 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 70. 
» mi, I, R. 76-764. 

* BBi, p. 34. 
*SiTVi, xiii. 215. 
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X — ajff/y y -- is a solution of the equation 

Nx^ + --- y--, 

and A* — mi, y --- «P is a solution of the equation 

Nx“ i n^k 
where m, n are arbitrary rational numbers. 

By tills Lemma, the solutions of the Square-natures 

(/) 6a'^ 4-12 

(//) 6a-2 -f 75 J)/'4 

and (///) 6a-" -f- 500 — y^, 

can be derived, as shown by Bhaskafa 11,^ from 
I hose of 

since 12 • - 2“.3, 75 —- 5".3, and 500 --- 10^.5. How to 
solve this latter equation will be indicated later on. 

Rational Solution. In order to obtain a first 
solution of 4- I - 4'^ the Hindus generally suggest 

■ he following tentative method: Take an arbitrary 
small rational number a, such that its square multiplied 
by the gunaka ISl and increased or diminished by a 
suitably chosen rational number k will be an exact 
square. In other words, we shall have to obtain 
empirically a relation of the form 

Na^ 4- ^ ^ (32, 

where a, k, p are rational numbers. This relation will 
be hereafter referred to as the Auxiliary Equation. Then 
by Brahmagupta’s Corollary, we get from it the relation 

N(zu^f -f k^ - (P* 4- Na8)2, 

1 BBi, p. 41. 
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Hence, one rational solution of the equation N.v* + i 
— is given by 

_ zaj3 _ + Na^ _ j . 0^) 

Stipati’s Rational Solution. Srlpati (1059) has 
shown how a rational solutit>n of the Square-nature 
can be obtained more easily and directly without the 
intervention of an auxiliary equation. He says: 

“Unity is the lesser root. Its square multiplied by 
the prakrti is increased or decreased by the prakrti 
combined with an (optional) number whose square-root 
will be the greater root. From them will be obtained 
two roots by the Principle of Composition.”^ 

If be a rational number optionally chosen, we 
have the identity 

N.i2 + {m^ - N) - 
or N.i^ - (N - 

Then, applying Brahmagupta’s Corollary to cither, we 
get 

N(zwf -f - Nf = (///2 + Nf; 

zm 
njfi ~ N 

Hence .V — 
zm __ -f- 

(B) 

where m is any rational number, is a solution of the 
equation 

iW- -f I 

The abov'e solution reappears in the works of later 
Hindu algebraists. Bhaskara 11 says : 

* Si^e, xiv. 33. 
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“Or divide twice an optional number by the differ¬ 
ence between the square of that optional number and the 
prakrti. This (quotient) will be the lesser root (of a 
vSquare-nature) when unity is the additirx. From that 
(follows) the greater root.”^ 

Narayana states : 

“Twice an optional number divided by the difference 
between the sc|uarc of that optional number and the 
gunak-ii will be the lesser root. From that with the 
additive unity determine the greater root.”^ 

Similar statements are found also in the works of 
Jnanaraja and Kamalakara.^ 

zm 
If m be an optional number, it is stated that - 

I ///2 ^ 

is a lesser root of AT.v^ -f i ~y^. Then, substituting 

that value of .v in the equation, we get 

N( 

■(- 

zm 
m N 

-f- i\' 

) + '. 

N 

Hence the greater root is 

/w2 4- N 

~ N‘ 

The same solution will be obtained by assuming 

j = mx — I. 

Krsna points out that it can also be found thus : 

= {m^ + ^)^ — (^® ~ identically. 

. *. ~ N'f = {m^ -f N)^, 

1 BBi, p. 34. 
® SiTVi, xiii. 216. 

* NBi, I, R. 77f. 
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or N( 
im 

rn'i ~7V 
//;/- -f N\2 

' m'‘‘ ~ N' ' 

His remark that this method does not require the help 
of the Principle of Composition shows that Bliaskara 11 
and others obtained the solution in the way indicated 
by Sripati. 

The above rational solution of the Square-nature has 
been hitherto attributed by modern histirrians of mathe¬ 
matics to Bhaskara II. But it is now found to l)e due 
to an anterior writer, Sripati (1039). It was redis¬ 
covered in Hurope by Brouncker (1657). 

Illustrative Examples. In illustration of the fore¬ 
going rules we give the following examples with their 
solutions from Bhaskara II. 

Exafnples. “Tell me, O mathematician, what is that 
square which multiplied by 8 becomes, together with 
unity, a square; and what square multiplied by 11 and 
increased by unity, becomes a square.”^ 

That is to say, we have to solve 

(i) -f I =j>^, 
(z) iix^ -(- I ~ 

Solutions. “In the second example assume i as the 
lesser root. Multiplying its square by the prakrti, namely 
II, subtracting 2 and then extracting the square-root, 
we get the greater root as 5. Hence the statement for 
composition is^ 

m ~ ii I — i ^ = } i — — z 

1=1 } i=^- z 

»BB/, p. 55. 
® The abbreviations are; m — multiplier, / = lesser root, 

g = greater root and / == interpolator. In the original they arc 
respectively pray kcy jyCy and kscy the initial syllables of the cor¬ 
responding Sanskrit terms. 
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Proceeding as before we obtain the roots for the 
additive 4 : / = 6, ^ 20, (for) i — 4. Then by the 
rule, ‘If the interpolator (of a Separe-nature) divided by 
the square of an optional number etc.,’^ are found the 
roots for the additive unity: I --- 3, g ~ to (for) / — i. 
Whence by the Principle of Composition of Equals, we 
get the lesser and greater roots : I ~ 60, g 199 (for) 
i - ■ I. In this way an infinite number of roots can be 
deduced. 

“Or, assuming i for the lesser root, we get for the 
additive 5 : / i, ^ 4, (for) i - 5. Whence by the 
Principle of Composition of E'quals, the roots arc I — 
g~ 27, (for) i -■- 25. Then bv the rule, ‘If the inter¬ 
polator (of a Square-nature) di\'ided by the square 
of an optional number etc.,’ taking 5 as the optional 
number, we get the roots for the additive unity: 
/ = 8/5, g zjj), (for) / — I. The statement of these 
for composition with the previous roots is 

m - II / 8/5 g “27/5 /’ I 

/=3 ^=10 /=i 

By the Principle of Composition the roots arc obtained 
as: /-= 161/5, ,^=-534/5 (for)/:-. I. 

“Or composing according to the rule, ‘The differ¬ 
ence of the two cross-products is a lesser root etc.,’ we 
get the roots : /—1/5, ^ = 6/5 (for) / — i. And 
so f)n in many ways. 

“The two roots for the additive unity will now be 
found in a different way by the rule, ‘Or divide twice 
an optional number by the difference between the square 
of that optional number and the prakrti etc.’ Here, in 
the first example, assume the optional number to be 3. 
Its square is 9; multiplier is 8; their difference is i; 

^ I'^ide supra^ p. 151. 
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dividing by this twice the optional number, namely 6, 
we get the lesser root for the additive unity as 6. 
Whence, proceeding as before, the greater root comes 
out as 17. 

“in the same way, in the second example also, as¬ 
suming the optional number to be 3, the lesser and 
greater roots are found to be (3, 10). 

“Titus, by virtue of (the infinite variety of) the 
optional values as well as of (the inltnitely repeated 
application of) the Principle of Atklidve and Subtractive 
Compositions, an intinitc numlter of rortis (niav be 
found),”' 

Solution in Positive Integers. As has been stated 
before, the aim of the 1 lindus was to obtain solutions 
of the Scjuare-nature in positive integers; so its first 
solution must be integral. Hut neither the tentative 
method of Brahmagupta ttor that of Sripati is of 
much help in this direction, for they do not alv'ciyi 

yield the desired result. I'hesc authors, however, dis¬ 
covered that if the interpolator of the auxiliary equation 
in the tentative method be 1, -_h 2 or i 4, an integral 
solution of the equation Niv--f- i can always be 
found. Thus Sripati (1039) expressly observes, “If i, 
2 or 4 be the additive or subtiactive (of the auxiliary 
equation) the lesser and greater roots will be integral 
{ahhinnd)r- 

(/) If A = dten the auxiliary equation will be^ 
d- I .... |3k 

' The original is, “Hvamistavasat .samasSntarabhavanabhyath 
ca padanamanantyarp.” (i3B/, p. 56). 

“Dvyek4mbudhik?cpavisodhanabhyam 
SyStamabhinne laghuvrddhamule.”—SiSe^ xiv. 32. 

The Sanskrit word abhinm literally means “non-fractional.” 
® The special treatment of the equation — i =j* is given 

later on. 
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where o, p are integers. Then by Brahmagupta’s Corol¬ 

lary, we get 

X = za^, y == -f- A/a2 

as the required first solution in positive integers of the 
equation Nx^ -j- i 

{i'l) Let ± 2; then the auxiliary equation is 

zh 2 — 

By Brahmagupta’s Corollary, we have 
iV(2<xP)2 + 4 (tJ2 

or N(ap)2 -f- 
Nn\^ 

)■ 

Hence the required first solution is 

.V = ap, j ^ J(p2 4- Na2). 

Since Na^ = p2 4= 2, 

wc have + Na^) -- 4- i —• a whole number. 

(/>/) Now suppose k = -j- 4 ; so that 

Na^ + 4 = p2. 

With an auxiliary equation like this the first integral 
solution of the equation Nx'^ 4- i is 

=: Jap, 

j - KP" - 2); 
if a is even; or 

X -= Ja(p2 — i), 

J/ - iP(p2 - 3); 
if p is odd. 

Thus Brahmagupta says : 

“In the case of 4 as additive the square of the second 
root diminished by 3, then halved and multiplied by 
the second root will be the (required) second root; 
The square of the second root diminished by unity aixd 
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then divided by.2 and multiplied i>y the first root will 
be the (required) first root (for the additive unity). 

I’he rationale of this soluli<.)n is as follows ; 

Since iVa- +• 4 - (t-, (i) 

we have /V( j - i . ( . (2) 

'bhen, by Brahmagupta’s Corollary, wc get 

Substituting the value of in the right-hand side ex¬ 
pression from (i), we have 

Cramposing (2) and (3), 

Hence .v ^afi, y J(p2 _ 2); 

and .V |a(|V“ — i), y .^|3((^2 — 3); 

arc solutions of 
4- I ~y“. 

If (5 be even, the first values of (.v, y) are integral. 
If (I be odd, the second values are integral. 

{iv) Finally, suppose k ~ — 4 ; the auxiliart’ equa¬ 
tion is 

Na2 - 4 |32. 

Then the required first solution in positive integers of 
.N.v2 -j- I = y2 is 

A- =- >|3(p2 -f- 5)(p2 -f i), 

3)((1^+ I)- I}. 

^ BrSpSi^ xviii. 67. 
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Brahmagupta says ; 

“In the case of 4 as subtractive, the square of the 
second is increased by three and by unity ; half the 
product of these sums and that as diminished by unity 
(are obtained). The latter multiplied by the first sum 
less unity is the (required) second root; the former 
multiplied by the prf)duct of the (old) roots will be 
the first root corresponding to the (nev) second root.”^ 

The rationale of this solution is as follows : 
Ahx2 - 4 (j) 

lienee by Brahmagupta’s Corollary, we get 

.i-iV- .) 

■“{UU'-+a)!". W 
Again, applying the Corollary, we have 

4- 2)}2 + I .1 { .J(p4 y 4^2 y. ,)}2. (3) 

Now, by the Lemma, we obtain from (2) and (5) 

N{^aP(|l“-f 5)(PM-i))“+i 

-=[(P‘+ 2){1(P‘‘‘+5)(P“+ 1)- I}?. 
Hence .v — ^a|i(p* -}- 3)(l^^ - f f). 

j ((^2 _g 2){^((32 _j_ 3)((.52 -I- i) _ I }, 

is a solution of Nx^ -f- i —j". 

It can be proved easily that these values of .v, j 
are integral. For, if ,6 is even, (V^ y 2 is also even. 
Therefore, the above values of .v, v are integral. If on 
the contrary p is odd, (1^ is also odd ; tlieir 4- i and 

+ 5 are even. Hence in this case also the above 
values ate integral. 

4 BrSpSi, xviii. 68. 
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Putting p -- ap, q - : 2 we can write the 
above solution in the form 

X \p{q^ - i), 

y ^ 5), 

in which it was found by Imlcr. 

17. CYCLIC METHOD 

Cyclic Method. It has been just shown that 
the most fundamental step in Brahmagupta's method 
for the general solution in positive integers of the 
equation 

-f I 

where A' is a non-square integer, is to form an auxiliary 
equation of the kind 

Nd^ -f k - 

where b arc positive integers and k 4- i, -f- 2 or 
4. For, from that auxiliary equation, by the Principle 

of Composition, applied repeatedly whenever necessary, 
one can derive, as shown above, one positive integral 
solution of the original vSquare-naturc. And thence, 
again by meatis of the same principle, an infinite number 
of other solutions in integers can be obtained. I low to 
form an auxiliary equation of this type was a problem 
which could not be solved completely and satisfactorily 
by Brahmagupta. In fact, he could not do it otherw^ise 
than by trial. But Bhaskara 11 succeeded in evolving a 
very simple and elegant method by means of wiiich 
one can derive an auxiliary equation having the required 
interpolator 4- i, f 2 or 4- 4, simultaneously wdth its 
two integral roots, from another auxiliary equation 
empirically formed w ith any simple integral value of the 
interpolator, positive or negative. This method is called 
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by the technical name Cakravdla or the “Cyclic Method. 

The purpose of the Cyclic Method has been defined 
by Bhaskara 11 thus: “By this method, there will 
appear tw'o integral roots corresponding to an equation 
with t, 2 or i 4 as interpolator.”^ 

Bhaskara’s Lemma. The Cyclic Method of Bhas¬ 
kara 11 is based upon the following l.emma : 

If iW i- k b\ 

where <r/, b, k are integers, L being positive or negative, 
then 

, ./ rf/y -f- i^'\" I ■ - A' /bm Na\^ 

w'hcre m is an arbitraiy witole number. 

The rationale of this Lemma is simple ; We have 

Ka- - k b% 

and Aki--j (//A — A')- identically. 

Ihen by Brahmagttpta’s Lemma, we get 

N(a/n - [- b')'^ -f- k[w- — A') - (A// + Ak/)‘‘‘. 

,. /iHn - b\“ ///- - i\' /bm Na\~ 
-i- - .i ) • 

Bhaskara’s Rule. Bhaskara II (1150) says : 

‘‘C>)nsidcring the lesser root, greater root and inter¬ 
polator (of a Sejuare'-nature) as the dividend, addend 
and divisor (respectively of a pulveriser), the (indeter¬ 
minate) multiplier of it should be so taken as will make 
the residue of the prakrti diminished by the square of 
that multiplier or the latter minus the prakrti (as the case 

^ The Sanskrit word Cakravala means “circle,’’ especially 
“horizon.” The method is so called, observes Suryadasa, because 
it proceeds as ia a circle, the same set of operations being applied 
again and again in a continuous round. 

^ BBi, p. 38. 
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may be) the least. That residue divided by the (original) 
interpolator is the interpolator (of a new Square- 
nature) 4 it should be reversed in sign in case of sub¬ 
traction from the prakrti. The quotient corresponding 
to that value of the multiplier is the (new) lesser root; 
thence the greater root. The same process should be 
followed repeatedly putting aside (each timc)the previous 
roots and the interpolator. This process is called 
Cakravdla (or the ‘Cyclic Method’).^ By this metltod, 
there will appear two integral roots corresponding to 
an equation with J;; i, + 2 or d: 4 as interpolator. In 
order to derive integral roots corresponding to an 
equation with the additive unity from those of the 
equation with the interpolator d; a or 4 the Principle 
of Composition (should be applied). 

Suppose we have an equation of the form 

Na^ +/&=-- b\ (1) 

where a, b, k are simple integers, relatively prime, k 
being positive or negative. Then by Bhaskara’s Lemma 

am Ar h— iV / bm A- . 
-~r- > + “T" “ (---Tr— > ■ w 

where m is an arbitrary integral number. In the above 
rule, m has been styled the indeterminate multiplier. 
Now, by means of the pulveriser, its value is determined 
so that 

is a whole number. 
k 

^ The original text is cakravdlamidam jaguL The commentator 
Kr^na explains, “^ciryi ctadganitarh cakrav&lamiti jaguh” or ‘‘The 
learned professors call this method of calculation the Cakravdla*' 

So Bhiskara II appears to have taken the Cyclic Method from 
earlier writers. But it is not found in any work anterior to 
him so far known. 

* BB/, pp. 36ff. 
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Again, of the various such values, Bhaskara II chooses 
that one whicli will make |w“ — Nj as small as possible. 
Ixt that value of in be n. Now let 

an -f h 
A - . 

, hn ■ \ - Nci 

, //" - N 
" .X-; ^ • 

The numbers </,, X j are all integral. The equation 
(2) then becomes 

Mq- [- X'l . /;,2. (3) 

Proceeding exactlv' in the same way, we can obtain 
from (3) a new equation of the same kind, 

Na./ -I- X-2 -- -- ^2^ 

where again sre wlvde numbers. By 
repeating tltc process, we shall ultitnately arrive at an 
equation, states Bhaskara 11, in which the interpolator k 
will reach the value t i, 1 2 or j- 4, and in which (a, h) 
will be integers. 

NSrayana’s Rule. The above rule of Bhaskara II 
has been reproduced by Narayana (1350)^ He writes : 

“Making the lesser root, greater root and inter- 
polat(tr (of a Square-nature) the dividend, addend and 
divisor (respectively of a pulveriser), the (indeterminate) 
multiplier of it should be determined in the way des¬ 
cribed before. The prakrti being subtracted from the 
square of that or the square of the multiplier being 
subtracted from the prakrti, the remainder divided by the 
(original) interpolator is the interpolator (of a new 
Square-nature); and it will be reversed in sign in case 
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of subtraction of the square of the multiplier. The 
quotient (corresponding to that ealue of the multiplier) 
is the lesser root (of the new Square-nature); and that 
multiplied by the multiplier and diminished by the 
product of the previous lesser root and (new) inter¬ 
polator will be its greater root. By doing so repeatedly 
will be obtained two integral roots corresponding to the 
interpolator dr rb ^ rb 4- lo order to derive 
integral roots for tlic additive unity from those answer¬ 
ing to the interpolator dr ^ i 4j the Principle of 
Composition (should be adopted).”^ 

It will be noticed that Narayana does not expressly 
state that the value of the indeterminate multiplier m 
should be so chosen as 'will make (//?* — Nj least. It is 
perhaps particularly noteworthy that he recognised the 
relation 

" a-^n — Cj.v. 

For 
bn d- N<r/ 

n{c!yk — ati) 

k '' 

/;/2- Nx 
a,n-{—^}a, 

aytl — /fjrf, 

t/p/ — hi 

“‘dis¬ 

similarly, it will be found that 

, b-,n — N</, 

For b-jf} — a^n~ — 

[•.• o-Jz = anb'l 

» NB/. I, R. 79-82. 
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[■.’ kk-^ ~ rfi — N] 

—■ i7jiV -f- k-^i [’.' Uyk ~ an 

, lun — Na^ 

Illustrative Examples. In illustration of the 
Cyclic Alethod, Bhaskara II works out in detail the fol¬ 
lowing examples : 

“What is that number whose square multiplied by 
67 or 61 and then added by unity becomes capable of 
yielding a square-root ? Tell me, O friend, if you have 
a thorough knowledge of the method of the Square- 
nature.”! 

That is to sav, we are to solve 

(/) 67A--+ I -J’-, 
(/V) 6ix^ -f I -- - 

Leaving out the details of the operations in con¬ 
nection with the process of the pulveriser, Bhaskara’s 
solutions are substantially as follows : 

(/) 6jx^ -f- I 

We take the auxiliary equation 
67.12 — 5 = 8^. 

Then, by the Lemma, 

67(J,) q- 67 ^ ^8w 4- 67.1 y 

By the method of the Kuttaka the solution of 
w + 8 
-!— an integer, 

1 BBg\ p. 38. 
It is remarkable that the equation 6ix2 + i ==rj/» was proposed 

by Fermat to Ftcnicle in a letter of February, 1657. Euler solved it 
in 1732. 
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is m = — 5/ + !• Putting / = — 2, we get m — 7 
which makes [ — 67 ) least. On substituting this 
value, the equation (1) reduces to 

67.52 f 6 = 4i2. 

Again, by the Lemma, wc have 

67( !?. + 4' )’ + )'. (.) 

'rhe solution of 

- - a whole number, 
D 

is n = 6/1-5. I — 67 I will be least for the value 
/ = o, that is, when n = 5. The equation (2) then 
becomes 

67.112 — 7 — 902. 

Now, we form 

67(+-.9°)^ (9o;>"i 67.11 y2 

The solution of 

integral number, 

is /> = — 7/ -f- 2. Taking / = — i, we ha\’c /> = 9; 
and this value makes \p''^ — 6-j \ least. Substituting that 
in (5) we get 

G-j— 2 22i2. 

By the Principle of Composition of F.quals, w e get 
from this equation 

67 (2.27.221)24- 4--- (22124- 67.272)2, 

or 67(11934)2 4-4 = (97684)2. 

Dividing out by 4, w^c have 

67 (5967)® + I (48842)2. 
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Hence a' — 5967, y ~ 48842 is a solution of (/’). 

(/V) 6i-v2 -f I j®. 

Here we start with the auxiliary equation 

61. i2 + 5 82. 

By the Lemma, we have 

6i(^+- 8)' . ^ )' (I) 
\ 3 / 3 ^ 5 ^ 

Now the solution of 

m % 
.— — an integer, 

is « — 3/ -f- t- Putting i -- 2, we get the value m 7 
which makes | nfi — 61 | least. On substituting this 
value in (i), it becomes 

61.52 - 4 392. 

Dividing out by 4, we get 

6i(|)2-i (2) 

By the Principle of Composition of Lquals, we have 

61(2.X - {(v)^ + 6i(!)n‘% 
or 6i(i|:^)2 + I (i5/A)2. (3) 

Combining (2) and (3), 

61(3805)2— 1 (29718)2. 

Composing this with itself, we get 

61(226153980)2 4- I (1766319049)2. 

Hence x = 226153980, > — 1766319049 is a solution 
of (//■). 

The follo’ft'ing two examples have been cited by 
Narayana: 

(/»■) 103x2 + I — J'2, 

{iv) 97.v2 _|_ j — j/2. 
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Their solutions are given substantially as follows : 

For (///) we have the auxiliary equation 

103.— 3 = 10-. 

By the Lemriia, we get 

//;/ 4- io\ 
I03(-;^ --) 

The general solution of 

m -f- to 
--- - an integer, 

is m --- — 3/+ 2. Putting t ----- — 3, we get m - - 11. 
Then 

103.7- — 6 - - 7i'2. 

Again, by the Lemma, 

The solution of 

TZTJt 71 a whole number, 

103 I o/// f 10; 

“■ 3 

, o 

’)• 

is n — — 6/ + I. Taking t -- i, \ve get 

105. zo^ + 9 =- 203^. 

Next, we have 

io3(- 
20/)+ 205— 105 ^205/)+ 105.20 

r. 

Now, - an integral number 
9 

for /) = 9/ + 2. When / 1, /> — ii. On taking this 
value we find 
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Applying the Principle of Composition of Equals, 
we get 

105(2.47.477)2 + 4 = (477^ + 103.472)2, 

or 105(44858)2 + 4 = (45 5056)2. 

Hence 105(22419)2+ i - (227528)2, 

which gives x = 22419? J 227528 as a solution of {Hi). 

For the solution of (/>) the auxiliary equation is 
O I o 97.1- I- 5 IO“. 

Therefore 
+ 10^2 ^ ,;/2 _ gy ^ 10/;/ + C;7N^2 

The solution of 

/ iowji- _97\“ 

5 ^ 3 ' 

ni +10 __ an integer. 

is m ~ 3/ + 2. Taking / -- 3, we have m - 11. Then 

97.72 + 8 69.2 
Next, we have 

^69;/4- 97:7^^_ 

The solution of 

is « = 8/ +- 5. 

Whence 

7/? + 69 
g an integer. 

Taking / ^ i, that is, « ~ 15, wc get 
97.202 _j_ ^ ^ 197^- 

^,^20/)+ 197^2 ^ />2 — 97 ^^97^ t- 97-20^2 

The solution of 

=Ti whole number, 
9 
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is /> = 9/+ 5. Putting / — 1, we get p — 14. With 
this value of p we have 

97-53^-f II ^ 5^^^- 
Whence 

^/5 3<y+ ^22\^ , q^— 97 /_5_22f ±_97 

The solution of 

5 5^ + 5Z2 
^ 11 ~— ~ integer, 

is ^ — ii/-f- 8. The appropriate value of q is given 

by / — o. So, taking ^ — 8, we have 
97.862— j 34^2, 

Next, we find 

+ 847^ ^ /•2- 97 ^ ^847^4- 97-86^2 

The solution of 

—^= a whole number, 

is r = 3/ + I. Putting / = — 3, we get r = 10. Tak¬ 

ing tliis value, we hive 

97.5692— 1 = 56042. 

By the Principle of Composition of Equals, we find 

97(637733^)*^+ I = (62809633)2. 
Hence x = 6377352, y — 62809633 is a solution of {tv). 

Proofs. It has been stated by Bhdskara II that: 

(1) when is an integer, and are each a 
whole number; 

(2) his Cyclic Method will in every case lead to 
the desired result. 

He has not adduced proofs. We presume that he 
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knew a proof at least of the first proposition. For 
he must have recognised the simple relation 

hf. = a^n — yf ji-/, 

which has been expressly stated by Narayana (1550). 
This shows at once that will be a whole number, 
if k-y is so. 'I'his is also evident from tlie equation, 
Na^ -h ky — itself. Hence, it now remains to prove 
that ky is an integral number. 

Eliminating b between 

an T b 

and 
, bn -i- Na Oy.:-. - 

we have k {ayti — by) - a{ffl — I 

or 7 

Therefore {(lyti — by) is an integer. 

Since k and a have no common factor, a must 
divide ayU — by ; that is 

ayt! — by «- — N , 
^ ky an integer. 

Hence by also is a whole number.^ 

an integer. 

^ Hankel’s Proof; Hankel proves these two results thus; 

Since ayk = an b and k = — Na^, 

we get ay{L'^ — JVa®) ~ an + b, 

or ^ {ay b — 1) = {n -k NaOy). 

Since a, b have no common factor, a must divide Oyb — i •, that is, 

Oyb ~ I 
= an integer. 
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18. SOLUTION OF Nx» ± r 

The general solution of the indeterminate quadratic 
equation 

Nx^ i ^ 

in positive integers was first given by Brahmagupta (6z8). 
lie says : 

''From two roots (of a Square-nature) with any 
given additrve or subtractive, by making (combination) 
with the roots for the additive unity, other first and 
second roots (of the eejuation having) the given additive 
or subtractive (can be found)/’^ 

Eliminating n between 
k ^ an by h^k = bn -j- Na^ 

we get a^b — ab^^ i. we get 

Hence b. s=r -i a whole number. 
a 

N : 
{a^k - by - Na^ 

— ibkdy + k 

k zba^ + i) 

Therefore {a^k — iha^ -f i) is a whole number. 

Since k have no common factor, it follows that 

a^k zba. + I ~ N , 
-“2 -~ == an integer. 

— N ^ a^k — iba^ -f i 

^2(^a _ ^^2) _ ^ I 

^ BrSpSiy xviii, 66. 
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Thus having known a single solution in positive 
integers of the equation Nx^ e ~j'^, says Brahma¬ 
gupta, an infinite number oJl other integral solutions 
can be obtained by making use of the integral solutions 
of Nx^ -f- I = If (py q) be a solution of the former 
equation found empirically and if (a, p) be an integral 
solution of the latter then, by the Principle of Com¬ 
position, 

x==p^±qa, j!-^q^± Npa 

will be a solution of the former. Repeating the opera¬ 
tions we can easily deduce as many solutions as we like. 

This method reappears in later Hindu algebras. 
Bhaskara II says : 

“In (a Square-nature) with the additive or sub¬ 
tractive greater (than unity), one should find two roots 
by his own intelligence only ; then by their composition 
with the roots obtained for the additive unity an infinite 
number of roots (will be found). 

Narayana writes similarly : 

“When the additive or subtractive is greater than 
unity, two roots should be determined by one’s own 
intelligence. Then, by combining them with the roots 
for the additive unity, an infinite number of roots can be 
obtained.”^ 

We take the following illustrative examples with 
solutions from Narayana; 

Example. “Tell me that square which being multi¬ 
plied by 13 and then increased or diminished by 17 
or 8 becomes capable of yielding a square root.”^ 

* BBi, p. 42. 
* NB/, I, Ex. 44. 

.» NBi, I, R. 86. 
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That is, solve 

(1) iix^±i7=j\ 

(2) 15x2 ± 8 =y. 

Solution. “In the first example it is stated that the 
multiplier --- 13 and interpolator — 17. 

“Now the rotjts for the interpolator 5 are (i, 4). 
And for the interpolator 51, the roots are (i, 8). For 
the composition of these with the previous roots (i, 4} 
the scatenu ■'t will be 

/V — 13 / — 1 ^ 8 / = 51 

/ I g 4 3 

So, by the Addition Lemma, we get the roots corres¬ 
ponding to the interpolator 153 as (12,45). The rule 
says, Tf the interpolator (of a Square-nature) be divided 
by the square of an optional number etc.’ Now take 
the optioiial number to be 3, so that the interpolator 
may be reduced to 17. For — 9 and 153/9= ^7- 
I’lereforc, dividing the roots just obtained by the 
optional number 5, we get the required roots (4, 15). 

“Applying the Subtraction Lemma and proceeding 
similarly we get the roots for the interpolator 17 as 

(4/3, 19/3)- 
“In the second example the statement is; multiplier 

= 13, interpolator — 17. Proceeding as before we 
gel (by ti'jc Addition Lemma) the roots (147, 530); and 
(by the Subtraction Lemma), the roots (3, 10).”^ 

Form Mn‘-’x2 -J- c --- y^. Brahmagupta says ; 

“if the multiplier is that divided by a square, the 
first root is that divided by its root.”2 

^ Our MS. does not contain the solution of the equations 
13 8 

* BrSpSiy xviii. 70. 
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Hint is to say, suppose the equation to be 

i: = i'“, (i) 

so that the multiplier (Le,, coetheient of ;v“) is divisible 
by Putting ;/.v ~ //, we get 

Ah^:tr^T. (2) 

Then dearly tlie first root of (1) is equal to the first root 
of (2) divided by The corresponding second root 
will be the same for both the eejuations. 

The same rule is taught bv Bhaska a IT and 
Ndravana, The latter savs : 

‘'Divide the multiplied'(of a Square-nature) by an 
arbitrary square number so that ihere is left no 
remaincler. Take the quotient as the multiplier (of 
another Square-nature). The lesser root (of the reduced 
cquatioti) divided by the square-root of die di\isor will 
be the lesser ro(;t (of the original equation). 

Form {■ c y^. For the solution of a 
Square-nature of this particular form, Brahmagupta gives 
the following rule : 

“If the multiplier be a square, the interpolator 
divided by an optittnal number and then increased and 
decreased by it, is halved. The former (of ihesc results) 
is the second root; and the other divided by the square- 
root of the multiplier is the first 

TTus, it is stated that 

I / b r \ 
. V - (-/// j, 

za ^ m ^ 

y- !(■;,' r»). 

^ BBiy p. 42. 
3 BrSpSi, xviii. 69. 

2 miy 1, R. 84. 
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where m is an arbitrary number, is a solution of the 
equation 

^ c — ji2_ 

The same solution has been given by Bhaskara II 
and Narayanad Bhaskara’s rule runs as follows : 

“The interpolator divided by an optional number is 
set down at two places; the quotient is diminished (at 
one place) and increased (at the other) by that optional 
number and then halved. The former is again divided 
by the square-root of the multiplier. (The quotients) 
are respectively the lesser and greater roots.”* 

The rationale of the above solution has been given 
by the commentators Suryadasa and Krsna substantially 
as follows : 

= (7 — ax){y -f ax). 

Assume y — ax = m, m being an arbitrary rational 
number. Then 

I i ^ yax = 
m 

Whence by the rule of concurrence, we get 

Form c — Nx* = y*. Though the equation of 
the form c — 2Vx* —y^ has not been considered by any 
Hindu algebraist as deserving of special treatment, 
it occurs incidentally in examples. For instance, 
Bhaskara II has proposed the following problem : 

^ JVB/, I, R. 85. » BB/, p. 42. 

12 
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“What is that square which being multiplied by — 5 
becomes, together with 21, a square ? Tell me, ir you 
know, the method (of solving the Square-nature) when 
the multiplier is negative,”* 

Thus it is requited to solve 

— -j- (*) 

N^irayana has a similar example, vh^..^ 

— I ix^ -j- 60 = j'®. (2) 

Two obvious solutions of (i) are (i, 4) and (2, i). 
Composing them with the roots of 

— 5^2 4- I = 
says Bhaskara II, an infinite number of roots of (i) 
can be derived. 

Form Nx2 — = yZ. Bhaskara II observes : 

“When unity is the subtractive the solution of the 
problem is impossible unless the multiplier is the sum 
of two squares.”® 

Marayana writes : 

“In the case of unity as the subtractive, the multi¬ 
plier must be the sum of two squares. Otherwise, 
the solution is impossible.”* 

Thus it has been said that a rational solution of 

Nx^ — I =_y2, 

and consequently of 

Nx^ - 

is not possible unless N is the sum of two squares. 

* BBi, p. 4}. • NBi, I, Ex. 43. 

* “Riipa^uddhau' khiloddistaih vargayogo guno na cct”—BBi, 
p. 40. 

* NBi, I, R. 83. 
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For, if X — pjq, y = rjs be a possible solution of 
the equation, we have 

Nipjqf = (rls)\ 

or N = {qrjpsf + {qkjpf. 

Bhaskara 11 then goes on ; 

“In case (the solution is) not impossible when unity 
is the subtractive, divide unity by the roots of the two 
squares and set down (the quotients) at two places. 
They are two lesser roots. Then find the correspond¬ 
ing greater roots at the two places. Or, when unity is 
the subtractive, the roots should be found as before.” 

Thus, according to Bhaskara II, two rational solu¬ 
tions of 

ATxZ - I = 

where N — tfi, will be 

X — — 
I 

m 
n 
m y 

I 
n 
m 

n 

So two rational solutions of 

will be 
{tifl -f «2) x^ — --y\ 

X : 

y 

m 
kn 
m 

A' 

n 

y 
km I ■ 
n ] 

The following illustrative example of Bhaskara 
IF is also reproduced by Narayana 

13x2 — I — f'- 

* NB/', I, Ex. 58. ^ BBi, p. 41. 
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The former solves it substantially in the following 
ways : 

(1) Since 13 “ 2^ -h 3^ two rational solutions are 
(1/2, 5/2) and (1/5, 2/3). 

(2) An obvious solution of 

i5>r2 — 4 =:j2 

is .V -- I, j = 3. Then dividing out by 4, as shown 
before, we get a solution of the equation i — i 
as (1/2, i!z). 

(3) Again, since an obvious solution of 

— 9 

is A' — 1,7 — 2, we get, on dividing out by 9, a solution 
of our equation as (1/3, 2/3). 

(4) From these fractional roots, we may derive 
integral roots by the Cyclic Method. Since 

we have, by Bhaskara’s Lemma, m being an indeterminate 
multiplier. 

or m + 3 
— 2 ) 

— 13 
— 1 

( 
3/V/2 + 15/2 >^2 

— T i ^ 

4- i3\2 
)■ 

The suitable value o£ rn which will make («?+3)/a an 
integer and j/zA — 131 minimum is 3. So that we have 

13-3^ + 4 = 

From this again we get the relation 

13 _ ^ ii« 4-13.3 
) 

4 

4 4 
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The appropriate value of the indeterminate multiplier in 
this case is « = 3. Substituting this value, we have 

13.5^ — I — 18®. 

Hence an integral solution of our equation 13^^ — i = 
is (5, 18). 

“In all cases like this an infinite number of roots 
can be derived by composition with the roots for the 
additive unity.’’^ 

Nara)"ana states the methods (2) and (5) only. 

19. GENERAL INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS OF THE 
SECOND DEGREE: SINGLE EQUATIONS 

The earliest mention of the solution of the gdneral 
indeterminate equation of the second degree is found 
in the Bijaganita of Bhaskara II (1150). I3ut there are 
good grounds to believe that he was not its first dis¬ 
coverer, for he is found to have taken from certain 
ancient authors a few illustrative examples the solutions 
of which presuppose a knowledge of the solution of such 
equations.^ Neither those illustrations nor a treatment 
of equations of those types occurs in the algebra of 
Brahmagupta or in any other extant work anterior to 
Bhaskara 11. 

Bhaskara II distinguishes two kinds of indeterminate 
equations; Sakrt saniikxiram (Single Equations) and 
Asakrt samikarana (Multiple Equations).^ 

Solution. For the solution of the general indeter¬ 
minate equation of the second degree, Bhaskara II 
(lijo) lays down the following rule: 

^ “Iha sarvatra padSnarh rtpaksepapadabhyiih bh3vanay5’- 
nantyatn”—BB/, p. 41. 

* Vide infra, pp. 267!. * BB/, pp. 106, 110. 
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“Whcji the square, etc., of the unknown are present 
(in an equation), after the equi-clearance has been made, 
(find) the square-root of one side by the method des¬ 
cribed before for it, and the root of the other side by 
the method of the Square-nature. Then (apply) the 
method of (simple) equations to these roots. If (the 
(^ther side) does not become a case for the Square-nature, 
then, putting it equal to the square of another unknown, 
the other side and so the value of the other (i.e., the new) 
unknown should be obtained in the same way as in the 
Square-nature ; and similarly the value of the first un¬ 
known. The intelligent should devise various artifices 
so that it may become a matter for (the application of) 
the Square-nature.”^ 

He has further elucidated the rule thus : 

“When, after the clearance of the two sides has been 
made, there remain the square, etc., of the unknown, 
then, by multiplying the two sides with a suitable number 
and by the help of other necessary operations as des¬ 
cribed before, the square-root of one side should be 
extracted. If there be present on the other side the 
square of the unknown with an absolute term, then the 
two roots of that side should be found by the method 
of the Square-nature. There the number associated with 
the square of the unknown is the prakrti (‘multiplier’), 
and the absolute number is to be considered as the 
interpolator. What is obtained as the lesser root in this 
way will be the value of the unknown associated with the 
multiplier {prakrti) ; the greater root is (again) the root 
of that square (formed on the first side). Hence making 
an equation of this with the square-root of the first 
side, the value of the unknown on the first side should 
be determined. 

1BJ3/, p. 99. 
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“But if there be present on the second side the 
square of the unknown together with (the first power 
o^ the unknown, or only the (simple) unknown with 
or without an absolute number, then it is not a case for 
the Square-nature. How then is the root to be found 
in that case ? So it has been said: ‘If (the other side) 
does not become a case for the Square-nature etc.’ 
Then, putting it equal to the square of another unknown, 
the square-root of one side should be found in the way 
indicated before, and the two roots of the other side 
should then be determined by the method of the Square- 
nature. There again the lesser root is the value of the 
unknown associated with the prakrti and the greater root 
is equal to the square-root of that side of the equation. 
Forming proper equations with the roots, the values 
of the unknowns should be determined. 

“If, however, even after the second side has been 
so treated, it does not turn out to be a case for the 
Square-nature, then the intelligent (mathematicians) 
should devise by their own sagacity all such artifices 
as will make it a case for the method of the Square- 
nature and then determine the values of the un¬ 
knowns. 

Having thus indicated in a general way the broad 
outlines of his method for the solution of the 
general indeterminate equation of the second degree, 
Bhaskara 11 discusses the different types of equations 
severally, explaining the rules in every case in greater 
detail with the help of illustrative examples. 

(/) Solution of ax^ -|- bx c — j'® 

For the general solution of the quadratic indeter¬ 
minate equation . 

ux^ -h hx -f c (1) 

^ BBi, p. 100. 
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Bhaskara II gives the following particular rule : 

“On taking the square-root of one side, if there be 
on the second side only the square of the unknown 
together with an absolute number, in such cases, the 
greater and lesser roots should be determined by the 
method of the Square-nature. Of these two, the greater 
root is to be put equal to the square-root of the first 
side mentioned before, and thence the value of the 
first unknown should be determined. The lesser will 
be the value of the unknown associated with the prakrti. 
In this way, the method of the Square-nature should be 
applied to this case by the intelligent.”^ 

As an illustration of this rule Bhaskara II works out 
in detail the following example: 

“What number being doubled and added to six 
times its square, becomes capable of yielding a square- 
root ? O ye algebraist, tell it quickly.”2 

Solution. “Here let the number be x. Doubled 
and together with six times its square, it becomes 
fix® -f- zx. This is a square. On forming an equation 
with the square of j, the statement is 

fix® zx qy® — ox® -f- ox -)-jy®- 

On making equi-clearance in this the two sides are 
fix® -(- zx and j®. 

“Then multiplying these two sides by fi and 
superadding i, the root of the first side, as described 
before, is fix -f i. 

“Now on the second side of the equation remains 
^® -f- I. By the method of the Square-nature, its roots 
are : the lesser z and the greater 5, or the lesser 20 and 
the greater 49. Equating the greater root with the 
square-root of the first side, vii^., fix -f- i, the value of 

^ BBi, pp. 100-1.' * BBi, p. 101. 
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X is found to be 2/3 or 8. The lesser root, 2 or 20, 
is the value of y, the unknown associated with the 
prakrti. In this way, by virtue of (the multiplicity of) 
the lesser and greater roots, many solutions can be 
obtained.”^ 

In other words the method described above is this : 

Completing the square on the left-hand side of the 
equation ax^ hx c =_y^, we have 

{ax + Ihf = + 1(^2 _ 4^^). 

Putting — ax y- ^b, k — \{h^ — 4ac), we get 

k = (i. i) 

If y — — m he found empirically to be a solution of 
this equation, another solution of it will be 

j=:/q ±mp, 

alp, 

where ap^ y i = p-. Hence a solution of (i) is 

^ + ~{mq± alp), 

j^iq± f»P- 
Now suppose — r, when — m \ that is, let 

m — ar.-\- bji. Substituting in the above expressions, 
we get the required solution of (i) as 

^ {I’q - I’) + qr ± Ip, 

J = lq± {apr 4- Ibpy, 

where ap^ -f i — ^2 ^nd ar^ br c — l^. 

Thus having known one solution of ax^ -f bx -j- c 
—jp, an infinite number of other solutions can be 

^BBi, p. 101. 
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easily obtained by the method of Bhaskara II. The 
method is, indeed, a very simple and elegant one. It 
has been adopted by later Hindu algebraists. As the 
relevant portion of the algebra of Narayana (1350) 
is now lost, we cannot reproduce his description of the 
method. Jnanaraja (1503) says : 

“(Find) the square-root of the first side according to 
the method described before and, by the method of the 
Square-nature, the roots of the other side, where the 
coefficient of the square of the unknown is considered 
to be the prakrti and the interpolator is an absolute 
term. Then the greater root will be equal to the 
previous square-root and the other (J.e.^ the lesser root) 
to the unknown associated with the prakrti” 

The above solution (1.2), but with the upper sign 
only, was rediscovered in 1733 by Eluer.^ His method 
is indirect and cumbrous. Lagrange’s (1767) method 
begins in the same way as that of Bhaskara II. by 
completing the square on the left-hand side of the 
equation.2 

(/V) Solution of ax“ -f- bx -[- c = a'j^ -\-b'j c’ 

Bhaskara II has treated the more general type of 
quadratic indeterminate equations : 

ax‘^ bx -}- r — a'y“ -j- b'y -f- c'. (2) 

His rule in this connection runs as follows ; 

“If there be the square of the unknown together 
with the (simple) unknown and an absolute number, put¬ 
ting it equal to the square of another unknown its root 
(should be investigated). Then on the other side (find) 

^Leonard Euler, Opera Mathematica,vo\. II, 1915, pp. 6-17; 
Compare also pp. 576-611. 

* Additions to Elements of Algebra by ILeonard Euler, translated 
into English by John Hewlett, 5th edition, London, 1840, pp. 
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the roots by the method of the Square-nature, as has 
been stated before. Put the lesser root^ equal to the 
root of the first side and the greater root equal to that 
of the second.”® 

He further elucidates the rule thus : 

“In this case, on taking the square-root of the first 
side, there remain on the other side the square of the 
unknown and the (simple) unknown with or without 
an absolute number. In that case forming an equation 
of the second side with the square of another unknown, 
the roots (should be found). Of these (roots just 
determined), making the lesser equal to the root of the 
first side • (of the given equation) and the greater to 
the root of the second side, the values of the unknowns 
should be determined.” 

lixample. “Say what is the number of terms of a 
series (in A. P.) whose first term is 3, the common differ¬ 
ence is 2 ; but whose sum multiplied by 3 is equal to the 
sum of a different number of terms.”® 

Solution. “Here the statements of the series are : 
first term — 3, common difference — 2, number of 
terms — .v ; first term = 3, common difference = 2, 

number of terms = j. The two sums are (respectively) 
A-® -|~ 2.V, j'® zj. Making three times the first equal 
to the second, the statement for clearance is 

3A'® 6x = j® 4- zy. 

After the clearance, multiplying the two sides (of the 
equation) by 3 and superadding 9, the square-root 
of the first side is ^x3. On the second side of the 

^ The meaning of the terms 'lesser root’, ‘greater root’, etc., 
as used here, will be clear from the illustration and the general 
solution given below. 

* BBi, p. 104. * BBi, p. 104. 
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equation stands 3JK^ + ^ + 9. Forming an equation of 
this with similarly multiplying the sides by 3 

and superad^ng — 18, the root of it is 3^ + 3* Then 
the roots of the other side, 3^2 — 18, by the method of 
the Square-nature are the lesser = 9 and greater “ 15, 
or the lesser =13 and greater =57. Equating the lesser 
root with the square-root of the first side, namely, 
5-’^ + 3> a*^d the greater root with the square-root of 
the second side, namely, 3, the values of x, yare 
found to be (2, 4) or (10, 18). So in every case.” 

In general, on completing the square on the left- 
hand side, equation (2) becomes 

(ax -j- 1/7)2 ^ aa'y^ -)- ab'y -f- ac' + — ac). 

Put ax -f- \b — (2. i) 

and then complete the square on the right-hand side. 
Thus the given equation is finally reduced to 

aa'^ — P = »72, 

where w — aa'y -|- i ab', (^■* 3) 

and P = a^a'c' + _ ^) aa' — (\ab')^. 

Now, if;^ — /, 3y = 7wbea solution of the equation 
(2.2), another solution will be 

Z^lq± mp, 

w — mq aa'lp ; 

where a^ap^ \ — q^. Substituting in (2.1) and (2.3), 
we get 

A- 

(2.4) 

Now, let I — or \b and m = aa^s -f \ab'. Substi¬ 
tuting in the above expressions, we get the required 
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solution of (z) in the form : 

x = -—{qh±^ pah' — h)qr ±: pa's, 

y ^ ± — ^0 + q^ ± ; 

where aa'p^ -\- 1 — q^, 

and ar^ hr c = a's^ + h's + c'. 

The form (2.5) shows that having found empirically 
one solution of ax^ bx y- c — a'y^ + b'y + c' Bhaskara 
could find an infinite number of either solutions of it. 

Jnanaraja (1503) says: 

“If on the other side be present the square as well 
as the linear power of the unknown together with an 
absolute term, put it equal to the square of another 
unknown and then determine the lesser and greater 
roots. The lesser root will be equal to the first square- 
root and the greater to the second square-root.” 

He gives with solution the following illustrative 
example: 

3(.v2 + 4X-) -f 4J, 

or (3X + <5)2 3j2 -f 56. 

Putting 3X + 6 — where is the “first square- 
root” of Jnanaraja, we get 

= 3y + + 36, 
or 3:^2 ^ (y, _j_ 6)2 q_ ^2. 

Now put 3y 4- 6 = »', where w is the “second 
square-root.” Then 

it — 72 = »'2. 

Therefore, by the method of the Square-nature, 
^ = 18, »' = 30. Whence a' = 4, j — 8, is a solutiou 
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(Jii) Solution of ax^ bj^ c — ^ 

Bhaskara II followed several devices for the solution 
of the equation 

ax'^ + bj^+ c = (3) 

In every case his object was to transform the equation 
into the form of the Square-nature. He says : 

“In such cases, where squares of two unknowns 
with (or without) an absolute number are present, 
supposing either of them optionally as the prnkrti, 
the rest (of the terms) should be considered as 
the interpolator. Then the roots should be investi¬ 
gated in the way described before. If there be more 
equations than one (the process will be especially help- 
ful).”i 

He then explains further : 

“Where on finding the square root of the first side, 
there remain on the other side squares of two unknowns 
with or without an absolute number, there consider the 
square of one of the unknowns as the prakrti; the 
remainder will then be the interpolator. Then by the 
rule: ‘An optionally chosen number is taken as the 
lesser root, etc.,’^ the unknown in the interpolator 
multiplied by one, etc., and added with one, etc., 
or not, according to one’s own sagacity, should be 
assumed for the lesser root; then determine the greater 
root.”^ 

There are thus indicated two artifices for solving 
the equation (5). They are : 

(/) Set A- = mj; so that equation (5) transforms into 

^ BBi, pp. lojf. 
* The reference is to the rule for solving the Square-nature 

(vide supra p. 144) (BB<, p. 33). 
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= {arn^ + h)j? + c 

== °-J? + c, 

where a = an? + Hence the required solution of 
ax^ hj^ c ~ h 

X = my — m(rq ± P^\ 

.y-=rq± ps, 

Z = sq±apr; 

where = a? -j- f and q^ — ap^ i. 

(//) Set X — my fi; then the equation reduces to 

;^2 ~ ,1 j2 ^ lamny + Y 

wlicrc « — an? -f b and y — ar? + c. 

Completing the square on the right-hand side of 
this, we get 

az_^ — P = 
where -- ay ± and p = ya — a^n?r? = a{hr? 
-[- cn?') -f be. 

If ^ — J, TV ~ r be a solution of this equation, 
another solution will be 

Z = rp, 

w = rq ^ asp\ 

where — ap^ -f- 1. Hence the solution of ax^ -j- by^ 
is 

X = {rq i asp ^ amn) i «, 

j = ~ {rq d; ar/> ^ amn\ 

v^ = sq± rp\ 

where ^ — ap^ + i, r® = or* — p, a = am^ + b and 
P = a{bf? -f- cm^) -f- be. 
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In working certain problems, Bhaskara II is found 
to have occasionally followed other artifices also for 
the solution of the equation (3). For instance : 

Set + e. Then equation (3) becomes 
^2 — y,2 ^ ^y2_ 

Whence ’ 

where m is an arbitrary number. Therefore 

/a + m^\ 
K = (--’>W- 

Now, if_y = /, w = r be a solution of 

another solution of it will be 
■ y =.lq± pr, 

J?' = di > 
where ap^ 1 — q^. Therefore, the solution of (3) 
wiU be 

-2 (rq ± blp\ 

j = lq± pr, 

where ap^i = q^ and bfic ~ r^. 

(/V)® Suppose ^ = o; then the equation to be solved 
will be 

^ See jBB/, p. io8. * JBjB/, p. 106. 
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ax^ -j- ^2 = tj;*. 

In this case set r^=:^vy\ so that u, v will be 
given by 

au^ b — v\ 

which can be solved by the method of the Square- 
nature. Some of these devices were followed also by 
later Hindu algebraists, for instance, Jnanaraja (1503) 
and Kamalakara (i6j8).* 

Example from Kamalakara r* 

fx^ -{-Zjp — 

This is one of a double equation by Bhaskara II.^ 

To solve ax^ 4- hjf’ -f- ^ Kamalakara observes; 

“In this case, suppose the coefficient of the square 
of the first unknown as the prakrti and the coefficient 
of the square of the other unknown together with the 
absolute number as the interpolator to that. The two 
roots can thus be determined in several ways.”* 

And again : 

“(Suppose) the coefficient of the square of one of 
the unknowns as the prakrti and the rest comprising two 
terms, the square of an unknown and an absolute 
number, as the interpolator. Then assume the value 
of the lesser root to be equal to the other unknown 
together with an absolute term.”® 

He seems to have indicated also a slightly different 
method: 

“Or assume the value of the lesser root to be equal 
to another unknown plus or minus an absolute number 

* SiTVi, xiii. i6o-i. * SiTVi^ xiii. 258. 
» BBi, p. 106. * SiTVi, xiii. 264. 
• SiTVi, xiii. 267 f. 

*3 
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and similarly also the value of the greater root. The 
remaining operations should be performed by the intel¬ 
ligent in the way described by Bhaskara in his algebra,”* 

That is to say, assume 

X — mw ±0, d; P* 

Substituting in the equation ax^ c — 
we get 

{arn^ — ± iw {amo. T- «P) + by'^ 

4- -f- aa^ —P^) — o. 

Putting \ = am^ — n = ama «p, v = f + aa^ — P*, 
this equation can be reduced to 

— 'kbj^ -j- (n^— vJ.) — 

where u — \n> n. 

Kamalakara gives also some other methods which 
arc applicable only in particular cases. 

Case i. Suppose that b and c are of different 
signs.® Two sub-cases arise: 

(i) Form <2.Y® by^ — c — 

First find «, v, says Kamalakara, such that 

au^ — f = t'*. 

Assuming x vy-F u, 

we have 

ax"^ + hy"^ — c = ^ t^y^ 2 

4- — c) 

= — r)y 4- 2^yy J «t9'4- ^«41/* 

^ SiTVt\ xiii. 265. xiii. 285»7. 
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ab , „ . -V I ah , „ 
= — u-j~ + 2 A / —- -f 

Hence ^ = '\J^f 

The following illustrative example and its solution 
are given d 

5x2 J(^2 _ 20 

Its solution is 
X -= ^ty 4- u, 

Z r.:.- zty 4- 1,; 

where 5«2 — 20 p^. An obvious solution of this 
equation is given by » — 3, /-» = 5. Hence, we get a 
solution of the given equation as 

X — zj 5, 

^ = ^4- 5. 

Therefore (x,y) = (5, i), (7, 2), (9, 3),. 

(2) Fornj ax^ — ^2 4. ^ _ ^2^ 

In this case first solve 
tf«'2 4- ^ = v'^. 

Then the required solution is 

= 4/4 

's: = V* 
Example from Kamalakara ’.2 

5X'2 — 2q>'2 4- 16 :^2. 

^ SiTVi, xiii. 279. - SiTVi, xiii. 279. 
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Then 

^ ^ = Wj + 
where + 16 = v'^. One solution of this equation 
is u' — z, v' ~ 6. The corresponding solution of the 
given equation is 

X = + 2, 

t + 6. 
Therefore (a-,j) = (5, i), (8, z), (11, 3), etc. 

Case it. Let the two terms of the interpolator be of 
the same sign and positive. 

Example from Kamalakara:^ 

5x2 ^ 8j2 + 23 =- 

Assume arbitrarily a value of x or j and then find the 
other by the method of the Square-nature.^ 

(tv) Solution of cPx^ bj^ ^ ^ 

Let the coefficient of x* (or be a sqiure number. 
The equation is of the form 

-j- ^ 

For this case Bhaskara II observes : 

“If the prakrti is a square, then obtain the roots by 
the rule: ‘The interpolator divided by an option^ 
number is set down at two places, etc.’ ”® 

Thus, according to Bhaskara II, the solution of the 
above equation is 

X = 
za^ tfi ' 

m, 

* SiTVi, xiii. 296. 
^ BBi, p. io6. 

* SiTVi, xiii, 298. 
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+ «); 

where is an arbitrary number. 

Kamalakara divides equations of this form into two 
classes according as c is or is not a square.^ 

(i) Let f be a square (— say). That is to say, we 
have to solve 

a^x^ + hj^+ = ;j;2. 

The 
lakara, is 

solution of this particular case, says Kama- 
given by 

For, with this value, we have 

^ = -5’^ +v + 

== ^ 

Hence 7 = + d. 
^ id 

(z) When c is not a square, Kamalakara first finds a, § 
such that 

a2 + ^ = p2. 

He next obtains n such that the value of 

afin — bh 
a^. aja 

is also ft; and then says that 

^ Vitb his gloss on SiTVi, xiii. 275. 
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whence will follow the value of 

c- — hlz 
Since -—-- - = » 

we get 

so that 

2<2(0 - a)’ 

_.. 
za{l^ — a) a 

Therefore ^ -\r by^ c 

, „ 
4(ii + “ + (ir~«) + +‘ 

.. . + 82 
4((3 — a)2 (p — a) 

(2(P — a) 

Hence 
^ “ 2(8 --a; - 

Jixample from Kamalakara : 

4A-2 + 48)'2 4- 20 = 

Since 4^ -f- 20 — (>-, and the solution of 

I zn — 24 
8 - « 

is n -- 6, wc get the required solution of the given 
equation as 

•Y (yf + 2, 
^ 12)2 4- 6. 

It may be noted tliat the solution stated by Kamala- 
kan) follows easily from that of Bliaskara II, on putting 
(herein /// - f> - u, u Itere a- •- c--- 
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In particular, if we put c — o and a = i, Bhaskara’s 
solution reduces to 

where m is arbitrary. 

If ^ = op, taking m = we easily arrive at 

x^aq^— p/)2, 

j = ^pq, 
^ pj&a, 

where p, q ate arbitrary integers, as the solution in posi¬ 
tive integers of :^2 _ ^2 _p ^2 'pjjjs solution was 
given by A. Desboves (1879).^ 

Taking m = z\^, we can derive Matsunago’s 
if' 1735) solution of ;^2 _ _^2 _j_ })ji^ 

X = byi^ — v2, 

J = 2HV, 

^ = /;^2 -f v2; 

where ji, v are arbitrary integers. 

(y) Solution of ax^ -b 

For the solution of the equation 

ax^bxy + cy(5) 

Bhaskata II lays down the following rule ; 

“When there are squares of two unknowns togethe r 
with their product, having extracted the square-root 
of one part, it should be put equal to half the diflercnee 
of the remaiiung part divided by an optional nuMil.er 

^ Dickson, Numbers, II, p. 405. 
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and the optional number.”^ 

It has been again elucidated thus: 

“Where there exists also the product of the un¬ 
knowns (in addition to their squares), by the rule, ‘when 
there are squares etc.,’ the square-root of as much 
portion of it as affords a root, should be extracted. The 
remaining portion, divided by an optional number and 
then diminished by that optional number and halved, 
should be put equal to that square-root.”* 

The above rule, in fact, contemplates a particular 
case of equation (5) in which ^ or r is a square number. 

(/■) Suppose a ~ p^. The equation to be solved is then 

= rpp. (5. i) 

Therefore {px -f 

Putting px — w, we get 

Whence Z-^ = K 

~{c 

4/>* 
). 

■L 
X ' 

where X is an arbitrary rational number. So 
1/2 . /;2 

4^' 

). 

, as stated in the rule. Therefore, 

* Y. Mikami, The Development of Matbematits in China and 
Japan, Leipzig, 191J, p. aji. 

* BBi, p. 106. 
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and ^) +X }. 

Now, if we suppose y = ////«, where w, « are 
arbitrary integers, we get the solution of (5.1) as 

~ “ 4^^-/’“"'^ “ 4^bmn}, 

Since the given equation is homogeneous, any multiple 
of these vdues of x, y, will also be its solution. There¬ 
fore, multiplying by we get the following 
solution of the equation p^x^ -j- bxj -f- cy^ — in in¬ 
tegers ; 

X — nfi {4£p^ — b"^) — — ^yJbmn, 

j — iXmnp^, 

{yep^ — 4- 4X2/)2«2, 
(5.^) 

where w, «, are arbitrary integers. 

In particular, putting a = h — c — and \= p 
= I in (5.2), we get 

X — 3«f* — 4« (« -j- m), 

j = %mn, 

^ = 3^2 4- 4«2, 

as the solution of the equation 

x* + xj -|-_y2 = 

Dividing out by 8«, the above solution can be put into 
the form 

X 
^2 

An 
m ). 
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j -- m, 
z --- + 4«^); 

as has been stated by Narayana : 

“An arbitrary number is the first. Its square less 
by its (square’s) one-fourth, is divided by an optional 
number and then diminished by the latter and also by the 
first. Half the remainder is the second number. The 
sum of their squares together with their product is a 
square. 

It is noteworthy that in practice Narayana approves 
of only integral solutions of his equation. For instance, 
he says: 

“ ‘Any arbitrary number is the first.’ Suppose it to 
be 12. Then with the optional number unity, are 
obtained the numbers (12, 95/z). For integral vahtes, 
they are doubled (24, 95). With the optional number 
2, are obtained (12, 20). It being possible, these are 
reduced by the common factor 4 to (3, 5). In this way, 
owing to the varieties of the optional number, an infi¬ 
nite number of solutions can be obtained.”® 

(/V) If neither <2 nor ^ be a square, the solution can 
be obtained thus : 

Multiplying both sides of the equation (5) by a and 
then completing a square on the left-hand side, the 
equation transforms into 

{ax -f- IbyY -f {ac — \b^)y^ = a:^. 

Putting ax + — jy and ^ 

we get -f pjy®. (5*3) 

»GK,i. 55- 
* Sec the example in illustration of the same. 
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The method of the solution of an equation of this form, 
according to Bhaskara II, has been described before. 

Assume w vy, ^ — uy \ so that the values of », v 
will be given by 

= (5.4) 

\l u — m, V ^ n be a solution of (5.4), another 
solution will be 

u —- mq d; priy 

V nq^ amp-, 

where ap'^ 4-1==. ^2 Therefore, a solution of (5) is 

~ za ^ amp) — b), 

where ap^ -{- i = and am^ -|- p = »2_ 

Put n — ar \b and y ; then we have 
t 

X = -~{q{^ar + b)± lamp — b), 

s 

K ^ ±p{^‘^r + b)}. 

Multiplying by lat, we get the following solution 
of ax^ -f bxy -j- — ^2 integers : 

X — s{q {zar + />) i ^af»p — b), 

y = zas, 

= as{zmq±p{zar + b)); 

where ap'^- \ — cf- and nP- — ar^ br c. 
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20. RATIONAL TRIANGLES 

Rational Right Triangles: Early Solutions. The 
earliest Hindu solutions of the equation 

+jy2 (i) 
are found in the Sulba. Baudhayana {c. 800 B.C.), 
Apastamba and Katyayana {c. 500 B.C.)i give a method 
for the transformation f)f a rectangle into a square, 
which is the equivalent of the algebraical identity 

where w, n are any two arbitrary numbers. Thus we get 

/ / '“N2 1 ////-(-«\2 

Substituting p for w, « respectively, in order to 
eliminate the irrational quantities, wc get 

/■¥+( 
2 ^ 2 

) =( )\ 
which gives a rational solution of (i). 

For finding a square equal to the sum of a number 
of other squares of the same size, Katyayana gives a 
very elegant and simple method which furnishes us with 
another solution of the rational right triangle. Katya¬ 
yana says: 

“As many squares (of equal size) as you wish to 
combine into one, the transverse line will be (equal to) 
one less than that; twice a side will be (equal to) one 
more than that; (thus) form (an isosceles) triangle. Its 
arrow {i.e., altitude) will do that.”^ 

^ Rf/, i. 58 ; Ap^h ih 7; ^-^4 2. For details of the cons¬ 
truction sec Datta, Sulba, pp. 83!, i78f. 

* KSI, vi. 5 ; Qjmpare also its PariJista, verses 40-1, 
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Thus for combining n squares of sides a each, we form the 
isosceles triangle such that ylB~y4C=(»-i-i)a/2, 

A 

and BC ~ (n—i)a. Then AD^ — This gives the 
formula 

Putting for /; in order to make the sides of the right- 
angled triangle free from the radical, we have 

2 2 1 “ I 2 “h \ 2 /vV + ( —^= {—^)a\ 

which gives a rational solution of (i). 

Tacit assumption of the following further general¬ 
isation is met with in certain constructions described by 
Apastamba 

If the sides of a rational right triangle be increased 
by any rational multiple of them, the resulting figure will 
be a right triangle. 

In particular, he notes 

3" + 4" = 5^ 
(3 + 3-3)’' + (4 + 4-3)® = (5 + 5•3)^ 

(3 + 3-4)* +(4 4- 4-4)^ = (5 H- 5 -4)4 

^ ApSly V. 3,4. Also compare Datta, Sulha^ pp. 65f 
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52 _|_ j22 = 152, 

(5 + 5-2)* 4- (12+ 12.2)2 — (15 + 15-2)2. 

Apastamba also derives from a known right-angled 
triangle several others by changing the unit of measure 
of its sides and vice versad In other words, he recognised 
the principle that if (o, p, y) be a rational solution of 
>r2 j2 _ then other rational solutions of it will be 
given by (/a, /p, /y), where / is any rational number. 
This is clearly in evidence in the formula of Katyayana in 
which a is any quantity. It is now known that all rational 
solutions of x® -f- y® _ ^2 (-an be obtained without 
duplication in this way. 

Later Rational Solutions. Brahmagupta (628) says: 

“The square of the optional {istd) side is divided 
and then diminished by an optional number; half the 
result is the upright, and that increased by the optional 
number gives the hypotenuse of a rectangle.”^ 

In other words, if n be any two rational numbers, 
then the sides of a right triangle will be 

1 \ 

Kv-”)' 4" 

The Sanskrit word ista can be interpreted as imply- 
ing “given” as well as “optional”. With the former 
meaning the rule will state how to find rational right 
triangles having a given leg. Such is, in fact, the inter¬ 
pretation which has been given to a similar rule of 
Bhaskara II.® 

^ Datta, Sulba, p. 179. * BrSpSi, xii. 55. 
* P'/tie infra p. iii : H. T. Colebrooke, Jilgebra with Arith¬ 

metic and Mensuration from the Sanscrit of Brahmegupta and Bhascara, 
London, 1817, (referred to hereafter as, Colebrooke, Hindu 
Algebra), p. 61 footnote. 
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A similar rule is given by Sripati (1059): 

“Any optional number is the side; the square of 
that divided and then diminished by an optional 

•number and halved is the upright; that added with the 
previous divisor is the hypotenuse of a right-angled 
triangle. For, so it has been explained by the learned in 
the matter of the rules of geometry.”^ 

Karavindasvami a commentator of the Apastamba 
Stilha^ finds the solution 

m. -4- 2«\ /rP -f- 2« 4- -^-^ )m, 
zn -\- 1 ' ' zn z ' 

by generalising a rule of the Sulba} 

Integral Solutions. Brahmagupta was the first to 
give a solution of the equation — ^2 integers. 
It is 

ffP _ ;;2^ -t- 

w, n being any two unequal integers.® 

Mahavira (8jo) says : 

“The difference of the squares (of two elements) 
is the upright, twice their product is the base and the 
sum of their squares is the diagonal of a generated 
rectangle,”^ 

He has re-stated it thus : 

“The product of the sum and difference of the 
elements is the upright. The sankramanc^ of their 
squares gives the base and the diagonal. In the opera¬ 
tion of generating (geometrical figures), this is the 
process.”® 

Siie, xiii. 41. 
• ApSiy 1.2 (Cow.); also see Datta, Suiba, pp. 14-16. 
• BrSpSi, xii. 55 ; pide infroy p. 222. * GSS, vii. 90J. 
• For dtt defimtioa of ^s term see pp. 45f. 
• GSS, viL 9}J. 
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Bhaskara II (1150) writes: 

“Twice the product of two optional numbers is 
the upright; the difference of their squares is the side ; 
and the sum of their squares is the hypotenuse. (Each 
of these quantities is) rational (and integral).”^ 

It has been stated before that the early Hindus 
recognised that fresh rational right triangles can be 
deriv'cd from a known one by multiplying or dividing its 
sides by any rational number. The same principle has 
been used by Mahavira and Bhaskara 11 in their treat¬ 
ment of the solution of rational triangles and quadri¬ 
laterals. Gane^a (1545) expressly states: 

“If the upright, base and hypotenuse of a rational ' 
right-angled triangle be multiplied by any arbitrary 
rational number, there will be produced another right- 
angled triangle with rational sides.” 

Hence the most general solution of x®-f-_ ^2 
in integers is 

{nfi — tr)l, zmnl, -f- 

where m, «, / arc integral numbers. 

Mahavira’s Definitions. A triangle or a quadri¬ 
lateral whose sides, altitudes and other dimensions can 
be expressed in terms of rational numbers is called 
janya (meaning generated, formed or that which is 
generated or formed) by Mahavira.2 Numbers which 

® GSSy introductory line to vii. 90A. The section of Mahavira’s 
work devoted to the treatment of rational triangles and quadri¬ 
laterals bears the sub-title janya-vyavahdra {janya opetMon) and it 
begins as “Hereafter we shall give out the janya operations in cal¬ 
culations relating to measurement of areas.” Mahavira’s treatment 
of the subject has been explained fully by Bjbhutibhusan Datta in a 
paper entitled: “On Mahavira’s solution of rational triangles and 
niiadrilaterals.” BCMS, XX, 1928-9, pp. 267-294. 
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are employed in forming a particular figure are called its 
bija-samkhyd (element-numbers) or simply hija (element 
or seed). For instance, Mahavira has said: “Forming 
O friend ! the generated figure from the bija z, 3,”^ 
“forming another from half the base of the figure 
(rectangle) from the b/Ja 2, 3,”* etc. Thus, according 
to Mahavira, “forming a rectangle from the b/ja m, «” 
means taking a rectangle with the upright, base and 
diagonal as — rfi, zmn, nfi -f- respectively. It is 
noteworthy that Mahavira’s mode of expression in this 
respect very closely resembles that of Diophantus who 
also says, “Forming now a right-angled triangle from 
7, 4,” meaning “raking a right-angled triangle with 
sides 7^ — 4^, 2.7.4, 7^ -f- 42 or 33, 56, 65.”® It should 
also be noted that Mahavira never speaks of “right- 
angled triangle.” What Diophantus called “forming a 
right-angled triangle from ///, Mahavira calls “form¬ 
ing a longish quadrilateral or rectangle from ///, v.” 

Right Triangles having a Given Side. In the 
Sulba we find an attempt to mid rational right triangles 
having a given side, that is, rational solutions of 

A-2 + ^2 ^ ^2, 

In particular, we find mention of two such right 
triangles having a common side a, {a, iaj4, 5^//4) 
and (a, ^ajiz, The principle underlying 
these solutions will be easily detected to be that of 
the reduction of the sides of any rational right 
triangle in the ratio of the given side to its corresponding 

* “Bije dve trini sakhe kjetre janyc tu samsthipya”—GSS, vii. 
92i. 

* “He dvitribijakasya k$etrabhuj4rdhena cinyamutthapya”— 
GSS, vii. iiij. 

* Arithmetiea, Book III, 19; T. L. Heath, Diophantus of Alexan- 
dWj. p. 167. 

* Datta, Sulba, p. 180. 

14 
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side. This principle of finding rational right triangles 
having a given side has been followed explicitly by 
Mahavira (850).^ 

It has been stated before that one rule of Brahma¬ 
gupta^ can be interpreted as giving rational solutions of 

-f- as 

i(v + "). 

where « is any rational number. In fact, he has used this 
solution in finding rational isosceles triangles having a 
given altitude.® This solution has been expressly stated 
by Mahavira (850). He says : 

“The saiikramana between any optional divisor of 
the square of the given upright or the base and the 
(respective) quotient gives the diagonal and the base 
(or upright).”* 

He has restated the solution thus : 

“The sankramam between any (rational) divisor 
of the upright and the quotient gives the elements; 
or any (rational) divisor of half the side and the quotient 
are the elements.”® 

The right triangles formed according to the first half 
of this rule are ;• 

^ Vide infra^ P* ^*5 * Vide supra^ p. 206. 
3 Vide infray p. 223 < GSS^ vii. 97J. 
^ GSSy vii. 95 
® The ‘‘elements” here arc Ha/p + p) , Hafp — p), where p is 

an optional number. 
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and those according to the second half are 

Bhaskara II gives two solutions one of which is 
the same as that of Brahmagupta. He says : 

“The side is given ; from that multiplied by twice 
an optional number and divided by the square of that 
optional number minus unity, is obtained the upright; 
this again multiplied by the optional number and 
diminished by the given side becomes the hypotenuse. 
This triangle is a right-angled triangle. 

“Or the side is given : its square divided by an 
optional number is put down at two places ; the optional 
number is subtracted (at one place) and added (at 
another) and then halved ; these results are the upright 
and the hypotenuse. Similarly from the given upright 
can be obtained the side and the hypotenuse. 

That is to say, the two solutions are 

Bhaskara II illustrates this by finding four right 
triangles having a side equal to 12, vi^., (12, 35, 37), (12, 
16, 20), (12, 9, 15) and (12, 5, i3).3 

The rationale of the first solution has been given by 
Suryadasa (1558) thus : Starting with the rational right 
triangle — i, ^n, i, he observes that if x, j, 

^ The “elements’’ here are ajzq, where q is an 
number. 

* U p- 34- 

optional 

s 1^, pp. }4f. 
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be the corresponding sides of another right triangle, 
then 

X 

tP- — I 

y__ 
Ztl 

= k (say). 

Hence x — k(n^ — i), j = znk, ^ + i). 

Therefore .v + -- zhi^ = ny. 

If now we have x == a, then 

a 
— i' 

k 

Hence 

and 

zna 

K --- 'ir 

1' 

/ znti \ 
«( - ) — a. 

— 1' 

The second rule has been demonstrated by Surya- 
dasa, Ganesa and Raiiganatha thus : 

Since X“ + 

we have — x- — (^ — a-) -f x). 

Assume — .v =: n, where n is any rational num¬ 
ber ; then 

^ + .V -= 
a“ 
n 

Generalising the method of the Apastamba Sulha 
the commentators obtained the solution^ 

a. 
( nfl -f- zm \ f ni^ zm z\ 
^ zm z ' ^ im z ' 

^ Datta, SMa, p. i6. 
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Right Triangles having a Given Hypotenuse. 
For finding all rational right triangles having a given 
hypotenuse (c), that is, for rational solutions of 

-f- 

Mahavira gives three rules. The first rule is ; 

“The square-root of half the sum and difference of 
the diagonal and the square of an optional number are 
they (the elements).”^ 

In other words, the required solution will be obtain¬ 

ed from the “elements” V(^ + if ~ 
where p is any rational number. Hence the solution is 

p\ p*, 

The second rule is ; 

“Or the square-root of the difference of the squares 
of the diagonal and of an optional number, and that 
optional number are the upright and the base.”^ 

That is, the solution is 

A — 

These solutions are defective in the sense that 
\J c^ — p^ or y/c^ — p^ might not be rational imless 
p is stiitably chosen. Mahavira’s third rule is of greater 
importance. He says : 

“Each of the various figures (rectangles) that can 
be formed from the elements are put down ; by its 
diagonal is divided the given diagonal. The perpendi¬ 
cular, base and the diagonal (of this figure) multiplied 
by this quotient (give rise to the corresponding sides 
of the figure having the given hypotenuse).”* 

^ GSS, vii. 95 J. 
* GSS, vii. i22j. 

* GSS, vii. 97J. 
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Thus having obtained the general solution of the 
rational right triangle, znm, nfi + 
Mahavira reduces it in the ratio cl(m^ + «*), so that 
all rational right triangles having a given hypotenuse 
c will be given by 

By way of illustration Mahavira finds four rec¬ 
tangles (59, 52), (25, 60), (55, 56) and (16, 63) having 
the same diagonal 63.^ 

This method was later on rediscovered in Europe 
by Leonardo Fibonacci of Pisa (1202) and Vieta. It has 
been pointed out before that the origin of the method 
can be traced to the Sulha. 

Bhaskara II (1150) says : 

“From the given hypotenuse multiplied by an 
optional number and doubled and then divided by the 
square of the optional number added to unity, is obtained 
the upright; this is again multiplied by the optional 
number; the difference between that (product) and the 
given hypotenuse is the side. 

“Or divide twice the hypotenuse by the square of 
an optional number added to unity. The hypotenuse 
minus the quotient is the upright and the quotient 
multiplied by the optional number is the side.”* 

Thus, according to the above, the sides of a right- 
angled triangle whose hypotenuse is c are: 

zme , zme \ 
"T'-— > “TT—) ~ ^; 

-f- 1 ^ ///* -f- 1 
zme zc 

or -, c-5-——, c. 
+1 w* -f- 1 

^ GSS, vii. 125-124J. *L, pp. 35, 36. 
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By v.'ay of illustration Bhaskara II finds two 
right triangles (51, 68) and (40, 75) having the same 
hypotenuse 85.^ 

Suryadasa demonstrates the above substantially 
thus: 

If (x, y, be the sideS of the tight triangle, we 
have 

\ im ' I 
= (say), 

where m is any rational integer. Then 

X = Myrfi — y — zmk, ^ = k(p/^ -j- i). 

Therefore x + :^ = = my. 

Since ^ is given to be equal to c, we have 

m^ I 

Hence 

and X my 

J 

K 

zmc 
/w* + 1 ’ 

/ zmc \ 

' + I ' 
tn 

Problems Involving Areas and Sides. Mahaviru 
proposes to find rational rectangles (or squares) in which 
the area will be numerically {sarnkbyaya) equal to any 
multiple or submultiplc of a side, diagonal or perimeter, 
or of any linear combination of two or more of them. 
Expressed symbolically, the problem is to solve 

mx y- ny + rxy,) 

m, ti, p, r being any rational numbers [r o). For the 
solution of this problem he gives the following rule : 

^L, pp. 3}f. 
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“Divide the sides (or their sum) of any generated 
square or other figure as multiplied by their respective 
given multiples by the area of that figure taken into its 
given multiple. The sides of that figure multiplied by 
this quotient will be the sides of the (required) square 
or other figure.”^ 

That is to say, starting with any rational solution of 
.v'2 +y2 = ^'2, (a) 

we shall have to calculate the value of 

mx' + ny-{- pz' = j2, say, (3) 

Then the required solution of (i) will be obtained by 
reducing the values of x',y, z' in the ratio of Qjrxy'. 
Thus 

x = x'^lrxy=(2jry, ' 
y=-yQlrxy=Qlrx', ■ 
z z'Qjryy. 

(4) 

Mahavira gives several illustrative examples some 
of which are very interesting: 

“In a rectangle the area is (numerically) equal to the 
perimeter; in another rertangle the area is (numerically) 
equal to the diagonal. What are the sides (in each 
of these cases) ?”* 

Algebraically, we shall have to solve 

z{x-{-y) = xy, ] 
and 

x^+y^z^ } 
^==Z- I 

(I. I) 

(I. a) 

Starting with the solution ar/, of (2) 
and putting «? = « = a, /> = o, r = i in (4), we get 

^ GSS, vii. iiij. * GJi", vii. 115J. 
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the solution of (i. 1) as 

z(s^ — + 4sf z(s^ — /^) + 4sf 
i}/ ’ 

z(s^ — /2) + 4st 

zsi — ?“=) 

}(j2+/2). 

And putting m ~ n — o, p = r i, in (4), we have 
the solution of (1.2) as 

{s^ + 
zsF' 7^-7^’ 27/(j2 _/!')• 

Bhaskara II solves a problem similar to the second 
one above : 

Find a right triangle whose area equals the hypote¬ 
nuse.^ 

He starts with the rational right triangle (3.V, 4X, 

$x); then by the condition, area - hypotenuse, finds 
the value = 5/6. So that a right triangle of the 
required type is (5/2, 10/5, 25/6). He then observes: 
“In like manner, by virtue of various assumptions, 
other right triangles can also be found.”2 The general 
solution in this case is 

j2 q_ /2 2(j2 -)- /2) _j_ /2^2 

sf ’ s'^ — — /^y 
Another example of Mahavira runs as follows : 

“(Find) a rectangle of which twice the diagonal, 
thrice the base, four times the upright apd twice the 
perimeter are together equal to the area (numerically).”® 

Problems Involving Sides but not Areas. Maha¬ 
vira also obtained right triangles whose sides multiplied 

r BB/, p. 56. 
* “Evamistava^iidanye’pi”—BBi, p. 56. 
* GSS, vii. 1174. 
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by arbitrar)' rational numbers have a given sum. 
Algebraically, the problems require the solution of 

.v2 + j-2 ^ ^2^ I 

rx -i- sj + ^ > ) 
where r, s, t, A are known rational numbers. His 
method of solution is the same as that described above. 
Starting with the general solution of 

.v'2q.y2_^'2 

we are asked to calculate the value 

rx' + .[/ + — P, say. 

Then, says Mahavira, the required solution is 

.V .vVi/P, j =jVl/P, Z'AjP- 

One illustrative problem given by Mahavira is : 
“The perimeter of a rectangle is unity. Tell me 

quickly, after calculating, what are its base and upright.”^ 
Starting with the rectangle — tP, zmn, 

we have in this case P = i(r»^ — Hence 
all rectangles having the same perimeter unity will be 
given by 

— «2 _j_ zm/j)’ -j- zmn 

m, 11 being any rational numbers. 

The isopcrimetric right triangles will be given by 

\ zm / m ^ n' | zm{fn + ») j ’ 

where p is the given perimeter. 

Another example is : 

“(Find) a rectangle in which twice the diagonal, 
thrice the base, four times the upright and the perimeter 
together equal unity.”* 

^ GSSy vii. I i8J. * GSSy vii. 119^. 
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Pairs of Rectangles. Mahavira found “pairs of 
rectangles such that 

(i) their perimeters are equal but the area of one 
is double that of the other, or 

(«) their areas are equal but the perimeter of one 
is double that of the other, or 

(«V) the perimeter of one is double that of the 
other and the area of the latter is double 
that of the former.” 

These are particular cases of the following general 
problem contemplated in his rule : 

To find (.V, y) and («, v) representing the base 
and upright respectively of two rectangles which are 
related, such that 

zm{x + y) = Zf!(u + v),) . 
pxy--^quv\ ) 

where w, «, p, q are known integers. 

His rule for the solution of this general problem is : 

“Divide the greater multiples of the area and the 
perimeter by the (respective) smaller ones. 'J'hc square 
of the product of these ratios multiplied by an optional 
number is the upright of one rectangle. That diminished 
by unity will be its base, when the areas are equal. Other¬ 
wise, multiply the bigger ratio of the areas by that 
optional number and subtract unity; three times the 
upright diminished by this (difference) will be the base. 
The upright and base of the other rectangle should be 
obtained from its area and perimeter (thus determined) 
with the help of the rule, ‘From the square of half the 
perimeter, etc.,’ described before.”^ 

^ GSSt vii. 1 jiJ-153. The reference in the concluding line is 
to rule vii. 129J. 
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In other words, to solve (A), assume 
j == j{(ratio of perimeters)(ratio of areas)}®, (i) 

and X — I, if/> = (z) 
or AT = — {j (ratio of areas) — i}], if ^ q, (2^ 

where s is an arbitrary number, and the ratios are to be 
so presented as always to remain greater than or equal 
to unity. 

Let /w > «, p- Then we shall have to 
assume 

/ ^ 
V == 3( -t—r 

Substituting these values in {A), we get 

u-\- V ~ —( 4i'—-xs-^ 4- 5 
m / m^q^ q , \ 

- ^‘p ^ 

npq / nflq^ q . \ 

Then 

Zt ^ ^ ) ~ At \ t> 

we have 

' 4p^p 
Now, if the arbitrary multiplier j be chosen such that 

i = (,) 

u — II — , 
ip ^ 

(4) and (6) we get 

t4 = 
m, npq^ I5J^ 

4p 
+ 3). 

V = 
^smq 

4»P' 
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Substituting the value of s from (5) in (3) and (7) 
we have finally the solution of (A), when m ^ n, 
^ > 7>, as 

m^q m 

Mahavira has observed that "‘when the areas are 
equal’" we are to assume^ 

1^2 

^ Bibhutibhusan Datta has shown that this restriction is 
no/ necessary. In fact, starting with the assumption 

rn^q^ 

and proceeding in the same way as above, he has obtained another 
solution of {A) in the form 

rr^q m / rn^q 
^ = 2 -I, » = -— (4 -a 

f^p f^P 
Datta finds two general solutions of (A), 

v _ rm^^/rn^q* _ rq \ 

ttPf \ tPp* 

rmq 

Up' 

rsT+'K rm^q^ _ j3. 
nt ' 

t+,). 
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Isosceles Triangles with Integral sides. Brahma¬ 

gupta says : 

“The sum of the squares of two unequal numbers is 
the side ; their product multiplied by two is the altitude, 
and twice the difference of the squares of those two un¬ 
equal numbers is the base of an isosceles triangle.”^ 

MabavJra gives the following rule for obtaining 
an isosceles triangle from a single generated rectangle: 

“In the isosceles triangle (required), the two dia¬ 
gonals (of a generated rectangle^) are the two sides, twice 
its side is the base, the upright is the altitude, and the 
area (of the generated rectangle) is the area.”® 

Thus if m, n be two integers such that m ^ the 
sides of all rational isosceles triangles with integral sides 
are: 

(/) -j- «®, -f z{fn^ — «®); 

I or (//■) nP- -|- -j- ^n. 

and 

w2/72 

n\p ). 
^ _ T) « = _ I \ 

np\ tr^p^ ) 

where n, p and r, t are any two integers. 

(IV) 

See Datta, ‘'On Mahavira’s solution of rational triangles and 
quadrilaterals/’ BCMS, XX, 1928-9, pp. 267-294; particularly 
p. 285. 

^BrSpSiyXiL 55. 

rectangle generated from the numbers m and n has its 
sides equal to and zmn and its diagonal equal to + n^. 
Cf> pp. 208-9. 

® GSS^ vii. 108J. 
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The altitude of the former is zmn and of the latter 
/»* — and the area in either case is the same, that 
is, zmn{m^ — rF). 

Juxtaposition of Right Triangles. It will be 
noticed that the device employed by Brahmagupta and 
Mahdvira to find the above solutions is to juxtapose 
two rational right triangles—equal in this case—so as 
to have a common leg. It is indeed a very powerful 
device. For, every rational triangle or quadrilateral may 
be formed by the juxtaposition of two or four rational 
right triangles. So, in order to construct such rational 
figures, it suffices to know only the complete solution 
of .v® in integers. The beginning of this 
principle is found as early as the Baudbajam Sulba^ (800 
B.C.) wherein is described the formation of a kind of 
brick, called uhhayi (born of two), by the juxtaposition 
of the eighths of two suitable rectangular bricks of the 
same breadth (and thickness) but of different lengths. 

Isosceles Triangles with a Given Altitude. 
Brahmagupta gives a rule to find all rational isosceles 
triangles having the same altitude. He says : 

“The (given) altitude is the producer {karam). Its 
square divided by an optional number is increased and 
diminished by that optional number. The smaller is 
the base and half the greater is the side.”^ 

That is to say, the sides and bases of rational isosceles 
triangles having the same altitude a are respectively, 

and ^ ^ m ' ^ m ' 

where m is any rational number, 

^ iii, 122 ; Compare Datta, Sulha^ p. 45, where necessary 
figures are given, 

* BrSpSs; xviii. 57. 
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In particular, let the given altitude be 8. Then 
taking m ~ \ Prthudakasvami (860) obtains the rational 
isosceles triangle (10, 10, 12). 

Pairs of Rational Isosceles Triangles. Mahavira 
gives the following rule for finding two isosceles tri¬ 
angles whose perimeters, as also their areas, are related 
in given proportions : 

“Multiply the square of the ratio-numbers of the 
perimeters by the ratio-numbers of the areas mutually 
and then divide the larger product by the smaller. 
Multiply the quotient by 6 and 2 (severally) and then 
diminish the smaller by unity : again (find severally) the 
difference between the results, and twice the smaller 
one : these are the two sets of elements for the figures 
to be generated. From them the sides, etc., can be 
obtained in the way described before.”^ 

If (si, J2) (Ai» Aa) denote the perimeters and 
areas of two rationd isosceles triangles, such that 

where the ratio-numbers m, «, p, q are known integers, 
then the triangles will be obtained, says Mahavira, trom 
the rectangles generated from 

) and ( 4 
nH . nH 
m'^q fiptq 

where n^p > m^q, when the dimensions of the first 
are multiplied by m and those of the second by ». 

The dimensions of the isosceles triangle formed 
from the first set of btja are : 

side = 

* GSS, vii. 137. 
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base 
f!~p 

-- zA.m - ' (2 
ffip - 0 ni-q m^q 

altitude - - V ///] 
*> 

) — (z - I 
( \ ///-q 

from the scco nd set 

side (4”? -f o' ^ (4 
ri-p 

( m^q 

base 4« 
^^r,r-q + 0(4 n^p 

ni^-q 
— 1 

altitude - + -(4 
n^p 

0 
( ^ m^q m-q 

It can be easily verified that the perimeters and 
areas of the isosceles triangles thus obtained satisfy the 
conditions (i). 

Tn particular, putting m — n - p — q ^ i, we have 
two isosceles triangles of sides, bases and altitudes (29, 
40, 21) and (37, 24, 35) which have equal perimeters (98) 
and-equal areas (420). This particular case was treated 
by Frans van Schooten the Younger (1657), J- Rahn 
(1697) and othersd 

It is evident that multiplying the above values by 
ni^q- we get pairs of isosceles triangles whose dimen¬ 
sions arc integral. 

Rational Scalene Triangles. Brahmagupta says : 

“The square of an optional number is divided twice 
by two arbitrary numbers; the moieties of the sums of 
the quotients and (respective) optional numbers are the 
sides of a scalene triangle; the sum of the moieties of the 
differences is the base.”® 

^ Dickson, Numhtrs, II, p. 201. 

*5 

* BrSpSi, xii. 34. 
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That is to say, the sides of a rational scalene triangle 
are 

where m, p, q are any rational numbers. The altitude 
(«?), area and segments of the base of this triangle are 
all rational. 

Mahavira gives the rule : 

“Half the base of a derived rectangle is divided by 
any optional number. With this divisor and the quo¬ 
tient is obtained another rectangle. The sum of the 
uprights (of these two rectangles) will be the base o^ 
the scalene triangle, the two diagonals, its sides and the 
base (of either rectangle) its altitude.”^ 

If m, n be any two rational numbers, the rational 
rectangle (AB'BH) 

formed from them is 

fffi _ zf»n, -f- n~. 

If p, q be any two rational factors of mn, that is, if 
mn -- pq, the second rectangle (AC'CH) is 

P'^ - q\ zpq, P~-Pq^. 

^ CsS\, vii. I loj. 
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Now, juxtaposing these two rectangles so that they do 
not overlap (Fig. 5), the sides of the rational scalene 
triangle are obtained as 

+ q^, — q^-\- — «*)}, 
where mn — pq. Evidently the two rectangles can be 
juxtaposed so as to overlap (Fig. 4). So the general 
solution will be 

-f- ^2^ nP -|_ {(^2 _ ^2) ^ (^2 _ „2)J_ 

The altitude of the rational scalene triangle thus obtained 
is zmn or zpq, its area pqip^ — q^) d: mnini'^ — «'-) and 
the segments of the base are p"^ — q^ and nP — rP. 

In particular, putting m ~~ 12, /> = 6, q—% in 
Brahmagupta’s general solution, Prthudakasvami derives 
a scalene triangle of which the sides (13, 15), base (14), 
altitude (12), area (84) and the segments of the base 
(5, 9) are all integral numbers. 

In order to get the above solutions of the rational 
scalene triangle the method employed was, it will be 
noticed, the juxtaposition of two rational right triangles 
so as to have a common leg. In Europe, it is foimd 
to have been employed first by Bachet (1621). The 
credit for the discovery of this method of finding 
rational scalene triangles should rightly go to Brahma¬ 
gupta (628), but not to Bachet as is supposed by 
Dickson.^ 

Triangles having a Given Area. Mahavira 
proposes to find all triangles having the same given area 
A. His rules are : 

“Divide the square of four times the given area by 
three; The quotient is the square of the square of a 
side of the equilateral triangle.”® 

^ Dickson, Numbers, II, p. 192. 
* GSS, vii. 154^. 
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“Divide the given area by an optional number; 
the square-root of the sum of the squares of the quotient 
and the optional number is a side of the isosceles tri¬ 
angle formed. Twice the optional number is its base 
and the area divided by the optional number is the 
altitude.”! 

“The cube of the square-root of the sum of eight 
times the given area and the square of an optional 
number is divided by the product of the optional number 
and that square-root; the quotient is diminished by half 
the optional number which is the base (of the required 
triangle). The sankretmar.a between this remainder and 
the quotient of the square of the optional number 
divided by twice that square-iCH)t will give the two 
sides. 

The last rule has been re-stated differently.^ 

21. RATIONAL QUADRILATERALS 

Rational Isosceles Trapeziums. Brahmagupta has 
shown how to obtain an isosceles trapezium whose sides, 
diagonals, altitude, segments and area are all rational 
numbers. He says : 

“The diagonals of the rectangle (generated) are the 
flank sides of an isosceles trapezium; the square of its 
side is divided by an optional number and then lessened 
by that optional number and divided by two; (the 
result) increased by the upright is the base and lessened 
by it is the face.”^ 

That is to say, we shall have (Fig. 5) 

CD - p) + (m'‘- 

^ GSSy vii. 156^. 
® GSSy vii. 160J-161J. 

* GSS^ vii. 158^. 
* BrSpSi, xii. 36. 
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AB = -p)-- (//;“ - 

AD ^ ttP -f ; 

also 
Dii ~ tjp — 

AH zmrty 

area ABCD- p). 

By choosing the values of m, n and p suitably, the 
values of all the dimensions of the isosceles trapezium 
can be made integral. Thus, starting with the rectangle 
(5, 12,13) and taking ji> = 6, PrthudakasvamI finds, by 
way of illustration, the isosceles trapezium whose flank 
sides = 13, base = 14, and face --- 4. Its altitude (12), 
segments of base (5, 9), diagonals (15) and area (108) 
are also integers. 

Mahavira writes: 

“For an isosceles trapezium the sum of the per¬ 
pendicular of the first generated rectangle and the 
perpendicular of the second rectangle which is generated 
from any (rational) divisor of half the base of the first 
and the quotient, will be the base; their difference will 
be the face; the smaller of the diagonals (of the generated 
rectangles) will be the flank side; the smaller perpendi¬ 
cular will be the segment; the greater diagonal will be 
the diaTOnal (of the isosceles trapezium); the greater 
area will be the area and the base (of either rectangle) 
will be the altitude.”*^ 

* GSS, vii. 994. 
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The first rectangle {A A'DH) generated from m, n is 

f/i- — rr^ zwn, nP- -j- tr. 

p, q be any two rational factors of half the base of 
this rectangle, that is, if pq - nin, the second rectangle 
(AlVCI-.}) from these factors will be 

/)' - q\ ipq, /)2 f r/". 

By judiciously juxtapt^sing these two rectangles, we 
shall obtain an isosceles trapezium of the type required 
{A\K:D) : 

AB - (p^ - ^2) _ (/,/2 _ 

AD = BC — ///2 -(- //S, if ffp -j- «2 ^2 _g ^2^ 

DBI = w2 — «2^ if /y2 — fP < P^ — 

AC = BD = /.2 4- ^2^ if j!,2 ^2 > //?2 + „2^ 

— 2W« = zpq, 
area A BCD == zpq {p'^ — <f), 

if zpq {p^ — q^)> zmn{nP — «*), 

The necessity of the conditions nP -f- iP < />2 + 
np — tP < _ ^2^ ^ ^v-ill be at f)nce realised from a 
glance at Figs. 5 and 6. The abtrve specifications of the 
dimensions of a rational isosceles trapezium will give 
Fig. 3. But when the conditions arc reversed so that 
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-i- m^—n^>p^~ q^, zpq {f — q^) 
<imn{nP‘ — n^\ the dimensions of the isosceles tra¬ 
pezium (Fig. 6) are : 

CD - («2 _ rF) + (/»*- f), 
AB = (/w2 _ „2) - (p^ - f), 
AC^BD =^p^^ q^, 
DH = - n\ 
AD--=BC^m^ + n\ 
AH = zmn ~ zpq, 

area ABCD = zmn{rtF — iF). 
Pairs of Isosceles Trapeziums. Mahavira gives 

the following rule for finding the face, base and equal 
sides of an isosceles trapezium having an area and altitude 
exactly equal to those of another isosceles trapezium 
whose dimensions ate known : 

“On performing the visama-sankramana between the 
square of the perpendicular (of the known isosceles 
trapezium) and an optional number, the greater result 
will be the equal sides of the (required) isosceles tra¬ 
pezium; half the sum and difference of the smaller result 
and the moieties of the face and base (of the known 
figure) will be the base and face (respectively of th; 
required figure).”^ 

* GSS, vii. i75j. 
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Let a, b, c, h, denote respectively the face, base, 
equal sides and altitude of the known isosceles 
trapezium and let a', b\ c\ h\ denote the corresponding 
quantities of the required isosceles trapezium. Then, 
since the two trapeziums are equal in area and altitude, 
we must have 

h'=h. 

b'+ a'= b + (0 

and 
2 ^ 

2 
1 “ >6^, 

or {/-f (//- - ^0/2 }{/-(/. - . /y2, 

whence / - (h' - .')l2 : r. 

and c'+{b'- ayjz frjr. 

r being any rational number. Then 

c' =- ■l(/P!r + (2) 

b'- a' QPjr - -O- (3) 

From (i) and (2), we get 

b' = (b + ^)/2-f -{IPjr- 0/2, (4) 

a'= {b + a)lz- - QPir - r)/2. (5) 

If = 4, b=i4, c = 15, h — 12, taking r 10, 
we shall have^ a' - 54/5 56/5, = = 61/5. 

It has been stated above that, if m, n,p, q are rational 
lumbers such that <f‘-, we must have 

a=={p^ — q^) — (w2 — «2), 

b = (jP •— q^) (w* — fp), 

c — tP, 

h ~ zmn — ipq. 

» GSS, vii. 
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Substituting these values in (2), (4), (3) we get 
the dimensions of the equivalent isosceles trapezium as 

a' = (;,2 __ ^2) _ _ f.)\z, 
// = (^2 _ ^2) (4p^q^jr — r)/2, 

c’ =- (4/>Y/'' + '•)/2- 

Jf i i the sides of the pair of isos¬ 
celes trapeziums equal in area and altitude will be 

a — — «2) — {p'^ — (f-\ 
b (w2 _ rfi) + (/)2 — ^2), 

a' (w^ — tfi) — {^m^n^jr — r)/2, 

/;' = — «2) + {^m^tr^jr — ^)/2, 

c' --- (4/a%2^/;-_|_ 

These two isosceles trapeziums will also have equal 
diagonals. 

Rational Trapeziums with Three Equal Sides. 
This problem is nearly the same as that of the rational 
isosceles trapezium with this difference that in this 
case one of the parallel sides also is equal to the slant 
sides. Brahmagupta states the following solution of 
the problem : 

“The square of the diagonal (of a generated rect¬ 
angle) gives three equal sides; the fourth (is obtained) 
by subtracting the square of the upright from thrice 
the square of the side (of that rectangle). If greater, 
it is the base; if less, it is the face.”^ 

The rectangle generated from w, « is given by 

w® — «®, zmn, -)- n^. 

^ BrSpSi, xii. 57. 
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If ABCD be a rational trapezium whose sides AB, BC, 
AD are equal, then 

AB BC -- AD = -I- „2)2^ 

CD - — m* — «*, 

or CD = — {xmnf + 3/r* — iow®«®. 

In particular, putting w 2, « — i, Pithudaka- 
svami deduces two rational trapeziums with three equal 
sides, w>;., (25, 25, 25, 39) and (25, 23, 23, 11). 

The first solution is also given by Mahavira w'ho 
indicates the method for obtaining it. He says : 

“For a trapezium with three equal sides (proceed) 
as in the case of the isosceles trapezium with (the rect¬ 
angle formed from) the quotient of the area of a genera¬ 
ted rectangle divided by the square-root of its side 
multiplied by the difference of its elements and divisor; 
and that (formed) from the side and upright.”^ 

That is to say, from any rectangle (w* — »*, imn, 
-j- n^), calculate 

xmn{m^ — rP-') 

V 2.mn{m — n) 
■\J imn (m -f- »). 

Then from V xmn{fn — «), "sj imn{m -fi «) 
rectangle 

form the 

«*), ^n{rnP-\-tP'). (i) 

Again from 2w», form another rectangle 

C/fPrP — nP — «*, — «*), {nP -t- rPf (2) 

By the juxtaposition of the rectangles (i) and (2) 
we get Brahmagupta’s rational trapezium with three 

* GSS, vii. loij. 
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equal sider ; 

CD - 8w ^ — «*) — — w* — ;/*, 

.‘IB — /;^) - - -f- /72)2 - - yil) 
- - BC, if -f- < 4ff/n. 

The segment (Cli), altitude (.'Ul), diagonals (.'IC, 
BD) and area of this trape7dum are also rational, for 

CAL 

AH 4wn(^m'^ — w^), 

AC 
area ABC!) — 

Rational Inscribed Quadrilaterals. Brahmagupta 
formulated a remarkable proposition: d o tind all 
quadrilaterals which will be inscribable within circles 
and whose sides, diagonals, perpendiculars, segments 
(of sides and diagonals by perpendiculars from vertices 
as also of diagonals by their intersection), areas, and 
also the diameters of the circumscribed circles will be 
expressible in integers. Such quadrilaterals are called 
Brahmagupta quadrilaterals. 

I’he solution given by Brahmagupta is as follows : 

“The uprights and bases of two right-angled tri¬ 
angles being reciprocally multiplied by the diagonals 
of the other will give the sides of a quadrilateral of 
uneq ill sides: (of these) the greatest is the base, the least 
is the face, and the other two sides are the two flanks.”’ 

Taking Brahmagupta’s integral solution, the sides 
of the two right triangles of reference are given by 

HI- — 2///;/, nfi -f- # ; 

- f, zpq, p- -f- ^2 ; 

^ ihSpSj^ xii. 38. 
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where w, «, p, q are integers. Then the sides of a 
Brahmagupta quadrilateral are 

{nP - 4- (p^ - q^m^ + »*),) / 
zmnlp^ + ipq{f>P n^). ) ^ ' 

Mahavita says: 

“The base and the perpendicular (of the smaller 
and the larger derived rectangles of reference) multi¬ 
plied reciprocally by the longer and the shorter diagonals 
and (each again) by the shorter diagonal wUl be the 
sides, the face and the base (of the required quadrilateral). 
The uprights and bases are reciprocally multiplied and 
then added together; again the product of the uprights 
is added to the product of the bases; these two sums 
multiplied by the shorter diagonal will be the diagonals. 
(These sums) when multiplied respectively by the base 
and perpendicular of the smaller figure of reference will 
be the altitudes; and they when multiplied respectively 
by the perpendicular and the base will be the segments 
of the bascv Other segments will be the difference of 
these and the base. Half the product of the diagonals 
(of the required figure) will be the area.”^ 

If the rectangle generated from m, n be smaller than 
that from py q, then, according to Mahavira, we obtain 
the rational inscribed quadrilateral of which the sides 
are 

(«f® — «*)(/>* + ^)(w* -f «*), (/>* “ 

zmn{p^ -b q^){/fP -f- tP), zp(^nP 4- rFf ; 

whose diagonals are 

{zpqipP — tP) 4- imn(jP — 4- 

— rP){p^ — q^) 4- 4mnpq){m^ 4- rP) ; 

> GSS, vii. lojJ. 
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whose altitudes are 

{zpq{m^ — K^) + zmn{p^ — q^)}imn, 

{{m^ — — q^) + qmnpq){m^ — rr); 

whose segments are 

{zpqipp — rF) + imn{p^ — q^)){m- — n^), 

{{m^ — ri^){p^ — q^) H- ^mnpq)xmn ; 

and whose area is 

\{zpq{ffP — tP) -|- zmn{p^ — q^)) {{m^ — tr){p- — 

+ A,mnpq){vP r «“)*. 

Sripati writes : 

“Of the two right triangles the sides and uprights 
are reciprocally multiplied by the hypotenuses; of the 
products the greatest is the base, the smallest is the face 
and the rest are the two flank sides of a quadrilateral 
with unequal sides. 

Bhaskara II gives the rule : 

“The sides and uprights of two optional right 
triangles being multiplied by their reciprocal hypote¬ 
nuses become the sides : in this way has been derived a 
quadrilateral of unequal sides. There the two diagonals 
can be obtained from those two triangles. The produdt 
of the uprights, added with the product of the sides, 
gives one diagonal; the sum of the reciprocal products of 
the uprights and sides is the other.”^ 

Bhaskara IP illustrates by taking the right triangles 
(5» 4> 5) 3nd (5, 12, 13) so that the resulting cyclic 
quadrilateral is (25, 39, 60, 32). The same example was 

^ Si^e, xiii. 42. 
®L,p. 52. 

*L, p. 51. 
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given before by Mahavira^ and Prthudakasvami.^ This 
cyclic quadrilateral also appears in the Trisatikd of 
Sridhara^ and in the commentary of the Aryahhatiya 
by Bhaskara I (522). The diagonals of this quad¬ 
rilateral are, states Bhaskara II, 56 (= 5.12 4- 4.5) 
and 63 4.12 -f 3.5) (Fig. 7). He then observes: 

“If the figure be formed bj' changing the arrange¬ 
ment of the face and flank then the second diagonal will 
be equal to the product of the hypotenuses of the two 
right triangles (of reference), 65,” (Fig. 8). 

By taking the right triangles (3, 4, 5) and (15, 8, 17) 
Bhaskara 11 gets another cyclic quadrilateral (68, 51, 40, 
75), whose diagonals are (77, 85), altitude is 308/5, 
segments are 144/5 and 231/5, and area is 3234.^ (Fig- 9)- 
With the sequence of the sides (68, 40, 51, 75.) the 

^ GSS, vii. 104A. 
® I'm, E,x. 80. 

® BrSpSi, xii. 38 (Com.). 
* L, pp. 4611. 
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diagonals are (77, 84) (Fig. 10), and with (68, 40, 75, 51) 
they are (84, 85). (Fig. 11). 

The deep significance of Brahmagupta’s results 
has been demonstrated by Chasles^ and Kummer.^ 

^ M. Chasles, Aperfu historique sur Ponginc et development des 
mithodes en geo me trie, Paris, 1875, pp. 43 

2 E. E. Kummer, “Ober die Viereckc, deren Seiten und Dio* 
gonalen rational s\nd,'' Journ. flir Math., XXXVII, 1848, pp. 1-20. 
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j (B) 

(C) 

In fact, according to the sequence in which the 
quantities (A) are taken, there will be two varieties of 
Brahmagupta quadrilaterals having them as their sides 
(i) one in which the two diagonals intersect at right 
angles and (2) the other in which the diagonals 
intersect obliquely. The arrangement (A) gives a 
quadrilateral of the first variety. For the oblique variety, 
the sides are in the following order; 

(y)2 - + «-), ; 
zmn(j>^ -f- q^), zpq{t»^ -f tfi) ; 

or {p^ — q^){m^ -f n% zr/jn{p^ -f q^), i 
— tP){f + q\ zpq{nP- +//“).] 

Bhaskara II points out that the diagonals ot die 
Brahmagupta quadrilateral are in the (A) variety, 

zpq{m^— «2)zmn{p~--q-), 4Wnpq-\ (/>-— //-); 

in (B), 

zpqim^ — tP) -f zmn{p'^ — q% {p‘^ + q'^){ffp + tr)-, 

and in (C), 

4mnpq + {p^q^){nP — rP\ {jp + q^){nP + rf). 
The diameter of the circumscribed circle in every case 
is (/)^ -|- q^){m^ -f »2). 

Ganesa (1545) shows that the quadrilateral is formed 
by the juxtaposition of four right triangles obtained 
by multiplying the sides of each of two rational right 
triangles by the upright and base of the other. He 
writes : 

“A quadrilateral is divided into four triangles 
by its intersecting diagonals. So by the juxtaposition of 
four triangles a quadrilateral will be formed. For that 
purpose the four triangles are assumed in this manner : 
Take two right triangles formed in the way indicated 

Compare also L. E. Dickson, “Rational Triangles and Quadril¬ 
aterals,” Amtr. Mafb. Mon,, XXVIII, 1921, pp. 244-250. 
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before. If the upright, base and hypotenuse of a 
rational right triangle be multiplied by any arbitrary 
•rational number, there will be produced another right 
triangle with rational sides. Hence on multiplying the 
sides of each of the two right triangles by an ftptional 
number equal to the base of the other and again by an 
optional nnmber equal to the upright of the other, four 
right triangles will be obtained by the judicious juxta¬ 
position of which the quadrilateral will be formed.” 

He then shows with the help of specific examples 
(sec Figs. 12, 15 & 14) that we can obtain in this way 

Fig. 1} Fig. 14 

16 
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from the same set of two rational right triangles two 
varieties of rational convex quadrilaterals : One in 
which the diagonals intersect eadi other perpendicularly; 
and the other in which they do so obhquely. 

Inscribed Quadrilaterals having a Given Area. 
Mahavira proposes to find all rational inscribed 
rectangles having the same given area (A, say). He says : 

“The square-root of the exact area is a side of the 
square. The quotient of the area by an optional number 
and that optional number will Jdc the base and upright 
of the rectangle.”^ 

For finding all inscribed rational isosceles trape2iums 
having the same area yi his rule is : 

“The given area multiplied by the square of an 
optional number is diminished by the area of a generated 
rectangle and then divided by the base of that rectangle ; 
the quotient divided by the optional number is the face ; 
the quotient added with twice the upright and divided by 
the Optional number gives the base; the base (of the 
generated rectangle) divided by the optional number 
is the altitude; and the diagonal divided by the optional 
number gives the two flank sides.”® 

That is to say, if be the 
upright, base and iagonal of a rectangle formed from 
/w, «, the dimensions of the isosceles trapezium will be 

face — ~ ~ 
~ zmns ’ 

base = ^ \ 
s I zmn ^ 

__ s^A -{- zmnjm^ — n^') 

zmns ’ 

^ GSS, vii. 146. • GSS, vil. 148. 
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altitude = 

side = 

zmn 
s ’ 

~s ’ 

where s is an arbitrary rational number chosen such that 
s^A > zninint^—n^. 

For the construction of an inscribed trapezium of 
three equal sides Mahavira gives the following rule ; 

“The square of the given area is divided by the 
cube of an optional number and then increased by that 
optional number ; half the result gives the (equal) sides 
of a generated trapezium of three equal sides (having 
the given area); twice the optional number diminislied 
by the side is the base ; and the given area divided by 
the optional number is the altitude.”^ 

In other words, the dimensions of an inscribed trape¬ 
zium of three equal sides having a given area A wdll be 

side =1(^ + ^). 

altitude = —. 
s 

To find inscribed quadrilaterals having a given area 
Mahavira gives the following rule : 

“Break up the square of the given area into any 
four arbitrary factors. Half the sum of these factors 
is diminished by them (severally). The remainders are 
the sides of an (inscribed) quadrilateral with unequal 
sides.”^ 

^ GSS, vii. 150. 
vii. 152. This result follows from the fact that the 

area of a cyclic quadrilateral is \/(r — <j)(r — h%s — r)(s — </). 
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Triangles and Quadrilaterals having a Given 
Circum-Diameter. Mahavira proposes to find all 
rational triangles and quadrilaterals inscribable in a circle 
of given diameter. His solution is : 

“Divide the given diameter of the circle by the 
calculated diameter (of the circle circumscribing any 
generated figure of the required kind). The sides of 
that generated figure multiplied by the quotient will be 
the sides of the required figure.”^ 

In other words, we shall have to find first a rational 
triangle or cyclic quadrilateral; then calculate the dia¬ 
meter of its circum-circle and divide the given diameter 
by it. Dimensions of the optional figure multiplied by 
this quotient will give the dimensions of the required 
figure of the type. 

It has been found before (p. 227) that the sides of a 
rational triangle are proportional to 

(/>2 - q^) ± — n^) 
and its altitude is proportional to imn (or zpq), w, «, p, q 
being any rational numbers such that run — pq. The 
diameter of the circle circumscribed about this triangle 
is proportional to 

{m^ 4- -I- q^) 

zmn 

Then the sides of a rational triangle inscribed in a 
circle of diameter D will be 

2f»nD — q^) db -- 
p^ + (/W^ -f- «2) (p^ -f- q^ ’ 

and its altitude will be 
D(zrr/ny 

(^2 + fp){p^ -h q^y 

1 GSS, vii. 221 i. 
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The dimensions of a rational inscribed quadrilateral, 
as stated by Mahavira, have been noted before (p. 236). 
The diameter of its circum-circle is 

(j}^ + 
Then, according to Mahavira, the sides of a rational 
quadrilateral inscribed in a circle of diameter D, are 

zmn 
). 

xpq 
n 

its diagonals are i 

(»» - «*) + (/.« - 

(K - - ^») + 

and its area is 
D* 

- ”*) + - f)) 

X {(«?* — — q^ 4- A^npq}\ 

so that the sides, diagonals and area are all rational. 

22. SINGLE INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS 
OF HIGHER DEGREES 

The Hindus do not seem to have paid much attention 
to the treatment of indeterminate equations of degrees 
higher than the second. Some interesting examples 
involving such equations are, however, found in the 
works of Mahavira (850), Bhaskara II (1150) and 
NMyana (1350). 

Mahllvira's Rule. One problem of Mah&vira is as 
follows; 

Given the sum (r) of a series in A.P., to find its 
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first term (a), common difference (^) and the number 
of terms («). 

In other words, it is required to solve in rational 
numbers the equation 

{aAr = s, 

containing three uiiknowns a, b and «, and of the 
third degree. The following rule is given for its 
solution : 

“Here divide the sum by an optional factor of it; 
that divisor is the number of terms. Subtract from the 
quotient another optional number; the subtrahend is 
the first term. The remainder divided by the half of 
the number of terms as diminished by unity is the 
common difference.”^ 

BhSskara’s Method. Bhaskara II proposes the 
problems : 

“Tell those four numbers which are unequal but 
have a common denominator, whose sum or the sum of 
whose cubes is equal to the sum of their squares. 

If x,j, w be the numbers, then 

(1) X +y + z + ^ 4- 
(2) X^ + -f = AT® 4 4 4 
Let the numbers be .v, zx, ^x, 4X, says Bhaskara II. 

That is, suppose j = zx, ^ = ^x, n> — 4x in the above 

^ GSS^ vii. 78. 
There are also other problems where instead of r, the given 

quantity is s + s s + n ot s a b + n, {CSS^ ii. 85 ; cf, 
also vi. 80). For such problems also the method of solution is the 
same as before, /.#?., to assume suitable arbitrary values for two 
of the unknowns so that the indeterminate cubic equation is there¬ 
by reduced to a determinate linear equation in one unknown. 
(Gi’J', ii. 82 ; vi. 317). 

*BB/,p. 55- 
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equations. Then by (i) we get 

lOX = 30.V*. 

Hence Z, = I, |, 

is a solution of (i). 

Again, with the same assumption, the equation 
(2) reduces to 

loox^ = ^ox^. 

X = 

Hence x,j, ^ r%, 1^0, H, « 
is a solution of (2). 

The following problem has been quoted by Bhas- 
kara II from an ancient author : 

“The square of the sum of two numbers added with 
the cube of their sum is equal to twice the sum of their 
cubes. Tell, O mathematician, (what are those two 
numbers).”^ 

If x,j/ be the numbers, then by the statement of the 
question 

(x + j)2 4- (x -j-jf = 2(x3 +y). 

“Here, so that the operations may not become lengthy,” 
says Bbaskara II, “assume the two numbers to be » y 
and a — v.” So on putting 

x = a+i^, j^a — r, 

the equation reduces to 

40^ 4- 4** = 

or 4a2 4- 4a = 122^^ 

or (2a + l)^ == I2I'* 4" !• 

p. loi. 
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Solving this equation by the method of the Square- 
nature we get values of v. Whence the values of 

are found to be (j, i), (76, 20), etc. 

N^ayana’s Rule. Narayana gives the rule : 

“Divide the sum of the squares, the square of the 
sum and the product of any two optional numbers by 
the sum of their cubes and the cube of their sum, and 
then multiply by the two numbers (severally). (The 
results) will be the two numbers, the sum of whose 
cubes and the cube of whose sum will be equal to the 
sum of their squares, the square of the sum and the 
product of them.”i 

That is to say, the solution of the equations 
(x) .V^ Jf- ~ .v2 _|_ y^^ 

(2) 4-y = (.V + j)*, 

(3) 

are respectively 

f V = -t 
j' 4- 

^ -f- «2)« _ 
^^3 » 

(m + 

J 

X ■= 

(2.1) 

(3.1) 

J 
{m -f «)2« _ 

X — 

y 

nfi -f- 

mn^ 
+ rfi' 

(4) (v 4-j)“ -= -f y\ 
(5) (v f yf --(x ^ )f, 
(6) (x +jf = xy. 

(4.0 

(3.1) 

{/ffi 4- tfi)m 
{ni 4 nf ’ 

(w^ _1_ 

_ (/» 4- «)®^ 
~ (w + nf ' 

{m 4- nfn. 

{m 4- nf ’ 

m^n 

y 

X 

(6.1) ■( 
{m 4- nf' 

y 
mn^ 

{m 4- nf ’ 

^GJC.i. 58. 
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where m, n are rational numbers. 

It will be noticed that the equation (2) can be 
reduced, by dividing out by x + j, to 

— xy + ~ X y ; 

and similarly (5) can be reduced to 

+ j/ = I. 

With m — n z Narayana gives the following 
sets of particular values : 

(1.2) x, y 1, Y (4.2) . 

(2.2) x,y I, 2 (5.2): 
(5.2) x,y ^ t (6.2) : 

He then observes : “In this way one can find by his 
own intelligence two numbers for the case of difference, 
etc.” 

Form + bx^" — y^. For the solution of an 
equation of the form 

^_y2n+2 

where n is an integer, Bhaskara II gives the following 
rule 

“Removing a square factor from the second side, 
if possible, the two roots should be investigated in this 
case. Then multiply the greater root by the lesser. 
Or, if a biquadratic factor has been removed, the greater 
root should be multiplied by the square of the lesser root. 
The rest of the operations will then be as before.”^ 

Suppose ax"^ y- b — rff; then the equation becomes 
zz=:. 

y = 

The method of solving ax'^ b = positive integers 
has been described before. 

* BBi, p. 102. 
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Two examples of equations of this form occur in 
the Bfjaganita of Bhaskara II 

(1) — lOOA^ =jK 

(2) 8.V* -p 4^x* —y^. 

It may be noted that the second equation appears in 
the course of solving another problem. 

Equation ax^ + bx^ -f c — u^. One very special 
case of this form arises in the course of solving another 
problem. It is^ 

{a + -f- £7* = «“, 

or X* zax^ + za^ — 

Let u — x^, supposes Bhaskara II, so that we get 

X® — = za® -f- zax\ 

or X® (zx^ — i) = 

which can be solved by the method indicated before. 

Another equation is® 

jx® = «®. 
H 

In cases like this “the assumption should be always such,” 
remarks Bhaskara II, “as will make it possible to remove 
(the cube of) the unknown.” So assume u = mx; 
then 

X- = 

23. LINEAR FUNCTIONS MADE SQUARES OR CUBES 

Square-pulveriser. The indeterminate equation of 
the type 

bx-\- c = j® 

^ BJ3/, pp. 103, 107. * BBi, p. 103 ; also vide infra, p. 280. 
* BBi, p. 30; also vide infra, p. 278. 
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is called varga-kuttaka or the “Square-pulveriser,inas¬ 
much as, when expressed in the form 

the problem reduces to finding a square iyargd) which 
being diminished by c will be exactly divisible by by 
which closely resembles the problem solved by the 
method of the pulveriser {kuttaka). 

For the solution in integers of an equation of this 
type, the method of the earlier writers appears to have 
been to assume suitable arbitrary values iot y and then 
to solve the equation for x. Brahmagupta gives the 
following problems : 

“The residue of the sun on Thursday is lessened 
and then multiplied by 5, or by 10 Making this 
(result) an exact square, within a year, a person becomes 
a mathematician.”* 

“The residue of any optional revolution lessened 
by 92 and then multiplied by 83 becomes together with 
unity a square. A person solving this within a year is 
a mathematician.”* 

That is to say, we are to solve the equations : 

(1) jx — 23 

(2) lox — 100 —y^y 

(3) 83X—7633==^*. 

Prthudakasvami solves them thus : 

(i. i) Supposejv = 10 ; then x = 123. Or, put JK — 3; 
then X = 10. 

(2.1) Supposej = 10; then x = 20. 

(5. i) Assume j = i; then x = 92. 

^ BBi, p. 122. 
• BrSpSiy xviiL 79» 

^BrSpSiyTxm 76. 
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He then remarks that by virtue of the multiplicity 
of suppositions there will be an infinitude of solutions 
in every case. But no method has been given either by 
Brahmagupta or by his commentator Prthudakasvami 
to obtain the general solution. 

The above method is reproduced by Bhaskara II.^ 
He has also given the following rule : 

“If a simple unknown be multiplied by the number 
which is the divisor of a square, etc., (on the other side) 
then, in order that its value may in such cases be integral, 
the square, etc., of another unknown should be put 
equal to (the other side). The rest (of the operations) 
will be as described before.”® 

His gloss on this rule runs as follows : 

“In those cases, such as the Square-pulveriser, etc., 
where on taking the toot of one side of the equation 
there remains on the other side a simple unloiown 
multiplied by the number which was the divisor of the 
square, etc., the square, etc., of another unknown plus 
or minui an absolute term should be assumed for (the 
value of this other side) in order that its value may 
be integral. The rest (of the operations) will be as 
taught bfefore.” 

Bhaskara has also quoted from an ancient author the 
following rule: 

“(Find) a number whose square is exactly divisible 
by the divisor, as also its product by twice the square- 
root of the absolute term. An unknown multiplied by 
that number and superadded by the square-root of the 
absolute term should be assumed (for the unknown on 
the other side). If the absolute term does not yield a 
square-root, then after dividing it by the divisor, the 

^ kfra, p. zj jf. *BBi, p. 120. 
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lemainder should be increased by so many times the 
divisor as will make a square. If this is not possible, 
then the problem is not soluble.”^ 

Case i Let f be a square, equal to say. Then 
we have to solve 

bx -f- 

The rule says, find p such that 

2.p^ = br. 

Then assume y ~ pu 

whence we get x — qu^ + 

Bhaskara II prefers the assumption 

j + P, 

SO that we have x — bi^ i^v. 

Case a. If c is not a square, suppose c = bm n. 
Then find s such that 

n sb = r^. 

Now assume J rh 

Substituting this value in the equation bx c = 
we get 

bx c = ibu Cp 

— b^u^ d: 

or bx c — r* = b^u^ d: ^bru, 

or bx d- b{m — r) — b'^u^ d: 'si’ru. 

X = d: — {jn — s'), 

lixample from Bhaskara II 

7x -f 30 =y- 

On dividing 30 by 7 the remainder is found to be 
2; we also know that 2-|-7.2 = 4^- Therefore, we 

* BBi, p. 121. * BBi, pp. 120,121. 
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assume in accordance with the above rule 

J = 7« ± 4; 
whence we get .v — y#® i 8« — 2, 

which is the general solution. 

Cube-pulveriser. The indeterminate equation of 
the type 

bx -h 

is called the ^)am-kuttaka or the “Cube-pulveriser.”^ 
For its solution in integers Bhaskara II says : 

“A method similar to the above may be applied 
also in the case of a cube thus : (find) a number whose 
cube is exactly divisible by the divisor, as also its product 
by thrice the cube-root of the absolute term. An un¬ 
known multiplied by that number and superadded by 
the cube-root of the absolute term should be assumed. 
If there be no cube-root of the absolute term, then after 
dividing it by the divisor, so many times the divisor 
should be added to the remainder as will make a cube. 
The cube-root of that will be the root of the absolute 
number. If there cannot be fotind a cube, even by so 
doing, that problem will be insoluble.”^ 

Case i. Let c = Then we shall have to find p 
such that 

p^^hq, = hr. 

Now assume j = pv 

Substituting in the equation bx -j- = y® we get 

bx -f (53 — _|- p)3 

= -f },pv^(pv -f P) -f 

or bx — bqiP’ -f- brv{pv p). 

X -= qi^ -f- rv{pv -f- p). 

1BB/, p. 122. p. I2I. 
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Or, if we assume j = ^ + P, we shall have 

X ~ 4- ^^!^{bv -f- p). 

Case a. c ^ 3. cube. Suppose c ~ bm n •, then 
find s such that 

n sb ■— r®. 

Now assume y = bv r, whence we get . 

^ -f' })f^{bv + r) — (/// — j), 
as the general solution. 

Example from Bhaskara II 

5>r -j- 6 — jv®. 

Since 6 = j. I -h I and i + 43 • J = 6®, 

wc assume j = 5t' + 6. 

Therefore x = 251^ + t8t'(5V + 6) H- 4^, 
is the general solution. 

Equation bx 4: c = ay®. To solve an equation 
of the type 

ay^ — bx E 4 
Bhaskara II says: 

“Where the first side of the equation yields a root 
on being multiplied or divided® (by a number), there also 
the divisor will be as stated in the problem but the abso¬ 
lute term will be as modified by the operations.”® 

^ BBi, p. 122. 
* The piinted text has bitvS kfipta (subtracting or adding). 

After collating with several copies Colebrookc accepted the reading 
batvd (multiplying or adding). But wc think that the correct 
reading should be batva bftvd (mvutiplying or dividing) For in his 
gloss BhSskara II has employed the terms gunitg vihhakto va 
Multiplied or divided). Our emendation is furthjsr supported by 
the rationale of the rule. 

*BBi, p. 121. 
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What is implied is this ; Multiplying both sided of 
the given equation by a, we get 

Put u — aj^v — ax. Then the equation reduces to 
= bv ^ ac, 

which can be solved in the way described before. 

We take the following illustrative example with its 
solution from Bhaskara II P 

+ 5 = 
Multiplying by 5, and putting «— 5j, v —^x, we get 

— 15. 

The solution of this is 

V — ± "f 1* 

Therefore, we have 

(i) 5j ==82^+1, 

or (2) 5j — Sb' — I. 

Now, solving by the method of the pulveriser, we get 
the solution of (i) as 

j= 8/+ 5, 

5^+ 3 ; 
and that of (2) as 

J = 8^ + 3> 
u>= 5/+ 2; 

where / is any rational number. 

Equation bx dr c = ay* After describing the 
above methods Bhaskara II observes, iityagre’pi jofyamiti 
Jesah or “the same method can be applied further on 

^ SBi, p. 121. 
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(i.e.y to the cases of higher powers) Again at the end 
of the section he has added evam buddhimadhhiranjadapi 
yathdsambhavam jojlyam, i e, “similar devices should be 
applied by the intelligent to further cases as far as 
practicable.”® What is implied is as follows : 

(i) To solve ——y. 
b 

Put X = d: Then 

X” dz ^ 

b^'' 
n{n 

— ®/^® di 

Now, if 

~ I dr + 

... -f (± d- (± rfc 

~ I d: + ••• + (± j 

+ (±)» 

— a whole number. 

or 
- j ^ 

—will be an integral number when (i) m b 

(2) ^ is a factor of «?“, k, etc. Or, in other words, 
knowing one integral solution of (i) an infinite number 
of others can be derived. 

(2) To solve 
ax^ dr 

Multiplying by we get 

i2"x* dr 

^ J3J3/, p. 111. 

^7 

* BBi\ p. I2Z. 
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Putting u = ax, v we have 

«• ± ca*-^ 
b “ 

which is similar to case (i). 

24. DOUBLE EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE 

The earliest instance of the solution of the simulta¬ 
neous indeterminate quadratic equation of the type 

x±a = u^,\ 
X ±b = 

is found in the Bakhshali treatise. The portion of the 
manuscript containing the rule is mutilated. The 
example given in illustration can, however, be restored 
as follows : 

“A certain number being added by five {becomes 
capable of yielding a square-root} ; the same number 
(being diminished by} seven becomes capable of 
yielding a square-root. What is that number is the 
question.”^ 

That is to say, we have to solve 

yj X —u, y/ X — 1 — V. 

The solution given is as follows : 

“The sum of the additive and subtractive is 112 |; 
its half [^1; minus two |_£|; its half is | 2 |; squared | 4 |. 
‘Should be increased by the subtractive’; {the subtrac¬ 
tive is} jjJ ; adding this we get 111 [. This is the 
number (required).” , 

From this it is clear that the author gives the 

^ BMs, Folio 59, recto. 
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solution of the equations 

X a — X — b — v^; 

as 

where m is any integer.^ 

Brahmagupta (628) gives the solution of the general 
case. He says : 

“The difference of the two numbers by the addition 
or subtraction of which another number becomes a 
square, is divided by an optional number and then 
increased or decreased by it. The square of half the 
result diminished or increased by the greater or smaller 
(of the given numbers) is the number (required). 

t.e., x~ \ \ 

where is an arbitrary integer. 

The rationale is very simple. Since 

«2 — q_ ^ 

we have ~ b. 

Therefore u — v — m, 

1 I ”b ^ T” and u V — —--— 
m 

where m is arbitrary. Hence 

Kit ^ T" ^ I \ 11 — ^1 \ 
± "O’ 

1 In the above solution /:v is taken to be 2. 
* BrSpStf xviii. 74. 
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Since it is obviously immaterial whether u is 
taken as positive or negative, we have 

Similarly 

Therefore i*)] 

or \^Tb, 

where m is an arbitrary number. 

Brahmagupta gives another rule for the particular 
case: 

.V -)- <2 ~ 

A- — b — V^. 

“The sum of the two numbers the addition and 
subtraction of which make another number (severally) 
a square, is divided by an optional number and then 
diminished by that optional number. The square of 
half the remainder increased by the subtractive number 
is the number (required).”^ 

Narayana (1357) says : 

“The sum of the two numbers by which another 
number is (severally) increased and decreased so as to 
make it a square is divided by an optional number and 
then diminished by it and halved; the square of the 
result added with the subtrahend is the other number.”* 

He further states: 

^ BrSpSi, xviii. 73. *GK,i. 5 2. 
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“The difference of the two numbers by which 
another number is increased twice so as to make it 
a square (every time), is increased by unity and' then 
halved. The square of the result diminisned by the 
greater number is the other number.”^ 

i.e., 

is a solution of 

X =■(- 
«+1 

X a = X b = v^, b. 

“The difference of the two numbers by which 
another number is diminished twice so as to make it a 
square (every time), is decreased by unity and then 
hdved. The result multiplied by itself and added with 
the greater number gives the other.”* 

is a solution of 

X — a = u^y X — b — v^y a > b. 

The general case 

ax c — u^y\ 
bx d — v^y j 

(0 

has been treated by Bhaskara II. He first lays down the 
rule: 

“In those cases where remains the (simple) unknown 
with an absolute number, there find its value by forming 
an equation with the square, etc., of another unknown 
plus an absolute number. Then proceed to the solution 
of the next equation comprising the simple unknown 
with an absolute number by substituting in it the root 
obtained before.”® 

1 GKy i. 53. 
• BBi, pp. 117-8. 

* GKy i. 54. 
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He then proceeds to explain it further : 

■“In those cases where on taking the square-root of 
the first side, there remains on the other side the (simple) 
unknown with or without an absolute number, find there 
the value of that unknown by forming an equation with 
the square of another unknown plus an absolute number. 
Having obtained the value of the unknown in this way 
and substituting that value (in the next equation) further 
operations should be proceeded with. If, however, on 
equating the root of the first with another unknown 
plus an absolute number, no further operations remain 
to be done, then the equation has to be made with the 
square, etc., of a known number.” 

(/) Set u — mu’ a ; then substituting in the first 
equation, we get 

JK- — 4- imipa. 4- — (t). 

Substituting this value of in the next equation, we have 

b 
4 - - c) d ~ (i.i) 

which can be solved by the method of the Square-nature. 

{it) In the course of working out an example^ 
Bhaskara II is found to have followed also a different 
procedure, which was subsequently adopted by Lag- 
range.® 

Eliminate a" between the two equations. Then 

bu^ -f- {ad — be) ~ av^, 

or abu^k —(1.2) 

where n> = av, k = a^d — abc. 

* Vide infra, p. 265. 
* Addition to Euler’s Algebra, p. 547. 
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If « = r, IF = j be a solution of this transformed 
equation, another solution of it will be 

u = r^±ps, 

IF = ± ai>r/>; 

where abp^ i ~ q^. Therefore, the general solution 
of (i) is 

c 
a' 

X — —(rq i psY 
a 

u--=rq± ps, 

v = ^{qs ±_ abrp) ; 

where abp^ -{- i ~ q^ and abr^ + — (^bc — s^. 

Now, a rational solution of the equation 
abp^ i — q^ is 

_ zt _t'‘‘ ab 
f^ - ab' 

where t is any rational number. Therefore, the above 
general solution becomes 

c 
a 

where abr^ + — abc = 

{tii) Suppose c and d to be squares, so that c ~ a®, 
d — P®. Then we shall have to solve 

ax— «®, 

+ p® = F®. 
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The auxiliary equation abr^ + a^d — abc — in this 
case becomes 

abr^ + — abo?"') = r*. 

The same equation is obtained by proceeding as in 
case (/) with the assumption v — by A- p. 

An obvious solution of it is r ~ a, / = ap. Hence 
in this case the general solution (1.3) becomes 

^ = j/TiT^y ± 

where ^ is any rational number. 

Putting a = p= I, t — a, and taking the positive 
sign only, we get a particular solution of the equations 

ax \ — td-'y 
-f I —v^) 

as 

8(g+^) ^ + 3^ 
^-(a~bf’*'~a~b' a-b' 

This solution has been stated by Brahmagupta (628): 

“The sum of the multipliers multiplied by 8 and 
divided by the square of" the difference of the multipliers 
is the (unknown) number. Thrice the two multipliers 
increased by the alternate multiplier and divided by 
their difference will be the two roots. 

It has been described partly by Ndrayana (1357) 
thus : 

• BrSpSi, xviii. 71. 
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“The two numbers by which another number is 
multiplied at two places so as to make it (at every place), 
together with unity, a square, their sum multiplied 
by 8 and divided by the square of their difference is 
the other number.”^ 

We take an illustrative example with its solution 
from Bhiskara II: 

“If thou be expert in the method of the elimination 
of the middle term, tell the number which being severally 
multiplied by 5 and 5, and then added with unity, be¬ 
comes a square. 

That is to say, we have to solve 
-f I = «2 I 

JA- + I j;2. ) 

Bhaskara II solves these equations substantially as 
follows: 

(1) Set « = 3j/ -f- I ; then from the first equation, 
^ _ _j_ 2J, 

Substituting this value in the other equation, we get 

i5j2 4- loj I = t'2, 

or (15J+ 5)*— 15*^^+ lO- 

By the method of the Square-nature we have the solu¬ 
tions of this equation as 

v = ^ 71 1 

157+5 = 35)’ 157+5 = ^75)”*’ 
Therefore j= 2, 18, ... 

Hence ^=16^ 1008, ... 

(2) Or assume the unknown number to be 

X = — i). 

^GK, i. 51. *BBi, p. 118. 
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SO that the first condition of the problem (/.(?., the first 
equation) is identically statisfied. Then by the second 
condition 

|(«2 _ i) 4- I == ^,2, 
or (5»)® — 15*^^+ lo. 

Now, by the method of the Square-nature, we get the 
values of (//, v) as (7, 9), (55, 71), etc. Therefore, the 
values of at are, as before, 16, 1008, etc. 

The following example is by Narayana : 

“O expert in the art of the Square-nature, tell me 
the number which being severally multiplied by 4 and 7 
and decreased by 3, becomes capable of yielding a square- 
root.”i 

That is, solve : 
4A- — 3 = j 
-JX — 3 = v^. j 

Narayana says : “By the method indicated before the 
number is i, 21, or 1057.” 

25. DOUBLE EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND DEGREE 

First Type. The double equations of the second 
degree considered by the Hindus are of two general 
types. The first of them is 

ax^ bj^ c = 

a'x^ 4- -f- / = j 
Of these the more thoroughly treated particular cases 
are as follows: 

Case /. 
(x^ -f-J* i ~ 

4-1=2'*; 

^ GKf p. 4^* 
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Case it. 

It should be noted that though the earliest treat¬ 
ment of these equations is now found in the algebra of 
Bhaskara II (1150), they have been admitted by him 
as being due to previous authors (adjoddharanam). 

For the solution of (/) Bhaskara II assumes^ 

a-2 = 5^2 _ ^ 4^2^ 

so that both the equations are satisfied. Now, by the 
method of the Square-nature, the solutions of the equa¬ 
tion 5:^2— I = a-2 2), (17, 58),...Therefore, the 
solutions of (J) arc 

A- 2 1 X = 3 8 ■ 
jK=r.-2(’ y=Hy 

Similarly, for the solution of («), he assumes 
j^2 ^ _j_ y ^ 4^2^ 

which satisfy the equations. By the method of the 
Square-nature the values of x) in the equation 
5^2 -j- I ~ are (4, 9), (72, 161), etc. Hence the 
solutions of (//') are 

x-=9\ x^i6i\ 
j=8j’ J=i44i’ ■■■ 

Bhaskara II further says that for the solution of 
equations of the forms (/) and (it) a more general as¬ 
sumption will be 

J 2 ^ ^2^2 . 

where p, m are such that 

p — % square, 

^ BB?, p. io8. 
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the Upper sign being taken for Case i and the lower sign 
for Case it. Both the equations are then identically 
satisfied. Suppose 

p = S^y 

p — 

Whence s = n). 

t^l{ 
n 

n ). 

where n is any rational number. Therefore 

P = 

Here he observes that should be so chosen that p 
will be an integer. 

Hence x* = t(^+ 

j2 = ; 

the upper sign being taken for Case / and the lower sign 
for Case it. 

Whence u — 

V — 

zm^ 

^zm^ 

^ n 

4- 

- «)t 

Or, we may proceed in a different way, says Bhaskara 
XX • 

Since 

(/ 4- ± ^pq 
is always a square, we may assume 

X* = (/•* + I, 

j* = zpqw^. 
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For a rational value of j, zpq must be a square. So 
we take 

p ~ q = n\ 

Hence we have the assumption 

— (aw* + T' i> ) / \ 

j 
the upper sign being taken for Case i and the lower 
sign for Case //. 

Whence 
u = {xm^ + 

V — {znP- — n‘-')w. 

It will be noticed that the equations (i) follow from 
(2) on putting w = ^/2«. So we shall take the latter as 
our fundamental assumption for the solution of the 
equations (J) and (/V). Then, from the solutions of the 
subsidiary equations 

(4w* + =F I = x2, 

by the method of the Square-nature, observes Bhaskara 
II, an infinite number of integral solutions of the 
original equations can be derived.^ 

Now, one rational solution of 
(4W* -f «*)»'2 _j_ J _ ^2 

is 

(•4W* -j- «*) — f^' 

(4W* 4- «*) -f r2 
(4W* -f- Tt') — r'-*' 

Therefore, we have the general solution of 

X* — I = F*) 

* Cf. BB/, p. 110. 
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25 
— 4- _ irizni^ -f- 

^ ~ (4W* tf) — r^’ ^ (4/!^* + «^_) — r2’ 

_ 4«?«r _ 2x{zm^ — 

(4^* + ^ (4/;"/^ -j- — r^’ 

where m, n, r are rational numbers. 

(^) 

For r — sjt, we get Genocchi’s solution.^ 

In particular, put m ^ zt, n ~ r = 8/^ — 1 in 
(A). Then, we get the solution 

X 

J 

, y8^2_ I 2 

— )+I. « It 
8^2—J 

zt 

64/^ — I 

w8/2_ 

Zt 

(^) 

Putting ^ I, r 2/2 2/ 4- I in (.4), we 
have2 

>r = / + 

I , 
(^) 

Agiin, if we put m t, n ~ r — zt"^ in (A), 
we get 

;< = 8/« -f I, « = 4/2(2/2 + 1), t 
jv ^ 8/3, ^ 4/2(2/2 _ i). I W 

These three solutions have been stated by Bhaskara 
II in his treatise on arithmetic. He says. 

^ Nouv. Ann. Math., X, 1851, pp. 80-85; also Dickson, 
Numberty II, pp. 479. For a summary.of important Hindu results 
in algebra see the article of A. N. Singh in the Arcbeon, 1936. 

* Here, and also in (f), we have overlooked the negative sign 
of x,y, u and v. 
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“The square of an optional number is multiplied 
by 8, decreased by unity, halved and then divided by that 
optional number. The quotient is one number. Half 
its square plus unity is the other number. Again, unity 
divided by twice an optional number added with that 
optional number is the first number and unity is the 
second number. The sum and difference of the squares 
of these two numbers minus unity will be (severally) 
squares.”^ 

“The biquadrate and the cube of an optional number 
is multiplied by 8, and the former product is again in¬ 
creased by unity. The results will be the two numbers 
(required).”^ 

Narayana writes : 

“The cube of any optional number is the first 
number; half the square of its square plus unity is the 
second. The sum and difference of the squares of these 
two numbers minus unity become squares.”® 

That is, if m be an optional number, one solution 
of («), according to Narayana, is 

^ ^ « = (w® -f 2) , 

j = m^, V — — 2) — 

It will be noticed that this solution follows easily 
from the solution (c) of Bhaskara II, on putting / = mji. 
This special solution was found later on by E. Clere 
(i85o).‘ 

iL.p. 13. *L,p. 14. 
» GK, i. 46. 
* Nottv. Ann. Math., IX, 1850, pp. 116-8; also Dickson, 

Numbers, II, p. 479; Singh, 1. c. 
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Now, let us take into consideration the equation 

(4^ + — I = x^. 

Its solutions are known to be 

From these, by the Principle of Composition, we 
get respectively two other solutions 

_ -f 1 -j- f!* ) 

3 I ’ »« -b 3«>^ 

Therefore, the general solutions of 

-j-j/2 _J_ j — 
A' — _j_ I ~ j,2 

4- 

Z/W^ — 

A' = 4- 6;wV), 

/ J' a . AK 
J = + »4), 

A = ^i6m* 4- 4- «2j, 

4- — «®); 
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and 

zm 2» « = 

V = 
zm^ — 

J -■= 

» _(- ,;2)^ 

^ == T^eC'-'^^ + //*)(2W2 - «2). 

(^') 

(n 

Putting « = I in (i/') and we have the in¬ 
tegral solutions 

and 

X = ZtfP', 

y — zm. 
H — zm^ -h I, ; 

V ~ zm^ — I ;:' 
(^'.1)1 

A" — zm\\(>m'^ + 3)> 

y — zm{\Gm‘^ -f i), 

u — (i6w* + \){zm^ + 1), 
V — (i6w* + i){zm^ — i). 

Similarly, if we put ;w = i in {b^) and {b"), we get 

A- = Itfi, « == |(«2 -f 2), ) 

j = n, t/ = I («2 — 2); j (</.l) 

A' -= 4«2(«4 _j_ ^ ^ ^ _f_ 

J = «(«* + l), V --= i{n* + 1) («2 — 

^ This solution was given by Drummond (Amer. Math. 
Mon., IX, 1902, p. 252). 

18 
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The solution (h'.i) is stated by Narayana thus : 

“Any optional number is the first and half its square 
is the second. The sum and difference of the squares 
of these two numbers with unity become capable of 
yielding a square-root.”^ 

Case Hi. Form 

a'x'^ 4- h'f -f / ;'2.) 

For the solution of double equations of this form 
Bhaskara U adopts the following method : 

The solution of the first equation is a* — m\\ 
u ny \ where 

b n"^. 

Substituting in the second equation, wc get 

{a'nfi -f b')f + c' - 

which can be solved by the method of the Square- 
nature. 

'Example from Bliaskara II 

jx^ — -j- I j 

He solves it substantially as follows : 

In the first equation suppose .v -- zy; then u = 6y. 
Putting .v = zy, the second equation becomes 

2qy2 y- \ = 

By the method of the Square-nature the values of y 
satisfying this equation are z, 36, etc. Hence the solu¬ 
tions of the given double equation arc 

4, 72, ... 

y^- 2,56,... 

i-CK,i.45. 2 BB/, p. 119. 
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Case iv. Form 

a\x^ ±f-) ^ C = v^.] 

Putting i = X Bhaskara II reduces the above 
equations to 

=«2 % 

+ C — ) 

the method for the solution of which has been given 
before. 

Example with solution from Bhaskara II P 

i{i<P —j^) -(- 5 ~ ) 
5(jv® —j^) -j- 3 = v'^)' 

Set jc® — = ^ ; then 

+ 5 == 

3^ + 3 = 
Eliminating we get 

3«2 ~ 2.V^ 

or (3«)^ = + 9. 

Whence f =i= 6, 6o,.,. 

3«= 15, 147,... 

Therefore «= 5, 49, ... 

Hence ^ = ii, ^^99> ■ 

Therefore, the required solutions are 

y 

K 

H 

II 

m 

II 
/V 

+ 

) 

;s<r ^ 

1’ 

J 

1( 

i( 

1199 
m 

ii^ 

4- 

)J 
where is an arbitrary rational number. 

p. 119. 
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For m = 1, the values of (x,j) will be (6, 5), 
(600,599),... 

For m = II, we get the solution (60, 49),... 

Case V. For the solution of the double equation of 
the general form 

bj'^ c — 
a'c' ~ v^) 

Bhaskara IFs hinF is : Find the values of x, u in the 
first equation in terms of j, and then substitute that value 
of X in the second equation so that it will be reduced to 
a Square-nature. He has, however, not given any 
illustrative example of this kind. 

Second Type. Another type of double equation 
of the second degree which has been treated is 

a^x^ -j- bxj -f- cy“ — u^, I 
a'x’^ -f- b'xj + -yd' vK j 

The solution of the first equation has been given 
before to be 

where A. is 
we have 

where 

an arbitrary rational number. 

V- 

u 

■1 
za 4a 

4ci 

If- 
4^/ ia\ dir / zer 

Putting I =jy 

^ Yide supta, pp. i9of. 
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Substituting in the second equation, we get 

(<? V 4- Va -f c^f + / = v\ 

which can be solved by the method of the Square-nature. 
This method is equally applicable if the unknown part in 
the second equation is of a different kind but still of 
the second degree. 

Bhaskara II gives the following illustrative example 
together with its solution 

(x i = 

Multiplying the first equation by 36, we get 

{6x -f 

Whence 6x 3j = |-?.), 

where X is an arbitrary rational number. Taking X = j, 
we have 

6x+ 3jy= 134, 

or x=: |jy, 

and u — 

Substituting in the second equation, we get 

-f- 9 = 

By the method of the Square-nature the values of j 
are 6, i8o, ... 

Hence the required values of (x,y) are (lo, 6), 
(500, 180),... 

* BBi, pp. loyf. 
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z6. DOUBLE EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DEGREES 

There are a few problems which involve double 
equations of degrees liigher than the second. The 
following examples are taken from Bhaskara 11: 

Example i. “The sum of the cubes (of two 
numbers) is a square and the sum of their squares is a 
cube. If you know them, then 1 shall admit that you 
are a great algebraist.”^ 

We have to solve the equations 

.v^ — I 

+ j*® — i‘~.) 

The solution of this problem by Bhaskara II is as 
follows : 

“Here suppose the two numbers to be 
The sum of their cubes is 9^®. This is by itself a square 
and its square-root is 3^®. 

“Now the sum Of the squares of those two numbers 
is 3^^. This must be a cube. Assuming it to be equal 
to the cube of an optional multiple of 5;^ and removing 
the factor from both sides (wc get ^ — 25/)”, where 
p is an optional number); so, as stated before, the 
numbers are (putting7) — i) 625, 1230. The assump¬ 
tion should be always such as will make it possible to 
remove (the cube of) the unknown.”^ 

In general, assume .v — m^^, y — ; substituting 
in the second equation, we have 

x^ = (m^ -f- —■ p^. 

If ffp -f = a square — p^, say, 

then p — p:^. 

^ BBi, p. 5 6. * BBi, pp. 56f. 
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Now, from the first equation, we have 

Assume n — r^ \ then 

Hence we get 

X 
mr' nr^ 

{m^ 4- ^ {nP' 4- n‘‘'f ’ 

where r is any integer and «?, « are such that 

nP ^ square. 

One obvious solution^ of this equation is /» — i, « — 2. 
Hence we get the solution 

r® 2r* 

This particular solution has been given by Narayana, 
who says : 

“The square of the cube of an optional number is 
the one and twice it is the other. These divided by'^5 
will be the two numbers, the sum of whose squares will 

^ Now 4* can be made a square by putting 

so that 4- = (/* 4- 
Hence the solution of our equation wUl be 

_ pf* 

__ 
^ ~ {p'tr 

Putting r == wc have the solution in 
positive integers as 

^=pif^+?*)*(/»* 4- ffp, 
j' = ?(;>* + ?W +W 

where />, <7, s are any integral numbers. 
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be a cube and the sum of whose cubes will be a square.”^ 

He then adds by way of illustration : 

“With the optional number i, we get the two 
numbers (i/aj, 2/25); with 2, (64/25, 128/25); with 5, 
(625, 1250); with 1/2, (1/1600, 1/800); with 1/3, 
(1/18225, 2/18225). Thus by virtue of (the multiplicity 
of) the optional number many solutions can be found.” 

'Example 2. “O most learned algebraist, tell me 
those various pairs of whole numbers whose difference 
is a square and the sum of whose squares is a cube.”^ 

That is to say, solve in positive integers 

J - .V //2, I 

' )'" -(- .V^ - - 1,^. j 
Bhaskara ITs process of solving this problem is as 

follows : 

“Let the two numbers be .v, j. Putting their differ¬ 
ence, y — X, equal to //*, we get the value of .v as 
y — Having thus found the value of .v, the two 
numbers become y — u^, y. 

“The sum of their squares = zy^ — zytfi -f- This 
is a cube. Making it equal to a® and transposing we get 

— zy"^ — zyu^. 

Multiplying both sides by 2 and superadding we get 
the square-root of the second side — zy ~ and the 
first side — 2«® — Dividing out by (and putting 
w for zy/u^—i), we get 

ZU^ — 1—0'^. 

By the method of the Square-nature the roots of this 
equation are 

//=5,29, ... 
8^ = 7,41, ... 

1GK, i. 50. * BBi, p. 103. 
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“Then by the rule, ‘Or, if a biquadratic factor has 
been removed, the greater root should be multiplied by 
the square of the lesser root,’^ we get 

Xy— 25 -- 175, 

or zy— 841 — 34481. 

Therefore y -- loo, 17661,... 

“Finding the respective values of the numbers, they 
arc (75, 100), (16820, 17661), etc.” 

Jixample 3. “Bring out quickly those two numbers 
of which the sum of the cube (of one) and the square 
(of the other) becomes a square and whose sum also is a 
square. 

That is to say, solve 

+ Z---//2, (1) 
I + j = ?;2. (2) 

This problem has been solved by Bhaskara II in 
two ways, wliich are substantially as follows : 

First method. From (1) we get 

where X is an arbitrary number. Putting X == a-, we get 

. « = + •^'). J = 

Substituting this value of j in (2), we get 

A® -p AT = ZV^, 

or (zx -P i)^ = + I. 

' ^ The reference is to the rule on p. 249. 
* BBi, p. 107. 
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By the method of the Square-nature we have 

v = G \ 351 

2X4-1 = 171’ 2X-j- I = 99I’ 

Whence the values of (x,j) are (8, 28), (49, 1176),... 

Second Method. Assume a* = rw^, y = -fw^. Then 

X -}-y = = iytvf. 

So the equation (2) is satisfied. Now, substituting 
those values in (i) we get 

8»'* 4- 49»^ = 

or 4. 4^) = a2. 

If 8»'2 4- 49 = 

then U = 

Now the values of w making -f- 49 a square 
are 2, 3, 7... Hence the required numbers j) are 
(8, 28), (18, 63), (98, 343), ... 

Example 4. “What is that number which multiplied 
by three and added with unity becomes a cube; the 
cube-root squared and multiplied by three becomes, 
together with unity, a square.”^ 

That is to say, solve 

13^4-I (i) 
(3«2 -j- I = v^. (2) 

It has been solved by Bhaskara II thus ;* 

From (2), by the method of the Square-nature, we 
get the values of (w, v) as (i, 2), (4, 7), (15, 26), ... 
Whence the values of x are 21, 3374/3, ... 

^ BBi, p. 119. This problem is ackoittedly taken by Bbiskata 
II from an earlier writer. 
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Alternatively! we assume u— 3J + i; then from 
the equation (i) we get 

.V ---= 5j(3j2 -f -g 1). 
Also from (2) \vc have 

27J;- -f 18j + 4 ~ 

(///j — 2)^, say. 

Tjr 18 ~|" 4^^*^ Hence y ------ 
///“ — 27 

Therefore, the required value of .v is 

.V 9( 
18 4- 4^^ 

nA — 27 i- 9( 
184- 4W 

//A — 27 )■ + 3( 
18 -f- 4/;;\ 

//A — 27' 

where w is a rational number greater than 5. 
The first of the previous solutions is given by m = 9. 

Double Equations in Several Unknowns. To 
solve a double equation involving several unknowns, 
Bhaskara 11 gives the following hints : 

“When there are square and other powers of three 
or more unknowns, leaving out any two unknowns at 
pleasure, the values of others should be arbitrarily as¬ 
sumed and the roots investigated.”^ 

For the case of a single equation, he says : 

“But when there is only one equation, the roots 
should be determined as before after assuming optional 
values for all the unknowns except one.” 

27. MULTIPLE EQUATIONS 

There are some very elegant problems in which 
three or more functions, linear or quadratic, of the un¬ 
knowns have to be made squares or cubes. The 

! See BB/, p. 121. * BB/, p. 106. 
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following example occurs in the lutghu-Bhdskarija of 
Bhaskara (5 22) : 

Example i. To find two numbers x andj such that 
the expressions x + x —j, xj x are each a perfect 
square. 

Brahmagupta gives the following solution : 

“A square is increased and diminished by another. 
The sum of the results is divided by the square of half 
their difference. Those results multiplied (severally) 
by this quotient give the numbers whose sum and 
difference are squares as also their product together 
with unity.”2 

Thus the solution is : 

X = P{m^ + «*)> 

y — P(m^ — 

(m^ + fp) + (m^ ■ 
7/^2 i 

any rational numbers. 

Narayana (1357) says : 

“The square of the square of an optional number is 
set down at two places. It is decreased by the square 
(at one place) and increased (at another), and then 
doubled. The sum and difference of the results are 
squares and so also their product together with unity.”* 

That is, X = z(J)* + jS>®), 

j==z(p*-p% 

where p is any rational number. 

^ L.Bh, viii. 17. 
* GK, i. 47. 

* BrSpSi, xviii. 72, 
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The rationale of this solution is as follows : 

Suppose 

X = + «2), y -- — ti^), 

so that X are already squares. We have, therefore, 
only to make 

4- I = + n^{r)P‘ — + i = a square. 

Now 

— «^) + I = 
Hence, in order that .>9/4-1 may be a square, one 
sufficient condition is 

— t^n^. 

Therefore 
zm^_ {m'^ 4“ «^) + {fn^ — «^) 

4- /;2_) _ (;;/2 _ 

Again .v = z':^{m^ -f- ifi') = 4" 

or X ~ 2(/i^ -b if ^ = :(n. 

Therefore y i{p — p^). 

ilxample 2. “If thou be expert in mathematics, 
tell me quickly those two numbers whose sum and 
difference are squares and whose product is a cube.”^ 

That is, solve 

X 4r J' — squares,) 
.>9' = a cube. J 

Bhaskara II says : 

“Here let the two numbers be 5:^4) 4^^* 
assumed such as will make their sum and difference both squares. 
Their product is 20:^. This must be a cube. Putting 
it equal to the cube of an optional multiple^ of 10:5; and 
removing the common factor from the sides as before, 
(we shall ultimately find) the numbers to be 10000, 
12500.’“' 

* BB/, p. 56. * G.K, i. 49. 
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In general, let us assume, as directed by Bhaskara II, 

;s<r = {m^ -f- j — 

which will make x squares. We have, therefore, 
only to make 

zmnim^ -f rfi)^ — a cube. 

Let imn{m^ + 

Then — ^ 
^ ~ + n^)' 

Therefore 
{ zmnipfl + rfi)} 2’ 

__ 

where n, p are arbitrary. 

This general solution has been explicitly stated by 
Narayana thus : 

“The square of the cube of an optional number is 
divided by the square of the product of the two numbers 
stated above and then severally multiplied by those 
numbers. (Thus will be obtained) two numbers whose 
sum and difference are squares and whose product is a 
cube.”^ 

The two numbers stated above^ are + iP and 
zmn whose sum and difference are squares. 

In particular, putting m — i, n = 1, p ~ xo, Nara¬ 
yana finds X — 12500, y = 10000. With other values 
of m, n, p he obtains the values (3165/16, 625/4), 
(62500/117, 250000/507), (15625/1872, 15625/2028); 
and observes: “thus by virtue of (the multiplicity of) 
the optional numbers many values can be found.^’ 

1GK, i. 49. * The reference is to rule i. 48. 
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'Example 5. To find numbers such that each of 
them severally added to a given number becomes a 
square; and so also the product of every contiguous 
pair increased by another given number. 

For instance, let it be required to find jour numbers 
such that 

.V -f a p^, xy -t- P 

y q- a .... q^, ji + (1 r-„-: 

ZE a. r^, T P ^2. 
}JI -f- a —; J-2^ 

The method for the solution of a problem of this 
kind is indicated in the following rule quoted by Bhaskara 
J1 (1150) from an earlier writer, whose name is not 
known ; 

“As many multiple {gum) as the product-interpolator 
{vadha-ksepa) is of the number-interpolator {rdsi-ksepa\ 
with the square-root of that as the common difference 
arc assumed certain numbers ; these squared and dimi¬ 
nished by the number-interpolator (severally) will be 
the unknowns.”^ 

In applying this method to solve a particular 
problem, to be stated presently, Bhaskara 11 observes by 
way of explanation ; 

“In these cases, that which being added to an 
(unknown) number makes it a square is designated as 
the number-interpolator. The number-interpolator 
multiplied by the square of the difference of the square- 
roots pertaining to the numbers, is equal to the product- 
interpolator. For the product of those two numbers 
added with the latter certainly becomes a square. The 
products of two and two contiguous of the square- 
roots pertaining to the numbers diminished by the 

^ BBt, p. 68. 
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number-interpolatot are the square-roots corresponding 
to the products of the numbers.”^ 

Since x — — a, j = — a, we get 

xy-\-^ = {p^— a)(^2 _ a) -f p 

= - a)2 + {p - a{q - pf). 

In order that -f- p may be a square, a sufficient 
condition is 

Kl — Pf = P. 

or ^ = Y, WheteY= VP/«- 

Then xy ^ — {pq — a)*. 

Hence I =pq — a. 

Similarly ^ = ^±Y> j — r^Y- 

Thus, it is found that the square-roots p, q, r, s 
form an A,P. whose common difference is y (— VP/“). 

Further, we have 

X = pi — a, 

Z = (P± 2Y)^ — a, 

= 3Y)®— a, 

as stated in the rule. 

These values of the unknowns, it will be easily 
found, satisfy all the conditions about their products. 
For 

^ + P {p(p db y) — a}2, 
+ P = {(/» ± r)(p ± 2Y) — a}2, 

{(p± 2y)(p ± 3Y) - a}2 

^ BBi\ p. 67. 
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Thus we have 

5 ± Y) — a, 

n = (/> ± y)(P ± zy) — a, 
l = (P± zy)(p ± 3y) — a; 

as stated by Bhaskara II. 

It has been observed by him that the above principle 
is well known in mathematics. But we do not find it 
in the works anterior to him, which are available to us. 

It is noteworthy that the above principle will hold 
even when all the P’s are not equal. For, suppose 
that in the above instance the second set of conditions 
is replaced by the following : 

+ Pi = 
+ P2 = T|2, 

^ + Pa = 

Then, proceeding in the same way, we find that 

^=^iVpi/o, ^ = ^=tVp2/®> -f ==h VPa/a, 
and ^=pg — a, 7\ — gr — a, I, = rs — a. 

It should also be noted that in order that .vy -f- P 
or p'^g^ — a(pz -|- ^2) a* -)- p may be a square, there 
may oe other vdues of g besides the one specified 
above, namely ^ ^ ± V P/«. We may, indeed, regard 

jPgi _ a(jp -f ?*) + + P = 
as an indeterminate equation in g. Since we know one 
solution of it, namely ^ / ± Y, ? = pip ± y) — a, 
we can find an infinite number of other solutions by the 
method of the Square-nature. 

Now, suppose that another condition is imposed on 
the numbers, 

wx-\- 

*9 
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On substituting the values of x and w this condition 
transforms into 
pi ^ 6y^3 _f. + 2a)p^ ± 6ccYp 4- a2 — 9P 4- p' = 

an indeterminate equation of the fourth degree in p. 

In the following example and its solution from 
Bhaskara II we find the application of the above 
principle: 

Example. “What are those four numbers which 
together with 2 become capable of yielding square- 
roots ; also the products of two and two contiguous of 
which added by 18 yield square-roots; and which are 
such that the square-root of the sum of all the roots 
added by it becomes 15. Tell them to me, O algebraist 
friend.’’^ 

Solution. “In this example, the product-interpolator 
is 9 times the number-interpolator. The square-root of 
9 is 3. Hence the square-roots corresponding to the 
numbers will have the common difference 5. Let 
them be 

jc, X 4- 3, X 4- 6, .V 4- 9. 

“Now the products of two and two contiguous of 
these minus the number-interpolator are the square- 
roots pertaining to the products of the numbers as 
increased by 18. So these square-roots are 

x^ 4- 3X — 2, 
X2 4- -f 16, 

x^ -f- 15X 4- 52. 

“The sum of these and the previous square-roots 
aU together is 3x2 -f 3 ix -j- 84. This added with 11 

^ BB/, p. 67. 
It will be noticed that by virtue of the last condition the 

problem becomes, in a way, determinate. 
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becomes equal to 169. Hence 

+ 95 ~ ox^ -}- o.v -)- 169. 

“Multiplying both sides by 12, superadding 961, 
and then extracting square-roots, we get 

6x 31 = OA* + 43. 

X ~ z. 

“With the value thus obtained, we get the values of 
the square roots pertaining to the numbers be 2, 
5, 8, II. Subtracting the number-interpolator from the 
squares of these, we have the (required) numbers as 2, 
23, 62, 119.” 

Example 4. To find two numbers such that 

,v — j -j- k — 

X -\-y -f 

x'^ _ j2 _ J.2^ 

_|_jy2 _j_ 

Bhaskara II says : 

“Assume first the value of the square-root pertain¬ 
ing to the difference (of the numbers wanted) to be aiiy 
unknown with or without an absolute number. The 
root corresponding to the sum will be equal to the 
root pertaining to the differepce together with the 
square-root of the quotient of the interpolator of the 
difference of the squares divided by the interpolator for 
the sum or difference of the numbers. The squares of 
these two less their interpolator are the sum and differ¬ 
ence of the numbers. From them the two numbers can 
be found by the rule of concurrence.”^ 

^ BBi, pp. 11 iff. 
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That is to say, if n> is any rational number, we 
assume 

u = n>± a, 

where a is an absolute number which may be o. Then 

p — (w ^ a) V k'lk. 

Now _j_ = (x —y){x -\-y) -f k' 

= («2 — k){y^ — k) k' 

— — kiu^ + 

One sufficient condition that the right-hand side may be 
a square is 

k{v — «)2 -= k\ 

or V — u-\- 

which is stated in the rule. Therefore, 

X —y = dti 

X -\-y = (o' d: « + y/ — k. 

Hence -v = ^{(»' d: i “ + V— zk), 

y = i{(»' ± « + Vfe'jkf af). 

Now, if Y denotes V k'jk, we get 

^2 d-j/2 = u* -j- 2Y«® d- (3Y^ — zk)u^ 

d- 2y(y® — k)u d- ik^ + i(Y^ — k:)^. 
So it now remains to solve 

u* -f 2Y^ d- (3 Y® — 2i)»2 d- 2y(y^ — k)u 
d-p2d-KY'->^)* + /^" = /2, 

which is an indeterminate equation in h. 

Applications. We take an illustrative example with 
its solution from Bhaskara II. 

“O thou of fine intellig;ence, state a pair of 
numbers, other than 7 and 6, whose sum and difference 
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(severally) added with 3 are squares; the sum of their 
squares decreased by 4 and the difference of the squares 
increased by iz are also squares ; half their product 
together with the smaller one is a cube ; again the sum 
of all the roots plus 2 is a square.”^ 

That is to say, if x >_y, we have to solve 
X _ jy + 3 

^ +y -]r 
x'i —jf +12=: 

x^ + 4 — 

lxj-{-j/=p\ 

This problem has been solved in two ways : 

F/'rsf Method. As directed in the above rule, 
assume 

u = o> — I. 

Then x —y — {w — x)^ — i — zw — i, 

X -\-y = (n> — I + 2)® — 3 = S'® -f za' — a. 

Therefore x = s'® — 2, y = zw. 

Now, we find that 

12 = (o'® — 4)®, 

-\-y^ — 4 = 0'^, 

^xy -\-J — 

So all the equations except the last one are already 
satisfied. This remaining equation now reduces to 

20'® -}- 30' — 2 = ^®. 

Completing the square on the left-hand side of this 
equation, we get 

(4»'H-3)® = ^5- 

* BB/, p. 115. 
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By the method of the Square-nature its solutions are 

^ = 5 j 175 j 
4^+ } iV' 4»'+ 3 = 495i’ 

Therefore a' = 3, 123,... 

Hence the values of (Ar,_y) are (7, 6), (15127, 246),... 

Second Method. Or assume^ 

x—y-ir^= 

then A' -f j -f 3 = -j- 4»' 4 = (»/ + 2)®. 

Whence x — tw — i, j' = zw -f- 2. 

Now, we find that 
_j2 _j_ _|_ ja' — 5)2j 

;^-2 j,2 — 4 = (#^2 

^'"9' + J = C®' + l)®- 
Then the remaining condition reduces to 

aa'* y- -jjt> ^ ~ 

Completing the square on the left-hand side, we get 

(4a^ -f if = 8^2 _|_ 

Whence by the method of the Square-nature, we get 

^ = 5 1 ^==175) 
48/4-7=15)’ 48/4-7 = 495 j’ 

Therefore a/ = 2, 122,... 

Hence {x,j) = (7, 6), (i 5127, 246), ... 

Another very interesting example which has been 
borrowed by Bhaskara II from an earlier writer is the 
following:^ 

^This is dearly equivalent to the supposition, 
V s=:W + Z. 

® The text is kasjdpyuddharanam (‘‘the example of some one*"). 
This observation aopears to indicate that this particular example 
was borrowed by BMskara II from a secondary source; its primary 
source was not known to him. 
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“Tell me quickly, O sound algebraist, two numbers, 
excepting 6 and 8, which are such that the cube-root of 
half the sum of their product and the smaller one, the 
square-root of the sum of their squares, the square-roots 
of the sum and difference of them (each) increased by 2, 
and of the difference of their squares plus 8, all being 
added together, will be capable of yielding a square- 
root.”i 

That is to say, if x >_y, we have to solve 

-f j) -b -f --jv2 ql 8 

-f Vx -\- j -f 2 + V-v — j + 2 = 

In every instance of this kind, remarks Bhaskara II, 
“the values of the two unknown numbers should be 
so assumed in terms of another unknown that all the 
stipulated conditions will be satisfied.” In other words, 
the equation will have to be resolved into a number of 
other equations all of which have to be satisfied simul¬ 
taneously. Thus we shall have to solve 

X —J -f- 2 — 

X -\-J 2 = V^, 
X2—8 = j2^ 
X2 -f j2 ^ 

«-f- + J + t-\-p == q^. 
The last equation represents the original ope. 

There- have been indicated several methods of solv¬ 
ing these equations. 

(/) Set X = O'® — I, j = 2»^; then we find that 

^ — J + 2 = C®' — I)^ 

+ J + 2 = (» + 

p. no. 
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X® — j® 4- 8 = (y® — 3)*, 
x® 4-y = (jr® 4- i)®, 

K^j +J) = 
So all the equations except the last one are identically 
satisfied. This last equation now becomes 

2»'® 4-3®' — 2 = ^®. 

Completing the square on the left-hand side, we get 

(4» + 3)* = 8?* + iJ. 
Solutions of this ate 

? = 5 ) f = 3o| 173 j 

4»'+3 = i53’ 4»'+3 = 83’’ 4®'+ 5 = 495 i’ 

Therefore, we have the solutions of our problem 

= (8, 6), (1677/4, 41), (15128, 246), ... 

Or set 

(/o = 
} J — 2; 

...... fx = F®—ay, I j = 2®' — 2; 

or (») (^ = »’“+4»'+3. 
= 2JI> + 4. 

In conclusion Bhaskara 11 remarks : “Thus there 
may be a thousandfold artifices ; since they are hidden 
to the dull, a few of them have been indicated here out 
of compassion for them.”^ 

It will be noticed that in devising the various arti¬ 
fices noted above for the solution of the problem, 
Bhiskara II has been in each case guided by the result 

that if « = » 4; a, then, 1/ = w 4: ® He has 
simply taken different vdues of a in the difierent cases. 

* BBt, p. no. 
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28. SOLUTION OF tfxy — bx ej d 

Bakhsh^li Treatise. The earliest instance of a 
quadratic indeterminate equation of the type axy = bx 

cj d, in Hindu mathematics occurs in the 
Bakhshali Treatise {c. 200).^ The text is very mutilated. 
But the example that is preserved is 

^ = 3*=’ + 4J T I, 

of which the solutions preserved are 

3.4—1 
+ 4= 15. 

and 
J = I + 5 = 4; 

I -(- 4 — 5, 

3*4+1 
+ 5 = 16, 

Hence, in general, the solutions of the equation 

xy — bx cy d^ 

which appear to have been given ate : 

X = /w + f, 
be ^ d 

be -\- d 
X —-+ 

or 
J m 

+ b; 
y = W.+ b-, 

where m is an arbitrary number. 

An Unknown Author’s Rule. Brahmagupta (628) 
has described the following method taken from an 
author w'ho is not known now.* 

* BAfj, Folio 27, recto; compare also Kaye’s Introduction §82. 
* PrthAdakasvimi (860) says that the method is due to a 

writer other than Brahmagupta. This is further corroborated by 
Brahmagupta’s strictures on it (I'/de infra, p. 299). 
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“The product of the coefficient of the factum and the 
absolute number together with the product of the coeffi¬ 
cients of the unknowns is divided by an optional number. 
Of the optional number and the quotient obtained, the 
greater is added to the lesser (of the coefficients of the 
unknowns) and the lesser to the greater (of the coeffi¬ 
cients), and (the sums) are divided by the coefficient of 
the factum. (The results will be values of the unknowns) 
in the reverse order.”^ 

As has been observed by Prthudakasvami, this rule 
is to be applied to an equation containing the factum 
after it has been prepared by transposing the factum term 
to one side and the absolute term together with the 
simple unknown terms to the other. Then the solutions 
will be, being an arbitrary rational number. 

J a ^ m ' /’ 

if ^ > c and m > If these conditions be re- 
m 

versed then x and j will have their values interchanged. 

The rationale of the above solutions can be easily 
shown to be as follows : 

axy = bx cy d, 

or a^xy — abx — acy = ad^ 

or {ax — c){ay — b) = ad be. 

Suppose ax — c = rational number; 

then ay — b — ^ 

* BrSpSi, xviii, 60. 
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Therefore 

Or, we may put 

then we shall have 

whence x — • 

—{m + c). 
a 

ay 

ax 

ad ~f" be 

a ^ m 

h r=, m \ 

ad -j- be 

+ b). 

m 

I / ad be . \ 

y “ + *)■ 

It will thus be found that the restrictive condition of 
adding the greater and lesser of the numbers m and 
{ad-\- bc) jm to the lesser and greater of the^ numbers 
b and c respectively as adumbrated in the above rule is 
quite unnecessary. 

Brahmagupta’s Rule. Brahmagupta gives the 
following rule for the solution of a quadratic indeter¬ 
minate equation involving a factum : 

“With the exception of an optional unknown, 
assume arbitrary values for the rest of the unknowns, 
the product of which forms the factum. The sum 
of the products of these (assumed values) and 
the (respective) coefficients of the unknowns will be 
absolute quantities. The continued products of the 
assumed values and of the coefficient of the factum will 
be the coefficient of the optionally Qeft out) unknown. 
Thus the solution is effected without forming an equation 
of the factum. Why then was it done so?”^ 

The reference in the latter portion of this rule is 
to the method of the unknown writer. The principle 

* BrSpSJ, xviii. 62-3, vide supra, p. 297. 
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underlying Brahmagupta’s method is to reduce, like the 
Greek Diophantus (c. 275),^ the given indeterminate 
equation to a simple determinate one by assuming 
arbitrary values for all the unknowns except one. So 
it is undoubtedly inferior to the earlier method. 
Brahmagupta gives the following illustrative example : 

“On subtracting from the product of signs and 
degrees of the sun, three and four times (respectively) 
those quantities, ninety is obtained. Determining the 
sun within a year (one can pass as a proficient) mathe- 
matician.”^ 

If X denotes the signs and j the degrees of the sun, 
then the equation is 

xy — ■^x— = 90. 

Thus this problem, as that of Bhaskara II {infra), appears 
to have some relation with that of the BakhshSli work. 
Prthudakasvami solves it in two ways. Firstly, he as¬ 
sumes the arbitrary number to be 17, then 

X — 
1 /90.1 4- 3-4 
I ' 17 + 4) = to. 

y = .1(17 + 3) = iO- 

Secondly, he assumes arbitrarilyj = zo. On substituting 
this vsdue in the above equation, it reduces to 

xox — 3X = 170 ; 
whence x — \o. 

Mahivira’s Rule. MahUvira (8jo) has not treated 
equations of this type. There are, however, two pro¬ 
blems in his Ganita-sdra-samgraha which involve siinilaf 
equations. One of them is to find the increase or 

^ Heath, Diophantus, pp. 192-4, 262. 
*BrSpSi, xviii. 61. 
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decrease of two numbers (^r, h) so that the product of 
the resulting numbers will be equal to another optionally 
given number {d). Thus we are to solve 

{a ± x){h ±j) = d, 

or •’9' ih {bx aj)~ d — ab. 

The rule given for solving this is : 

“The difference between the product of the given 
numbers and the optional number is put down at two 
places. It is divided (at one place) by one of the given 
numbers increased by unity and (at the other) by the 
optional number increased by the other given number. 
These will give in the reverse order the values of the 
quantitic's to be added or subtracted.”^ 

That is to say, 

d ~ ah 
X — -- 

h ■ 1 

dab 

Thus the solutions given by Mahavira are much 
cramped. The other problem considered by him is to 
separate the capital, interest and time when their sum is 
given : If x be the capital invested and_y the period of 
time in months, then the interest will be mxj, where tn 
is the rate of interest per month, llten the problem 
is to solve 

d ■''' ab 
d+ b 

d ~ ab 
a 1 

mxy + -v + J' — /»■ 

Mahavira solves this equation by assuming arbitrary 
values for j.® 

* GSS, vi. Z84. * GSS, vi. }j. 
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Stipati’s Rule. Sripati (1039) gives the following 
rule; 

“Remove the factums from one side, the (simple) 
unknowns and the absolute numbers from the other, 
I'he product of the coefficients of the unknowns being 
added to the product of the absolute quantity and the 
coefficient of the factum, (the sum) is divided by an 
optional number. The quotient and the divisor should 
be added arbitrarily to the greater or smaller of the 
coefficients of the unknowns. These divided by the 
coefficient of the factum will be the values of the un¬ 
knowns in the reverse order.”^ 

/.<?., A" = -f <r) I A 

where m is arbitrary. 

BhSskara IPs Rule. Bhaskara II (1130) has given 
two rules for the solution of a quadratic indeterminate 
equation containing the product of the unknowns... His 
first method is the same as that of Brahmagupta: 

“Leaving one unknown quantity optionally' chosen, 
the values of the other should be assumed arbitrarily 
according to convenience. The factum will thus be 
reduced and the required solution can then be obtained 
by the first method of analysis.”® 

Bhaskara’s aim was to obtain integral solutions. The 
above method is, however, not convenient for the 
purpose. He observes : 

“On assuming in this way an arbitrary known 
value for one of the unknowns, the integral values of the 

^ SiSt, xiv. 20-1. 

I /adbe 
iz ' m , + 0 

^ BBiy p. 123. 
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two unknowns can be obtained with much difliculty.”^ 
So he describes a second method “by which they can 
be obtained with little difficulty.” 

“Transposing the factum from one side chosen at 
pleasure, and the (simple) unknowns and the absolute 
number from the other side (of the equation), and then 
dividing both the sides by the coefficient of the factum, 
the product of the coefficients of the unknowns together 
with the absolute number is divided by an optional 
number. The optional number and that quotient should 
be increased or diminished by the coefficients of the 
unknowns at pleasure. They (results thus obtained) 
should be known as the values of the two unknowns 
reciprocally.”® 

This rule has been elucidated by the author thus : 

“From one of the two equal sides the factum be¬ 
ing removed, and from the other the unknowns 
and the absolutt^ number; then dividing the two 
sides by the coefficients of the factum, the product 
of the coefficients of the unknowns on the other side 
added to the absolute number, is divided by an 
optional number. The optional number and the quo¬ 
tient being arbitrarily added to the coefficients of the 
unknowns, should be known as the values of the un¬ 
knowns in the reciprocal order. That is, the one to 
which the coefficient of the kdlaka (the second unknown) 
is added, will be the value of the ydvat-tdvat (the first 
unknown) and the one to which the coefficient of the 
ydvat-tdvat is added, will be the value of the kdlaka. 
But if, after that has been done, owing to the magnitude, 
the statements (of the problem) are not fulfilled, then 

^ “Evamekasmin vyakte r3lau kalpite sati bahunayisenabhinnau 
riii jft^yete”—BBi, p. 124. 

* BBi, pp. i24f. 
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from the optional number and the quotient, the coeffi¬ 
cients of the unknowns should be subtracted, and (the 
remainders) will be the values of the unknowns in the 
reciprocal order.” 

Thus Bhaskara’s solutions are 

A' = - ± m’ a 

y y 

7±”' 

— i ^ 

where is any arbitrary number and “ )• 
f/t ^ a ^ 

The rationale of these solutions is as follows : 

or 

axy — bx cy d, 

bed 
xy-A-y = —, 

a a-' a 

(^-7)(j>'-7)==“ + ^ = say. 

Then, either 

y- 

= ±m' 

or 

X ■ 

y- 

= ±«' 

whence the solutions. 

BhSskara’s Proofs. The same rationale of the 
above solutions has been given also by Bhaskara II with 
the help of the following illustrative example. He 
observes that the proof “is twofold in every case : one 
geometrical {ksetragata), the other algebraic (rdSigata).”'^ 

'Example. “The sum of two numbers multiplied 
by four and three, added by two is equal to the product 

^ BB), p. 115. 
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of those numbers. Tell me, if thou knowest, those 
two numbers.”^ 

Solution. “Having performed the operations as 
stated, the sides are 

xy 4A- 4- + 2. 

The product of the coefficients of the unknowns plus 
the absolute term is 14. Dividing this by an optional 
number (say) unity, the optional number and the quotient 
are i, 14. To these being arbitrarily added 4, 5, the 
coefficients of the unknowns, the values of {x,y) are 
(4, 18) or (17, 5). (Dividing) by (the optional number) 2, 
(other values will be) (5, 11) or (10, 6.)”® 

Geometrical Proof. “The second side of the equation 
is equal to the factum. But the factum is the area of an 
oblong quadrilateral of which the base and upright are 
the unknown quantities. Within this figure (Fig. 15) 
exist four x’s, three y’s and the absolute number 2. 
From this figure on taking off four x’s and y minus four 
multiplied by its own coefficient, (i.e., 3), it becomes 
this (Fig. 16). 

Fig. 15 Fig. i6 

The other side of the equation being so treated there- 

1 BBi, pp. 123,125. * BBi, p. 125. 

20 
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results 14. This must be the area of the figure remaining 
at the corner (see Fig. 16) within the rectangle represent¬ 
ing the factum, and is the product of its base and upright. 
But these are (still) to be known here. Therefore, assum¬ 
ing an optional number for the base, the upright will be 
obtained on dividing the area 14 by it. One of these, 
base and upright, being increased by 4, the coefficient 
of X will be the upright of the figure representing the 
factum, because when four x’s were separated from the 
factum-figure, its upright was lessened by 4. Similarly 
the other being increased by 3, the coefficient of j, will 
be the base They are precisely the values of x and 

Algebraic Proof '‘This is also geometrical in 
origin. In this the values of the base and upright of 
the smaller rectangle within the rectangle whose base 
and upright are and j respectively, are assumed to be 
two other unknowns u and One of them being 
increased by the coefficient of x will be the value of 
the upright of the outer figure and the other being 
increased by the coefficient of y wiU be taken to be the 
value of the base of the outer figure. Thus y — u +4, 
X — V 3. Substituting these values of the unknowns 
X, y, on both sides of the equation, the upper side will 
be 3« -t- 4*' -f- 26 and the factum side will be tcv -f- 3« 
+ 4t'-f- ii- On making perfect clearance between 
these sides, the lower side becomes uv and the upper 
side 14. This is the area of that inner rectangle and it is 
equal to the product of the coefficients of the unknowns 
plus the absolute number. How the values of the 
unknowns are to be thence deduced, has been already 
explained.”* 

^ BB/, p. 126. 
* In the original text they ate respectively nt (for ntlaka) and pt 

{for pftaka). 
• BBi, p. 127. 
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Bhaskara II further observes : 
“Thus the proof of the solution of the factum has 

been shown to be of two kinds. What has been said 
before—the product of the coefficients of the unknowns 
together with the absolute number is equal to the area 
of another rectangle inside the rectangle representing 
the factum and lying at a corner—is sometimes other¬ 
wise. For, when the coefficients of the unknowns are 
negative, the factum-rectangle will be inside the 
other rectangle at one corner ; and when the coefficients 
of the unknowns are greater than the base and upright 
of the factum-rectangle, and arc positive, the other 
will be outside the factum rectangle and at a comer, as 
(Figs. 17, 18). 

> 

^.W.. V 

I 

y 
I 

Fig. 18 

When it is so, the coefficients of the unknowns lessened 
by the optional number and the quotient, will be the 
values of a- zndjy”^ 

^ BBi, p. 127. 
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Isosceles trapeziums 228 ; ratio¬ 

nal—228 ; pairs of—231 
Isosceles triangles,—with a given 

altitude 223 ; with integral 
sides 222; pairs of rationil— 
224 

Istagunaghna 53 
Ista-karma 39 

j 
Jha, Murlidhara 19, 20 
Jnanaraja 28, 65, 69, 93, 116, 

128, 144, 148, 151, 154, 186, 
189, 193 

jyestha pada 144 

K 
K^aka 17 
KamaRkara 93, 116, 141, 143, 

144, 148, 151, 154, 193, 194, 
193, 196, 197, 198 

K&mika 9, 38 
Kani^fha pada 144 
Karavindasvimi 207 
Kdtydyana 59, 204, 206 
Kaye 14, 48, 49, 50, 61, 93 ; 297 
Konaianku 64 
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Krsna 27, 36, 65, 69, 90, iii, 
118, 142, 148, 154, .163, 177 

Krti-prakrti 141 
K§aya 12 
Ksepaka 144 
Ksetragata 3 
Kummer 239 
Kuttaka i, 89, 91 ; citra—mi^ra 

52 ; dfdha—117 ;—gamta 1 ; 
origin of the name 90;— 
Siromani 88; sthira—117 

Kuttildra 89 

L 

Laghubhaskariya 284 
Lagrange 148, 186 
Laws of signs 20 
Lemma 150; Brahmagupta’s 

146 ; Bhiskara’s 162 
Lilavati 3, 88, 90, 117, 124, 139 
Linear equations 36, 44; early 

solutions 36; in more than 
two unknowns 125 ;—^in one 
unknown 36; rule of false 
position 3 7 ; solution of—^40 ; 
—with s^everal unknow’ns 47 ; 
—with two unknowns 43 

Lohita 18 

M 

Madhura 19 
Madhyamiharana 3, 35, 36, 69, 

76 
Maha-Bhiskarlya 89 
Mah4vedi 6 
Mahavira 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 38, 

44, 4% 50, 5L 5^, 53* 5^, 
67, 7h 74, 77, 78, 79, 

82, 83,'84, 85, 87, 89, 91, 137, 
138, 207, 208, 209, 210, 213^ 
214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219 

221, 222, 223, 224, 226, 227, 
229, 231, 234, 25^, ^38, 242, 
243, 244, 245, 301 ;—’s defini¬ 
tions 208 ;—’s rules 56, 86, 
103, 300; rule of—124. 

Matsunago 199 
Mazumdar, N, K. 93 
Mehta, D. M. 88 
Mikami, Y. 200 
Mula 15; varga—10; dvitiya- 

varga—ii ; n^^ varga—ii ; 
prathama-varga—11 ; tritiya- 
varga—ghana ii. 

Multiple equations 283 
Multiplication 22, 26 

N 

Narayana 5, ii, 14, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 

41, 43, 50, 52, 53, 82, 83, 
84, 93, 119, M3, M4, 
148, 150, 151, 154, 164, 165, 
168, 174, 176, 177, 178, 179, 
181, 186, 202, 245, 248, 249, 
260, 264, 266, 271, 274, 279, 
284, 286 ;—’s rule 164, 248 

Nilaka 17 
Nyasa 30, 33 
Nyuna 14 

O 

Operations, fundamental—25 ; 
number of—2 5 ;—with an op¬ 
tional number 39 

Origin of minus sign 14 

P 

Padmanibha 12, 70 
Pairs of rectangles 219 
Paksa 11 
Palabh^ 64 
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Pafica gata 10 
Pellian equation 5 
Pitaka 18 
Power 10 
Pridcia 7 
Prakrti 9 
Principle of Composition 145, 

147, i48> 150 
Prthudakasvdmi i, 9, ii, 18, 20, 

24, 29, 5*1, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 
41, 5 5, 75, lOi, 117, lii, 13^, 
154, 135, 143, M4, 145, 
227, 229, 234, 238, 251, 252, 

297, i98» 30*^ . 
Purusa 7 

Q 

Quadratic, two roots of 70, 
known to Mahavira 73. 

Quadrilaterals, rational—228 ; 
inscribed—having a given 
area 242 

R 

Rahn, J. H, 225 
Ramakrsna 65 
Rangacarya 78, 104 
Ranganath 90, 212 
Rasigata 4 
Rational, inscribed quadrilaterals 

235 ;—^isosceles trapeziums 
228 ;—quadrilaterals 228 ;— 
right triangles having a given 
hypotenuse 215 ;—right tri¬ 
angles having a given side 
209 ;—scalene triangles 225 ; 
—triangles 204, early solutions 
204, integral solutions 206, 
juxtaposition of—223, later 
rational solutions 207 

Rodet 51, 93 

Rule,—of concurrence 43 ;—of 
false position 37, 38; dis¬ 

appearance from later algebra 

Rupa 9, 12, 141 

S 
Sadgata 10 
Saddi-karana ii 
Sama 11 
Sama-karana fi 
Samaiodhana 33, 34 
Samatva ii 
Samikarana ii, 28 ; ancka-varna 

—35 ; avyaktavarga—35 ; 
asakrt—181 ; ekavarna—35 ; 
sakrt—181 

Sams! ^Ukuttaka 136 
Samya ii 
Sahkramana 43, 44, 82, 84 
Satpuru§a 4 
Schooten, Fras van 225 
Sen Gupta, P. C. 93 
Siddhinta-§iromani 90 
Siva 5 
Singh, A. N, 270, 271 
Smith 14, 32, 38, 150 
Sodhana 33 
Special rules 129 
Squaring 27 
Square pulveriser 250 
Square-root 28 
Sridhara 12, 16, 38, 63, 67, 238 ; 

—’s rule 63 
Sridhara Mahapitra 140 
Sripati 5, ii, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 

54, 40. 44. 64, 92, 137, 143, 
145. 150, 155. 157. 207. 237, 
302;—'s rule 67, no, 127, 
302 

Sthanihga-sutra 9, 35, 36 
Subtraction 21 ; addition and— 

Sulba 6, 7, 36, 39, 204 
Suryadisa 63, 69, 90, 162, 177, 

2x1, 212, 213 
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Suryadeva Yajva 91, 133 
Suryasiddh^nta 64 
Symbols 12 ;—for powers and 

roots 15 ;—for unknowns 16 ; 
—of operation 12 

T 

Tattvirthadhigama-sutra 60 
Technical terms 9, 143 
Terminology 89**^ 
Thibaut, G. ii, 14 
Thymaridas 50, 51 
Trapeziums 228 ; rational—228 ; 

rational—with three equal 
sides 233 

Triangles, having a given area 
227 ;—and quadrilaterals hav- 
ing a given area 244 

Tri^atika 16, 65, 258 

U 

Umasvdti 60 

Unknown quantity 9 
Uttaridhyayana-siitra 10 

V 

Vancha 9, 38 
Varga 10, ii, 15, 55;—ghana- 

ghata, 10, 15;—mula 10;— 
prakrti 141, 142 ;—varga 10, 

3 5 varga-ghana ghara 
10, 15 ; dvitiya—ii ; prathama 
—10 ; tritiya—11 

Varna 17, 19 
Vieta 214 
Visamakarma 84 
Vyakta, i, 2, 4 ;—ganita i 

Y 

Yadrccha 9, 38 
Yavakastavat 20 
Yavat-tavat 9, 17, 18, 19, 29^-55 , 

56, ?8 
Yuta 12 








